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FOREWORD

In 1969 the Pali Text Society published important translations of 
two Abhidhamma works: Conditional Relations, being Vol. 1 of the 
Chatthasahg3yana (ChS) text of Patthana, and No. 37 in the Translation 
Series (T.S.) by U Nirada MOla P atth ^a  Sayadaw; and The Book o f  
Analysis, Vibhahga, translated also from the ChS edition by Pa^ama- 
kyaw Ashin Thit^ila, No. 39 in the T.S. A third, and revised edition, of 
Mrs Rhys David’s translation of DhammasahganT, Buddhist Psychologi
cal Ethics, was published in 1974, No. 41 in the T.S. These had been 
preceded by U Narada’s Discourse on Elements, his translation of 
Dhatukatha, 1962, reprinted in 1977, and No. 34 in the T.S. The demand 
for these Abhidhamma works, though small, has been steady, and has 
grown steadily as the years have gone by. There is now a study of the 
first few pages of Patthana by U Narada called Guide to Conditional 
Relations, vol. 1. He wished to write it to make explicit and intelligible 
many of the difficulties in the highly complex Patthana, the seventh 
and last of the Abhidhamma works. Here again U Narada’s knowledge 
is due to the long period of study he has devoted to this work and to 
the early comprehensive, solid and precise Abhidhamma training he 
received, a training no longer existing even in Burma.

As I said in my Foreword to Conditional Relations, vol. I (as it should 
now be called), it had not been expected that the same translator would 
translate the ChS vols. II, III, IV, or V. But the unexpected happened 
and the present book is the result.

The preparation of the typescript and of most of the proof-reading 
have been done by U Narada and U Thein Nyun, his zealous assistant of 
many years’ standing. The Pali Text Society offers sincere gratitude to 
them both.

I. B. H o r n e r
London.
June 1979.



INTRODUCTION

The Introduction to Conditional Relations Vol. I (C.R. I) gives (1) a 
brief account of the methods and how to apply them in order to arrive 
at the answers in the 7 Chapters of the Faultless Triplet Patthana sec
tion; (2) the states of the other 4 Triplets also dealt with therein;(3) a 
general idea of the remaining 23 Pa^^anas which make up the last 3 of 
the 5 volumes of Patthana. Also, it states that the remaining 17 Triplets, 
like the Clinging and Corrupt Triplets of Vol. I, are treated very briefly 
in Vol. II, the present volume. This completes the Triplet Patthana, the 
first of the 6 Patthanas in the Positive Method Division.

Among the Triplets in Vol. II, the Applied Thought Triplet not only 
includes many states but they are also compUcated and difficult to under
stand. With regard to all the 6 Chapters of each Triplet in this volume, 
it will be found that in the Enumeration Chapters (1) of the Positive and 
Negative conditions, in most cases only “By Ones” are given and (2) of 
the Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions, only “By Twos” 
are given. As for “By Threes” , “By Fours” and so on, it is directed that 
they be worked out according to the method given in the Faultless Triplet. 
As for the Investigation Chapters, it wiU be found that, as in the preceding 
6 Chapters, only “By Ones” and “By Twos” are given and the reader is 
then directed to “Enumerate the enumerations of Investigation Chapter 
without confusion” and so forth in order to obtain the rest. And it is 
only in the last Triplet, the Visible and Impinging Triplet, that the com
mon of root condition and one ordinary combination are given. The rest 
of the commons, combinations and others are not given for any Triplet 
but it is directed that they be found in order to know them in detail.

Even in the Faultless Triplet, which is given in detail, there are many 
elisions. So it is no wonder that the Triplets in this volume, which are 
given briefly, should have so many elisions. How, then, can these elisions 
be determined? Even in Burma, where Abhidhamma flourishes, no one 
has, in times past, worked out what those elisions are. The reason, of 
course, is that this is no easy matter at all. Although it may be possible, 
when the method is known, to find what the elisions are in the first two



PaUhanas, i.e. the Triplet and Couplet Pat.thanas of the Positive Method 
Division, it is extremely difficult to know what the elisions are in the 
remaining 22 PaUhSnas. For, sometimes, it takes 15-20 minutes of deep 
thought to be able to work out an answer that is elided. That is why the 

' translator painstakingly determined the elisions for the benefit of per- 
' sons who wish to have complete understanding of all the 24 Pa^hanas. 

sji Also, wherever necessary, the elisions were determined for the Sixth 
Synod Editions, especially those in Vols. IV and V.

Patthana is, indeed, deep and profound and so it is really difficult to 
conceive of it completely on one’s own. But the Buddha provided a 
method so that, on that basis, there would be no difficulty in grasping 
the subject. That method is none other than the Table of Contents (the 
Triplets and Couplets) expounded at the beginning of DhammasahganT. 
As examples, the Faultless, Faulty and Indeterminate states of the 
Faultless Triplet were expounded to form the Faultless Triplet Patthana 
Section; the states of the Feeling Triplet were expounded to form the 
Feeling Triplet Patthana Section. Therefore, when the appropriate states 
of the Triplets are taken as references (1) from the Single Enumerations 
(the conditioning and conditioned states of the conditions) of the Posi
tive and Negative conditions, as given in Guide to C.R., Part II, the 6 
Chapters can be easily understood and (2) from the Single Enumerations 
of the Investigation Chapter, as given in the Introduction to C.R. I, the 
Investigation Chapters can be easily understood.

In this volume the enumerations “By Ones” of the conditions in 
Dependent Chapter and others are given completely in the Enumeration 
Chapters but not in the Classification Chapters. Therefore, in places 
where difficulties may be encountered, the enumerations in the elisions 
are worked out, But the reason for obtaining them from the appropriate 
single enumerations must be borne in mind. Since it is not possible to 
give everything completely, the reader must apply the method to deter
mine the enumerations in the other elisions on his own.

6. A p p l i e d  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  

_______________Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

X Conditional Relations

1. 55 cons, with applied thought and 1. 55 cons, with applied thought and 
sustained thought, 50 m.f. exclusive sustained thought, 50 m.f. exclusive
of applied thought and sustained of applied th o u ^ t  and sustained
thought. thought.



2. 11 second Jhana cons., 36 m.f. ex- 2. 11 second Jhana cons., 36 m.f. ex
clusive of applied thought and sus- elusive of applied thought and sus
tained th o u ^ t;  55 applied thought tained th o u ^ t;  55 applied thought
m.f. present at 55 cons, with applied m.f. present at 55 cons, with applied
thought and sustained thought. thought and sustained thought.

3. 55 cons, without applied thought 3. 55 cons, without applied thought 
and sustained thought, 36 m.f. ex- and sustained thought, 36 m.f. ex
clusive of applied thought and elusive o f applied thought and
sustained thought; 11 sustained sustained thought; 11 sustained
thought m.f. present at 11 second thought m.f. present at 11 second
Jhana cons.; 28 matter; Nibbana. Jhana cons.; 28 matter; Nibbana.

Abbreviations: cons. = consciousness; m.f. = mental factors
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The above states are taken from Discourse on Elements pp. 36-7. 
Please see this text also for the sections (given as footnotes in this 
volume) and states of the other Triplets (given in this Introduction). 
Since 55 sustained thought mental factors— present at 55 conscious
nesses with applied thought and sustained thought— are not included 
in this Triplet, they are Triplet-freed. Therefore, there is no need to 
consider them here as they are not concerned with this Triplet.

One who is versed in the Compendium of Philosophy will know 
what the above states ate, but for one who is not and has no knowledge 
of them, some explanation is provided below:

1. The first section is “States with applied thought and sustained 
thought.” These are (a) 55 consciousnesses with applied thought and 
sustained thought— made up of 44 sensuous consciousnesses exclusive 
of twice fivefold consciousnesses and 11 (3 fine-material and 8 supra- 
mundane) first Jhana consciousnesses; (b) 50 associated mental factors 
exclusive of applied thought and sustained thought.

2. The second section is “States without applied thought but with 
sustained thought.” These are (a) 11 second Jhana consciousnesses; (b) 
36 associated mental factors exclusive of applied thought and sustained 
thought; (c) 55 applied thought mental factors— those that were ex
cluded in the first section because they were associated with the 55 
applied thought consciousnesses. (Since each applied thought conscious
ness is associated with applied thought mental factor and there are 55 
of the former, there are 55 of the latter.)

Note ft): The fact that 55 consciousnesses with applied thought and 
sustained thought— the reference states in the first section— are



conascent with 55 applied thought mental factors— the variant states 
in the second section— must be kept in mind.

3 . The third section is “States without applied thought and sustained 
thought.” These are (a) 55 consciousnesses without applied thought 
and sustained thought— made up of 11 third Jhana, 11 fourth Jhana, 
23 (3 fine-material + 12 immaterial + 8 supramundane) fifth Jhana con
sciousnesses and twice fivefold consciousnesses; (b) 36 associated mental 
factors exclusive of applied thought and sustained thought; (c) 11 sus
tained thought mental factors which were not concerned with the second 
section and, therefore, excluded from the 11 second Jhana conscious
nesses in the second section;(d) 28 matter; (e) Nibbana.

Note (ii): The fact that 11 second Jhana consciousnesses— the refer
ence states in the second section— are conascent with 11 sustained 
thought mental factors— the variant states in the third section— must 
be kept in mind.

The Triplet-freed states have already been given. Since matter and 
NibbSna are not involved in the first and second sections they are 
included in the third section. Particular note must be made of the fact 
that Nibbana is never taken into account in the 6 Chapters but only 
in the Investigation Chapter and, even then, only in object, object- 
predominance and object-strong-dependence conditions.

Now it will be clearly shown why the Classification Chapters of 
Dependent Chapter in the text are so expounded. Of course, it will not 
be possible to deal with all the conditions. So only one, as the reference 
condition, in each Triplet will be considered in order to provide the 
method. Then, based on that method, those for the other conditions 
can be found.

xii Conditional Relations

6 . A p p l i e d  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  I. “ D e p e n d e n t ”  C h a p t e r

1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter 

Root Condition

Please refer to the chart. The states of root condition are all rooted 
mentality and materiality. The answers given here must be compared 
with those in the text.

With the reference states of section 1, which are all mentality, there 
are:



(i) {1-1)} Here the mentality of the reference (R for short) states 
and of the variant (V for short) states of section 1 are related 
both during life (“dl” for short) and at the moment of conception 
(“me” for short). (Since the states with applied thought and sus
tained thought, as the reference states, arise both during Ufe and 
at the moment of conception, these have to be stated every time 
and so abbreviations are used for them.)

(ii) {1-2). R 1 and 55 applied thought m.f. of V 2 are conascent—  
which had to be kept in mind in note (i) above— both “dl” and

me .
(iii) {1-3). R 1 and mind-produced matter “ dl” and also kamma- 

produced matter “me” of V 3 are conascent.
(iv) {1-1,3). R 1 and the mentality of V 1 + matter of V 3 are co

nascent. Wherever both “dl” and “me” apply they will not be 
indicated, but must be assumed.

(v) {1-2,3). R 1 and 55 applied thought m.f. of V 2 + matter of V 3 
are conascent, i.e. (1-2) and (1-3) above are combined.

(vi) {1-1,2). Mentality of R 1 and that of V 1 + 55 applied thought 
m.f. of V 2 are conascent, i.e. (1-1) and (1-2) are combined.

(vii) {1-1,2,3). Mentality of R 1 and that of V 1 + 55 applied thought 
m.f. of V 2 + matter of V 3 are conascent, i.e. (1-2,3) and (1-1,2) 
are combined.

Thus, with the reference states of section 1, there are 7 answers. With 
the reference states of section 2 there are:
(viii) {2-2). Here the mentality of R 2 and that of V 2 are conascent. 

(Since conascence condition is expounded in this Chapter, the 
fact that the states are conascent is to be understood and so this 
will not be mentioned again.)

(ix) {2-1). Just as the answet (1-2) was obtained above, here the re
verse also holds true, i.e. 55 applied thought m.f. of R 2 and men
tality of V 1.

(x) {2-3). Unlike (1-3) above where only matter of V 3 was taken, 
here 11 sustained thought m.f. of V 3, w.hich are conascent with 
the mental aggregates of R 2— which had to be kept in mind in

' The figure or figures before the dash denote the appropriate reference states 
of the section or sections and those after denote the appropriate variant states o f 
the section or sections that are selected for an answer. This is to be understood 
for all the answers. As the answers will be given in this way, the word “answer” 
will be left out.
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note (ii) above— are also taken. In (1-3) above, the mental aggre
gates of R I are not conascent with these sustained thought m.f. 
and so the latter were not taken there. Also, 55 applied thought 
m.f. of R 2 are conascent with matter of V 3.

(xi) 12-1,3). 55 applied thought m.f. of R 2 and the mental aggregates 
of V 1 + matter of V 3.

(xii) {2-2,3). Mentality of R 2 and that of V 2 + 11 sustained thought 
m.f. of V 3 + matter of V 3.

Why (2-1,2) and (2-1,2,3) are not obtained. The mental aggregates of
R 2 and those of V 1 are not conascent and so (2-1,2) is not obtained.
Consequently, (2-1,2,3) is not obtained as well.

Thus, with the reference states of section 2, there are 5 answers.
With the reference states of section 3 there are:

(xiii) {3-3). “dl” : mentality of R 3 and that of V 3 + mind-produced 
matter of V 3; also 11 sustained thought m.f. of R 3 and mind- 
produced matter of V 3 as they are conascent;

“me” : similar to “dl” above: mentality of R 3 and that of
V 3 + kanuna-produced matter of V 3; also, 11 sustained thought 
m.f. of R 3 and kamma-produced matter of V 3; also, the usual 
relations between (heart-)base and mental aggregates, i.e. (a) men
tal aggregates of R 3 and (heart-)base of V 3 and (b) (heart-)base 
of R 3 and mental aggregates of V 3; again, 11 sustained thought 
m.f. of R 3 and (heart-)base of V 3 and the reverse, i.e. (heart-) 
base of R 3 and 11 sustained thought m.f. of V 3; furthermore, 
the relations between matter of R 3 and V 3 which consists o f the 
2 kinds above as given in the single enumeration of root condition.

Note: Matter “dl” is mind-produced matter and matter “me” is
kamma-produced matter.
(xiv) {3-1). (Heart-)base has wide application but in this Dependent 

Chapter it applies only to “me” . Therefore, whenever (heart-)base 
is taken it is meant for “me” . Here (heart-)base of R 3 and mental 
aggregates of V 1 are taken to give (3-1).

(xv) {3-2). 11 sustained thought m.f. of R 3 and mental aggregates of
V 2 for “dl” and “me” ; also, (heart-)base of R 3 and mental aggre
gates of V 2; again, (heart-)base of R 3 and 55 applied thought 
m.f. of V 2 for “me”.

(xvi) {3-1,3). (Heart-)base of R 3 and mental aggregates of V 1; great 
primaries of R 3 and kamma-produced matter of V 3. Here (3-1) 
and part of (3-3) are combined to give (3-1,3).
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(xvii) (3-2,3). 11 sustained thought m.f. of R 3 and mental aggregates 
of V 2 + matter of V 3 for “dl” and “me” ; also, like (3-1,3) 
above,(heart-)baseofR3 and mental aggregates of V 2 and great 
primaries of R 3 and matter of V 3 to give (3-2,3); again, (heart-) 
base of R 3 and 55 applied thought m.f. of V 2; great primaries 
of R 3 and matter of V 3; besides, (heart-)base of R 3 and men
tal aggregates of V 2 + 11 sustained thought m.f. of V 3. All 
these states are contained in the chart.

(xviii) (3-1,2). (Heart-)base of R 3 and mental aggregates of V 1 + 55 
applied thought m.f. of V 2.

(xix) (3-1,2,3). (Heart-)base of R 3 and mental aggregates of V 1 + 55 
applied thought m.f. of V 2; great primaries of R 3 and matter 
o fV3.

Thus, with the reference states of section 3, there are 7 answers.
With the reference states of sections 1 and 3 taken together there are:

(xx) (1,3-1). Here the reference states are the mental aggregates of 
R 1 and (heart-)base of R 3. As (heart-)base is taken it is for 
“me” . The variant states are thednental aggregates of V 1.

(xxi) (1,3-2). The above reference states and 55 applied thought m.f. 
o fV2.

(xxii) (1,3-3). Here the reference states are the mental aggregates of 
R 1 and great primaries of R 3. The variant is matter of V 3. 
This occurs “dl” and “me” .

(xxiii) (1,3-1,3). This is a combination of (1,3-1) and (1,3-3). As 
(heart-)base is taken it is for “me” .

(xxiv) (1,3-2,3). This is a combination of (1,3-2) and (1,3-3).
(xxv) (1,3-1,2). The reference states are the mental aggregates of R 1 

and (heart-)base of R 3. The variant states are the mental aggre
gates of V 1 and 55 applied thought m.f. of V 2.

(xxvi) (1,3-1,2,3). This is a combination of (1,3-1,2) and (1,3-3) 
above.

Now that the method has been provided up to this stage, it is left to 
the reader to find the other answers by making use of the knowledge 
gained. That is why they are purposely left out. The 37 answers must 
be compared with those expounded in the text. Then, from the chart 
it will be seen why they are so expounded.
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1. Conditions: Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

By Ones

In the Classification Chapter of the Dependent Chapter root, object 
and dissociation conditions* are given in detail but the other 20 con
ditions are just referred to. In the Enumeration Chapter, however, 
the enumerations “By Ones” of all the conditions are given. How they 
are obtained is shown below because the reader will not find them 
easy.

It has already been shown in the Single Enumerations in C.R. 1 that
(1) object, proximity, contiguity, strong-dependence, association, ab
sence and disappearance have the same enumerations; (2) conascence, 
dependence, presence and non-disappearance have the same enumera
tions. Although there is more matter in the Major conascence group of 
conditions, i.e. (2) above, than in root for the answer (3-3), there is no 
difference in the enumerations. Therefore, the conditions which have 
the same enumerations as root and object respectively— the 2 that have 
been dealt with in detail— will not be considered but only the other 
conditions.

Predominance 23. The Single Enumeration of this condition shows 
that it occurs during life only and not at the moment of conception. 
But because predominant mind-produced matter is a conditioned state, 
only the 14 answers which have only “at the moment of conception” , 
have to be excluded* from those for root condition. These are:

(1) With 3 as reference: (3-1), (3-1,3), (3-1,2), (3-1,2,3), i.e. 4;
(2) With 1,3 as reference: all except (1,3-3), i.e. 6;
(3) With 2,3 as reference: (2,3-1), (2,3-1,3), i.e. 2;
(4) With 1,2,3 as reference: (1,2,3-1), (1,2,3-1,2), i.e. 2.
Therefore, the enumeration is 37 -  14 = 23. This can be proved to

be so from the text.
Mutuality 28. The conditioning and conditioned states contain all 

the mentality. As for materiality, only (heart-)base of kamma-produced 
matter at the moment of conception and all the great primaries are 
included but not derived matter and mind-produced matter. The 9 
answers not obtained are: (3-1,3), (3-1,2,3), (1,3-3), (1,3-1,3),

xvi Conditional Relations

' When there is no doubt that “condition” or “conditions” is meant, such 
words will be left out.

’ Also those from the other answers so that only “during life” are taken.



(1,3-2,3), (2,3-1,3), (1,2-1,3), (1,2,3-3) and (1,2,3-1,3). Therefore the 
enumeration is 37 -  9 = 28.

Prenascence 11, Repetition 11. These 2 conditions have mentality as 
conditioning and conditioned states which occur during life. There is no 
materiality. The 11 answers obtained are; (1-1), (1-2), (1-1,2), (2-2), 
(2-1), (2-3), (2-2,3), (3-3), (3-2), (2,3-2) and (1,2-1).

These answers should be checked with those in the text to find 
whether they are correct or not. By doing so knowledge will be acquired 
to enable one to fill in the elisions. Of course, the chart giving the states 
of the Triplet must always be referred to.

By Twos
They are all the same as “By Ones” . That is why, after the elisions, it 

is noted that they are abbreviated. And it must be understood that 
when the enumerations are not given later, this is because there are no 
differences.

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter 
Root condition was taken as the example in the Positive conditions 

to explain the Classification Chapter and now not-object 7 is taken in 
the Negative conditions. The conditioning states of not-object are the 
mentality in the five-aggregate planes and all the great primaries while 
the conditioned states are all materiality. Since materiality is included 
only in the third section of the Triplet, the variant, materiality, is in
variably V 3.

The 7 answers for not-object apply to both “ dl” and “me” . For “dl” 
they are:

(i) {1-3). Mental aggregates of R 1 + matter of V 3;
(ii) {2-3). Mental aggregates of R 2 + matter of V 3;

(iii) (5 -i) . Mental aggregates of R 3 and matter of V 3 + all materiality;
(iv) {1,3-3). Mental aggregates of R 1 + great primaries of R 3 and

matter of V 3;
(v) {2,3-3). Mental aggregates of R 2 + 11 sustained thought m.f. of 

R 3 and, since it is “dl” , mind-produced matter of V 3; also, like 
(1,3-3) above, mental aggregates of R 2 + great primaries of R 3 
and matter of V 3; again, 55 applied thought m.f. of R 2 + great 
primaries of R 3 and matter of V 3 ;

(vi) {1,2-3). Mental aggregates of R 1 + conascent 55 applied thought 
m.f. of R 2 and matter of V 3;
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(vii) (1,2,3-3). Mental aggregates of R 1 + 55 applied thought m.f. of 
R 2 + great primaries of R 3 and matter of V 3.

For “me” the 7 answers have to be taken in a similar way to “dl” . 
The last 3 answers for “me” are elided in the text.

The answers obtained for the other conditions should be compared 
with those in the text.

2. Conditions: Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 
By Ones

Not-root 33. This is given fully in the Classification Chapter of the 
text.

Not-path 33. The only difference from not-root is that delusion is 
excluded.

Not-object 7. This is given fully in the Classification Chapter of the 
text.

Not-proximity and others 7. They have the same enumeration as 
not-object.

Not-predominance and others 37. They are the same as those given 
under Positive root condition.

Not-kamma 7. This is given fully in the Classification Chapter of the 
text.

Not-resultant 23. This needs to be explained. Since not-resultant has 
no resultant states, those states which occur “me” and kamma-produced 
matter are not obtained. But as there is mind^roduced matter, this 
condition is similar to predominance in the Positive conditions and has 
the same enumeration.

Not-nutriment and Not-faculty 1. These are 1 because only materi
ality is involved to give (3-3).

Not-jhBna 1. It is 1 because twice fivefold consciousnesses are in
cluded in section 3 and only (3-3) is obtained.

Not-dissociation 11. This is given fully in the Classification Chapter 
of the text.

3. Conditions: Positive-Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 
Root By Twos

In the Enumeration Chapters of the Positive-Negative and Negative- 
Positive conditions, only “By Twos” are given. So “By Threes” and 
others must, as repeatedly directed, be found by applying the method
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given in the Faultless Triplet. This is meant for the reader who wishes 
to understand Patthana completely.

The text for the Positive-Negative conditions is: “With root condi
tion, but not-object 7 . . . not-disappearance 7.” How will one know 
what the elisions are? Not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jh5na and not- 
path have no common states with root condition 37 as reference and so 
they are not included as variants. As for the other conditions, the enu
merations are the same as those shown above in “By Ones” of the Nega
tive conditions.

4. Conditions: Negative-Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

Not-root By Twos

With not-root 33 as reference, those variant conditions with 33 are 
all the same as not-root.

Object, etc. 14. These are: (1-1), (1-2), (1-1,2), (2-2), (3-3), (3-1), 
(3-2), (3-1,2), (1,3-1), (1,3-2), (1,3-1,2), (2,3-1), (1,2-1), (1,2,3-1). 
Here the common conditioned states are delusion from 2 delusion- 
rooted consciousnesses and 18 rootless consciousnesses and so the 
answers for the enumeration are taken from those states in not-root 
condition.

Mutuality 22. Rootless mind-produced matter is not common and so 
the answers with these states, not being obtained in those for root con
dition, give this enumeration.

Prenascence 6. The common conditioned states are delusion from 2 
delusion-rooted consciousnesses and 18 rootless consciousnesses during 
life in the five-aggregate planes. These states have to be looked for in 
the States chart given above to obtain the answers. These are: (1-1), 
(1-2) where 2 is for applied thought, (1-1,2), (2-1), (3-3) for there are 
twice fivefold consciousnesses, (1,2-1), i.e. enumeration 6. (2-2) is not 
obtained because only applied thought is involved and it cannot be 
conascent with itself.

Repetition 5. The common conditioned states are delusion at the 
second impulsion of 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and second to 
seventh impulsions of the smile-consciousness of the Arahat. Here the 
states of section 3 are not involved and so the answer (3-3) is not ob
tained. Therefore, this answer not being included in the 6 above, the 
enumeration is 5.

Path 3. The common conditioned state is delusion from 2 delusion-
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rooted consciousnesses and so the answers are: (1-1), (1-2) and (1-1,2). 
(2-2) and others are not obtained.

Method. In the Enumeration Chapters, the enumerations “By Twos” , 
“By Threes” and so on are obtained by first determining the common 
states and then getting the answers for the enumerations from these 
states in the States chart. Now that the method has been provided the 
reader should, from now on, find the enumerations by himself. Of 
course, it does take time but once they are found there will be great 
satisfaction and dehght.

6. A p p l i e d  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  i l l .  “ C o n d i t i o n e d ”  C h a p t e r

1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter
The 7 answers with the reference states of 1 and the 5 answers with 

the reference states of 2 are stated to be the same as those given in the 
Dependent Chapter above for root condition. The reason is that there 
are no bases and so they are just conascence-dependence. It is only 
when base-prenascence-dependence is expounded that classified answers 
for the bases are given. Even then, the enumerations are usually the 
same as in the Dependent Chapter. The text notes that the differences 
are predominance 37, prenascence and repetition 21 each.

Predominance 37. This is taken in the same way as root condition.
Prenascence 21, Repetition 21. These are the conditions that have 

mentality which occur during life as their states. The answers are: (1-1), 
(1-2), (1-1,2); (2-2), (2-1), (2-3), (2-2,3);(3-3), (3-1), (3-2), (3-2,3), 
(3-1,2); (1,3-1), (1,3-2), (1,3-1,2); (2,3-1), (2,3-2), (2,3-2,3); (1,2-1), 
(1,2-3); (1,2,3-1). To know how these answers are obtained reference 
must be made to the chart.

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapter 
Not-root

In not-root 33, although the Classification Chapter has to include 
answers for the 6 bases wherever they are relevant, the enumeration is 
the same as that in the Dependent Chapter. What is special here is the 
instruction to extract the 7 kinds of delusion in 7 places. This is not 
easy for the reader to do and so they are extracted below. It is to be 
noted that delusion is included in the first section and, therefore, the 
variant, delusion, is always 1.

The 7 kinds of delusion are:
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1. (1-1). Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accom
panied aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accom
panied delusion;

2. (2 -/). Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accom
panied applied thought, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion;

3. (3-/). Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or 
restlessness-accompanied delusion;

4. (1,3-1). Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or rest
lessness-accompanied delusion;

5. (2,3-1). Conditioned by applied thought and (heart-)base, arises 
doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion;

6. (1,2-1). Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and applied thought, arises doubt-accompanied or 
restlessness-accompanied delusion;
Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and applied thought, arises doubt-accompanied or rest
lessness-accompanied delusion;

7. (1,2,3-1). Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, applied thought and (heart-)base, arises doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion.
Not-object, etc. Just as in the Positive conditions where object, proxi

mity and so on are the same, it is to be noted that in the Negative condi
tions not-object, not-proximity, not-contiguity, not-strong-dependence, 
not-absence and not-disappearance are always the same. Their enumera
tions are the same as those in the Dependent Chapter.

2. Conditions: Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

By Ones, etc.

In “By Ones” , etc., the enumeration 37 is the same as that given in 
the Positive conditions. There are not many differences in the enumera
tions which should all be known by now. “By Twos” of Positive- 
Negative conditions are not different from those of the Dependent 
Chapter. As for “By Twos” of Negative-Positive conditions, repetition 
13 and path 5 are the ones that are slightly different. They can be found 
according to the method provided.
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6. A p p l i e d  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  V. “ C o n j o i n e d ”  C h a p t e r

1. Conditions; Positive

If only mentality, with which this Chapter is concerned, is selected 
from the chart for the answers, the enumeration for each of the condi
tions is 11 as shown for root condition. That is why the text states that 
they are all 11.

2. Conditions; Negative

The Classification Chapter of the Negative conditions is not given at 
all. The Text directs the reader to “Do the Negative without confusion” 
and then goes on to deal with the enumerations “By Ones” . Patthana is 
difficult because (1) the classification answers are not given but only 
the enumerations, (2) elisions are included and (3) references are made. 
Yet, when the states are selected from those states contained in the 
chart for the particular Chapter concerned, the enumerations that are 
given in the text and those that are not given can be known. This 
method of selecting the states will now be shown. But this cannot be 
done every time for there are so many and there will be no end to them. 
Besides, it is desired that the reader acquire his own knowledge by carry
ing them out on his own.

By Ones

In “By Ones” the enumeration 11 for the conditions is the same as 
that shown for root condition.

Not-root 6, Not-path 6. The 6 answers are: (1-1), (1-2), (1-1,2), 
(2-1), (3-3), (1,2-1). The difference with not-path is that, according to 
its single enumeration, delusion is excluded.

Not-kamma 7. This is the 6 above and (2-2).
Not-jhdna 1. This is (3-3).
Whether these are correct or not must be checked by the reader to 

improve his knowledge.

3. Conditions: Positive-Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

Root By Twos

There is nothing special here.
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4. Conditions: Negative-Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

Not-root By Twos

Repetition 5. This is 5 of the 6 above with (2-1) excluded.
Path 3. These are: (1-1), (2-1), (1 ,2-1).,
In these 6 Chapters of the Applied Thought Triplet it has been shown 

how (1) the text for them was expounded and (2) the elisions have to 
be filled. It is in this manner that the other Triplets have to be known. 
Therefore, all that the reader has to do is to examine the chart concerned 
to know why they are so expounded and so on.

The elisions in this extremely difficult Patthana have not been filled 
in by any Thera during this period of The Buddha’s Teaching nor has 
any layman taken up this great task. The translator, however, has spared 
no pains in filling up all the elisions in all the Enumeration Chapters 
and is ready to present a copy of his work to the P.T.S. if there is a 
donor who will defray the expenses for publication by the Society. If 
only the figures were to be printed for Triplet Patthana, this would take 
up two volumes at the most. But without the aid of charts to show how 
the enumerations in the elisions are obtained, the reader would have no 
idea about them. That is why charts will also be provided.

6. A p p l i e d  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  
VII. “ I n v e s t i g a t i o n ”  C h a p t e r

1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter

The text gives the Investigation Chapter comprehensively. Although 
there are some necessary elisions they are easy to fill and the reader can 
do so. The single enumerations (charts (B)-(H) facing p. Ixiv in Intr. to 
C.R. I) give the states of the conditions so that the analytical units, even 
if they are not known completely, can be deduced.

Note: In the direct or classified answers 2 or 3 states are taken to
gether when they are conascent states. In object condition and others, 
they are so taken for this reason. For example, item 69 (iv) of object 
condition is “Taking it as object, arise aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and applied thought.” Here the aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought are conascent with applied 
thought. This is how it has to be taken in all the Triplets. There are no 
remarks to make about this Investigation Chapter. As stated above, all 
that has to be done is to check with the chart. What is special is that
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when “ reviews” , “knows” or “practises insight” is expounded, it must 
be understood that great faultless states are meant. They are explained 
in great detail in Guide to C.R., Part III which is under preparation.

1. Conditions: Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapter

All the “By Ones” are given. But the commons and combinations are 
not given as they were in the Faultless Triplet. The text merely directs 
that they be found according to the method in the Faultless Triplet. It 
must be noted that the text never directs that things be known briefly 
but always fully. Therefore, in order to know the commons and combi
nations they will, later, be shown briefly so that they can be expanded 
to know them fully.

1. Conditions: Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

Selection of the Negative Conditions

The Negative conditions of the Investigation Chapter are deep and 
difficult to understand. For, unlike the 6 Chapters, no direct and classi
fied answers are given but only the enumerations. Therefore, the Synod 
authorities provided a section on the selection of the conditions— which 
was not expounded by the Buddha— in order to make the Negative 
conditions more understandable. This is of great value; for, by this 
means, it can be known how the enumerations, including those that are 
elided, are obtained.

As it stands, the chart for the Selection of the Conditions for Nega
tive (see facing page) does not provide a large amount of information. 
All that it gives are the enumerations of object condition and others 
which were expounded in the Classification Chapter. Similar enumera
tions have to be provided for such charts in the Triplets that follow. So, 
the reader, by applying the method given here, can prepare his own 
charts in those cases and they will not be provided.

Note: In “By Ones” of the Faultless Triplet (C.R. I, p. 217) not- 
conascence, not-mutuality, not-dependence, not-prenascence, not- 
association, not-dissociation, not-presence and not-non-disappearance 
have different enumerations. All the others have the same, i.e. 15. In 
this Triplet not-strong-dependence and those given above, with the excep
tion of not-prenascence, have different enumerations. Not-prenascence 
has the same enumerations as the rest, i.e. 35. As for not-root condition
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and others there cannot be differences because they are parts of the 
group conditions.

How to Read the Chart 
Before explaining how the different enumerations of the Negative 

conditions are obtained, it will first be shown how the chart has to be 
read along with the text on the Selection of the Negative Conditions. In 
the chart prenascence is base-prenascence; kamma is strong and weak 
asynchronous kamma; nutriment is physical nutriment; faculty is physi
cal faculty and Nos. 9, 10 and 11 are mixed conditions. If the answer 
(1-1) in the column is read against the conditions, it will be seen from 
the “ditto” signs that this answer is obtained for object, conascence, 
strong-dependence and kamma conditions. Similarly, read off the con
ditions for the answer (1-2) and the rest of the 35 answers.

Particular Conditions 
Not-conascence 29. Please see the chart. Since it is not-conascence, 

the answers for conascence and mixed conascence-prenascence are not 
obtained. So where the answers are solely for these conditions they are 
excluded. And when the different answers are taken the total is 29, the 
enumeration.

Not-mutuality 29. When the answers for mutuality are deducted from 
those of conascence, there are more answers but they are not different 
ones and so the enumeration is 29.

Not-dependence 29. The answers for base-prenascence are not ex
cluded because they are obtained for object condition and others and 
so the different answers total 29 just like conascence.

Not-strong-dependence 34. When the columns against strong-depend
ence are examined, it will be found that there is only one answer (1,2- 
2,3) which belongs solely to this condition. Therefore, for not-strong- 
dependence this is the only answer to be excluded and so the total is 
34, the enumeration.

Not-association 29. This is the same as not-mutuality. 
Not-dissociation 27. There are 4 kinds of dissociation: (1) base- 

object-prenascence-dissociation, (2) conascence-dissociation, (3) pre- 
nascence-dissociation and (4) postnascence-dissociation. For (1) there 
are no answers to be deducted. As for the others:

(2) Not-conascence-dissociation. When the answers for conascence- 
dissociation are deducted from those of conascence, the answers with
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mental states remain. This is, therefore, the same as association which, 
as shown earlier, has the 11 answers; (1-1), (1-2), (1-1,2); (2-2), (2-1), 
(2-3), (2-2,3); (3-3), (3-2); (2,3-2) and (1,2-1). But since these are 
also the answers for object condition and others, there is no increase in 
the number of answers.

(3) Not-prenascence-dissociation. The answers for mixed conascence- 
prenascence are not obtained.

(4) Not-postnascence-dissociation. The answers for the 2 mixed con
ditions are not obtained.

So the answers for the remaining conditions, i.e. object and others, 
must be taken. The answers for object are those included for strong- 
dependence with enumeration 25 together with those not included, i.e. 
the 2: (1-1,3) and (1-1,2,3) for kamma and so the total is 27, the 
enumeration for not-dissociation.

Not-presence 27, Not-disappearance 27. These are the 25 of strong- 
dependence and the 2 of kamma as given above.

Remaining Conditions. In the remaining conditions there is no need 
to deduct any answer and so the enumeration for each of them is 35.

Based on the method that has now been provided, the charts for the 
Selection of the Negative Conditions for the remaining Triplets can be 
drawn up by the reader. Then, from them, the enumerations “ By Ones” 
can be found and checked with the text to find whether they are correct 
or not. It is not possible to deal with every one of them because it would 
take up so much space.

3. Conditions: Positive-Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

Root by Twos

The enumeration with root and each of the variant conditions, not- 
object and others, is 11, the same as Positive root condition. And in the 
case of not-predominance, where investigating-wisdom predominance 
and so on, the common states with predominance, are excluded, there 
is no decrease in the enumeration.

Not-mutuality 3, Not-association 3. Only materiality remains as con
ditioned states so that the answers are: (1-3), (2-3), (3-3).

Not-dissociation 7. Only mentality remains and those variant mental 
states, which are contained in root condition, give the answers: (1-1), 
(1-2), (1-1,2); (2-2), (2-3), (2-2,3);(3-3), i.e. a total of 7, the enumera
tion.
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4. Conditions: Negative-Positive (ii) Enumeration Chapter

Not-root By Twos

The enumerations are the same as those given in “By Ones” of the 
Positive conditions and so there is nothing special here. One thing to be 
noted, however, is that the states of the common conditions, as variants, 
which are common with root condition, have to be excluded. There is 
no need to consider the conditions that are not common.

In this difficult Triplet many methods and explanations have been 
provided. Since these hold true for the remaining Triplets, from now on 
only those portions that need special mention will be briefly considered. 

END O F A PPLIED THO U G H T TR IPLE T

7. R a p t u r e  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 51 cons, accompanied by rapture, 1. 51 cons, accompanied by rapture,
46 m.f. exclusive of rapture, hate, 46 m.f. exclusive of rapture, hate,
envy, stinginess, worry and doubt. envy, stinginess, worry and doubt.

2. 63 cons, accompanied by pleasure, 2. 63 cons, accompanied by pleasure,
46 m.f. exclusive of feeling, hate, 46 m.f. exclusive of feeling, hate,
envy, stinginess, worry and doubt. envy, stinginess, worry and doubt.

3. 55 cons, accompanied by indiffer- 3. 55 cons, accompanied by indiffer
ence, 46 m.f. exclusive of feeling, ence, 46 m.f. exclusive o f feeling,
rapture, hate, envy, stinginess and rapture, hate, envy, stinginess and
worry. worry.

xxviii Conditional Relations

6 Chapters

1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapters

The chart shows that, as in the Feeling Triplet, the states are all men
tality. Here the Triplet-freed states are: 12 pleasurable feeling present at 
1 bodily happiness and 11 fourth Jhana consciousnesses, 55 indifferent 
feeling, 3 painful consciousnesses, 22 mental factors, 28 matter and 
Nibbana.

As the states involved are all mentality, all the other 5 Chapters are 
the same as for the Dependent Chapter. When the states of the first and



second sections are compared it will be found that those in the first sec
tion are contained in the second which has, in addition, 1 bodily happi
ness and 11 fourth Jhana consciousnesses. Therefore, the common 
states in these two sections are those of the first. The rest are just as in 
the Feeling Triplet. There is nothing extraordinary here. When the text 
is read with the chart everything should be clear. As for the enumera
tions there are no special differences. In “By Ones” they are all 10.

2. Conditions: Negative (i) Classification Chapters
Not-predominance, etc. The text notes (1) under not-predominance: 

“In not-predominance, at the moment of conception is to be completed.” 
The reason is that the single enumeration of not-predominance contains 
all the mentality at the moment of conception. Also, (2) under not- 
prenascence: “Remember (to take) immaterial and at the moment of con
ception.” The reason is that the single enumeration of not-prenascence 
contains the states of the immaterial plane and all the mentality at the 
moment of conception.

Not-residtant. The text notes under not-resultant: “Complete. No 
conception.” The reason is that the single enumeration of not-resultant 
contains only faultless, faulty and functional states and is, therefore, 
not concerned with conception. So whatever the text notes can be 
easily understood because they can be found from the single enumera
tions.

Not-jhdna, etc. The text notes (1) under not-path: “The same as not- 
root condition. No delusion.” For in the single enumeration of not-path, 
delusion is excluded. Also, (2) under not-dissociation: “Only immaterial 
question.” For in the single enumeration of not-dissociation there is 
only mentality in the immaterial plane.

Note: As such notes in the text refer to the single enumerations con
cerned, they will not be considered again except in special cases.

(ii) Enumeration Chapters
By Ones of Negative; Root By Twos of Positive-Negative and Not- 

root By Twos of Negative-Positive are not difficult and can now be 
understood. In the Negative-Positive “(With not-root,) path 1” the com
mon conditioning states are 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses and the 
common conditioned state is delusion from 2 delusion-rooted conscious
nesses. Since they belong to the third section of the Triplet, the only 
answer obtainable is (3-3).
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“Investigation” Chapter

There should be no difficulty about the Classification and Enumera
tion Chapters. As for the Selection of the Negative Conditions, this will 
be clear when the reader prepares his own chart according to the 
method given in the Applied Thought Triplet. This Rapture Triplet is 
easy because the only difference from the Feeling Triplet is that it in
cludes “States accompanied by rapture.”

END O F R A PTU RE T R IPLE T

8. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) E r a d i c a t e d  b y  F i r s t  P a t h  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 8 greed-rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted I. 8 greed-rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted 
cons., 1 doubt-accompanied cons., cons., 1 doubt-accompanied cons.,
27 m.f. 27 m.f.

2. 4 cons, dissociated from wrong 2. 4 cons, dissociated from wrong
view, 2 hate-rooted cons., I restless- view, 2 hate-rooted cons., 1 restless
ness-accompanied cons., 25 m.f. ex- ness-accompanied cons., 25 m.f. ex
clusive of wrong view and doubt. elusive of wrong view and doubt.

3. 21 faultless cons., 36 resultant 3. 21 faultless cons., 36 resultant
cons., 20 functional cons., 38 m.f., cons., 20 functional cons., 38 m.f.,
28 matter, Nibbana. 28 matter, Nibbana.

XXX Conditional Relations

6 Chapters

1. Conditions: Positive

The states of this Triplet are similar to those of the Faultless Triplet. 
The only difference from that Triplet is that the first section consists of 
faulty states instead of faultless. That is why the Classification and Enu
meration Chapters of the 6 Chapters are expounded in exactly the same 
way as in the Faultless Triplet.

2. Conditions: Negative

In the Negative conditions of the 6 Chapters all the conditions, except 
not-root, are expounded in the same way as for the Faultless Triplet. 
The difference with not-root is that doubt and restlessness are not taken 
together as in the Faultless Triplet but separately. Therefore, the answers



for not-root (1) in Dependent Chapter are: (1-1), (2-2) and (3-3); (2) in 
Conditioned Chapter are, besides the 3 above, another 4: (3-1),(3-2), 
(1,3-1) and (2,3-2); (3) in Conjoined Chapter are the same as the 3 
answers in Dependent Chapter.

By Twos (i.e. of Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions) 
are not difficult.

“Investigation” Chapter

1. Conditions: Positive

Here, also, the Investigation Chapter is expounded according to the 
chart. The enumerations for all the conditions, except object and strong- 
dependence, are the same as for those in the Faultless Triplet. The dif
ference with these 2 conditions is that here the enumeration for each of 
them is 8 instead of 9 as in the Faultless Triplet. The reason is that the 
answer (1-2) is not obtained. For the states of the first section are not 
related to the states of the second section by any condition whatsoever. 
This is stated in the Corny, p. 488 as “State eradicated by First Path is 
never related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by any of the condi
tions.” * Why are they not related? It is because the states of the first 
section are the attributes of the ignorant worldling whereas the states 
of the second section are those of the Stream-winner and others and it 
is impossible for the states that arise in a person of a lower grade to be 
related to the states that arise in a person of a higher grade.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative

Here, also, (1-2) is not obtained and so the total enumeration is 14. 
Otherwise, they are the same as for the Faultless Triplet.

2. Conditions: Negative 

By Ones, etc.

Since (1-2) is not obtained, the enumerations are reduced by 1 in 
the enumerations of all the Negative conditions of the Faultless Triplet.
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Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive 

By Twos

The Positive-Negative conditions have exactly the same enumerations 
as in the Faultless Triplet. The Negative-Positive conditions have the 
same enumerations as given by “By Ones” of the Positive conditions. 

END O F T R IPL E T  O F (STA TE) ERA D ICA TED  BY FIR S T  PATH

9 . T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e )  T o g e t h e r  w it h  r o o t  E r a d i c a t e d  
BY F i r s t  P a t h

Triplet States 

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 8 greed-rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted 1. 8 greed-rooted cons., 2 hate-rooted 
cons., I doubt-accompanied cons., cons., 1 doubt-accompanied cons.,
27 m.f. excluding delusion present 27 m.f. excluding delusion present
at doubt-accompanied cons. at doubt-accompanied cons.

2. 4 cons, dissociated from wrong 2. 4 cons, dissociated from wrong
view, 2 hate-rooted cons., 1 restless- view, 2 hate-rooted cons., 1 restless-
ness-accompanied cons., 25 m.f. ex- ness-accompanied cons., 25 m.f. ex
clusive o f wrong view, doubt and elusive of wrong view, doubt and
delusion present at restlessness- delusion present at restlessness-
accompanied cons. accompanied cons.

3. 21 faultless cons., 36 resultant 3. 21 faultless cons., 36 resultant
cons., 20 functional cons., 38 m.f., cons., 20 functional cons., 38 m.f.,
delusion present at 2 delusion- delusion present at 2 delusion-
rooted cons., 28 matter, Nibbana. rooted cons., 28 matter, Nibbana.

xxxii Conditional Relations

Dependent Chapter

1. Conditions: Positive (i) Classification Chapter 
Root 17

The chart shows that this Triplet is similar to that of (State) Eradi
cated by First Path above. The difference from that Triplet is that 
delusion at doubt-accompanied consciousness of the first section and 
delusion at restlessness-accompanied consciousness of the second sec
tion are excluded from those sections and included in the third section 
of this Triplet. On account of that (1) doubt-accompanied conscious
ness as reference of section 1 and delusion at doubt-accompanied con



sciousness as variant of section 3 and (2) restlessness-accompanied con
sciousness as reference of section 2 and delusion at restlessness-accom
panied consciousness as variant of section 3— which are conascent 
states— give additional answers such as (1-3) and so on to give enumera
tion 17. Also, it must be noted that delusion-rooted consciousnesses 
and delusion are conascent with mind-produced matter. These will be 
clearly known when the text is read with the chart.

Object 11, Predominance 9. The enumerations 11 for object condi
tion and others are found in the same way as above because they include 
the delusions. As for predominance, where delusions are not involved, 
the enumeration 9 is the same as that of Triplet of (State) Eradicated 
by First Path. The others are easy.

2. Conditions; Negative

Not-root 3. Since the conascent states with delusion, as given above, 
are included, there are 2 more answers (1-3) and (2-3) besides (1-1) to 
give enumeration 3.

Not-object 5. The conditioned states of not-object are materiality 
only. So, although the conascent delusions given above are also included, 
here they are conascent with mind-produced matter only. This gives 
additional classified answers but the enumeration remains the same.

Not-predominance 17, etc. Not-predominance, not-postnascence and 
other conditions have enumeration 17 each. As for not-prenascence 13, 
not-kamma 7 and not-dissociation 11, they are given fully in the text.

3-4. Conditions: Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive 

By Twos

These are easy. All the Positive-Negative conditions have the same 
enumerations as Negative “By Ones” . All the Negative-Positive condi
tions, except resultant and path, have the same enumeration 3 as not- 
root. In the case of path there is a slight difference. Its enumeration is 
2 because delusion from 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses is the com
mon state. On looking up the chart in this connection, it will be found 
that there are 2 answers (1-3) and (2-3).

As these “By Twos” of the above conditions are easy they will not 
be dealt with in the other Triplets unless there is something special to 
note.
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Conditioned and Conjoined Chapters

These 2 Chapters can be known when the text is read with the chart. 
Owing to limitations of space they cannot be dealt with here.

Investigation Chapter

1. Conditions: Positive

The Classification Chapter and “By Ones” of the Enumeration Chap
ter can be known. With the knowledge that the answers (1-3) and (2-3) 
are obtained because the reference and variant states, denoted by the 
figures, are conascent, it will be clear, with the aid of the chart, how the 
classified answers for root condition and others are expounded. So, 
however comprehensive and complicated such answers may seem, they 
can always be found from the chart because all the states, necessary for 
finding the answers, are contained in it.

This is the case with all the 24 Patthanas. In the first 2 Patthanas, 
Triplet and Couplet Patthanas, the states involved in them are ex
pounded in the Dhammasarigani and are easy to know. But when it 
comes to the remaining 22 Patthanas, Couplet-Triplet Patthana and 
others, the states involved in them have to be found by oneself (see Intr. 
C.R. I, pp. Ixxxiii ff.) and tabulated in charts. Then, knowing what the 
single enumerations of the Chapters concerned are, it will not be so dif
ficult to select the states in order to arrive at the answers. And once 
these answers are obtained, the direct and classified answers can be 
found. This is the method for all the 24 Patthanas.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative

Although it was stated that such charts would not be provided again, 
it is done here because this is a special case. For it is rather complicated 
and there are so many things that have to be noted. So it will be shown 
how the reader, by examining the chart, can find for himself the reasons 
why certain things have to be noted and what the answers ought to be. 
The Corny, is silent about these notes and the Subcomy. stops short at 
Applied Thought Triplet.

Please see item 111 .(xiv) of the Selection of the Conditions for Nega
tive where it is noted that mixed conascence-prenascence also has the 
answer (1,3-1) which is shown in the chart. It is also noted that mixed 
conascence-prenascence has the answers (1,3-1,3) of item 111.(xvi),
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SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 21
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(2,3-2) of item 112.(xviii) and (2,3-2,3) of item 112.(xxi) which are 
shown in the chart.

Again, it is noted that object and strong-dependence have the answer 
(1,3-3) of item 111 .(xv) which is not given in the text. The chart shows 
not only that these 2 conditions have these 2 answers but also that all 
the answers for their enumeration number 21. This is also the case with 
the answer (2,3-3) of item 112.(xix). All the notes about these answers 
in the Selection of the Conditions for Negative are in entire agreement 
ivith what is given in the chart.

For Reflexion. Why is it that when the chart, based on the Classifi- 
:ation Chapter, gives everything completely, the text does not do so?

Answer. The Corny, has nothing to say on this matter. Here is the 
:ranslator’s opinion. In the Guide to C.R., Part III it is pointed out that



there is a total of 8 mixed conditions in all the 24 Patthanas. They are 
expounded in the text as follows:

1. Mixed conascence-prenascence as conascence-prenascence.
2. & 3. Mixed postnascence-nutriment and mixed postnascence- 

faculty are either combined as postnascence-nutriment-faculty or 
separately as postnascence-nutriment and postnascence-faculty.

4. Mixed conascence-postnascence as conascence-postnascence.
5 . Mixed postnascence-nutriment-faculty as postnascence-nutriment- 

faculty.
6. Mixed conascence-base-prenascence-faculty as conascence-pre

nascence.
7. Mixed object-prenascence and base-prenascence as prenascence.
8. Mixed conascence, object-prenascence-base-prenascence as co

nascence-prenascence .
On consideration of the above it will be seen that all the mixed con

ditions are expounded with nasal consonants to show that the condi
tions are mixed. Even when conascence, which is not a mixed condition, 
is expounded along with mixed conditions as conascence, postnascence- 
nutriment-faculty, a nasal consonant is employed and the word “condi
tion” is left out. That is why in item 111 .(xiv) above, if all the condi
tions having the answer (1,3-1) were to be expounded according to the 
note given there, it would include the mixed condition. So it would 
have to be expounded as “object, conascence, strong-dependence, 
conascence-prenascence” or “By object condition, conascence condi
tion, strong-dependence condition, conascence-prenascence” . As such 
this could not be easily recited and there is a possibility of some confu
sion. Also, in item lll.(x v ), if all the conditions having the answer 
(1,3-3) were to be expounded it would be “By object condition, strong- 
dependence condition, conascence-prenascence, postnascence-nutriment- 
faculty” . As such the conditions would not be in proper sequence and 
there is a possibility of some confusion. So this explains why all the 
conditions that should be included are not given in the text.

2. Conditions: Negative (ii) Enumeration Chapter 

By Ones

The chart shows that object and strong-dependence have all the 
21 answers. Therefore, for not-object, all the 21 answers are not ex
cluded because strong-dependence has them. Similarly, for not-strong-
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dependence, all the 21 answers are not excluded becaus object has 
them.

“By Twos” of Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions are 
easy.

END O F TRIPLET O F (STA TE) TO G ETH ER  WITH ROOT 
ERA D IC A TED  BY FIR ST  PATH

10. T r i p l e t  o f  (St a t e ) L e a d i n g  t o  R e b i r t h  a n d  D e a t h

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 12 faulty cons., 17 mundane fault- 1. 12 faulty cons., 17 mundane fault
less cons., 52 m.f. less cons., 52 m.f.

2. 4 Path cons., 36 m.f. 2. 4 Path cons., 36 m.f.

3. 36 resultant cons., 20 functional 3. 36 resultant cons., 20 functional
cons., 38 m.f., 28 matter, Nibbana. cons., 38 m.f., 28 matter, Nibbana.
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1. Conditions; Positive 

6 Chapters

The arrangement of the states in the chart is similar to that for the 
Faultless Triplet. Since all the Positive conditions of the 6 Chapters are 
similar to those of the Faultless Triplet, there is nothing to note here. 
They are also abbreviated in the text.

2. Conditions: Negative 

Dependent Chapter

All are the same as in the Faultless Triplet except not-predominance 
6 and not-repetition 7.

Not-predominance 6. 4 Path consciousnesses in section 2 are always 
predominant and are, therefore, not conascent with non-predominant 
mind-produced matter, the only conditioned state in the single enumera
tion. That is why (2-3) and (2-2,3) and, likewise, (2,3-3) are not ob
tained. Thus the enumeration 9 in the Faultless Triplet is reduced by 3 
to 6.

Not-repetition 7. From the text it will be found that (2-2) and



(2-2,3) are not obtained. Thus the enumeration 9 in the Faultless Trip
let is reduced by 2 to 7.

“By Twos” of the Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions 
can be known.

Conditioned Chapter 
The text shows in full how enumeration 12 for not-predominance 

and 11 for not-repetition are obtained. Mind-produced matter, which 
was not included in the Positive repetition condition, is expounded here. 
That is why the 4 Path consciousnesses, which arise with mind-produced 
matter, are expounded here although they are not included in the single 
enumeration of not-repetition. This is explained in great detail in Guide 
to C.R., Part II, under preparation.

Conjoined Chapter 
The reason why not-repetition has only 2 answers is that (2-2) is 

not obtained and this leaves (1-1) and (3-3). In this Chapter the states 
are all mentality and the enumerations are found from the single enu
merations of the conditions.

“By Twos” have nothing of note.

Investigation Chapter 
The text must be read with the chart in order to understand how 

this Chapter is expounded.
Object 7. 4 Path consciousnesses, the states of variant 2, cannot take 

the states of reference 1 as object but only Nibbana. So (1-2) is not 
obtained. Again, 4 Path consciousnesses cannot take one another as ob
ject and so (2-2) is not obtained. When these 2 answers are left out 
from the 9 of the Faultless Triplet, the enumeration is 7.

Proximity, etc. 6. 4 Path consciousnesses, which are the only states 
of reference 2, are followed by their corresponding Fruition conscious
nesses. So Path consciousnesses are not related by proximity condition 
and (2-2) is not obtained. When this answer is left out from the 7 of 
the Faultless Triplet, the enumeration is 6.

The other enumerations are the same as those of the Faultless Triplet.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones 
As for the Faultless Triplet the total enumeration is 15. All the “By
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Ones” are the same as for the Faultless Triplet except not-strong- 
dependence which is 14.

Not-strong dependence 14. If the Selection Chart is examined, it will 
be seen that only strong-dependence has the answer (1-2). Therefore, 
this answer, not being obtained for not-strong-dependence, the enumera
tion is 14.

Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive 

By Twos

In the Positive-Negative conditions, not-mutuality, not-association, 
not-dissociation have the same enumeration 3 just as for the Faultless 
Triplet. The Negative-Positive conditions have the same enumerations 
as Positive “By Ones” .

END OF T R IPLE T  O F (STA TE) LEA D IN G  TO REB IR TH  
AND DEATH

1 1 . L e a r n e r s  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 7 supramundane cons, exclusive of 1. 7 supramundane cons, exclusive of 
Arahatta Fruition, 36 m.f. Arahatta Fruition, 36 m.f.

2. 1 Arahatta Fruition cons., 36 m.f. 2. 1 Arahatta Fruition cons., 36 m.f.

3. 81 mundane cons., 52 m.f., 28 mat- 3. 81 mundane cons., 52 m.f., 28 mat
ter, Nibbana. ter, Nibbana.

Conditions; Positive 6 Chapters

Dependent Chapter
The states of the first and second sections, as with those of the Fault

less Triplet, are mentality and those of the third section contain materi
ality. So it is exactly the same as in the Faultless Triplet. The conditions 
have the same enumerations as for the Faultless Triplet, the exceptions 
being repetition and resultant.

Repetition 2. The states of the second section are not included in 
the single enumeration of this condition and so the answer (2-2) of 
the Faultless Triplet, not being obtained, the enumeration is 2.
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Resultant 9. In the Faultless Triplet the resultant states are included 
in the third section only and so the enumeration is 1. Here they are in
cluded in all the three sections and, therefore, the enumeration is 9.

Conditioned Chapter 
Here the differences from the Faultless Triplet are:
Repetition 4. Besides the 2 answers of the Dependent Chapter there 

are 2 others, (3-1) and (1,3-1), to give enumeration 4.
Resultant 1 7. As the Dependent Chapter has 9 answers, here there 

are 17.

Conjoined Chapter 
Here the differences from the Faultless Triplet are:
Repetition 2. This is the same as for the Dependent Chapter above. 
Resultant 3. This is elided. There are three answers: ( l - I ) ,  (2-2), 

(3-3).
The text should be read along with the chart in order to know how 

it is expounded.

Conditions: Negative 6 Chapters
Dependent Chapter 

The enumerations of the conditions are the same as for the Faultless 
Triplet, the exceptions being:

Not-root 1. The states of the single enumeration of the condition 
concerned must be selected from the chart. For not-root the states are 
contained in section 3 only and so the only answer is (3-3).

Not-predominance 3. Non-predominant mind-produced matter of 
this condition in section 3 is involved only “when predominance condi
tion is not obtained” . But here the supramundane consciousnesses in 
sections 1 and 2 are always predominant and so they are not conascent 
with matter in section 3. Therefore the 6 answers with matter: (1-3), 
(1-1,3), (2-3), (2-2,3), (1,3-3) and (2,3-3), not being obtained, the 
enumeration is 3,

Not-kamma 2. Since in section 2 there is only Arahatta Fruition 
consciousness, a resultant state, there are no conascent faultless, faulty 
and functional volitions. So (2-2) is not obtained and the enumeration 
is 2.

Not-resultant 5. As Arahatta Fruition consciousness is not included
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in the single enumeration of not-resultant, the answer (2-2) is not ob
tained. Consequently, (2-3), (2-2,3), (2,3-3) are not obtained. That 
is why the enumeration is 5.

Conditioned Chapter 
The differences from the Faultless Triplet are:
Not-root 1. Although the 6 bases are included, they are contained in 

section 3 and so the only answer is (3-3).
Not-predominance 7. Since (heart-)base is included there are 4 more 

answers: (3-1), (3-2), (1,3-1), (2,3-2), besides the 3 of the Dependent 
Chapter, to give enumeration 7.

Not-kamma 4. Here also there are 2 more answers: (3-1), (1,3-1), 
besides the 2 of the Dependent Chapter, to give enumeration 4.

Not-resultant 9. Here, too, there are 4 more answers: (3-1), (1,3-1), 
(1,3-3), (1,3-1,3), besides the 5 of the Dependent Chapter, to give 
enumeration 9.

Conjoined Chapter 
Some differences from the Faultless Triplet:
Not-kamma 2. This is the same as for the Dependent Chapter above. 
Not-resultant 2. The 2 answers are: (1-1), (3-3). It was pointed out 

above that the answers with section 2 are not obtained.

Positive Negative and Negative-Positive 
By Twos

The Enumeration Chapters of the Positive-Negative and Negative- 
Positive conditions “By Twos” of the 6 Chapters are straightforward.

Investigation Chapter 
In this Investigation Chapter, just as in that of the Faultless Triplet, 

the states of the single enumeration of the condition concerned must be 
selected from those in the chart.

The conditions have the same enumerations as for the Faultless Trip
let, the exceptions being:

Object 5. Since supramundane consciousnesses take only NibbSna as 
object and not one another, the 4 answers: (1-1), (1-2), (2-2), (2-1) 
are not obtained and so the enumeration is 5.

Predominance 9. (1-1) is not an answer for object, as shown above.
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and therefore it is not for object-predominance; but, nevertheless, it is 
for conascence-pnedominance and so it is not excluded. In the case of 
the states of sections 1 and 2, they are never conascent states in any 
predominant condition and this answer: (1-2), being the only one not 
obtained, the enumeration is 9.

Proximity, etc. 8. As Arahatta Path consciousnesses of section 1 is 
related to Arahatta Fruition consciousness of section 2, the additional 
answer: (1-2), makes the enumeration 8.

Strong-dependence 8. Although natural strong-dependence of strong- 
dependence condition has wide application, in this Triplet the answer 
(2-1) is not obtained. For Arahatta Fruition consciousness of reference 
section 2 cannot be the cause of any of the 7 supramundane conscious
nesses of variant section 1. That is why the Corny, (p. 489) remarks: 
“State appertaining to Arahatta is never related to state appertaining to 
Learners by any of the conditions.” * So the enumeration is 8,

Repetition 2. Path consciousnesses but not Fruition consciousnesses 
are included in the single enumeration of repetition condition. And be
cause only change-of-lineage and purification are related to Path but 
not Path to Path, the answers (1-1) and so on are not obtained. So 
there are only 2 answers: (3-3), (3-1).

Kamma 8. Conascence-kamma has, like root, enumeration 7. And 
for asynchronous kamma there is the additional answer: (1-2), to make 
the enumeration 8.

Resultant 7. Since resultant states are included in all the 3 sections 
of this Triplet, there are 7 answers.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative 
The total enumeration is 14, Not-root condition and others have 14. 

They are just like those in the Faultless Triplet except that, apart from 
not-strong-dependence and not-resultant, they do not have the answer: 
(2-1). So the enumeration, reduced by 1, is 14.

Not-strong-dependence 13. Since the answer (1-2) is solely for strong- 
dependence, it is excluded for not-strong-dependence and so the 
enumeration is 13.

Not-resultant 12. In the previous Triplets there were no special dif
ferences with the enumerations for not-resultant condition. But here
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there is. For it will be seen from the Selection of the Conditions for 
Negative that the answers are: (1-1,3),  (2-2,3) ,  where the reference 
states, which are related by conascence condition, include resultant 
states. Therefore, for not-resultant, these 2 answers not being obtained, 
the enumeration is 12.

Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive “By Twos” are easy.
END O F LEA R N E R S T R IPLE T

12. L i m i t e d  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (v)

1. 54 sensuous cons., 52 m.f., 28 mat- 1. 54 sensuous cons., 52 m.f., 28 mat
ter. ter.

2. 27 Lofty cons., 35 m.f. 2. 27 Lofty cons., 35 m.f.

3. 8 Supramundane cons., 36 m.f., 3. 8 Supramundane cons., 36 m.f.,
Nibbana. Nibbana.
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Conditions: Positive 

Dependent Chapter

Root IS. In this Triplet there is materiality in section 1 and Lofty 
resultant states in section 2. Therefore, the arrangement of the states is 
different from in the Faultless Triplet but similar to the Clinging Trip
let. The materiality in section 1 contains (heart-)base and, therefore, 
the answers for “at the moment of conception” are obtained. These are: 
(1-2), because (heart-)base of section 1 and resultant states of section 
2 are conascent. But of the Lofty resultant states in section 2, immaterial 
resultants are excluded because they are not concerned with materiality 
and only fine-material resultants are taken. Similarly, there are answers: 
(1-1,2), (1,2-2), (1,2-1,2). So, with the increase of 4 answers to the 9 
of Faultless Triplet the enumeration is 13.

Object 5. Here there are 2 more answers: (1-2), (1,2-2) to the 3 of 
Faultless Triplet to give enumeration 5.

Predominance 9. Since this condition occurs during life only, there is 
no increase in the enumeration and so it is the same as Faultless Triplet.



Mutuality 7. The 4 extra answers for root above are included with 
the 3 of Faultless Triplet to give enumeration 7.

Other Conditions. Their enumerations are easily found.

Conditioned Chapter 
Root and Others 17. They are just as for the Faultless Triplet and 

can be easily known.
Mutuality 9. With 2 more answers: (1-3), (1-1,3), besides the 7 of 

Dependent Chapter, the enumeration is 9. This is the special difference 
here.

Conjoined Chapter 
There is nothing special here. The enumerations are 3.

Conditions: Negative
Dependent Chapter

Not-predominance 10, not-prenascence 12, not-resultant 9. They are 
given fully in the text and, based on the method given there, the others 
can be understood.

Conditioned Chapter 
Not-predominance 12. This difference from Faultless Triplet is given 

in the text.

Conjoined Chapter 
There is nothing complicated here.

Investigation Chapter ,
Object 7. Supramundane consciousnesses take Nibbana only as ob

ject, not sensuous nor Lofty states. So the 2 answers: (1-3), (2-3), not 
being obtained, the enumeration is 7 instead of the 9 in the Faultless 
Triplet.

Predominance 7. In object condition the superknowledges of variant 
2 take the states of reference 1 as object to give the answer (1-2). But 
here there are no superknowledges and so answer (1-2) and others are 
not obtained. With this fact kept in mind, the way the other conditions 
are expounded can be known with the help of the chart.
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Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones 

The total enumeration is 15.
Not-conascence, etc. 12. When the Selection chart is examined it will 

be found that: (a) (3-1,3) is the answer for conascence only; (b) (1,3-3) 
and (1,2-2) are the answers for conascence-prenascence only. These 
answers are not obtained for not-conascence and, therefore, the enumera
tion is 12 instead of 15.

Not-strong-dependence 14. Since (2-3) is the answer for strong- 
dependence only, it is not obtained for not-strong-dependence and so 
the enumeration is 14.

Not-prenascence 14. As shown above, (1,3-3) and (1,2-2) are the 
answers for conascence-prenascence only and so it might be thought 
that by simply deducting these 2 answers the enumeration would be 13. 
But of these, (1,2-2) is also the answer for conascence alone and, there
fore, the only answer not obtained is (1,3-3). That is why the enumera
tion is 14. This will be clear from the Selection chart which should be 
easy to prepare because the method for doing so has been given.

Not-dissociation, not-presence, not-non-disappearance 10. When the 
answer for kamma: (2-1,2), which was not obtained for strong-depend
ence, is included, the enumeration is 10 instead of the 9 in the Faultless 
Triplet.

“By Twos” * are straightforward.
END O F LIM ITED T R IPLE T

13. L i m i t e d  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States 

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 54 sensuous cons., 2 superknowl- 1. 54 sensuous cons., 2 superknowl
edges, 52 m.f. edges, 52 m.f.

2. 12 faulty cons., 1 mind-door adver- 2. 12 faulty cons., 1 mind-door adver
tence, 8 great faultless cons., 8 great tence, 8 great faultless cons., 8 great
functional cons., 3 infinity o f cons., functional cons., 3 infinity of cons.,
3 neither-perception-nor-non-per- 3 neither-perception-nor-non-per-
ception cons., 2 superknowledges, ception cons., 2 superknowledges,
47 m.f. exclusive of 3 abstinences 47 m.f. exclusive of 3 abstinences
and 2 illimitables. and 2 illimitables.

‘ This is always meant for Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions, 
and will not be pointed out again.
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3. 1 mind-door advertence, 4 great 3. 1 mind-dooi advertence, 4 great 
faultless cons, assoc, with knowl- faultless cons, assoc, with knowl
edge, 4 great functional cons, assoc. edge, 4 great functional cons, assoc,
with knowledge, 2 superknowledges', with knowledge, 2 superknowledges,
8 supramundane cons., 36 m.f. ex- 8 supramundane cons., 36 m.f. ex
clusive o f 2 illimitables. elusive of 2 illimitables.
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The chart shows that there are many states involved. They are given 
in the Mnemonic of the Compendium of Philosophy p. 122 as: “Lower 
objects to twenty-five; exalted objects to six” and so on. But they can 
be more easily remembered by noting that in (1) sensuous objects are 
always (taken by) 25 and occasionally (taken by) 31; (2) Lofty objects 
always by 6 and occasionally by 31; (3) Nibbana object always by 8 
and occasionally by 11. In this Triplet materiality and Nibbana are not 
involved and so, just as for the Feeling Triplet, the states are all 
mentality.

6 Chapters
Conditions: Positive 

In Dependent and the other 5 Chapters there are 3 answers: (1-1), 
(2-2) and (3-3). There are answers for “at the moment of conception” 
in sections 1 and 2 but not in section 3. As all the 23 conditions have 
enumeration 3, there are elisions in “ By Ones” of the text.

Conditions: Negative 
Not-jhana 1. The answer is (1-1). This is different from the other 

conditions which have enumeration 3.
“By Twos” are easy.

Investigation Chapter
Root 3. It can be seen how these answers are obtained.
Object 7. When limited and Lofty objects are taken. Incomparable 

states do not arise. So the answers: (1-3) and (2-3), not being obtained, 
the enumeration is 7 instead of the 9 in the Faultless Triplet. Of these 7 
answers it can be known how (1-1) is expounded. But when it is con
sidered why (1-2) is expounded as: “(One) reviews Divine-eye” and so 
on, it will be observed that this is due to the fact that there are super
knowledges in section 1 and great faultless states in section 2. This



applies similarly to (2-2) and others. But it is difficult to know which 
superknowledge is included in the answer. This can be known, however, 
by referring to the chart on Superknowledges given in Guide to C.R., 
Part II. The rest must be compared with the text.

Predominance 7. Enumeration 7, just like that for object, is for 
object-predominance; enumeration 3, just like that for root, is for 
conascence-predominance. Taking the distinctive ones, the enumeration 
is 7.

Proximity 9. The 2 extra answers: (1-2), (2-1), besides the 7 of ob
ject, make the enumeration 9.

Conascence, etc. These can be seen.
Kamma 5. Conascence-kamma, like conascence, has enumeration 3. 

And 2 additional answers: (2-1), (3-1), make it 5. The answer (3-1) is 
expounded as: “Volition with Incomparable object is related to its 
resultant aggregates with limited object by kamma condition.” Here 
“volition with Incomparable object” is the volition of Learner’s change- 
of-lineage. It can also be volition of review. The fact that volition which 
precedes Path can give rebirth results is pointed out in the Corny, 
p. 489.*

The rest can be seen.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones

The text shows that in “By Ones” the enumeration is 9 for all the 
conditions except not-strong-dependence.

Not-strong-dependence 7. Since (1-3) and (2-3) are the answers for 
strong-dependence only, these 2 answers are not obtained for not- 
strong-dependence and so the enumeration is 7.

“By Twos” are straightforward.
END OF LIM ITED OBJECT TR IPLE T
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14. Low T r i p l e t  

Low Triplet is the same as Corrupt Triplet.

' AppamauarammaQa cetana ti sekkhanaih gotrabhu-cetana. Paccavekkhapa- 
eetana ti pi vattuih vattati. Ye pana gotrabhu-cittena natthi patisandhT ti vadanti, 
le Imina suttena papsedhetabba. (Cf. Tikp 354).



15. T r i p l e t  o f  (St a t e )  w i t h  F i x e d  D e s t i n y  d u e  t o  
Wr o n g  V i ews

Triplet States 

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. Seventh impulsions of 4 cons, assoc. 1. Seventh impulsions of cons, assoc,
with wrong view, seventh impul- with wrong view, seventh impul
sions of 2 hate-rooted cons., 25 m.f. sions of 2 hate-rooted cons., 25 m.f.
exclusive o f conceit and doubt. exclusive of conceit and doubt.

2. 4 Path cons., 36 m.f. 2. 4 Path cons., 36 m.f.

3. 12 faulty cons, excepting seventh 3. 12 faulty cons, excepting seventh
impulsions of (1) above, 17 mun- impulsions of (1) above, 17 mun
dane faultless cons., 36 resultant dane faultless cons., 36 resultant
cons., 20 functional cons., 52 m.f., cons., 20 functional cons., 52 m.f.,
28 matter, Nibbana. 28 matter, Nibbana.

xlviii Conditional Relations

6 Chapters 

Conditions; Positive

The chart shows that the states are similar to those of Faultless Trip
let. There is nothing special to note here. Everything is clear.

Conditions; Negative 

Dependent Chapter

The enumerations that are different from those of the 6 Chapters of 
the Faultless Triplet are dealt with below:

Not-root 1. The states in the single enumeration of not-root afe con
tained in section 3 and so there is only one answer: (3-3).

Not-predominance 3. The states of sections 1 and 2 are always pre
dominant states and so they are not related to non-predominant mind- 
produced matter. That is why the answers: (1-3), (2-3), not being 
obtained, there are only 3 answers: (1-1), (2-2), (3-3).

Not-prenascence 6. This is not given in the text. The answers are: 
(1-3), (2-2), (2-3), (3-3), (1,3-3), (2,3-3). Of these, (1-3) and (2-3) 
are obtained, not from the single enumeration of this Negative condition, 
but from the mere mentality of the Positive conditions which are



conascent with matter of this Negative condition. This also applies to 
(1,3-3) and (2,3-3).

Not-repetition 5. This, too, is not given in the text. In the single 
enumeration of not-repetition: (1) sensuous first impulsion is included 
but not the seventh and so the answer (1-1) is not obtained; (2) Path is 
not included and so (2-2) is not obtained. The answers are: (1-3), (2-3), 
(3-3), (1,3-3), (2,3-3). Except for(3-3), the other answers are obtained 
because the mental states of the Positive conditions are conascent with 
matter of this Negative condition.

Not-dissociation 2. In the immaterial plane there are no states with 
fixed destiny due to wrong views and so the answer ( 1 -1) is not obtained 
but only (2-2) and (3-3). This is also the reason why (1-1) is not ob
tained in not-prenascence above.

Conditioned and Conjoined Chapters
Not-predominance 7. This is given in the Conditioned Chapter of the 

text. The enumeration is different from that in the Faultless Triplet. 
There is nothing special to note about the other conditions.

Not-repetition I. In Conjoined Chapter there is no materiality and 
the only answer is (3-3). This differs from the Faultless Triplet.

Investigation Chapter
The Corny, p. 489 (cf. Tikp 354) remarks that:
(1) “States with fixed destiny due to wrong views are never related 

to states with fixed destiny due to right views by any of the conditions 
nor are states with fixed destiny due to right views related to states 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views.” Therefore, the answers (1-2) 
and (2-1) are not obtained. No reason is given for this remark but it can 
be known by referring to the text where matricide and the rest of the 5 
heinous crimes are not the cause of Path nor is Path the cause of these 
heinous crimes.

(2) “Whether they be either states with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views or states with fixed destiny due to right views, they are not freed 
of conascence (i.e. they are conascent states).” This shows that they are 
always conascence-predominance.

(3) “States with fixed destiny due to right views are never object-pre- 
nascence.” This is because the conditioning state of object-prenascence 
is only materiality. It shows that Path never takes materiality as object,

(4) “States with fixed destiny due to wrong views are object-
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prenascence.” This will be understood from the answer: (3-1), of pre
nascence condition expounded in the text.

(5) “When mundane consciousnesses, which are states with no fixed 
destiny, are taken as object, wrong views with fixed destiny arise.” For 
this the answer: (3-1), of object condition must be referred to.

(6) “When the states with fixed destiny other than wrong views are 
taken as object, wrong views with fixed destiny do not arise.” Here, 
also, the answer: (3-1), in the text must be referred to.

(7) “States with fixed destiny due to wrong views cannot be taken as 
estimable objects.” This is clear from the answers: (1-1), (1-3) and 
(1-1,3), of predominance which do not include object-predominance.

(8) “Faultless states are not related to states with fixed destiny due 
to wrong views by strong-dependence condition.” This is dear from 
strong-dependence condition in the text.

Conditions: Positive— By Ones 
These can be known from (1) the text where they are given fully and

(2) the above Corny, remarks and discussions. So there is no need to go 
into details.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones 
The total enumeration, being 13, is 2 answers less than that of Fault

less Triplet. Therefore, the enumeration for each of the conditions in 
Faultless Triplet have to be reduced by 2. There is nothing else to note. 

“By Twos” are easy,
END O F TR IPLE T  O F (STA TE) WITH FIX ED  DESTINY DUE TO 

WRONG VIEWS

16. P a t h  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States 

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 1 mind-door advertence, 4 great 1. 1 mind-door advertence, 4 great 
faultless cons, assoc, with knowl- faultless cons, assoc, with knowF
edge, 4 great functional cons, assoc. edge, 4 great functional cons, assoc,
with knowledge, 2 superknowledges, with knowledge, 2 superknowledges,
33 m.f. exclusive of 3 abstinences 33 m.f. exclusive of 3 abstinences
and 2 illimitables. and 2 illimitables.

2. 4 Path cons., 36 m.f. 2. 4 Path cons., 36 m.f. exclusive of
2 illimitables.

1 Conditional Relations
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4 great faultless cons, assoc, with 3. 4 great faultless cons, assoc, with 
knowledge, 4 great functional cons. knowledge, 4 great functional cons,
assoc, with knowledge, 4 Path cons., assoc, with knowledge, 4 Path cons.,
36 m.f. exclusive of 2 illimitables. 36 m.f. exclusive of 2 illimitables.

The chart shows that (1) section 1 has 9 sensuous consciousnesses 
and 2 superknowledges, a total of 11 states; (2) section 2 has 4 Path 
consciousnesses; (3) section 3 has 8 sensuous consciousnesses and 4 
Path consciousnesses. All the other states are Triplet-freed. It will be 
seen that only mental states are involved and so all the 6 Chapters are 
the same.

In these 3 sections, the states of 1 and 2 are not conascent and so 
they cannot be taken together for an answer. But the states of 1 and 3 
and those of 2 and 3, being conascent, can be taken together for answers.

6 Chapters 

Conditions: Positive

Root 1 7. As given in the method above, the conascent states have to 
be considered. Those conascent with (a) reference 1 are (1-1), (1-3), 
(1-1,3) giving 3 answers; (b) reference 2 are (2-2), (2-3), (2-2,3) giving 
3 answers; (c) reference 3 are (3-3), (3-1), (3-2), (3-1,3), (3-2,3) giving 
5 answers. Also, because the states of 1 and 3 are conascent, with them 
as reference states there are (1,3-1), (1,3-3), (1,3-1,3) giving 3 answers. 
Similarly, with the states of 2 and 3 as reference states there are (2,3-2), 
(2,3-3), (2,3-2,3) giving 3 answers. Thus the enumeration is 17.

Object and All the Others. Their enumerations are also 17.

Conditions: Negative

Not-root I, not-path 1. The single enumerations of both these condi
tions contain mind-door advertence which is a state of section 1. So 
there is the answer: (1-1).

Not-predominance 17. This is given fully in the text. In this condi
tion Lofty and Supramundane impulsions always contain predominant 
realities. Here Path is included in sections 2 and 3 but not in 1. There
fore, with: (a) reference 1 there are 3 answers without predominant 
realities; (b) reference 2 there are 3 answers with predominant realities 
because Path is included in them; (c) reference 3, where there are Path



and other consciousnesses, there is 1 answer: (3-3), divided under 2 
heads, 1 for Path and 1 for the other consciousnesses. With the answer 
(3-1) there are no predominant realities because they are not contained 
in variant 1 but with (3-2) there are because variant 2 has them. With 
(3-1,3) there are none but with (3-2,3) there are. Again, with 1 and 3 
as reference states there are no predominant realities in the 3 answers 
but with 2 and 3 as reference states there are in the 3 answers.

Not-repetition 9. As Path is not included in the single enumeration 
of this condition, the 3 answers with reference 2, the 2 with reference 
3, i.e. (3-2), (3-2,3), and the 3 with reference 2 and 3, i.e. 8 answers, 
are not obtained. So the enumeration is 9.

The Other Conditions. Their enumerations are 17.
Note: This Triplet, like the Feeling Triplet, has no material states 

and, therefore, not-object condition and others, which contain them, 
are not expounded.

“By Twos” are easy.
Corny, p. 489 (Tikp 354). “Resultant condition and asynchronous 

kamma of kamma condition are not included in the Positive conditions 
of Dependent Chapter.” The reason for this can be known from the 
chart where resultant states are not included. The Corny, also points 
out that asynchronous kamma is not included in Arisen and Past 
Triplet,?.

Investigation Chapter

Root 1 7. This is the same as for the Dependent Chapter.
Object 9. The states of section 1 are those that arise in the continuity 

of a Noble person when Path is taken as object. In the chart the appro
priate states are taken together and so they are specified below:

The States o f  Section 7. (1) 1 mind-door advertence, 4 great faultless 
consciousnesses associated with knowledge and faultless superknowl
edge of the Stream-Winner who takes Stream-Winner’s Path as object;
(2) 1 mind-door advertence, 4 great faultless consciousnesses associated 
with knowledge and faultless superknowledge of the Once-Returner 
who takes Stream-Winner’s and Once-Returner’s Paths as objects; (3) 1 
mind-door advertence, 4 great faultless consciousnesses associated with 
knowledge and faultless superknowledge of the Non-Returner who 
takes Stream-Winner’s, Once-Returner’s and Non-Returner’s Paths as 
objects; (4) 1 mind-door advertence, 4 great functional consciousnesses
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associated with knowledge and functional superknowledge of the 
Arahat who takes the 4 Paths as objects.

The States o f  Section 3. These are the 4 Paths together with (1) 4 
great faultless consciousnesses associated with knowledge of the Stream- 
Winner who takes Stream-Winner’s Path as estimable object;* (2) 4 
great faultless consciousnesses associated with knowledge of the Once- 
Returner who takes Once-Returner’s Path as estimable object; (3) 4 
great faultless consciousnesses associated with knowledge of the Non- 
Returner who takes Non-Returner’s Path as estimable object ; (4) 4 great 
functional consciousnesses associated with knowledge of the Arahat 
who takes Arahatta’s Path as estimable object.

Refer to the text. The states of reference (R) 1 take Path as object 
but as Path is not included in variant (V) 1, the answer (1-1) and so on 
are not obtained for any condition whatsoever. So the states of R 1 are 
never conditioning states. The states of R 2 are Paths and these are 
taken by (a) mind-door advertence, sensuous faultless and functional 
consciousnesses and superknowledge of V 1 to give the answer (2-1); 
(b) great faultless and functional consciousnesses of V 3 which, as shown 
above, take the Path concerned as estimable object, to give the answer 
(2-3). Here, in object condition, the states of V 3 take objects with 
esteem. So when it is expounded as “The Noble persons, having emerged 
from Path, esteem and review the Path” this belongs to object-predomi
nance. But in object condition ordinary objects as well as estimable 
objects of object-predominance are taken. Again, with R 2 and the 
variants 1 and 3, the answer (2-1,3) is given in the same way as (2-3) 
because the states of 1 and 3 are conascent. The states of R 3 with V 3 
give the answer (3-3) and with V 1 the answer (3-1) which, it must be 
known, is expounded like (2-1). By knowing this method it will be 
understood how the text is expounded. The enumeration 9 for object 
condition consists of 3 answers with R 2, 3 with R 3 and 3 with R 2 
and 3. As explained above there is no answer with R 1.

Predominance 21. Conascence-predominance,like root, has enumera
tion 17. When the 4 answers: (2-1), (2-1,3), (2,3-1), (2,3-1,3), which 
are those of object-predominance, are added the enumeration is 21. The 
way these answers are expounded can be seen.

Proximity 9. R 2 has Path only and so there is no answer with V 2.

Introduction liii

' When it is said that an object is taken with esteem, only one’s Path is taken 
IS such, not another’s. See the single enumeration of object-predominance.



As for the sensuous faultless and functional consciousnesses of V 1 and 
V 2, which take Path as object, they are not related to Path by this con
dition. And sensuous faultless change-of-lineage and purification, which 
arise before Path, take Nibbana as object. Since they take different ob
jects, they are not related here and so there are no answers with V 1 
and V 2. But there are 3 answers each with R 1, R 3, R 2 and 3, i.e. 
enumeration 9.

Strong-dependence 21. It can be known how enumeration 21 is ob
tained. In this condition it is specially expounded as “Reviewing is 
related to reviewing.” Why is it so expounded? When Path is taken as 
object in the mental process of review, the conditioning and conditioned 
states are great faultless or functional consciousnesses associated with 
knowledge, the states that are included in sections 1 and 3. So when the 
conditioning or conditioned states are the above consciousnesses it is 
expounded as reviewing; when they are Paths it is expounded as “ First 
Path to second Path” and so on. This has to be briefly noted for natural 
strong-dependence.

The other conditions can be known.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones
The text shows that, apart from not-object 17, the other conditions 

have enumeration 21. The text notes in not-object condition (item 54) 
that “When not-object is taken, both natural object and strong-depen
dence object are excluded.” The wording here is entirely different from 
that in the previous Triplets. So what are natural object and strong- 
dependence object? How are they expounded in the text? Besides these 
two what is the other strong-dependence? Only when these are known 
will it be clearly understood why not-object has enumeration 17. Both 
the Corny, and Subcomy. are silent on this matter. But this will now be 
clarified.

(X) Natural object. This is given in the text as “Reviewing is related 
to reviewing.” At the time Path is taken as object in the mental process 
of reviewing the Path, great faultless or functional consciousnesses 
associated with knowledge arise. So in this Triplet object and strong- 
dependence are expounded together. Since it is not purely object it is 
not expounded in object condition.

(2) Strong-dependence object. This is given in the text as “The Noble 
persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review the Path” . This is 
object-predominance.
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(3) Natural strong-dependence. This is given in the text as “ First 
Path to second Path” and so on.

With the knowledge of these three terms and with the aid of the 
chart for the Selection of Conditions for Negative, the above note in 
the text will be clearly understood.

In the columns against strong-dependence the 8 answers, shown by 
asterisks, are natural object; the 4, shown by crosses, are strong-depen
dence object; the remaining 9, shown by ditto signs, are natural strong- 
dependence. In the columns against object the answers, shown by 
crosses, are strong-dependence object,

Not-object 17. In accordance with the above note in the text, the 
answers for natural object and strong-dependence object are not obtained 
but only the 9, shown by ditto signs, of natural strong-dependence. But 
since these 9 are also obtained in the 17 answers of conascence, no 
addition is necessary and so the enumeration for not-object is 17.

Not-strong-dependence 21. This is conascence 17 + 4 from object, 
which are not included in 17, to give enumeration 21.

All the Other Conditions 21. This is the 21 of strong-dependence.
“By Twos” are easy.

END O F PATH OBJECT TR IPLE T



17. A r i s e n  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Ivi Conditional Relations

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 89 present cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter. 1. 89 present cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter.

2. 12 future faulty cons., 21 faultless 2. 12 future faulty cons., 21 faultless
cons., 20 functional cons., 52 m.f., cons., 20 functional cons., 52 m.f.,
17 mind-produced matter, 15 tern- 17 mind-produced matter, 15 tem
perature-produced matter, 14 nutri- perature-produced matter, 14 nutri
ment-produced matter. ment-produced matter.

3. 36 future resultant cons., 38 m.f., 3. 36 future resultant cons., 38 m.f.,
20 kamma-produced matter. 20 kamma-produced matter.

In this Triplet and the Past Triplet, which follows, NibbSna is Triplet- 
freed.

Corny, p. 490 (Tikp 355): In this Triplet and the Past Triplet, the 
Dependent Chapter and the rest of the 6 Chapters are not expounded 
but only the Investigation Chapter. What is the reason for this? It is be
cause there are only conascence and prenascence conditions in the 6 
Chaptets. For in these 2 Triplets past and future states are mixed. Why 
are proximity and other conditions not included in the Arisen Triplet? 
The reason is that this Triplet does not contain past states (there are 
only present and future states as can be seen from the chart). “States 
arisen and not arisen are never related to states arisen and not arisen by 
any of the conditions. States not arisen and bound to arise are related 
to states arisen by object-strong-dependence.”

As stated in the Corny, above, it must be noted that the 6 Chapters 
are not expounded in this Triplet.

Investigation Chapter 

Conditions: Positive

Root, etc. 1. Root and the rest of the 15 conditions of the conascence 
group, prenascence, postnascence, nutriment and faculty conditions, 
which occur in the present, have the answer (1-1).

Note: Whether the conditions occur in the present or whether they 
occur in the past or future, the conditioned states must always be



present states. This can be known from this Triplet and the Past Triplet 
that follows.

Object, etc. 3. Object has the answers: (1-1), (2-1), (3-1). In pre
dominance, object-predominance has 3 answers. In strong-dependence, 
both object-strong-dependence and natural strong-dependence have 3 
answers each. These conditions occur in the above 3 periods of time.

The proximity group of conditions and asynchronous kamma are 
not expounded. For these conditions have past states as conditioning 
states and in this Triplet there are no such states.

In this way all the conditions can be known.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative
The answer (1-1) is obtained by all the conditions that are concerned 

with the present. (2-1) and (3-1) are obtained by object and strong- 
dependence only.

Conditions: Negative 

By Ones

Not-presence 2, not-non-disappearance 2. These are somewhat diffi
cult. In order to consider this matter so that it agrees with the text, 
reference must be made to the way the answer (1-1) is expounded for 
object condition. How does it differ from that expounded for object- 
prenascence-presence of presence condition? It will be seen that “aggre
gates arisen” is given only in object condition and these being 18 pro
duced matter, there is nothing special here. Also, in object condition, 
“knowledge of supernormal power” is included but not in object- 
prenascence-presence. But it is explained in Guide to C.R., Part II, how
ever, that, although this knowledge is not specifically expounded in 
object-prenascence-presence, it should be included. That being the case, 
the nature of object and object-prenascence-presence is the same and, 
therefore, the answer (1-1) is not obtained. That is why not-presence 
and not-non-disappearance have 2 answers.

Again, when natural strong-dependence is considered, the condi
tioned states in the answer (1-1) are all the 89 consciousnesses which 
have the nature of conascence. That being so, (1-1) is not obtained for 
strong-dependence and, therefore, there are only 2 answers for not- 
presence and not-non-disappearance. The teachers of old stated that 
(1-1), being of the present, is not obtained. What they actually meant
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was that present states are all included in conascence condition. In the 
Negative conditions of Past Triplet, the next Triplet, the same line of 
reasoning holds for not-presence 2, not-non-disappearance 2.

“By Twos” are easy.
END O F A RISEN  TR IPLET

Ivdii Conditional Relations

18. P a s t  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 89 past cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter. 1. 89 past cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter.

2. 89 future cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter. 2. 89 future cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter.

3. 89 present cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter. 3. 89 present cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter.

Investigation Chapter

As the states of this Triplet belong to the three periods of time, all 
the 24 conditions are expounded. As with the Arisen Triplet, the condi
tions which are concerned with present states only have only 1 answer 
(3-3). For proximity and the other conditions which have past condi
tioning states and present conditioned states, there is the answer (1-3); 
for kamma condition, which is concerned with both past and present 
states, there is the answer (1-3) with past states and (3-3) with present 
states. The text should be referred to in order to know how the¾ondi- 
tions are expounded. The Negative conditions are like those of the 
Arisen Triplet dealt with above.

Corny, p. 490 (Tikp 355): In this Triplet present is never related to 
past and future nor past and future to past and future by any of the 
conditions.

END O F PAST T R IPLE T



19. P a s t  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 1 mind-door advertence, 29 sensu- 1. 1 mind-door advertence, 29 sensu
ous impulsions, H  registering cons., ous impulsions, 11 registering cons.,
2 superknowledges, 3 infinity of 2 superknowledges, 3 infinity of
cons., 3 neither-perception-nor-non- cons., 3 neither-perception-nor-non-
perception cons., 47 m.f. exclusive perception cons., 47 m.f. exclusive
of 3 abstinences and 2 illimitables. of 3 abstinences and 2 illimitables.

2. 1 mind-door advertence, 29 sensu- 2. 1 mind-door advertence, 29 sensu-
out impulsions, 11 registering cons., ous impulsions, 11 registering cons.,
2 superknowledges, 50 m.f. exclu- 2 superknowledges, 50 m.f. exclu
sive o f 2 illimitables. sive of 2 illimitables.

3. 10 twice fivefold cons., 3 mind- 3. 10 twice fivefold cons., 3 mind-
element, 1 mind-door advertence, element, 1 mind-door advertence,
29 sensuous impulsions, 11 register- 29 sensuous impulsions, 11 register
ing cons., 2 superknowledges, 50 ing cons., 2 superknowledges, 50
m.f. exclusive of 2 illimitables. m.f. exclusive o f 2 illimitables.
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6 Chapters 

Conditions: Positive

As materiality is not included in this Triplet, the 6 Chapters are all 
the same. And when the states are selected to determine the enumera
tions it is found that all the 23 conditions have the same enumeration 3 
which are (1-1), (2-2), (3-3). This is straightforward.

Conditions: Negative

Only 10 Negative conditions are expounded. On examining the single 
enumeration of not-jh2na it will be seen that there is only 1 answer: 
(3-3). But not-dissociation does not give this answer. From this it will 
be known that the states of the immaterial plane which take present 
object cannot be conascent with one another. If this is the case with 
not-dissociation why does not-prenascence have this answer? The reason 
is that this is not due to the states of the immaterial plane but to rebirth 
consciousness in the five-aggregate planes. For the classified answer 
given in the text for (3-3) is “At the moment of conception, dependent



on one aggregate with present object . . . two aggregates . . All the 
other conditions have enumeration 3.

“By Twos” are easy.

Investigation Chapter 

Conditions: Positive

When there is only mentality in the Triplet prenascence, postnascence 
and dissociation conditions are never included in the Investigation 
Chapter. The reason for this can be known by examination of their 
single enumerations. This, of course, applies to all the preceding Triplets 
of this nature.

Root, etc. 3. The conditions of the conascence group have 3 answers: 
(1-1), (2-2),(3-3).

Object 9. The text gives “(One) reviews infinity of consciousness” 
and so on and, therefore, from the states that are involved in them, 
determine the answers (1-1) and so on. How enumeration 9 is obtained 
can also be found from the text.

Predominance 7. As shown above, conascence-predominance has 3 
answ ers. Object-predominance has (1-1) and (1-2). But (1-3) is not ob
tained because the conditioned states of object-predominance do not 
contain superknowledges whereas this answer (1-3) is concerned with 
them. For the same reason the answer (2-3) is not obtained. So when 
these 2 answers in object condition are not obtained the enumeration is
7. This will be clearly understood by referring to the way object condi
tion is expounded.

Proximity 7. This condition is expounded in an unusual way. But if 
the mental process, which is dealt with to some extent in Guide to 
C.R., Part II, is understood there should be no difficulty at all.

Strong-dependence 9. It will be seen that “Conicmplation of im
permanence” and so forth are taken as the essentia, things in natural 
strong-dependence. As for the Faultless Triplet there are 3 answers each 
with R 1, R 2 and R 3 to give enumeration 9.

Kamma 9. As shown above, conascence-kamma has 3 answers. The 
enumeration 9 is due to asynchronous kamma. In this Triplet asynchro
nous kamma is expounded in a peculiar way. For the results that are 
obtained are stated thus: “Asynchronous volition with past object is 
related to (its) resultant aggregates (a) with past object, (b) with future 
object, (c) with present object; asynchronous volition with future
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object is related to (its) resultant aggregates (a) with future object, 
(b) with past object, (c) with present object; asynchronous volition 
with present object is related to (its) resultant aggregates (a) with pre
sent object, (b) with past object, (c) with future object.

The Other Conditions. These are straightforward.
As for “By Twos” there is nothing special to note.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones
Not-Object, NotStrong-dependence, Not-Kamma 9. Some of the 9 

answers are different'but the total enumeration for each of them is 9. 
“By Twos” are easy.

END OF PAST OBJECT T R IPLE T

20. I n t e r n a l  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Introduction Ixi

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. 89 cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter. 1. 89 cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter.

2. 89 cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter, Nib 2. 89 cons., 52 m.f., 28 matter, Nib
bana. bana.

Unlike the other Triplets only 2 sections, instead of the usual 3, are 
taken because the internal and external states of section 3 are not ex
pounded. The Corny, p. 490 (Tikp 355) gives the following explanation: 

In the Internal Triplet the section of internal and external states 
should not be taken. The reason is that these 2 sections cannot exist 
together as conditioning or conditioned states at the same time. It is 
just as when a mustard fruit is laid on the palm of the hand, the colour 
of the mustard fruit and that of the palm of the hand cannot exist to
gether as one object at the same time. Likewise, the Internal Object 
Triplet has only 2 sections.

6 Chapters 
Conditions: Positive 
Dependent Chapter 

The chart shows that section 1 has all the states except Nibbana and



section 2 has all the states including Nibbana. For the 6 Chapters, which 
do not take Nibbana into account, the 2 sections have all the states for 
these Chapters. All that needs to be done is to select the states from 
the single enumerations of the 23 conditions. But since the internal and 
external states are not conascent, each of the conditions has only 2 
answers: (1-1), (2-2), i.e. enumeration 2.

Conditioned Chapter
Here base-prenascence-dependence is included and so the 6 bases 

have to be taken. But since external states are not dependent on inter
nal bases, there are the same 2 answers as for the Dependent Chapter.

Conjoined Chapter
Here the difference is that materiality is excluded but the enumera

tion is also 2 for each condition.

Conditions: Negative
The Negative conditions of the 6 Chapters, like the Positive condi

tions, have enumeration 2.
“By Twos” are straightforward and all of them have enumeration 2.

Investigation Chapter
Root condition and others are expounded fully and should be looked 

up in the text. Here those with special enumerations are considered.
Object 4. Root condition and others have 2 answers: (1-1), (2-2), 

i.e. enumeration 2. But in object condition, where the reference and 
variant can be taken both ways, there are 2 more answers: (1-2), (2-1), 
to give enumeration 4. o

Predominance 4. Conascence-predominance has only 2 answers: 
(1-1), (2-2). But object-predominance, like object, has the 2 answers: 
(1-2), (2-1). Thus the enumeration is 4.

Strong-dependence 4. Proximity-strong-dependence has only 2 
answers: (1-1), (2-2). But object-strong-dependence and natural strong- 
dependence have another 2: (1-2), (2-1). So the enumeration is 4.

Prenascence 6. Base-prenascence has only 2 answers: (1-1), (2-2).. 
Object-prenascence has another 2: (1-2), (2-1). Mixed object-pre- 
nascence-base-prenascence has another 2: (1,2-1), (1,2-2). So the total 
enumeration is 6.

Nutriment 6. Conascence-nutriment, like conascence above, has only
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2 answers: (1-1),(2-2). But physical nutriment, like prenascence above, 
has 6. So the enumeration is 6. Nutriment condition was explained in 
detail in Guide to C.R., Part I.

Presence 6. Here, like prenascence, there are mixed conditions. Also, 
like nutriment, there is physical nutriment. Therefore the enumeration 
is 6.

All the Other Conditions. Each has enumeration 2.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones

Not-presence 4. In the Selection of the Conditions for Negative the 
total enumeration is 6. Presence condition contains prenascence and 
nutriment which have the 2 answers: (1,2-1), (1,2-2). So these answers 
are not obtained for not-presence and that is why its enumeration is 4.

“By Twos” are easy.
END O F IN T ER N A L  TR IPLE T

Introduction Ixiii

21. In t e r n a l  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

54 sensuous cons., 2 superknowl- 1. 54 sensuous cons., 2 superknowl
edges, 3 infinity of cons., 3 neither- edges, 3 infinity of cons., 3 neither-
perception-nor-non-perception perception-nor-non-perception
cons., 49 m.f. exclusive of envy and cons., 49 m.f. exclusive of envy and 
2 illimitables. 2 illimitables.

54 sensuous cons., 2 superknowl- 2. 54 sensuous cons., 2 superknowl
edges, 15 fine-material cons, exclud- edges, 15 fine-material cons, exclud
ing 2 superknowledges, 3 infinity ing 2 superknowledges, 3 infinity
of space, 8 supramundane cons., 51 of space, 8 supramundane cons., 51
m.f. exclusive of stinginess. m.f. exclusive of stinginess.

6 Chapters

Conditions: Positive

Since (1) there are only mental states because materiality is ex
cluded and (2) only the first 2 sections have to be taken, it will be clear 
that all the 23 conditions have enumeration 2.



Conditions; Negative
Since 54 sensuous consciousnesses, etc. are included in both the sec

tions, the 10 Negative conditions, like the Positive conditions above, 
have enumeration 2.

“By Twos” are clear.

Investigation Chapter
In this Triplet there are only mental states and so root condition and 

others of the conascence group have only 2 answers: (1-1), (2-2), i.e. 
enumeration 2. Here only those conditions with special enumerations 
are considered.

Object 4. As in the Internal Triplet above, the 2 answers: (1-2) and 
(2-1) are included to give enumeration 4.

Predominance 3. It is clear that conascence-predominance has 
enumeration 2. For object-predominance the 2 answers; (1-2), (2-2), 
are not obtained but only (2-1). Therefore the enumeration is 3. Why 
are the above 2 answers not obtained? If the way object condition is 
expounded is examined, it will be found that the single enumeration of 
object-predominance is not involved in these answers.

Proximity 4. This is clear from the text.
Strong-dependence 4. There are 4 answers for proximity-strong 

dependence and natural strong-dependence and so the enumeration is 4. 
In natural strong-dependence “Contemplation of impermanence” and 
so forth are expounded.

Repetition 3. Here (2-1) is not obtained. The reason for this can be 
seen by referring to proximity condition. There the relations are be
tween (1) death-consciousness and rebirth-consciousness; (2) life- 
continuum and advertence; (3) aggregates and emergence. The relations 
between impulsions, which belong to repetition condition, are not in
cluded.

Kamma 4. It is clear that conascence-kamma has enumeration 2. But 
asynchronous kamma has all the 4 answers. So the enumeration is 4.

The Other Conditions. Their enumeration is 2.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative and By Ones
The Selection of the Conditions for Negative shows that the total 

enumeration is 4. As object, strong-dependence and kamma are included
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in all these enumerations, all the 24 conditions in Negative “By Ones” 
have enumeration 4.

“By Twos” are easy.
E N D  O F  I N T E R N A L  O B J E C T  T R I P L E T

22. V i s i b l e  a n d  Im p i n g i n g  T r i p l e t  

Triplet States

Reference (R) Variant (V)

1. Visible object 1. Visible object

2. 11 gross matter exclusive of visible 2. 11 gross matter exclusive o f visible
object object

3. 89 cons., 52 m.f., 16 subtle matter, 3. 89 cons., 52 m.f., 16 subtle matter, 
Nibbana. Nibbana.

Introduction Ixv

This Triplet contains all the states and so there is no state that is 
Triplet-freed. Sections 1 and 2 consist of materiality only. In the 
former there are no great primaries but just one derived matter and in 
the latter 3 great primaries (cohesion is not included) and 8 derived 
matter. Section 3, however, consists of all mentality and subtle matter. 
It will be seen, therefore, that materiality, of one kind or another, is 
included in the 3 sections. So it is only in this Triplet that: (1) the 18 
produced matter are expounded fully and (2) cohesion and so on, 
which were not expounded in the other Triplets, are expounded.

Conditions: Positive 
Dependent Chapter

Root, etc. 21. R 1 has visible object only and so the answers (1-1) 
and so on are not obtained. With R 2, R 3 and R 2 and 3 there are 7 
answers each to give enumeration 21. Whenever the conditions contain 
both great primaries and derived matter the enumeration is 21. Of 
course, only those material states concerned in each case are to be taken.

Object, etc. 1. With object condition and others, which have only 
mentality, there is only 1 answer: (3-3). So, wherever the enumeration 
is 1, it shoy/s that the conditions have only mentality.



Mutuality 6. The single enumeration of mutuality has great primaries 
but no derived matter. Therefore, there are (a) 3 answers: (2-2), (2-3), 
(2-2,3) with R 2;(b) 2 answers: (3-3), (3-2) with R 3 and (c) 1 answer: 
(2,3-2) with R 2 and 3 to give enumeration 6.

Conditioned Chapter
The text does not give the Conditioned and the Conjoined Chapters 

for both the Positive and Negative conditions. They are simply referred 
to at the end of the Dependent Chapter pointing out that they are the 
same as for that Chapter. But in the Conditioned Chapter, eye-base and 
the rest of the 5 bases in section 2 and (heart-)base in section 3 have to 
be taken into account and classified answers for them must be known. 
The text states that the Conditioned Chapter is the same as the Depen
dent Chapter because the enumerations are the same.

Conjoined Chapter
The Conjoined Chapter deals with mentality only and so all the 23 

conditions have only 1 answer: (3-3). For this Chapter the text directs 
the reader to work with immateriality only.

Conditions: Negative

Dependent Chapter

Not-root, etc. 21. When the single enumerations of not-root condi
tion and others are examined it will be found that, with the exception 
of not-mutuality, all contain great primaries and derived matter as con
ditioned states. As for not-mutuality, it contains only derived matter 
as conditioned states and great primaries as conditioning states. There
fore, all the 20 conditions have enumeration 21. From the single 
enumerations of the conditions concerned it can be known where “at 
the moment of conception” and “kamma-produced matter” are not 
included and so on.

Conditioned Chapter
In this Chapter classified answers must be given for the bases as was 

pointed out in the Positive conditions. Because of this there is no in
crease in the enumerations which are all 21.
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Conjoined Chapter

In this Chapter only 10 conditions are expounded. From their single 
enumerations it will be seen that there can be only 1 answer: (3-3). 
Although the text is very brief, the details have to be known by apply
ing the method above. The text always directs that everything be known 
in detail, never in brief.

Conditions: Positive-Negative 

Root By Twos

Here not-kamma and not-dissociation conditions, which have dif
ferent enumerations, will be considered.

N ot kamma 1. The common states of root and not-kamma are fault
less, faulty or rooted functional aggregates as conditioning states and 
faultless, faulty or rooted volitions as conditioned states. These are con
tained in section 3 and so there is only 1 answer: (3-3).

Not-dissociation 1. Here the common conditioning and conditioned 
states of root and not-dissociation conditions are the mental states of 
the immaterial plane contained in the single enumeration of not- 
dissociation. So there is only 1 answer: (3-3).

Conditions: Negative-Positive 

Not-root By Twos

With not-root condition, path 1. This is the only thing to be noted 
here. The common states are 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses as con
ditioning states and delusion from 2 delusion-rooted consciousnesses 
as conditioned state. So there is only 1 answer: (3-3).

Investigation Chapter

Root 7. The roots are included in section 3 and therefore the 
enumeration is 7, the answers being (3-3), (3-1) and so on. These are 
the answers whenever the enumeration is 7.

Object 3. The conditioned states of object condition are all mentality 
which is contained in section 3; the conditioning states are all mentality 
and materiality. Therefore there are only 3 answers: (1-3), (2-3), (3-3). 
The material states in sections 1, 2 and 3 are not conascent and so they 
cannot be taken together for answers.
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Predominance 9. Object-predominance, like object, has 3 answers. 
Conascence-predominance, just like root, has 7 answers; (3-3) and so 
on. When the different kinds of answers are taken, the enumeration is 9.

Proximity, etc. 1. The conditioning and conditioned states of proxi
mity, contiguity, repetition, association, absence and disappearance are 
mentality which is included in section 3. So there is only one answer: 
(3-3).

Conascence 21, Dependence 21. As shown in the Dependent Chapter 
each has enumeration 21.

Mutuality 6. As shown in the Dependent Chapter the enumeration is 6.
Strong-dependence 3. Although proximity-strong-dependence, like 

proximity, has only 1 answer: (3-3), object-strong-dependence and 
natural strong-dependence, like object-predominance, has 3 answers. So 
the enumeration is 3.

Prenascence 6. Here object-prenascence, like object, has 3 answers: 
(1-3), (2-3), (3-3); base-prenascence alone has 2 answers: (2-3), (3-3); 
mixed object-prenascence-base-prenascence has 3 answers; (1,3-3), 
(2,3-3), (1,2-3). When the different kinds of answers are taken, the 
enumeration is 6.

Faculty 9. Conascence-faculty, like root, has 7 answers; base-pre- 
nascence-faculty has 1 answer: (2-3);mixed conascence-prenascence- 
faculty has 1 answer: (2,3-3). So the total enumeration is 9. In the 
text, where it is stated that 7 answers are to be classified for section 3, 
it is directed that physical life-faculty be placed at the end. The reason 
for this is that, like the 7 kinds of delusion in the Applied Thought 
Triplet, there are 7 kinds of physical life-faculty.

Dissociation 8. The conditioning states of conascence-dissociation 
and postnascence-dissociation are mentality and so, like root, these 
mental states in section 3 give the same 7 answers for each;prenascence- 
dissociation has 2 answers: (2-3), (3-3). As (3-3) is already included, 
there is an extra answer; (2-3). So the enumeration is 8.

Presence 25. To conascence-presence 21 must be added the 3 answers: 
(1,3-3), (2,3-3), (1,2-3) obtained above for prenascence and another 
answer (1,2,3-3) for mixed conascence-object-prenascence-base-pre- 
nascence to give a total of 25. So the enumeration is 25.

Root: Common
In this last Triplet examples of common and combination are shown 

with root condition. Of course, the text directs that all the enumerations
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in the Enumeration Chapters be worked out. Never is there an occasion 
when the text directs that the matter be known briefly. It always directs 
that, based on the method in the Faultless Triplet, the details be known. 
Now that the method has been provided, wherever necessary, the reader 
who is interested must work out the details. Here it will be shown how 
the commons are determined.

The method of determining the commons in the 6 Chapters is dif
ferent from that in the Investigation Chapter. In the 6 Chapters the 
commons are found by selecting the common states from the condi
tioning and conditioned states of the conditions. That is why the con
ditions have to be taken “By Twos” , “By Threes” and so on in the 
Positive, Negative, Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions.

In the Investigation Chapter, however, the commons are determined 
by selecting the common states from the conditioning and conditioned 
states of the conditions in the same group. There are 8 conditions in the 
object group, 15 in the conascence group and so forth. They can be 
found when Chart II (A) on p. liii of C.R. I is read vertically. (Moreover, 
the single enumerations of the conditions in the various groups are 
given in Charts II (B)-(H) in C.R. I facing p. Ixiv.)

Root condition of this Triplet belongs to the conascence group and 
has 11 common conditions (C.R. I, p. 180, item 440 or Chart II (C) in 
C.R. I facing p. Ixiv). Since root condition belongs to the Minor Co
nascence group its conditioning and conditioned states are included in 
the 4 Major Conascence group. So when the commons with the 4 Major 
Conascence group of conditions are determined, they are found to be 
the conditioning and conditioned states of root condition which has 
enumeration 7.

Predominance 7. When the conditioning and conditioned states of 
root and conascence-predominance are compared, it is found that in- 
vestigating-wisdom predominance is the common conditioning state 
and associated aggregates together with predominant mind-produced 
matter are the common conditioned states. According to this Triplet, 
these states of section 3 give enumeration 7.

Faculty 7, Path 7. Non-delusion is the common conditioning state 
and associated aggregates together with rooted mind-produced matter 
and rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter are the common condi
tioned states. Here also these states of section 3 give enumeration 7 
for each.

Resultant 7. The common conditioning states are the 3 resultant
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roots and the common conditioned states are like those given above. So. 
the states of section 3 give enumeration 7.

Dissociation 7. Although the common conditioned states are materi
ality, the common conditioning states are the 6 roots and, here again, 
the enumeration is 7.

Mutuality 1, Association 1. With mutuality the common condition
ing states are the 6 roots and the common conditioned states are the 
associated aggregates together with (heart-)base. These states of section 
3 give only 1 answer: (3-3). With association the difference is that 
(heart-)base is not included.

A Commons Chart for this last Triplet is drawn up opposite, so that 
the reader will know the method of determining the enumerations and 
be able to reflect upon them. From the Commons chart it will be seen 
that the commons of all the conditions are given. The text gives root 
condition only and so the enumerations of the conditions common 
with it are shown in the chart with dashes over the figures. The rest of 
the enumerations which are elided, have been determined. They can be 
found by applying the method given in Guide to C.R., Part III (in 
preparation). It is in this way that all the innumerable elisions in the 
text can be known.

Root: Combination

The text gives only one of the combinations, i.e. ordinary 9, for root 
condition. The method by which these combinations are derived from 
the commons is illustrated below:

Without resultant 4

1. Here root is taken with the 4 Major conascence conditions to give 
enumeration 7. This combination is derived by taking together the com
mons given for root condition which are: “With root condition, co
nascence 7, dependence 7, presence 7, non-disappearance 7.”

2. Here mutuality is included and so the enumeration is 1, which is 
that of the common of root and mutuality.

3. Here association is also included and so the enumeration is 1, 
which is that of the common of root and association.

4. Here only dissociation is included and so the enumeration is 7, 
which is that of the common of root and dissociation.
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With resultant 5

l.H ere resultant is included every time. The common of root and 
resultant is given as: “With root condition, resultant 7.” So the enu
meration for this combination is 7.

2 & 3. Here mutuality and association are respectively included and 
the enumeration for each of the combinations is 1.

4. With dissociation the enumeration for the combination is 7.
5. Here mutuality is again included and the enumeration for the 

combination is 1.
It is by this method that the enumerations for all the 415 combina

tions are to be known.

Selection of the Conditions for Negative

Here there are 6 different kinds of enumerations, namely: 25, 24, 
23, 22, 12, 9. Not-root condition and others, which have all the 25, 
need not be considered. Only those conditions with the other enumera
tions are dealt with below. These will be clear only with the aid of the 
chart provided.

2. Conditions: Negative 

By Ones

Not-object 22. (1,3-3) and (1,2-3) of item 10 and (1,2,3-3) of item 
11 are solely of object condition and so, when these are excluded, the 
enumeration is 22.

Not-conascence 12. The answers which are obtained besides those of 
conascence are: (1-3), (2-3), 7 with R 3 and the 3 of item 10, i.e. 12. 
Those of items 9 and 11 are conascence and are, therefore, not obtained.

Not-mutuality, not-resultant, not-association 24. As (1,2,3-3) of 
item 11 is excluded, the enumeration is 24. (2,3-3) of item 9 is not 
excluded because it is included in item 10.

Not-dependence 9. (1-3) and (2-3) of object and strong-dependence 
and the 7 answers for kamma give enumeration 9. Whenever the enu
meration is 9 these are the answers.

Not-prenascence, not-dissociation 22. They are the same as not-object.
Not-faculty 23. To the 21 of conascence add (1-3) and (1,2-3) to 

give enumeration 23. As for items 9 and 11 they are concerned with 
faculty.
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By Twos, By Threes

“By Twos” are not different from “By Ones” . In “By Threes” not- 
object also becomes a reference condition and so the enumerations for 
them cannot be more than 22 which is that of not-object alone. When
ever the enumeration is 22 it is the same as not-object. Those with dif
ferent enumerations are:

Not-conascence 9. (1-3) and (2-3) of strong-dependence and the 7 
answers with R 3 give enumeration 9. It is the same for not-dependence 9.

Not-strong-dependence 21. They are the 21 of conascence.
Not-presence 9. They are the same 9 given above.

3. Conditions: Positive-Negative

Root By Twos

These are straightforward.

Root: Combination

They are given briefly. Not-dissociation is 1 because the conditioning 
and conditioned states are mentality included in section 3 and for 
which there is only 1 answer: (3-3), i.e. enumeration 1.

4. Conditions: Negative-Positive

Not-root By Twos

They are the same as “By Ones” of the Positive conditions.
END OF VISIBLE AND IMPINGING TRIPLET 

END OF TRIPLET PATTHANA, STATE; POSITIVE

C o n c i s e  M e t h o d  f o r  C .R . V o l . II

Here in this Introduction to the second volume of Conditional Rela
tions it has been shown, in some detail, (1) how the 17 Triplets ex
pounded in the text are to be dealt with; (2) how the enumerations 
given in the text as well as those elided are to be obtained and so forth. 
Also, with the difficult Negative conditions of the Investigation Chap
ters, it has been shown how the enumerations are to be determined 
with the aid of the charts provided for the Selection of the Conditions 
for Negative.
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In this volume there are 8 Triplets, namely: (1) the Applied Thought 
Triplet, (2) the Rapture Triplet, (3) the Limited Object Triplet, (4) the 
Path Object Triplet, (5) the Arisen Triplet, (6) the Past Triplet, (7) the 
Past Object Triplet, (8) the Internal Object Triplet, that do not contain 
certain states. These, being Triplet-freed, are not taken into account. 
The remaining Triplets contain all the ultimate realities.

Single Enumerations

The Triplet Patfhlna cannot be understood without knowing the 
single enumerations, i.e. the conditioning and conditioned states of the 
conditions, of the Triplets concerned. So the first thing to do is to 
know what the single enumerations are. This can be done by applying 
the method given in the Faultless Triplet. How is this done? In each 
Triplet the states of the 3 sections of the Triplet are given and it is from 
these states— excluding Nibbana for the 6 Chapters and including Nib
bana for the Investigation Chapters— that the single enumerations are 
found. In the case of the Triplets without Triplet-freed states, the con
ditioning and conditioned states of the conditions are the same as those 
contained in the single enumerations of the Faultless Triplet; but for 
those Triplets with Triplet-freed states, the freed states are simply 
excluded.

6 Chapters

After knowing what the single enumerations are, the states in the 
Triplets have to be examined, as has been repeatedly pointed out, to 
find (1) whether they are conascent or not for the Dependent and 
Conascent Chapters, (2) whether the 6 bases are involved for the Con
ditioned and Supported Chapters, (3) whether they are associated or 
not for the Conjoined and Associated Chapters. Then from the answers 
for the states so selected the enumerations of the single Positive and 
Negative conditions can be obtained. As for the Enumeration Chapters 
“By Twos” , “By Threes” and so on, the common states of the Positive, 
Negative, Positive-Negative and Negative-Positive conditions are found 
and from them the enumerations for the Triplet concerned are deter
mined. Although the method is given concisely, it will be seen, when 
it is applied, that everything is included for the 6 Chapters. Examples 
of the method were given in the Intr. to C.R. and summarized on 
p. xlvii.
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Investigation Chapters

Classification Chapters

In these Chapters, also, the states of the Triplets concerned, ai 
shown in the 6 Chapters, have to be examined to determine the singl< 
enumerations of the conditions of the Triplets concerned so as to knov 
the direct and classified answers for root and the rest of the 24 condi 
tions. Then, by reading the text along with the states of the Triplet! 
that were tabulated above, it will be seen how the above answers an 
obtained. An example of the method was given in Intr. to C.R., pp 
xlix-li.

Enumeration Chapters
In these Chapters there are, as in the 6 Chapters, 4 kinds of condi 

tions, namely: (1) Positive, (2) Negative, (3) Positive-Negative anc 
(4) Negative-Positive.

(1) Positive Conditions
Here the three kinds dealt with are: (a) “By Ones” , (b) Common 

(c) Combination. “By Ones” is given in all the Triplets but only in the 
Visible and Impinging Triplet are the commons and combinations giver 
briefly. Wherever they are not given the text always directs that the 
commons and combinations be fully known as in the Faultless Triplet 
But, beginning from the First Synod right up to the Sixth Synod, nc 
country and no Sayadaw had ever given them fully. The reason for this 
was that they are difficult and, therefore, it requires deep knowledge tc 
know what they are. The translator, however, with intense confidence 
and effort, put them down in black and white about thirty years ago 
Although they are of great benefit they are not easily available noi 
easily known. That is why, with the belief that readers interested in the 
Great Book of Patthana would want to know what the elisions are, 
there was a fervent desire that they should be able to do so.

My thanks are due to Dr. 1. B. Homer for giving whole-hearted 
support and encouragement to undertake this translation and also tc 
Dr. Thein Maung, the Abhidhamma Propagating Society, U Kyaw Seir 
and U Htoon Thwin, for assistance in many ways.

U N A R A D A
MULA Pa t t h a n a  Sa y a d a w
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CONDITIONAL RELATIONS

ST A T E : P o s i t i v e

CONDITIONAL RELATIONS OF TRIPLETS 
(TIKA PATTHANA)

Veneration to that Exalted One, the Arahat, the Enlightened Buddha

6 . A PPLIED  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t * I. “ D e p e n d e n t ”  C h a p t e r  

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root 37

1. (i) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought 
(savitakka-savicaraih dhammaih pajicca), arises state with applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(fl) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought (savitakka-savicdraih ekaih khandhath paticca), arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one aggregate; depen
dent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception (patisandhikkhane), dependent on 
one aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, arise three 
aggregates. . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with appUed thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
(avitakkavicaramatta) by root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises applied thought (vitakka);

‘ This comprises (1) States with applied thought and sustained thought, (2) 
States without applied thought but with sustained thought and (3) States without 
applied thought and sustained thought.



(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arises applied thought. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought and sustained thought (avitakka- 
avicSra) by root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises mind-produced matter (cittasamutfhanarh ruparh);

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arises kamma-produced matter 
(katatta rupaih). (3)

(iv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter;

(f») At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter. (4)

(v) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise applied thought and mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise applied thought and 
kamma-produced matter. (S)

(vi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on 
two aggregates, arise two aggregates and applied thought;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and 
applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates 
and applied thought. (6)

(vii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought,
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arise states with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought and 
sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates, applied thought and mind-produced 
matter . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates, applied 
thought and mind-produced matter;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates, applied 
thought and kamma-produced matter . . .  dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates, applied thought and kamma-produced matter. (7)
2. (viii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates 
. . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(x) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arise sustained thought and mind-produced matter; 
dependent on applied thought, arises mind-produced matter;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, arise sustained thought and 
kamma-produced matter; at the moment of conception, dependent on 
applied thought, arises kamma-produced matter. (3)

(xi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and
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without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.
(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with applied 

thought and sustained thought and mind-produced matter;
(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought, 

arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought and kamma- 
produced matter. (4)

(xii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates, sustained thought and mind- 
produced matter . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates, 
sustained thought and mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates, 
sustained thought and kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates, sustained thought and kamma-produced 
matter. (5) ’
3. (xiii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought and sus
tained thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . 
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced 
matter; dependent on sustained thought, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter; at the moment of conception, 
dependent on sustained thought, arises kamma-produced matter; depen
dent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base (khandhe paticca vatthu); depen
dent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates; dependent on sustained thought, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arises sustained thought;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . ..  
dependent on great primaries (mahabhOte paticca), arise mind-produced 
and kamma-produced derived matter (upadarupa). (1)

(xiv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
root condition.
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At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(xv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by root condition.

(a) Dependent on sustained thought, arise aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought;

(Z>) At the moment of conception, dependent on sustained thought, 
arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought; at 
the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought; at the moment of 
conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arises applied thought. (3)

(xvi) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with appUed thought and sustained thought; dependent on 
great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (4)

(xvii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on sustained thought, arise aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on sustained thought, 
arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and kamma-produced matter; at the moment of conception, dependent 
on (heart-)base, arise aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter; at the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arises 
applied thought; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter; at the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sus
tained thought. (5)

(xviii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought' and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. (6)
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(xix) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought; 
dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (7)
4. (xx) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(xxi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises applied thought. 
(2)

(xxii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and great primaries, arises 
kamma-produced matter. (3)

(xxiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise two 
aggregates; dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (4)

(xxiv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states
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without applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises applied thought; 
dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (5)

(xxv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates and applied thought. (6)

(xxvi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied thought 
but with sustained thought and without apphed thought and sustained 
thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates and applied thought; dependent on 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and great pri
maries, arises kamma-produced matter. (7)
5. (xxvii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by root condi
tion.

At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought.
( 1)

(xxviii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought by root 
condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . 
dependent on two aggregates and sustained thought, arise two aggregates;
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(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and sustained 
thought, arise two aggregates; at the moment of conception, dependent 
on one aggregate without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates. . .  dependent on two aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (2)

(xxix) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by root con
dition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought, arises mind-produced matter; 
dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; dependent 
on applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arises kamma-produced matter; at the moment of conception, depen
dent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; at the moment of 
conception, dependent on applied thought and great primaries, arises 
kamma-produced matter; at the moment of conception, dependent on 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
(heart-)base, arises sustained thought. (3)

(xxx) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; 
dependent on applied thought and great primaries, arises kamma- 
produced matter. (4)

(xxxi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and
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mind-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggregates and sustained 
thought, arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter;

(Z>) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought buf with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on 
two aggregates and sustained thought, arise two aggregates and kamma- 
produced matter; at the moment of conception, dependent on one 
aggregate without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates and sustained thought. .  . dependent 
on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates and sustained 
thought. (5)
6. (xxxii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by root condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with appUed thought and sustained 
thought, and apphed thought, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on 
two aggregates and applied thought, arise two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought, arise three 
aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and applied thought, arise 
two aggregates. (1)

(xxxiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought, arises 
kamma-produced matter. (2)

(xxxiv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arise 
states with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . . dependent on two aggregates and applied thought, arise two 
aggregates and mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
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applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought, arise three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggre
gates and applied thought, arise two aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter. (3)
7. (xxxv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state with applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-)base, 
arise three aggregates. .  . dependent on two aggregates, applied thought 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (1)

(xxxvi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state without applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and great pri
maries, arises kamma-produced matter. (2)

(xxxvii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arise states with applied 
thought and sustained thought and without applied thought and sus
tained thought by root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, applied 
thought and (heart-)base, arises one aggregate; dependent on two aggre
gates, applied thought and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates; dependent 
on aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, applied 
thought and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (3)

Object 21
8. (i) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by object 
condition.
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(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception . .  .(1)
(ii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 

arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought by ob
ject condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises applied thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 

arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on 
two aggregates, arise two aggregates and applied thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
9. (iv) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(v) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 

thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by ob
ject condition.

(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(vi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 

thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(vii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 

thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.
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(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates and sustained thought . . .  de
pendent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
10, (viii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought and sus
tained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . 
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates; at the moment of 
conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates; dependent on 
(heart-)base, arises sustained thought. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(x) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by object condition.

(а) Dependent on sustained thought, arise aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought;

(б) At the moment of conception, dependent on sustained thought, 
arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought; at 
the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought; at the moment of 
conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arises applied thought. (3)

(xi) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sus
tained thought. (4)

(xii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition.
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At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. (5)
11. (xiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(xiv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises applied thought.
(2)

(xv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates and applied thought. (3)
12. (xvi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by object con
dition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought. (1)

(xvii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . 
dependent on two aggregates and sustained thought, arise two aggre
gates;
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(6) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and sustained 
thought, arise two aggregates; at the moment of conception, dependent 
on one aggregate without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (2)

(xviii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by object 
condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises sus
tained thought. (3)

(xix) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states without apphed thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates and sustained thought. . .  dependent on two aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates and sustained thought. (4)
13. (xx) Dependent on state with appUed thought and sustained 
thought and without apphed thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state with apphed thought and sustained thought by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with appUed thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on 
two aggregates and appUed thought, arise two aggregates.

(b) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xxi) Dependent on state with apphed thought and sustained 

thought, without appUed thought but with sustained thought and with
out apphed thought and sustained thought, arises state with applied 
thought and sustained thought by object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
apphed thought and sustained thought, apphed thought and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, apphed 
thought and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (1)

(Two conditions have been given in detail according to the way of reci
tal. Likewise, the remaining twenty conditions should be given in detail.)
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Dissociation 37

14. (i) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
dissociation condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise 
aggregates) by dissociation condition (vatthurh vippayuttapaccaya);

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condi
tion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by dissociation condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises applied thought; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arises 
applied thought) by dissociation condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 

thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought 
by dissociation condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises mind-produced matter; (dependent on) aggregates, 
(arises mind-produced matter) by dissociation condition (khandhe 
vippayuttapaccaya);

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(iv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . (depen
dent on six) bases, (arise) aggregates (khandha vatthum) by dissociation 
condition; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises) mind-produced matter 
(cittasamutthanaih rOpath khandhe) by dissociation condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(v) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 

thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought
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and without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation cor 
dition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustaine 
thought, arise applied thought and mind-produced matter; (dependen 
on) (heart-)base, (arises) applied thought by dissociation conditior 
(dependent on) aggregates, (arises) mind-produced matter by dissocia 
tion condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (5)
(vi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustainei 

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought am 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by dissociatioi 
condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustainei 
thought, arise three aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent oi 
two aggregates, arise two aggregates and applied thought; (dependen 
on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . .  . (6)
(vii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustainei 

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought, with 
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without appliei 
thought and sustained thought by dissociation condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustainei 
thought, arise three aggregates, applied thought and mind-producei 
matter . , . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates, appliei 
thought and mind-produced matter;(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise 
aggregates and applied thought by dissociation condition; (dependen 
on) aggregates, (arises) mind-produced matter by dissociation condition

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (7) ,
15. (viii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus 
tained thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustainei 
thought. . .

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but witl 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  (dependent on) two aggre 
gates . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociatioi 
condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ix) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus 

tained thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained though 
by dissociation condition.
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(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise 
aggregates) by dissociation condition;

(bi) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(x) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained 
thought by dissociation condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arise sustained thought and mind-produced matter; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arises) sustained thought by dissociation 
condition; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises) mind-produced matter 
by dissociation condition; dependent on applied thought, arises mind- 
produced matter; (dependent on) applied thought, [arises (heart-)base] 
by dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation con
dition.

(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought and mind-produced matter; (dependent 
on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition; (depen
dent on) applied thought, (arises) mind-produced matter by dissocia
tion condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . .  . (4)
(xii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought by disso
ciation condition.

{a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates, sustained thought and mind- 
produced m atter. . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates, 
sustained thought and mind-produced matter; (dependent on) (heart-) 
base, (arise) aggregates and sustained thought by dissociation condition; 
(dependent on) aggregates, (arises) mind-produced matter by dissocia
tion condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (5)
16. (xiii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought
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by dissociation condition.
(a) Dependent on one aggregate without applied thought and sus

tained thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . 
(dependent on) two aggregates . . . (dependent on six) bases, (arise) 
aggregates by dissociation conditions;(dependent on) aggregates, (arises) 
mind-produced matter by dissociation condition; dependent on sus
tained thought, arises mind-produced matter; [dependent on (heart-) 
base, arises] sustained thought by dissociation condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . at the moment of conception, 
dependent on sustained thought, arises kamma-produced matter; 
[dependent on (heart-)base, arises] sustained thought by dissociation 
condition; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base, (arise) aggregates; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggre
gates by dissociation condition; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises) 
(heart-)base by dissociation condition; dependent on sustained thought, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arises sustained thought ; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arises) sustained thought by dissociation 
condition; (dependent on) sustained thought, (arises) (heart-)base by 
dissociation condition;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced 
derived matter; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises kamma-produced 
matter) by dissociation condition. (1)

(xiv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
dissociation condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; (dependent on) 
(heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (2)

(xv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by dissociation condition.

(a) Dependent on sustained thought, arise aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought ; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise 
aggregates) by dissociation condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on sustained thought, 
arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base,(arise aggregates) by dissociation condition; 
at the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates
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without applied thought but with sustained thought; (dependent on) 
(heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition; at the moment 
of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arises applied thought; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arises applied thought) by dissociation 
condition. (3)

(xvi) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation condi
tion.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; dependent on 
great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) (heart-) 
base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation conditions; (dependent on) aggre
gates, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition. (4)

(xvii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation 
condition.

(fl) Dependent on sustained thought, arise aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter; (depen
dent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition; 
(dependent on) sustained thought, (arises) mind-produced matter by 
dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on sustained thought, 
arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggre
gates by dissociation condition; (dependent on) sustained thought, 
(arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition; at the 
moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought; dependent on 
great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) (heart-) 
base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition;(dependent on) aggre
gates, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition; at the 
moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arises applied 
thought; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arises) applied thought by dissociation 
condition; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises) kamma-produced matter 
by dissociation condition; at the moment of conception, dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained
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thought, and sustained thought; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise 
aggregates) by dissociation condition. (5)

(xviii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by dissociation 
condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation 
condition. (6)

(xix) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied tliought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by dissociation condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates and applied thought by 
dissociation condition; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises) kamma- 
produced ipatter by dissociation condition. (7)
17, (xx) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by disso
ciation condition .(1)

(xxi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, (arises) 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises applied thought; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condi
tion. (2)

(xxii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, (arises) 
state without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; (dependent
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on) aggregates, (arises mind-produced matter) by dissociation condition;
(b) At the moment of conception . .  . (3)

(xxiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought; (arise) 
states with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception, dependent on oi.c aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise two 
aggregates; dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; (depen
dent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition; 
(dependent on) aggregates, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissocia
tion condition. (4)

(xxiv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought, (arise) 
states without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises applied thought; 
dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) 
(heart-)base, (arises) applied thought by dissociation condition; (depen
dent on) aggregates, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation 
condition. (5)

(xxv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, (arise) 
states with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates and applied thought; (dependent on) 
(heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (6)

(xxvi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, (arise) 
states with applied thought and sustained thought, without apphed 
thought but with sustained thought and without apphed thought and 
sustained thought. . .
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At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three 
aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates and applied thought; dependent on 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and great pri
maries, arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) (heart-)base, 
(arise) aggregates and applied thought by dissociation condition; (depen
dent on) aggregates, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation 
condition. (7)
18, (xxvii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condi
tion. (1)

(xxviii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without appUed thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two 
aggregates and . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by 
dissociation condition;

(Z») At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates and . . .  (dependent on) (heart-) 
base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition; at the moment of 
conception, dependent on one aggregate without appUed thought but 
with sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two 
aggregates and . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by 
dissociation condition. (2)

(xxix) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state without appUed thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Dependent on aggregates without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought, arises mind-produced matter; 
(dependent on) s^ eg a tes  and sustained thought, (arises mind-produced 
matter) by dissociation condition; dependent on aggregates without 
appUed thought but with sustained thought, and great primaries, arises
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mind-produced matter;(dependent on) aggregates, (arises mind-produced 
matter) by dissociation condition; dependent on applied thought and 
great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; (dependent on) applied 
thought, (arises mind-produced matter) by dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) aggregates and sustained 
thought, (arises kamma-produced matter) by dissociation condition; at 
the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and great primaries, arises kamma- 
produced matter; (dependent on) aggregates, (arises kamma-produced 
matter) by dissociation condition; at the moment of conception, depen
dent on applied thought and great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter; (dependent on) apphed thought, (arises kamma-produced 
matter) by dissociation condition; at the moment of conception, depen
dent on aggregates without appUed thought but with sustained thought, 
and (heart-)base, arises sustained thought; (dependent on) (heart-)base, 
(arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (3)

(xxx) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought, 
arise states with appUed thought and sustained thought and without 
appUed thought and sustained thought by dissociation condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates with appUed thought and sustained 
thought; dependent on appUed thought and great primaries, arises 
kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates 
by dissociation condition; (dependent on) appUed thought, (arises) 
kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition. (4)

(xxxi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought, 
(arise) states without appUed thought but with sustained thought and 
without appUed thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Dependent on one aggregate without appUed thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggre
gates by dissociation condition; (dependent on) aggregates and sus
tained thought, (arises) mind-produced matter by dissociation condi
tion;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate
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without appUed thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought, (arise) three aggregates and kanuna-produced matter , . . 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condi
tion ; (dependent on) aggregates and sustained thought, (arises) kamma- 
produced matter by dissociation condition; at the moment of conception, 
dependent on one aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates and 
. . .  dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent 
on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition; (dependent 
on) aggregates, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation condi
tion; at the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates and sustained thought . . . two aggregates and . . . 
(dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condi
tion. (5)
19. (xxxii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates 
and . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation 
condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, 
(arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (1)

(xxxiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(d) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arises mind^roduced matter; (dependent 
on) aggregates and applied thought, (arises mind-produced matter) by 
dissociation condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (dependent on) aggregates and 
applied thought, (arises kamma-produced matter) by dissociation condi
tion. (2)

(xxxiv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arise 
states with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought. . .
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(a) Dependent on one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
m atter. ..  two aggregates. .  . (dependent on) (heart-)base, (arise) aggre
gates by dissociation condition; (dependent on) aggregates and applied 
thought, (arises) mind-produced matter by dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . (dependent on) (heart-)base, 
(arise) aggregates by dissociation condition; (dependent on) aggregates 
and applied thought, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dissociation 
condition. (3)
20. (xxxv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state with applied 
thought and sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-)base, 
arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . (dependent on) (heart-) 
base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition. (1)

(xxxvi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state without applied 
thought and sustained thought. .  .

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter; (dependent on) aggregates and applied thought, (arises mind- 
produced matter) by dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (dependent on) aggregates and 
applied thought, (arises kamma-produced matter) by dissociation condi
tion. (2)

(xxxvii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arise states with applied 
thought and sustained thought and without applied thought and sus
tained thought by dissociation condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . , two aggregates and . . . dependent on 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter; (dependent on) 
(heart-)base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition; (dependent on)
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aggregates and applied thought, (arises) kamma-produced matter by dis
sociation condition. (3)

Presence, Non-disappearance
21. Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by presence 
condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance condition . . .  
by non-disappearance condition. (Abbreviated.)

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
22. With root condition 37, object 21, predominance 23, proximity 21, 
contiguity 21, conascence 37, mutuality 28, dependence 37, strong- 
dependence 21, prenascence 11, repetition 11, kamma 37, resultant 37, 
nutriment, faculty, jhana, path 37, association 21, dissociation 37, pre
sence 37, absence 21, disappearance 21, non-disappearance 37.

By Twos
With root condition and object 21 . . .  non-disappearance 37. (Abbre

viated.)
(Enumerate in the same way as in Faultless Triplet.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 33
23. (i) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by not-root 
condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with applied thought and 
sustained thought (ahetukaih savitakka-savic9raih ekaifi khandhaih), 
arise three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggre
gates;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception (ahetukapatisandhik- 
khane) . . .

(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates (vicikicchasahagate uddhaccasahagate khandhe), arises doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion. (1)
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(ii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, arises applied thought;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . .  . (2)
(iii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained

thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (3)
(iv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with applied thought and 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced 
matter;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (4)
(v) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained

thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condi
tion.

(at) Dependent on rootless aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, arise applied thought and mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (5)
(vi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by not-root con
dition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with applied thought and 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates and applied thought. . .  depen
dent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and applied thought;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (6)
(vii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.
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(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with applied thought and 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates, applied thought and mind- 
produced m atter. .  .

(b) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (7)
24. (viii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought 
by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless applied thought, arise aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on applied 
thought, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought;

(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
applied thouglit, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
delusion. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained 
thought by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless applied thought, arises mind-produced 
matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on applied 
thought, arises kamma-produced matter. (2)

(x) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on rootless applied thought, arise aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought and mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on applied 
thought, arise a^regates with applied thought and sustained thought 
and kamma-produced matter. (3)

(xi) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without apphed thought and sustained thought by 
not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate without apphed thought 
and sustained thought, arise three aggregates; dependent on three aggre
gates, arises one aggregate; dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates;

(b) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries. . .  
dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced
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derived matter;
(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings (asaflfiasatta) 
. . . dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced derived mat
ter. (1)

(xii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(xiii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on (heart-)base, 
arises applied thought. (3)

(xiv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; dependent 
on great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (4)

(xv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condi
tion.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on (heart-)base, 
arises applied thought; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma- 
produced matter. (5)

(xvi) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by not-root condi
tion.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. (6)

(xvii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.
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At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced mat
ter. (7)
25. (xviii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggregate 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise 
two aggregates. (1)

(xix) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by not-root condi
tion.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises 
applied thought. (2)

(xx) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and great primaries, arises 
kamma-produced matter. (3)

(xxi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggregate 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise 
two aggregates; dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and great primaries, arises kamma^roduced matter. (4).

(xxii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.
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At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises 
applied thought; dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (5)

(xxiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggregate 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates and applied thought . . . dependent on two aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates and applied thought. (6)

(xxiv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arise states 
with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied thought 
but with sustained thought and without apphed thought and sustained 
thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggregate 
with appUed thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates and appUed thought . . . dependent on two aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates and appUed thought; dependent 
on aggregates with appUed thought and sustamed thought, and great 
primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (7)
26. (xxv) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with appUed thought and sustained thought by not-root 
condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on appUed thought 
and (heart-)base, arise aggregates with appUed thought and sustained 
thought. (1)

(xxvi) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without appUed thought and sustained thought by not-root 
condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless appUed thought and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on appUed 
thought and great prunaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (2)

(xxvU) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with
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sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on applied 
thought and (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought; dependent on applied thought and great primaries, 
arises kamma-produced matter. (3)
27. (xxviii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

(fl) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates . . .  depen
dent on two aggregates and applied thought, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggre
gate with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought, 
arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and applied 
thought, arise two aggregates;

(e) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and applied thought, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

(xxix) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state without applied thought and sustained thought by not-root condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on rootless aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and applied thought, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (2)
(xxx) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 

thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arise 
states with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggregates and applied 
thought, arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (3)
28. (xxxi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state with applied
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thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.
At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggregate 

with applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, 
applied thought and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (1)

(xxxii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, applied thought and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception . . . (2)
(xxxiii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 

thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arise states with applied 
thought and sustained thought and without applied thought and sus
tained thought by not-root condition.

At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggregate 
with applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, 
applied thought and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates; dependent on 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, applied thought 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (3)

Not-object 7
29. (i) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment o f  conception, dependent on aggregates with ap
plied thought and sustained thought, arises kamma-produced matter. ( 1)

(ii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained 
thought by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on applied 
thought, arises mind-produced matter;
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(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, arises kamma-produced 
matter; at the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought, 
arises kamma-produced matter. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on sustained thought, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(b) A t the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates without 
applied thought and sustained thought, arises kamma-produced matter; 
dependent on sustained thought, arises kamma-produced matter; depen
dent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on sustained thought, 
arises (heart-)base;

(c) Dependent on one great primary . . .
(d) External . , . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )
30. (iv) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) A t the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought and great primaries, arises 
kamma-produced matter. (1)

(v) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by not- 
object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought, arises mind-produced matter; 
dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; dependent 
on applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought 
. . .  kamma-produced matter. (1)

(vi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought 
and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises state
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without applied thought and sustained thought by not-object condition.
(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 

thought, and applied thought, arises mind-produced matter;
(b) At the moment of conception - . .  (1)

(vii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state without applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . kamma-produced matter. (1)

Not-predominance 37
31. (i)-(vii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-predominance condition . . .  seven.

(viii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises predominance without applied thought but with 
sustained thought; dependent on one resultant aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ix) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought 
by not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with apphed 
thought and sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(x) Dependent on state without apphed thought but with sus

tained th o u ^ t, arises state without apphed thought and sustained 
thought by not-predominance condition.

(fl) Dependent on resultant aggregates without apphed thought but 
with sustained thought, arise sustained thought and mind-produced 
matter;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xi) Dependent on state without apphed thought but with sus

tained thought, arise states with apphed thought and sustained thought
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and without applied thought and sustained thought by not-predominance 
condition.

(a) Dependent on applied thought, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought and mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(xii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought by not- 
predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on one resultant aggregate without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates, sustained thought 
and mind-produced m atter. .  .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (5)
32. (xiii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises predominance without applied thought and sustained 
thought; dependent on one resultant aggregate without applied thought 
and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xiv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-predominance condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(xv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on sustained thought, arises predominance without 
applied thought but with sustained thought; dependent on resultant 
sustained thought, arise aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xvi)-{xxii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sus

tained thought. . .  seven.
33. (xxiii)-(xxix) Dependent on state with applied thought and sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought. . .  
seven. (Abbreviated.)

(xxx)-(xxxvii) Dependent on state without applied thought but
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with sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought . . . 
arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
not^redominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought, arises predominance without applied 
thought but with sustained thought; dependent on one resultant aggre
gate without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought. . .  (Abbreviated.)

Not-proximity, etc. 7
34. Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied th o u ^ t and sustained thought by not- 
proximity condition . . . by not-contiguity condition . . . by not- 
mutuality condition . . . by not-strong-dependence condition. (The 
same as not-object) . . .

Not-prenascence 37
35. (i)-(vii) Dependent on state with appUed thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with appUed thought and sustained thought by 
not-prenascence condition . . .  seven.

(vui) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state without appUed thought but with sustained 
thought by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane (arQpe), dependent on one aggregate 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought. . .

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ix) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus

tained thought, arises state with appUed thought and sustained thought 
by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on appUed thought, arise 
aggregates with appUed thought and sustained thought;

(b) A t the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(x) Dependent on state without appUed thought but with sus

tained thought, arises state without appUed th o u ^ t and sustained 
thought by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on aggregates without appUed 
thought but with sustained thought, arises sustained thought; dependent 
on aggregates without appUed thought but with sustained thought, 
arises mindqiroduced matter; dependent on appUed thought, arises
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mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)

(xi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by not-prenascence 
condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on applied thought, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought and kamma- 
produced matter. (4)

(xii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought by not- 
prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates and 
sustained thought. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (5)
36. (xiii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate without 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates. . .  depen
dent on aggregates without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises mind-produced matter; dependent on sustained thought, arises 
mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xiv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-prenascence condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(xv)-(xix) Dependent on state without applied thought and sus
tained thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on sustained thought, arise 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception. (Abbreviated.) (7)
(xx)-(xxvi) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 

thought and without applied thought and sustained thought. . .  seven.
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37. (xxvii)-(xxxiii) Dependent on state without applied thought but 
with sustained thought and without applied th o u ^ t and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-prenascence condition.

(fl) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, 
arise three aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception. (Abbreviated.) (7)
(xxxiv)-(xxxvii) Dependent on state without applied thought but 

with sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

At the moment of conception. (Abbreviated.)
(With not-prenascence as reference, there is purely the immaterial 

(plane). Likewise do the immaterial (here).)

Not-postnascence, etc. 37
38. Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by not-post- 
nascence condition . . .  by not-repetition condition . . .  seven.

Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one resultant aggregate without applied thought but 
with sustained thought. (Abbreviated.) (5)

Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by not- 
repetition condition.

Dependent on one resultant aggregate without applied thought and 
sustained thought. (Abbreviated.)

(With not-repetition as reference, resultant is to be taken in “with
out applied thought but with sustained thought” in the same way as in 
not-prenascence. In “without applied thought but with sustained 
thought” resultant is to be taken according to the nature of “without 
applied thought but with sustained thought”.)

Not-kamma 7
39. (i) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by not-kamma
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condition.
Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 

arises volition with applied thought and sustained thought. (1)
(ii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises volition without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought 
by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on applied thought, arises volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought. (2)

(iv) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-kamma condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises volition without applied thought and sustained thought;

(ft) External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  dependent on one tempera
ture-produced (utusamu(thSna) great primary . . .  (1)

(v) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on sustained thought, arises volition without applied 
thought but with sustained thought. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, arises state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by not-kamma 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought, arises volition without applied thought 
but with sustained thought. (1)

(vii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought 
and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arises volition with applied thought and 
sustained thought. (1)
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Not-resultant, etc.

40. Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by not-resultant 
condition . . . by not-nutriment condition. External . . . temperature- 
produced .. .bynot-facultycondition. External. . .  nutriment-produced 
. . . temperature-produced . . . dependent on great primaries of non
percipient beings, arises physical life-faculty . . .  by not-jhana condition. 
(Dependent on) one flve-fold-consciousness-accompanied aggregate . . .  
External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . non
percipient beings . . . by not-path condition . .  . by not-association con
dition . . .

Not-dissociation 11

41. (i) . . .  by not-dissociation condition.
In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with applied 

thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates. . .  dependent on 
two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, arises applied thought. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by not-dissociation 
condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with applied 
thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and applied 
thought . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and 
applied thought. (3)
42. (iv) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . depen
dent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(v) Dependent on state without applied th o u ^ t but with sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by
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not-dissociation condition.
In the immaterial plane, dependent on applied thought, arise aggre

gates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)
(vi) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained 
thought by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, arises sustained thought. (3)

(vii) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought by not- 
dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one a^regate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, arise three aggregates and sustained 
thought . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and sus
tained thought. (4)

(viii) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-dissociation condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate without 
applied thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  depen
dent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(b) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  (1)

(ix) Dependent on state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on sustained thought, arise aggre
gates without applied thought but with sustained thought. (2)

(x) Dependent on state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought but with sustained thought by not- 
dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three 
aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggreptes and sustained thought, arise 
two aggregates. (1)

(xi) Dependent on state with apphed thought and sustained 
thought and without appUed thought but with sustained thought, arises
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state with applied thought and sustained thought by not-dissociation 
condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought, arise three aggre
gates . . . dependent on two aggregates and applied thought, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

Not-absence 7, Not-disappearance 7
43. Dependent on state with applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without appUed thought and sustained thought by not- 
absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . .  . (Abbreviated.)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

Numbers (o f  Answers)
By Ones

44. With not-root 33,not-object 7 ,not-predominance 37, not-proximity 
7, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuaUty 7, not-strong-dependence 7, not- 
prenascence 37, not-postnascence 37, not-repetition 37, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 23, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jh9na 1, not-path 
33, not-association 7, not-dissociation 11, not-absence 7, not-disappear
ance 7 . . .  (Abbreviated.)

(Enumerate in the same way as in the Negative Enumeration of the 
Faultless Triplet.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE
(Root By Twos)

45. With root condition, but not-object 7 . . . not-disappearance 7. 
(Enumerate in the same way as in the Positive-Negative Enumeration

of the Faultless Triplet.)

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
46. With not-root condition, object 14, proximity, contiguity 14, co
nascence 33, mutuaUty 22, dependence 33, strong-dependence 14, 
prenascence 6, repetition 5, kamma 33 . . .  jhSna 33, path 3, association 
14, dissociation 33 . . .  not-disappearance 33 . . .  (Abbreviated.)
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(Enumerate in the same way as in the Negative-Positive enumera
tion of the Faultless Triplet.)

End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” Chapter should also be done in the same way as 
the “Dependent” Chapter.)

44 Conditional Relations

6 . A PPLIED  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  III. “ C o n d i t i o n e d ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 37
47. (i)-(vii) Conditioned by state with applied thought and sustained 
thought (savitakka-savicararh dhammam paccayS), arises state with 
applied thouglit and sustained thought by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  seven.

(viii)-(xii) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with 
sustained thought . . . five. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

(xiii) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
root condition.

(а) Conditioned by one aggregate without applied thought and sus
tained thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . 
conditioned by two aggregates . . . conditioned by sustained thought, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(б) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates without applied thought and sustained thought; condi
tioned by (heart-)base, arises sustained thought. (1)

(xiv) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with apphed thought and sustained thought. .  .

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xv) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by sustained thought, arise aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by (heart-)base.



arise aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought; 
conditioned by (heart-)base, arises applied thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xvi) Conditioned by state without applied thouglit and sustained 

thought, arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought; conditioned by great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter;

(Z>) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(xvii) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arise) states without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by sustained thought, arise aggregates without 
applied th o u ^ t but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter; 
conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter; conditioned by (heart-)base, arises applied thought; 
conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; condi
tioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and sustained thought;

(Z») At the moment of conception . . .  (5)
(xviii) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arise) states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (6)
(xix) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arise) states with applied thought and sustained thought, 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought; conditioned by 
great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (7)
48. (xx)-(xxvi) Conditioned by state with applied thought and sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .
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(a) Conditioned by one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
Conditioned by state with applied thought and sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought, (arises) state with
out applied thought but with sustained thought. . .  (Do seven questions 
for “during life” and “at the moment of conception” in the first 
examples.)

(xxvii) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with 
sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state with applied thought and sustained t h o u ^ t . .  .

(fl) Conditioned by applied thought and (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates with applied thought and sustained thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xxviii) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with 

sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . . 
conditioned by one aggregate without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by one aggregate 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates . . .  at the moment of conception, condi
tioned by one aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  (2)

(xxix) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with 
sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought, arises mind-produced matter; 
conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned 
by applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; 
conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and (heart-)base, arises sustained thought;

(ft) [In the same way (there are) four (questions) for “at the moment 
of conception” .] (3)

(xxx) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with
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sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arise states with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by applied thought and (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates with applied th o u ^ t and sustained thought; conditioned by 
applied thought and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(xxxi)-(xxxv) Conditioned by state without applied thought but 

with sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arise states without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  conditioned by one aggregate without applied 
but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates. . .  
conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned 
by one aggregate without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates and sustained thought. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  three aggregates . . .  (5) 
(xxxvi)-(xxxvii) Expand “during life” and “at the moment of con

ception” in the remaining two combinations.)

End of Root Condition

(Expand “Conditioned” Chapter after considering root condition. 
Enumerate in the same way as in the “Dependent” (Chapter). Predomi
nance 37, prenascence and repetition 21. This is the difference here.)
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE

49. In Negative— with not-root 33 questions; in seven places extract 
seven delusions in reference section only. Not-object 7; extract mind- 
produced matter.

Not-predominance 37
50. (i)-(vii) Do seven questions for not-predominance with the refer
ence “with appUed thought and sustained thought” .

(viii)-(xii) Conditioned by state without appUed thought but with



sustained thought, arises state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought by not-predominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, arises predominance without applied thought but 
with sustained thought; conditioned by one resultant aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained th o u ^ t, arise three aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
Conditioned by state without applied thought but with sustained 

thought . . .  (As in the method of the “Dependent” , so do 5 questions.)
S1. (xiii) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by aggregates without applied thought and sus
tained thought, arises predominance without applied thought and sus
tained thought; conditioned by one resultant aggregate without applied 
thought and sustained thought, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . . conditioned by resultant sustained thought, arises mind- 
produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arises predominance without applied thought and sustained thought; 
conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant aggregates without applied 
thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought. . .  (1)

(xiv) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, (arises) state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(fl) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xv) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arises) state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by sustained thought, arises predominance without 
applied thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arises predominance without applied thought but with sustained 
thought; conditioned by resultant sustained thought, arise aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by 
(heart-)base, arise resultant aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xvi) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arise) states with applied thought and sustained thought and
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without applied thought and sustained thought. . .
(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 

thought and sustained thought; conditioned by great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(xvii) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arise) states without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by resultant sustained thought, arise aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced 
matter; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arises applied thought; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (5)
(xviii)-(xix) Conditioned by state without applied thought and 

sustained thought, (arise) states with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (6) (Do seven questions in full 
in the first combination.)
52. (xx) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
arises state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by applied thought and (heart-)base, arise aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(xxi)-(xxxvii) Conditioned by state without applied thought but 

with sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. . .

(a) Conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arises predominance without 
applied thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base.
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arises predominance without applied thought but with sustained thought; 
conditioned by one resultant aggregate without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and sustained thought . . . conditioned by one 
resultant aggregate without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .

(Make five questions for “at the moment of conception” . When it 
comes to “without applied thought but with sustained thought” take 
resultant there. Make 37 questions in not-predominance.)

Not-proximity, etc.
53. Also not^roximity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality and not-strong- 
dependence have seven questions with materiality only. Not-prenascence 
37: the same as the Negative in the “Dependent” Chapter. Not-post
nascence 37; also in not-repetition it is the same. When it comes to 
“without applied thought but with sustained thought” also, take 
resultant.

Not-kamma 11
54. (i) Conditioned by state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises volition with applied thought and sustained thought. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, (arises) state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. . .

Conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, arises volition without applied thought but with sus
tained thought.

(iii) . . .  state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .  
Conditioned by applied thought, arises volition with applied thought

and sustained thought. (2)
(iv) Conditioned by state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arises) state without applied thought and sustained thought. . .
. . . volition without applied thought and sustained thought. (Do 

completely.)
(v) . . .  with applied thought and sustained thought. . .  

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition with applied thought
and sustained thought.
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(vi) . . .  without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .
Conditioned by sustained thought, arises volition without applied 

thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by (heart-)base, arises 
volition without applied thought but with sustained thought. (3)
55. (vii) Conditioned by state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, (arises) 
state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .

Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and (heart-)base, arises volition with applied thought and sus
tained thought. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state with applied thought and sustained thought. .  .

Conditioned by applied thought and (heart-)base, arises volition with 
applied thought and sustained thought. (1)

(ix) Conditioned by state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

Conditioned by aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought, arises volition without applied 
thought but with sustained thought; conditioned by aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base, arises 
volition  without applied thought but with sustained thought. (2 )

(x) Conditioned by state with applied thought and sustained 
thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
(arises) state with applied thought and sustained thought. . .

Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arises volition with applied thought and 
sustained thought. (1)

(xi) Conditioned by state with applied thought and sustained 
thought, without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought, arises state with applied 
thought and sustained thought by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, applied thought and (heart-)base, arises volition with applied 
thought and sustained thought. (1)

(Make 37 questions in not-resultant. Expand not-nutriment, not- 
faculty, not-jhana, not-path, not-association, not-dissociation, not- 
absence and not-disappearance conditions.)
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2. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
56. With not-root 33, not-object 7, not-predominance 37, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 7, not- 
prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition 37, not-kamma 11, not- 
resultant 37, jiot-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 33, 
not-association 7, not-dissociation 11, not-absence 7, not-disappear- 
ance 7.
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3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root by Twos)
57. With root condition, not-object 7 . . .  not-disappearance 7 . . .

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
58. With not-root condition, object, proximity, contiguity 14, co
nascence 33, mutuality 22, dependence 33, strong-dependence, pre
nascence 14, repetition 13, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, 
jhana 33, path 5, association 14, dissociation, presence 33 . . . non
disappearance 33 . . .

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER 

(Also the “Supported” Chapter is the same.)

6 . A p p l i e d  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  V . “ C o n j o i n e d ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 11
59. (i) Conjoined with state with applied thought and sustained 
thought (savitakka-savicaram dhammaih saiftsattho), arises state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate with applied thought and sus
tained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .



(Z>) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Conjoined with state with applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arises) state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. . .

(fl) Conjoined with aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises applied thought;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) Conjoined with state with applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arise) states with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate with appUed thought and sustained 
thought, arise three aggregates and appUed thought . . . two aggregates

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
60. (iv) Conjoined with state without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought, arises state without appUed thought but with sustained 
thought by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate without appUed thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) A t the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(v) Conjoined with state without applied thought but with sus

tained thought, (arises) state with applied thought and sustained 
thought. . .

(a) Conjoined with appUed thought, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought;

(b) A t the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(vi) Conjoined with state without appUed thought but with sus

tained thought, (arises) state without appUed thought and sustained 
thought. . .

(a) Conjoined with aggregates without appUed thought but with 
sustained thought, arises sustained thought;

(b) A t the moment of conception, conjoined with aggregates with
out appUed thought but with sustained thought, arises sustained 
thought. (3)

(vii) Conjoined with state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, (arise) states without appUed thought but with sustained 
thought and without appUed thought and sustained thought. . .

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate without appUed thought but with 
sustained thought, arise three aggregates and sustained thought . . .
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two aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)

61. (viii) Conjoined with state without applied thought and sustained 
thought, arises state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate without applied thought and sus
tained thought, arise three aggregates . . . conjoined with two aggre
gates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ix) Conjoined with state without applied thought and sustained 

thought, (arises) state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought. . .

(a) Conjoined with sustained thought, arise aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought;

(ft) At the moment of conception, conjoined with sustained thought 
. . . ( 2)

(x) Conjoined with state without applied thought but with sus
tained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought, 
(arises) state without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two 
aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xi) Conjoined with state with applied thought and sustained 

thought and without applied thought but with sustained thought, arises 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates 
and applied thought. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(Expand all the conditions after considering root condition.)
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
62. With root 11, object, predominance, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty ,jhSna, path, association.



dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance and non-disappearance 
are all 11.

End of Positive

Applied Thought Triplet 55

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

(Do the Negative without confusion.)

(2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER)

(By Ones)
63. With not-root 6, not-predominance 11, not-prenascence 11, not- 
postnascence 11, not-repetition 11, not-kamma 7, not-resultant 11, not- 
jh3na 1, not-path 6, not-dissociation 11.

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root) By Twos
64. With root condition, not-predominance 11 . . .  not-dissociation 11. 
(Abbreviated.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATrVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
65. With not-root condition, object 6 . . . prenascence 6, repetition 5, 
kamma 6 . .  .jhana 6, path 3, association 6 . . .  non-disappearance 6.

(Expand the “Associated” Chapter also.)

6 . A PPLIED  T h o u g h t  T r i p l e t  
V II. “ I n v e s t i g a t i o n ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 11
66. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought (savitakka- 
savicaro dhammo) is related to state with applied thought and sustained 
thought by root condition.



(a) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought (savitakka- 
savicara hetu) are related to (their association aggregates by root 
condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) State with applied thought an^ sustained thought is related to 

state without applied thought but with sustained thought by root con
dition.

(a) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought are related to 
applied thought by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) State with applied thought and, sustained thought is related to 

state without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.
(a) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought are related to 

mind-produced matter by root condition;
(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with applied thought and 

sustained thought are related to kanuna-produced matter by root condi
tion. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought are related to 
(their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by root condi
tion;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with applied thought and 
sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter by root condition. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(o) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought are related to 
applied thought and mind-produced matter by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with applied thought and 
sustained thought are related to applied thought and kamma-produced 
matter by root condition. (5)

(vi) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought are related to 
(their) associated aggregates and applied thought by root condition;
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(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with applied thouglit and 
sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggregates and applied 
thought by root condition. (6)

(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought and 
sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Roots with applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to (their) associated aggregates, applied thought and mind-produced 
matter by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with applied thought and 
sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggregates, applied 
thought and kamma-produced matter by root condition. (7)
67. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
root condition.

(a) Roots without applied thought but with sustained thought are 
related to (their) associated aggregates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots without applied thought 
but with sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggregates 
by root condition. (1)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by root 
condition.

(a) Roots without applied thought but with sustained thought are 
related to sustained thought and mind-produced matter by root condi
tion;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots without applied thought 
but with sustained thought are related to sustained thought and kamma- 
produced matter by root condition. (2)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by root condition.

(a) Roots without applied thought but with sustained thought are 
related to (their) associated aggregates, sustained thought and mind- 
produced matter by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots without applied thought but 
with sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggregates, sus
tained thought and kamma-produced matter by root condition. (3)
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68. (xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by root condi
tion.

(a) Roots without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to (their) associated aggregates and tidnd-produced matter by root con
dition;

(b) At the moment of conception, roots without applied thought 
and sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter by root condition. (1)

Object 21
69. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustamed thought by object condition.

After having offered an offering (dana), having undertaken precepts 
(sfla), having fulfilled the duty of observance (uposathakanuna), (one) 
reviews that (taih paccavekkhati). (One) reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done (pubbe sucinnani). Having emerged from jhana with applied 
thought and sustained thought (savitakka-savicSra jhana vu(thahitva), 
having emerged from Path (magga), having emerged from Fruition 
(phala), (one) reviews the Fruition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements (pahlne kilese), 
review the uneradicated defilements (vikkhambhite kilese), know the 
defilements addicted to before (pubbe samudachti^e). (They practise 
insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of aggre
gates with applied thought and sustained thought (savitakkasavicare 
khandhe aniccato dukkhato anattato vipassanti); enjoy and delight in 
(assadenti abhinandanti) (those aggregates). Taking that as object, arises 
lust (taiii arabbha rago uppajjati) . . . arises grief (domanassa). Taking 
the aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought as object, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by object 
condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews that. Taking it as object, 
arises applied thought. (One) reviews (such acts) formerly well done. 
Having emerged from jhSna with applied thought and sustained thought, 
having emerged from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) reviews
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the Fruition. Taking it as object, arises applied thought.
The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements, review the un

eradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before. (They) 
practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; enjoy and 
delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises applied 
thought. Taking aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought 
as object, arises applied thought. (2)

(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought and sustained thought by object condi
tion.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds (cetopariyanana) 
(one) knows the other being’s mind with applied thought and sustained 
thought (savitakka-savicSracittasamaiigissa cittaih janiti). Aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought are related to knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences (pubbenivasanussatifiaiia), knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma (yathakanunQpagaflana), knowledge of future existences 
(anagataihsahaQa) by object condition. Taking aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought as object, arise aggregates without 
applied thought and sustained thought. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews that. Taking it as object, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought. (One) reviews (such acts) formerly well done. Having 
emerged from jhana with applied thought and sustained thought, having 
emerged from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) reviews the 
Fruition. Taking it as object, arise aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements, review the un
eradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before. (They) 
practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought; enjoy and 
delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arise aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. 
Taking the aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought as
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object, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought. (4)
70. (v) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
object condition.

Having emerged from jhana without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, having emerged from Path, having emerged from Frui
tion, (one) reviews the Fruition. Taking it as object, arises applied 
thought. (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and 
impersonality of aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and of applied thought; enjoys and delights in (them). Taking 
them as object, arises appUed thought. Taking aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and applied thought as 
object, arises applied thought. (1)

(vi) State without appUed thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with appUed thought and sustained thought by object 
condition.

Having amerged from jhana without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought, having emerged from Path, having emerged from Frui
tion, (they) review the Fruition. Taking it as object, arise aggregates 
with appUed thought and sustained thought.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of aggregates without appUed thought but with sustamed 
thought, and of appUed thought; enjoys and delights in (them). Taking 
it as object, arises lust . . . arises grief. Taking aggregates without 
appUed thought but with sustained thought, and applied thought as 
object, arise aggregates with appUed thought and sustained thought. (2)

(vii) State without appUed thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without appUed thought and sustained thought by 
object condition.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s mind without appUed thought but with sustained 
thought. Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge 
of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences by object condition. 
Taking aggregates without appUed thought but with sustained thought, 
and appUed thought as object, arise aggregates without appUed thought 
and sustained thought. (3)
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(viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

Having emerged from jh3na without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, having emerged from Path, having emerged from Frui
tion, (one) reviews the Fruition. Taking it as object, arise aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. (One) 
practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality 
of aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
of applied thought; enjoys and delights in (them). Taking them as 
object, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought. Taking aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and applied thought as object, arise aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. (4)
71. (ix) State without applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by object con
dition.

Nibbana is related to Path without applied thought and sustained 
thought. Fruition and sustained thought by object condition.

By the power of divine-eye (dibba-cakkhu), one sees a visible object. 
By the power of divine-ear element (dibbaya sota-dhatuya), one hears a 
sound. By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, one knows 
the other being’s mind without applied thought and sustained thought.

“ infinity of space” (akasanahcayatana) to “ Infinity of consciousness” 
(viflfiapahcayatana) . . . “Nothingness” (akincaiinayatana) is related to 
“Neither-perception-nor-non-perception” (neva-saflfia-nasannayatana) 
by object condition.

Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is 
related to body-consciousness by object condition.

Aggregates without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to knowledge of supernormal power (iddhividhaftana), knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge 
of future existences by object condition. Taking aggregates without 
applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought as object, 
arise aggregates without applied thought and sustained thought. (1)

(x) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by object 
condition.
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The Noble persons, having emerged from jh3na without applied 
thought and sustained thought, having emerged from Path, having 
emerged from Fruition, review the Fruition. Taking it as object, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. The Noble per
sons review Nibbana. Nibbana is related’ to change-of-lineage (gotrabhQ), 
purification (vodana), Path with applied thought and sustained thought. 
Fruition, (mind-door) advertence (avajjani) by object condition.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of the eye(-base); enjoys and delights in (it). Taking it as object, 
arises lust. . .  arises grief. . .  ear . . .  nose . . .  tongue . . .  body . . .  visible 
object. . . sound . . .  smell. . .  taste . . .  tangible object. . .  (heart-)base 
. . . One practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of aggregates without applied thought and sustained thought, 
and of sustained thought; enjoys and delights in (them). Taking these 
as object, arises lust . . . arises grief. Taking aggregates without applied 
thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought as object, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (2)

(xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by object 
condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from jhana without applied 
thought and sustained thought, having emerged from Path, having 
emerged from Fruition, review the Fruition. Taking it as object, arises 
applied thought. The Noble persons review Nibbana. Nibbana is related 
to Path without applied thought but with sustained thought. Fruition 
and applied thought by object condition.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of the eye . . . (heart-)base . . .  (One) practises insight into the 
impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the aggregates without 
applied thought and sustained thought, and of sustained thought; en
joys and delights in (them). Taking these as object, arises applied 
thought. Taking aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, and sustained thought as object, arises apphed thought. (3)

(xii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without appUed thought and sustained thought by object condition.

Nibbana is related to Path without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought. Fruition and sustained thought by object condition. (4) 

(xiU) State without appUed thought and sustained thought is
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related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from jhana without applied 
thought and sustained thought, having emerged from Path, having 
emerged from Fruition, review the Fruition. Taking it as object, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. The Noble persons review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to 
change-of-lineage and applied thought; to purification and applied 
thought; to Path with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought; to Fruition with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought; to advertence and applied thought by 
object condition.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in (it). Taking it as object, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought . . . ear . . . tangible object . . . (heart-)base . . .  (One) 
practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of 
aggregates without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained 
thought; enjoys and delights in (them). Taking these as object, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. (5)
72. (xiv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

Taking aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought as object, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought. (1)

(xv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by object condi
tion.

Taking aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought as object, arises applied thought. (2)

(xvi) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
sustained thought are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge-of
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rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences by 
object condition. Taking aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought as object, arise aggregates 
without applied thought and sustained thought. (3)

(xvii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

Taking aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought as object, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. (4)
73. (xviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

Taking aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought as object, arise aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought. (1)

(xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

Taking aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought as object, arises applied thought. (2)

(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by object condition.

Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences by object 
condition. Taking aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought as object, arise aggregates without applied 
thought and sustained thought. (3)

(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by object condition.

Taking aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought as object, arise aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought. (4)
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Predominance 23

74. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by predominance con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance (arammanadhi- 
pati), (ft) conascence-predominance (sahajatadhipati).

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews that (tarn garuih katva paccavekkhati). (One) 
esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly well done. Having emerged 
from jhana with applied thought and sustained thought, having emerged 
from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) esteems and reviews 
the Fruition. (One) esteems, enjoys and dehghts in aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought. Taking these as estimable 
object, arises lust, arises wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates by pre
dominance condition. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought by predomi
nance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) es
teems and reviews that. Taking it as estimable object, arises applied 
thought. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly well done. 
Having emerged from jhSna with applied thought and sustained thought, 
having emerged from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) esteems 
and reviews the Fruition. Taking it as estimable object, arises applied 
thought. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought. Taking them as estimable object, arises 
applied thought.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to applied thought by predominance 
condition. (2)

(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by
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predominance condition.
Conascence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought and 

sustained thought is related to mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought and 
sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by predominance condition. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought and 
sustained thought is related to applied thought and mind-produced 
matter by predominance condition. (5)

(vi) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (6) conascence- 
predominance.

(а) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews that. Taking it as estimable object, arise aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. (One) 
esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly well done. Having emerged 
from jhana with applied thought and sustained thought, having emerged 
from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) esteems and reviews 
the Fruition. Taking it as estimable object, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. (One) esteems, 
enjoys and delights in aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought. Taking them as estimable object, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought.

(б) Cormscence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and applied 
thought by predominance condition. (6)

(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought and
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sustained thought by predominance condition.
Conascence-predominance: Predominance with applied thought and 

sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates, applied 
thought and mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (7)
75. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: Having emerged from jhana without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, having emerged from Path, 
having emerged from Fruition, (one) esteems and reviews the Fruition. 
Taking it as estimable object, arises applied thought. (One) esteems, en
joys and delights in aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and applied thought. Taking these as estimable object, 
arises applied thought.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance without applied
thought but with sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggre
gates by predominance condition. (1)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by pre
dominance condition.

Object-predominance: Having emerged from jhana without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, having emerged from Path, having 
emerged from Fruition, (one) esteems and reviews the Fruition. Taking 
it as estimable object, arise aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and applied thought. 
Taking these as estimable object, arises lust, arises wrong views. (2)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by pre
dominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance without applied thought 
but with sustained thought is related to sustained thought and mind- 
produced matter by predominance condition. (3)

(xi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by predominance con
dition.
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Conascence-predominance: Predominance without applied thought 
but with sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates, sus
tained thought and mind-produced matter by predominance condi
tion. (4)

(xii) State without apphed thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by predominance con
dition.

Object-predominance: Having emerged from jhana without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, having emerged from Path, having 
emerged from Fruition, (one) esteems and reviews the Fruition. Taking 
it as estimable object, arise aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought, and applied thought. One esteems, enjoys and delights 
in aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
applied thought. Taking these as estimable object, arise aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. (5)
76. (xiii) State without appUed thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without apphed thought and sustained thought by pre
dominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: Nibbana is related to Path without applied 
thought and sustained th o u ^ t, Fruition and sustained thought by pre
dominance condition.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance without applied
thought and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (1)

(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought by predomi
nance condition.

Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
jhana without applied thought and sustained thought, having emerged 
from Path, having emerged from Fruition, esteem and review the 
Fruition. Taking it as estimable object, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought. The Noble persons esteem and review 
Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purification. Path 
with applied thought and sustained thought. Fruition by predominance 
condition.

(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in the eye. Taking it as estimable
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object, arises lust, arises wrong views . . . ear . . . nose . . . tongue . . . 
body . . . visible object. . .  sound . . .  sm ell. . .  taste . .  . tangible object 
. . . (heart-)base . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates 
without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought. 
Taking these as estimable object, arises lust, arises wrong views. (2)

(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
predominance condition.

Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
jhana without applied thought and sustained thought, having emerged 
from Path, having emerged from Fruition, esteem and review the 
Fruition. Taking it as estimable object, arises applied thought. The 
Noble persons esteem and review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to Path 
without applied thought but with sustained thought. Fruition and 
applied thought by predominance condition.

Eye . . . (heart-)base . . .  (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggre
gates without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained 
thought. Taking these as estimable object, arises applied thought. (3)

(xvi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by predominance con
dition.

Object-predominance: Nibbana is related to Path without applied 
thought but with sustained thought. Fruition and sustained thought by 
predominance condition. (4)

(xvii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
jhana without applied thought and sustained thought, having emerged 
from Path, having emerged from Fruition, esteem and review the 
Fruition. Taking it as estimable object, arise aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. The Noble per
sons esteem and review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of- 
lineage and applied thought, purification and applied thought. Path 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought. 
Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought by predominance condition.

(One) esteems . . .  the eye . . .  (heart-)base . . .  (One) esteems, enjoys
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and delights in aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, and sustained thought. Taking these as estimable object, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. (5)
77. (xviii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Taking aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought as estimable object, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought. (1)

(xix) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by predominance 
condition.

Object-predominance: Taking aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought as estimable object, 
arises applied thought. (2)

(xx) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Taking aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought as estimable object, 
arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought. (3)
78. (xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Taking aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought as estimable object, arise aggre
gates with applied thought and sustained thought. (1)

(xxii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by predominance 
condition.

Object-predominance: Taking aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and apphed thought as estimable object, arises 
applied thought. (2)

(xxiii) States with apphed thought and sustained thought and
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without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Taking aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought as estimable object, arise 
aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought. (3)

Proximity 25
79. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by proximity con
dition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to subsequent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Adaptation (anuloma) to change-of- 
lineage (gotrabhO); adaptation to purification (vodana); change-of- 
lineage to Path with applied thought and sustained thought; purification 
to Path with applied thought and sustained thought; Path with applied 
thought and sustained thought to Fruition with applied thought and 
sustained thought; Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought 
to Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought; adaptation is 
related to the attainment of Fruition (PhalasamSpatti) with applied 
thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity 
condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to subsequent applied thought by proximity condition. Death- 
consciousness (cuti-citta) with applied thought and sustained thought 
to rebirth-consciousness (upapatti-citta) without applied thought but 
with sustained thought . . . aggregates with applied thought and sus
tained thought to emergence (vutthana) without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and applied thought. ..

The preparation (parikamma) for jhana without applied thought but 
with sustained thought to jhana without applied thought but with 
sustained thought; change-of-lineage to Path without applied thought 
but with sustained thought; purification to Path without applied 
thought but with sustained thought; adaptation is related to the attain
ment of Fruition without applied thought but with sustained thought,
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and applied thought by proximity condition. (2)
(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 

state without applied thought and sustained thought by proximity con
dition.

Death-consciousness with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to rebirth-consciousness without applied thought and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Advertence (avajjana) is related to 
five-fold consciousness by proximity condition. Aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought to emergence without applied thought 
and sustained thought, and sustained thought. . .

The preparation for second jhana is related to sustained thought 
(present) at second jhana by proximity condition. The preparation for 
third jhana . . . The preparation for fourth jhana . . . The preparation 
for infinity of space . . . The preparation for infinity of consciousness 
. . . The preparation for nothingness . . . The preparation for neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception . .  .

The preparation for divine-eye . . . .  The preparation for divine-ear 
element . . . The preparation for knowledge of supernormal power . . .  
The preparation for knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . . 
The preparation for knowledge of remembrance of past existences . . . 
The preparation for knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma 
. . . The preparation for knowledge of future existences . . .  Change-of- 
lineage to Path without applied thought and sustained thought, and sus
tained thought; purification to Path without applied thought and sus
tained thought, and sustained thought; adaptation is related to the 
attainment of Fruition without applied thought and sustained thought, 
and sustained thought by proximity condition. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to rebirth-consciousness without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity condition. 
Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are related to 
emergence without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
sustained thought by proximity condition.

The preparation for jhana without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to jhana without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity condition.
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Change-of-lineage to Path without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought; purification to Path without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought; adaptation 
is related to the attainment of Fruition without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity condi
tion. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to subsequent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought by proximity condition. Adaptation to 
change-of-lineage and applied thought; adaptation to purification and 
applied thought; change-of-lineage to Path with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought; purification to Path with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought; Path with 
applied thought and sustained thought to Fruition with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and applied thought; Fruition with applied 
thought and sustained thought to Fruition with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought; adaptation is related to the 
attainment of Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought by proximity condition. (5)
80. (vi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
proximity condition.

Preceding applied thought is related to subsequent applied thought 
by proximity condition. Preceding aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition. 
Path without applied thought but with sustained thought to Fruition 
without applied thought but with sustained thought; Fruition without 
applied thought but with sustained thought is related to Fruition with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity condi
tion. (1)

(vii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by proximity 
condition.

Preceding applied-thought is related to subsequent aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. Death-
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consciousness without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to rebirth-consciousness with applied thought and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Life-continuum (bhavaijga) without 
applied thought but with sustained thought is related to advertence by 
proximity condition. Aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought are related to emergence with applied thought and sus
tained thought by proximity condition. (2)

(viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought are related to subsequent sustained thought by proximity con
dition. Death-consciousness without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to rebirth-consciousness with
out applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought by 
proximity condition. Aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and applied thought are related to emergence without 
applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought by 
proximity condition. (3)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought biit with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought are related to subsequent aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity con
dition. Path without applied thought but with sustained thought to 
Fruition without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sus
tained thought; Fruition without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to Fruition without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought by proximity condition. (4)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding applied thought is related to subsequent aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by 
proximity condition. Death-consciousness without applied thought but 
with sustained thought is related to rebirth-consciousness with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by proximity con
dition. Life-continuum without applied thought but with sustained
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thought is related to advertence and applied thought by proximity con
dition. Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to emergence with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought by proximity condition. (5)
81. (xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
proximity condition.

Preceding sustained thought is related to subsequent sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Preceding aggregates without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates 
without applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. 
Path without applied thought and sustained thought to Fruition with
out applied thought and sustained thought; Fruition without applied 
thought and sustained thought is related to Fruition without applied 
thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. For one emerg
ing from the attainment of Extinction (nirodhS vutthahantassa), neither- 
aerception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition 
without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought 
ay proximity condition. (1)

(xii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
sted to state with applied thought and sustained thought by proximity 
:ondition.

Death-consciousness without applied thought and sustained thought, 
ind sustained thought are related to rebirth-consciousness with applied 
bought and sustained thought by proximity condition. Life-continuum 
without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought 
ire related to advertence by proximity condition. Aggregates without 
ipplied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought are re
sted to emergence with applied thought and sustained thought by 
)roximity condition. For one emerging from the attainment of Extinc- 
ion, neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment 
)f Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought by proximity 
ondition. (2)

(xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
sted to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
iroximity condition.

Preceding sustained thought is related to subsequent aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity 
ondition. Death-consciousness without applied thought and sustained
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thought, and sustained thought are related to rebirth-consciousness 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and applied 
thought by proximity condition. Aggregates without applied thought 
and sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to emergence 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and applied 
thought by proximity condition. For one emerging from the attainment 
of Extinction, neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the 
attairunent of Fruition without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and applied thought by proximity condition. (3)

(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding sustained thought is related to subsequent aggregates with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought 
by proximity condition. Death-consciousness without applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to rebirth-consciousness without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by 
proximity condition. Aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought are related to emergence without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought by proximity condition. For one 
emerging from the attainment of Extinction, neither-perception-nor- 
non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity 
condition. (4)

(xv) State without applied drought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness without applied thought and sustained thought, 
and sustained thought are related to rebirth-consciousness with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by proximity con
dition. Life-continuum without applied thought and sustained thought, 
and sustained thought are related to advertence and applied thought by 
proximity condition. Aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to emergence with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by proximity con
dition, For one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by 
proximity condition. (5)
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82. (xvi) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to rebirth-consciousness 
with applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. 
Life-continuum without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and sustained thought are related to advertence by proximity condition. 
Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
sustained thought are related to emergence with applied thought and 
sustained thought by proximity condition. (1)

(xvii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity con
dition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity con
dition. Path without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
sustained thought are related to Fruition without applied thought but 
with sustained thought by proximity condition. Fruition without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are 
related to Fruition without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by proximity condition. (2)

(xviii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to subsequent sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Death-consciousness without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related 
to rebirth-consciousness without applied thought and sustained thought 
by proximity condition. Aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to emergence with
out applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. (3)

' (xix) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.
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Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Path without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to Fruition 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Fruition without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to Fruition 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. (4)

(xx) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to rebirth-consciousness 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by 
proximity condition. Life-continuum without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to advertence and 
applied thought by proximity condition. Aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related 
to emergence with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought by proximity condition. (5)
83. (xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to subsequent aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought by proximity condition. Adaptation and 
applied thought to change-of-lineage; adaptation and applied thought to 
purification; change-of-lineage and applied thought to Path with applied 
thought and sustained thought; purification and applied thought to 
Path with applied thought and sustained thought; Path with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought to Fruition with 
applied thought and sustained thought; Fruition with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and applied thought to Fruition with applied 
thought and sustained thought; adaptation and applied thought are 
related to the attainment of Fruition with applied thought and sus
tained thought by proximity condition. (1)
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(xxii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity con
dition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to subsequent applied thought by 
proximity condition. Death<onsciousness with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought are related to rebirth-conscious
ness without applied thought but with sustained thought by proximity 
condition. Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to emergence without applied thought but 
with sustained thought by proximity condition.

The preparation for jhana without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to jhana without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition. Change-of- 
lineage and applied thought to Path without applied thought but with 
sustained thought; purification and applied thought to Path without 
applied thought but with sustained thought; adaptation and applied 
thought are related to the attainment of Fruition without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition. (2)

(xxiii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Death<onsciousness with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to rebirth-consciousness without applied 
thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity 
condition. Advertence and applied thought are related to five-fold 
consciousness by proximity condition. Aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and applied thought are related to emergence 
without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought 
by proximity condition.

The preparation for second jhana and applied thought are related to 
sustained thought (present) at second jhana by proximity condition. 
The preparation for third jhana and applied thought . . . The prepara
tion for fourth jhana and applied thought . . . The preparation for 
infinity of space and applied thought . . . The preparation for infinity 
of consciousness and applied thought . . . The preparation for nothing
ness and applied thought . . . The preparation for neither-perception- 
nor-non-perception and applied thought. . .
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The preparation for divine-eye and applied thought. . .  The prepara
tion for divine-ear element and applied thought. . .  The preparation for 
knowledge of supernormal power and applied thought. . .  The prepara
tion for knowledge of penetration iifto others’ minds and applied 
thought . . . The preparation for knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences and applied thought . . . The preparation for knowledge of 
rebirths according to one’s kamma and applied thought. . .  The prepara
tion for knowledge of future existences and applied thought. . .  Change- 
of-lineage and applied thought to Path without applied thought and 
sustained thought, and sustained thought; purification and applied 
thought to Path without applied thought and sustained thought, and 
sustained thought; adaptation and applied thought are related to the 
attainment of Fruition without applied thought and sustained thought, 
and sustained thought by proximity condition. (3)

(xxiv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained tliought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to rebirth-consciousness without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity 
condition. Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to emergence without applied thought but 
with sustained thouglit, and sustained thought by proximity condition.

The preparation for jhana without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and applied thought are related to jh3na without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by proximity 
condition. Change-of-lineage and applied thought are related to Path 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought by proximity condition. Purification and applied thought to 
Path without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought; adaptation and applied thought are related to the attainment 
of Fruition without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
sustained thought by proximity condition. (4)

(xxv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought.
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and applied thought are related to subsequent aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by proximity con
dition. Adaptation and applied thought to change-of-lineage and 
applied thought; adaptation and applied thought to purification and 
applied thought; change-of-lineage and applied thought to Path with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought; purifica
tion and applied thought are related to Path with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought by proximity condition. Path 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought to 
Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied 
thought; Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought to Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought; adaptation and applied thought are related to the 
attainment of Fruition with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought by proximity condition. (5)

Contiguity 25
84. State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by contiguity condition.

(Proximity and contiguity conditions are the same.)

Conascence 30
85. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condi
tion.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates by conascence condition; three aggregates 
are related to one aggregate by conascence condition; two aggregates 
are related to two aggregates by conascence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied 
thought and sustained thought to three aggregates. . .  two aggregates to 
two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought by conascence 
condition.

' (fl) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to applied thought by conascence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to
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state without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence 
condition.

(fl) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to mind-produced matter by conaScence condition;

(h) At the moment of conception . . .  kamma-produced matter. (3)
(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 

state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition . . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 

state without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to applied thought and mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition;

(h) At the moment of conception . . . (5)
(vi) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 

state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates and applied thought by conascence condi
tion . . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates and applied 
thought by conascence condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (6)
(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 

state with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought and 
sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates, applied thought and mind-produced matter 
by conascence condition . . . two aggregates to two aggregates, applied 
thought and mind-produced matter . . .

(h) At the moment of conception . . .  (7)
86. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by
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conascence condition.
(fl) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 

thought is related to three aggregates by conascence condition . .  . two 
aggregates to two aggregates . . .

(h) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by co
nascence condition.

(a) Applied thought is related to aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought by conascence condition;

{b) At the moment o f conception . . .  (2)
(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by co
nascence condition.

(a) Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to sustained thought and mind-produced matter by co
nascence condition; applied thought is related to mind-produced matter 
by conascence condition;

(b) A t the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) Applied thought is related to aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought and mind-produced matter by conascence con
dition;

(b) A t the moment of conception . . .  (4)
(xii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence con
dition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates, sustained thought and mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition . . . two aggregates to two 
aggregates, sustained thought and mind-produced m atter. . .

(b) A t the moment of conception . . .  (5)
87. (xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
conascence condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought and sustained thought is
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related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition . . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition; sustained thought to mind- 
produced m atter. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought and sustained thought to three aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter . . . two aggregates to two aggregates and kamma-produced mat
ter . . . sustained thought to kamma-produced matter . . . aggregates 
to (heart-)base . . . (heart-)base to aggregates . . . sustained thought to 
(heart-)base . . .  (heart-)base to sustained thought. . .

(c) One great primary to three great primaries . . .  great primaries to 
mind-produced and kamma-produced derived m atter. . .

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
one great primary of non-percipient beings. . . great primaries are related 
to kamma-produced derived matter by conascence condition. (1)

(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought by conascence 
condition.

At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condi
tion. (2)

(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
conascence condition.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by conascence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, sustained thought is related to 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought by co
nascence condition; at the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related 
to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
conascence condition; at the moment of conception, (heart-)base is 
related to applied thought by conascence condition. (3)

(xvi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condi
tion.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter by 
conascence condition;
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(ft) At the moment of conception, sustained thought to aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and kamma- 
produced matter . . . at the moment of conception, (heart-)base is 
related to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought by conascence condition. (4)

(xvii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought ^nd sustained thought and without 
applied thouglit but with sustained thought by conascence condition.

At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by 
conascence condition. (5)
88. (xviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates 
by conascence condition . . .  two aggregates and (heart-)base are related 
to two aggregates by conascence condition. (1)

(xix) States with apphed thought and sustained thought and 
without apphed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by conascence con
dition.

At the moment of conception, aggregates with apphed thought and 
sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to applied thought by 
conascence condition. (2)

(xx) States with apphed thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without apphed thought and sustained thought by conascence condi
tion.

(fl) Aggregates with apphed thought and sustained thought, and 
great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition;

(ft) At the moment o f  conception, aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and great primaries are related to kamma- 
produced matter by conascence condition. (3)

(xxi) States with apphed thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
apphed thought and sustained thought and without apphed thought but 
with sustained thought by conascence condition.
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At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and (heart-)base to three aggregates and applied 
thought . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base are related to two aggre
gates and applied thought by conascence condition. (4)
89. (xxii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

At the moment of conception, applied thought and (heart-)base are 
related to aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought by 
conascence condition. (1)

(xxiii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by conascence 
condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought to three aggregates . . . two aggregates 
and sustained thought are related to two aggregates by conascence 
condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought to three 
aggregates . . . two aggregates and sustained thought to two aggregates 
. . . at the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to 
three aggregates by conascence condition . . .  (2)

(xxiv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condi
tion.

(a) Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and sustained thought are related to mind-produced matter by co
nascence condition; aggregates without apphed thought but with sus
tained thought, and great primaries to mind-produced matter . . .  applied 
thought and great primaries to mind-produced matter . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, aggregates without apphed 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought to kamma- 
produced matter . . . at the moment of conception, aggregates without 
apphed thought but with sustained thought, and great primaries to 
kamma-produced matter . . . at the moment of conception, apphed 
thought and great primaries to kamma-produced matter . . . at the
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moment of conception, aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to sustained thought by 
conascence condition. (3)

(xxv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by conascence condition; three aggregates and 
sustained thought are related to one aggregate and mind-produced mat
ter by conascence condition; two aggregates and sustained thought are 
related to two aggregates and mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition;

(d) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related 
to three aggregates and kamma-produced matter by conascence condi
tion . . .  two aggregates . . .  at the moment of conception, one aggregate 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base 
are related to three aggregates and sustained thought by conascence 
condition . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base are related to two aggre
gates and sustained thought by conascence condition. (4)
90. (xxvi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition.

(а) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to three aggregates by conascence condition 
. . . two aggregates and applied thought are related to two aggregates by 
conascence condition;

(б) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xxvii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condi
tion.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xxviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and
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without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought 
and sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by conascence condition . . .  two aggregates and applied thought 
are related to two aggregates and mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition;

(ft) At the moment o f  conception . . .  (3)
91. (xxix) States with applied thought and sustained thought, without 
applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought 
and sustained thought are related to state with applied thought and sus
tained thought by conascence condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-)base are related to 
three aggregates by conascence condition . . . two aggregates, applied 
thought and (heart-)base are related to two aggregates by conascence 
condition. (1)

(xxx) States with applied thought and sustained thought, without 
applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought 
and sustained thought are related to state without applied thought and 
sustained thought by conascence condition.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, applied 
thought and great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by 
conascence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought, applied thought and great primaries are related 
to kamma-produced matter by conascence condition. (2)

Mutuality 28
92. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality con
dition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates by mutuality condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied 
thought and sustained thought is related to three aggregates by mutuality 
condition . . .  two aggregates are related to two aggregates by mutuality 
condition. (1)
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(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought by mutuality 
condition.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to applied thought by mutuality condition;

(h) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 

state without applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality con
dition.

At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought are related to (heart-)base by mutuality condition. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to three aggregates and (heart-)base by 
mutuality condition . . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates 
and (heart-)base by mutuality condition. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought are related to applied thought and (heart-)base by 
mutuality condition. (5)

(vi) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by mutuality condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates and applied thought by mutuahty condition 
. . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates and applied thought by 
mutuality condition;

(b) At the moment of conception (6)
(vii) State with apphed thought and sustained thought is related to 

state with appUed thought and sustained thought, without appUed 
thought but with sustained thought and without appUed thought and 
sustained thought by mutuaUty condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with appUed thought 
and sustained thought is related to three aggregates, appUed thought 
and (heart-)base by mutuaUty condition . . . two aggregates are related
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to two aggregates, applied thought and (heart-)base by mutuality con
dition. (7)
93. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought ii 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
mutuality condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates by mutuality condition . . . two 
aggregates are related to two aggregates by mutuality condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality 
condition.

(a) Applied thought is related to a^regates with applied thought 
and sustained thought by mutuality condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  .(2)
(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
mutuality condition.

(a) Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to sustained thought by mutuality condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought are related to sustained thought 
and (heart-)base by mutuality condition; at the moment of conception, 
applied thought is related to (heart-)base by mutuality condition. (3)

(xi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, applied thought is related to aggre
gates with applied thought and sustained thought and (heart-)base by 
mutuality condition. (4)

(xii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates and sustained thought by mutuality 
condition . . .  two aggregates are related to two aggregates and sustained 
thought by mutuality condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought is related to three aggregates.
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sustained thought and (heart-)base by mutuality condition . . . two 
aggregates are related to two aggregates, sustained thought and (heart-) 
base by mutuality condition. (5)
94. (xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by mutu
ality condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates 
are related to two aggregates by mutuality condition ;

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought and sustained thought is related to three aggregates and (heart-) 
base by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates are related to two 
aggregates and (heart-)base by mutuality condition; aggregates to 
(heart-)base . . . (heart-)base to aggregates . . . sustained thought to 
(heart-)base . . .  (heart-)base to sustained thought. .  .

(c) One great primary to three great primaries. .  .
(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . .  . temperature-produced . . .  

one great primary of non-percipient beings . .  .(1)
(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality 
condition.

At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition. (2)

(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
mutuality condition.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by mutuality condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, sustained thought is related to 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
mutuality condition; at the moment of conception, (heart-)base is 
related to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by mutuality condition; at the moment of conception, (heart-) 
base is related to applied thought by mutuality condition. (3)

(xvi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, sustained thought is related to 
aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought and
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(heart-)base by mutuality condition; at the moment of conception, 
(heart-)base is related to aggregates without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought by mutuality condition. (4)

(xvii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by 
mutuality condition. (5)
95. (xviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and (heart-)base to three aggregates . . . two 
aggregates and (heart-)base are related to two aggregates by mutuality 
condition. (1)

(xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by mutuality con
dition.

At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to applied thought by 
mutuality condition. (2)

(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought but 
with sustained thought by nriutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates 
and applied thought by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates and 
(heart-)base are related to two aggregates and applied thought by 
mutuality condition. (3)
96. (xxi) States without apphed thought but with sustained thought 
and without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, apphed thought and (heart-)base are 
related to aggregates with apphed thought and sustained thought by 
mutuahty condition. (1)

(xxh) States without apphed thought but with sustained thought
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and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by mutuality con
dition.

(fl) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates by mutu
ality condition . . . two aggregates and sustained thought are related to 
two aggregates by mutuality condition ;

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, sustained thought and (heart-) 
base to three a^regates . . . two aggregates, sustained thought and 
(heart-)base are related to two aggregates by mutuality condition. (2)

(xxiii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to (heart-) 
base by mutuality condition; at the moment of conception, aggre
gates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-) 
base are related to sustained thought by mutuality condition. (3)

(xxiv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to three 
aggregates and (heart-)base by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates 
and sustained thought are related to two aggregates and (heart-)base by 
mutuality condition; at the moment of conception, one aggregate with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base are 
related to three aggregates and sustained thought by mutuality condi
tion . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base are related to two aggregates 
and sustained thought by mutuality condition. (4)
97. (xxv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to three aggregates by mutuality condition 
. . . two aggregates and applied thought are related to two aggregates by 
mutuality condition;
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(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xxvi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, aggregates ,with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought are related to (heart-)base by 
mutuality condition. (2)

(xxvii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, and applied thought are related to three aggre
gates and (heart-)base by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates and 
applied thought are related to two aggregates and (heart-)base by mutu
ality condition. (3)

(xxviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to state with applied thought 
and sustained thought by mutuality condition.

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with applied thought 
and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-)base are related to 
three aggregates by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates, applied 
thought and (heart-)base are related to two aggregates by mutuality 
condition. (1)

Dependence 30
98. (i)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by dependence 
condition.

One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought to three 
aggregates . . .  (Abbreviated.) . . .  seven.

(viii)-<xii) State without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by dependence condition. (Abbreviated.) . . .  five.

(xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
dependence condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought and sustained thought is
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related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by dependence 
condition . . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by dependence condition; sustained thought is related 
to mind-produced matter by dependence condition;

(h) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought and sustained thought is related to three aggregates and kamma- 
produced matter by dependence condition . . . two aggregates to two 
aggregates . . .

(c) One great primary of non-percipient beings. , .
{d) Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body -conscious

ness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates without applied thought 
and sustained thought, and sustained thought by dependence condi
tion. (1)

(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought by dependence 
condition.

(a) (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought by dependence condition;

(h) At the moment of conception, (heart-)base . . .  (2)
(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
dependence condition.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by dependence condition; (heart-) 
base is related to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and applied thought by dependence condition;

ib) At the moment of conception, sustained thought. . .  (3)
(xvi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by dependence condi
tion.

(a) Sustained thought to aggregates without applied thought but 
with sustained thought and mind-produced matter . . . (heart-)base is 
related to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought by dependence condition; 

ib) At the moment of conception, sustained thought. . .  (4)
(xvii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by dependence condition.
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(a) (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought by dependence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, (heart-)base . . .  (5)
99. (xviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by dependence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
(heart-)base are related to three aggregates by dependence condition . . .  
(Make clear also “ during life” and “at the moment of conception” .) (1)

(xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by dependence 
condition.

(fl) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
(heart-)base to applied thought. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (2)
(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought, and 

without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with
out applied thought and sustained thought by dependence condition.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by dependence 
condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought but 
with sustained thought by dependence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
(heart-)base are related to three aggregates and applied thought by 
dependence condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
100. (xxii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by dependence condition.

(a) Applied thought and (heart-)base to aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xxiii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state
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without applied thought but with sustained thought by dependence 
condition.

id) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought to three aggregates . . . one aggregate 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base 
to three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xxiv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by dependence condi
tion.

(a) Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and sustained thought are related to mind-produced matter by depen
dence condition; aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and great primaries to mind-produced matter . . . applied 
thought and great primaries to mind-produced matter . . . aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base 
are related to sustained thought by dependence condition;

(ft) (At conception 4. Abbreviated.) (3)
(xxv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by dependence condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by dependence condition . . .  two aggregates and 
sustained thought are related to two aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by dependence condition; one aggregate without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base to three aggregates and 
sustained thought. . .  two aggregates and (heart-)base are related to two 
aggregates and sustained thought by dependence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
101. (xxvi)-(xxviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought 
and without applied thought but with sustained thought to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought . . . to state without applied 
thought and sustained thought . . . to state with applied thought and 
sustained thought and without applied thought and sustained thought 
. . .  three.

(xxix)-(xxx) States with applied thought and sustained thought.
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without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought to state with applied thought 
and sustained thought . . . are related to state without applied thought 
and sustained thought by dependence condition.

(Expand the two combinations.)

Strong-dependence 25
102. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence (aram- 
mapQpanissaya), (ft) proximity-strong-dependence (anantarOpanissaya), 
(c) natural strong-dependence (pakatOpanissaya) . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence (saddham upanissaya) with applied thought and sustained thought, 
(one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observ
ance, develops (uppadeti) jhana with applied thought and sustained 
thought, develops insight (vipassana) . . . Path, develops attainment; 
arouses (jappeti) conceit, adopts (ganhati) wrong views . . .  precept with 
applied thought and sustained thought.. . learning (suta) . . . generosity 
(caga) . . . wisdom (paflfla) . . . lust (raga) . . .  hate (dosa) . . .  delusion 
(moha) . . . conceit (m3na) . . . wrong views (di(thi) . . .  By the strong- 
dependence of wish (Patthana), (one) offers an offering, undertakes 
precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, develops jhana with applied 
th o u ^ t and sustained thought, develops insight . . . Path . . . attain
ment; kills a living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Confidence 
with applied thought and sustained thought, precept, learning, genero
sity, wisdom, lust, hate, delusion, conceit, wrong views, wish is related 
to confidence with applied thought and sustained thought, precept, 
learning, generosity, wisdom, lust, hate, delusion, conceit, wrong views, 
wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with.sustained thought by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of con
fidence with applied th o u ^ t and sustained thought, (one) develops 
jhana without applied thought but with sustained thought . . . Path
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. . . attainment . . .  precept with applied thought and sustained thought 

. . . By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) develops jhSna without 
applied thought but with sustained thought . . . Path . . . attainment. 
Confidence with applied thought and sustained thought . . . wish is re
lated to confidence without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and applied thought by strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of con
fidence with applied thought and sustained thought, (one) develops 
jhSna without applied thought and sustained thought . . . Path . . . 
superknowledge, develops attainment . . .  precept with applied thought 
and sustained thought . . . By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) 
develops jhSna without applied thought and sustained thought. . .  Path 
. . . superknowledge, develops attainment. Confidence with applied 
thought and sustained thought . . . wish is related to confidence with
out applied thought and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, 
wisdom and sustained thought, bodily happiness (sukha), bodily pain 
(dukkha) by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(Jb) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought. . .  wish is related to confidence without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wis
dom and sustained thought by strong-dependence condition. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (h) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .
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(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought . . . wish is related to confidence with applied 
tliought and sustained thought . . .  wish and applied thought by strong- 
dependence condition. (5)
103. (vi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of con
fidence without applied thought but with sustained thought, (one) 
develops jhana without applied thought but with sustained thought 
. . . Path, develops attainm ent. . .  precept without applied thought but 
with sustained thought . . . learning . . . generosity . . .  wisdom . . .  By 
the strong-dependence of applied thought, (one) develops jhana with
out applied thought but with sustained thought . . . Path, develops 
attainment. Confidence without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and applied thought is 
related to confidence without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and applied thought by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(vii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strongdependence of confi
dence without applied thought but with sustained thought, (one) offers 
an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, develops 
jhSna with applied thought and sustained thought . . .  insight. , .  Path, 
develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views . . . precept 
without applied thought but with sustained thought . . . learning . . . 
generosity . . . wisdom . . . By the strong-dependence of applied 
thought, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty 
of observance, develops jhana with applied thought and sustained 
thought, develops insight, develops Path, develops attainment; kills a 
living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Confidence without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, 
wisdom and applied thought is related to confidence with applied
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thought and sustained thought . . . wish by strong-dependence condi
tion. (2)

(viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (h) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(Jb) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence without applied thought but with sustained thought, (one) 
develops jhana without applied thought and sustained thought. . .  Path 
. . . superknowledge, develops attainment . . . precept without applied 
thought but with sustained thought. . .  learning . . .  generosity . . .  wis
dom . . . By the strong-dependence of applied thought, (one) develops 
jhana without applied thought and sustained thought. . .  Path . .  . super
knowledge, develops attainment. Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
applied thought is related to confidence without applied thought and 
sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and sustained 
thought, bodily happiness, bodily pain by strong-dependence condi
tion. (3)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(h) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
applied thought is related to confidence without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and sus
tained thought by strong-dependence condition. (4)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and
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applied thought is related to confidence with applied thought and sus
tained thought . . . wish and applied thought by strong-dependence 
condition. (5)
104. (xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence without applied thought and sustained thought, (one) develops 
jhana without applied thought and sustained thought. . .  Path . . .  super
knowledge, develops attainment . . . precept without applied thought 
and sustained thought . . . learning . . . generosity . . .  wisdom . . .  sus
tained thought . . . bodily happiness . . . bodily pain . . . temperature 
. . . food (bhojana) . . . By the strong-dependence of lodging-place 
(senSsana), (one) develops jhana without applied thought and sustained 
thought . . .  Path . . .  superknowledge, develops attainment. Confidence 
without applied thought and sustained thought, precept, learning, 
generosity, wisdom, and sustained thought, bodily happiness, bodily 
pain, temperature, food, lodging-place is related to confidence without 
applied thought and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, 
wisdom, and sustained thought, bodily happiness, bodily pain by strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(xii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence without applied thought and sustained thought, (one) offers an 
offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, develops 
jhana with applied thought and sustained thought . . .  insight. . .  Path, 
develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views . . . precept 
without applied thought and sustained thought . . . learning . . .  gener
osity . . .  wisdom . . .  sustained thought. .  . bodily happiness . . .  bodily 
pain . . .  temperature . . .  food . . .  By the strong-dependence of lodging- 
place, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of 
observance, develops jhana with applied thought and sustained thought 
. . . insight . . . Path, develops attainment; kills a living being . . .  causes
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schism in the Sangha. Confidence without applied thought and sustained 
thought . . . lodging-place is related to confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept . . . wish by strong-dependence condi
tion. (2)

(xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence without applied thought and sustained thought, (one) develops 
jhana without applied thought but with sustained thought . . . insight 
. . . Path, develops attainment . . .  precept without applied thought and 
sustained thought . . .  By the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) 
develops jhana without applied thought but with sustained thought. . .  
insight . . . Path, develops attainment. Confidence without applied 
thought and sustained thought. . .  lodging-place is related to confidence 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, precept, learning, 
generosity, wisdom and applied thought by strong-dependence condi
tion. (3)

(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
and sustained thought . . . lodging-place is related to confidence with
out applied thouglit but with sustained thought, precept, learning, 
generosity, wisdom and sustained thought by strong-dependence condi
tion. (4)

(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
and sustained thought . . . lodging-place is related to confidence with
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applied thought and sustained thought, precept . . . wish and applied 
thought by strong-dependence condition. (5)
105. (xvi) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
sustained thought is related to confidence with applied thought and sus
tained thought. . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xvii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by strong-depen
dence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
sustained thought is related to confidence without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
applied thought by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xviii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (Z») 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
sustained thought is related to confidence without apphed thought and 
sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and sustained 
thought, bodily happiness, bodily pain by strong-dependence condi
tion. (3)

(xix) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
sustained thought is related to confidence without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and sus
tained thought by strong-dependence condition. (4)

(xx) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
sustained thought is related to confidence with applied thought and 
sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom, lust, hate 
delusion, conceit, wrong views, wish and applied thought by strong- 
dependence condition. (5)
106. (xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . ..

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom, lust, hate, 
delusion, conceit, wrong views, wish and applied thought is related to 
confidence with applied thought and sustained thought, precept . . . 
wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xxii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by strong-depen
dence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept . . . wish and applied thought is related 
to confidence without applied thought but with sustained thought.
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precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and applied thought by strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(xxiii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom . . . wish 
and applied thought is related to confidence without applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and sus
tained thought, bodily happiness, bodily pain by strong-dependence 
condition. (3)

(xxiv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom . . . wish 
and applied thought is related to confidence without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom and 
sustained thought by strong-dependence condition. (4)

(xxv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence with applied thought 
and sustained thought, precept, learning, generosity, wisdom, lust, hate, 
delusion, conceit, wrong views, wish and applied thought is related to 
confidence with applied thought and sustained thought . . . wish and 
applied thought by strong-dependence condition. (5)

Prenascence 5
107. (i) State without applied thought and sustained thought is
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related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by pre
nascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence (arammana-pure- 
jata), ib) base-prenascence (vatthu-purejata).

(a) Object-prenascence: By the power of divine-eye, one sees a visible 
object. By the power of divine-ear element, one hears a sound. Visible 
object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to 
body-consciousness by prenascence condition.

ib) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness , . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates without 
applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought by pre
nascence condition. (1)

(ii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by pre
nascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (h) base-pre
nascence.

ia) Object-prenascence: (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of the eye . . . tangible object . . . 
(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imperson
ality of the (heart-)base;enjoys and delights in [the (heart-)base]. Taking 
it as object, arises lu s t. . .  arises grief.

ib) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought by prenascence condition. (2)

(iii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) ia) object-prenascence, ib) base-pre
nascence.

ia) Object-prenascence: (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in 
(the eye). Taking it as object, arises applied thought. . .  (One) practises 
insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the 
(heart-)base; enjoys and delights in [the (heart-)base]. Taking it as ob
ject, arises applied thought.

ib) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and applied thought by 
prenascence condition. (3)

(iv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is
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related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by prenascence condition.

Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by 
prenascence condition. (4)

(v) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (6) base-pre
nascence.

(fl) Object-prenascence: (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in 
(the eye). Taking it as object, arise aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought,. . .  ear . . .  nose . . .  tongue . . .  
body . . . visible object. . .  sound . . .  smell. . .  taste . . .  tangible object 
. . . (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of the (heart-)base; enjoys and delights in [the (heart-)base]. 
Taking it as object, arise aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by pre
nascence condition. (5)

Postnascence 5
108. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by postnascence 
condition.

Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought 
are related to this prenascent (purejata) body by postnascence condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by post
nascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to this prenascent body by 
postnascence condition. (1)

(iii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
postnascence condition.
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Postnascent aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to this prenascent body by 
postnascence condition. (1)

(iv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by postnascence condi
tion.

Postnascent aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to this prenascent body by 
postnascence condition. (1)

(v) States with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by postnascence condi
tion.

Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to this prenascent body by postnascence 
condition. (1)

Repetition 21
109. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by repetition con
dition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to subsequent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought by repetition condition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; 
adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage to Path with applied 
thought and sustained thought; purification is related to Path with 
applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by repeti
tion condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to subsequent applied thought by repetition condition. The pre
paration for jhana without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to jhana without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by repetition condition. Change-of-lineage is related to Path without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition condition. 
Purification is related to Path without applied thought but with sus
tained thought by repetition condition. (2).
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(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by repetition 
condition.

The preparation for second jhana is related to sustained thought 
(present) at second jhana by repetition condition. The preparation for 
third jhana to third jhana . . . The preparation for fourth jhana to 
fourth jhana . . . the preparation for infinity of space to infinity of 
space . . . the preparation for infinity of consciousness to infinity of 
consciousness . . . the preparation for nothingness to nothingness . . . 
the preparation for neither-perception-nor-non-perception to neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception . .  .

The preparation for divine-eye to divine-eye . . .  the preparation for 
divine-ear element to divine-ear element . . .  the preparation for knowl
edge of supernormal power . . . the preparation for knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds . . . the preparation for knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences . . . the preparation for knowledge of 
rebirths according to one’s kamma . . . the preparation for knowledge 
of future existences . . . Change-of-lineage to Path without applied 
thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought; purification is 
related to Path without applied thought and sustained thought, and sus
tained thought by repetition condition. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

The preparation for jhana without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to jhana without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought by repetition condition. Change- 
of-lineage to Path without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and sustained thought; purification is related to Path without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by repeti
tion condition. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to subsequent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought by repetition condition. Adaptation to 
change-of-lineage and applied thought; adaptation to purification and 
applied thought; change-of-lineage to Path with applied thought and
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sustained thought, and applied thouglit; purification is related to Path 
with applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by 
repetition condition. (5)
110. (vi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
repetition condition.

Preceding applied thought is related to subsequent applied thought 
by repetition condition. Preceding aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thouglit by repetition condition. (1)

(vii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by repeti
tion condition.

Preceding applied thought is related to subsequent aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition. (2)

(viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought are related to subsequent sustained thought by repetition con
dition. (3)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thouglit but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought are related to subsequent aggregates without applied thought 
but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by repetition con
dition. (4)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding applied thought is related to subsequent aggregates with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by repeti- 
tion condition. (5)
111. (xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
ftlated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
repetition condition.

Preceding sustained thought is related to subsequent sustained 
thought by repetition condition. Preceding aggregates without applied
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thought and sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates with
out applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition. (1)

(xU) State without applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition 
condition.

Preceding sustained thought is related to subsequent aggregates with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition condi
tion. (2)

(xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding sustained thought is related to subsequent aggregates with
out applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought 
by repetition condition. (3)
112. (xiv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition con
dition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by repetition con
dition. (1)

(xv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to subsequent sustained 
thought by repetition condition. (2)

(xvi) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to subsequent aggregates 
without applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained 
thought by repetition condition. (3)
113. (xvii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought.
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and applied thought are related to subsequent aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought by repetition condition. Adaptation and 
applied thought to change-of-lineage; adaptation and applied thought to 
purification; change-of-lineage and applied thought to Path with applied 
thought and sustained thought; purification and apphed thought are 
related to Path with appUed thought and sustained thought by repeti
tion condition. (1)

(xviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought by repetition con
dition.

Preceding aggregates with appUed thought and sustained thought, 
and appUed thought are related to subsequent appUed thought by 
repetition condition. The preparation for jhana without appUed thought 
but with sustained thought, and applied thought are related to jhana 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought by repetition con
dition. Change-of-Uneage and appUed thought to Path without applied 
thought but with sustained thought; purification and appUed thought 
are related to Path without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by repetition condition. (2)

(xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without appUed thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

The preparation for second jhana and applied thought are related to 
sustained thought (present) at second jhana by repetition condition . . .  
the preparation for neither-perception-nor-non-perception and appUed 
thought . . . the preparation for divine-eye and applied thought. . .  the 
preparation for knowledge of future existences and appUed thought are 
related to knowledge of future existences by repetition condition. 
Change-of-Uneage and appUed thought are related to Path without 
appUed thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought by repeti
tion condition. Purification and appUed thought are related to Path 
without applied thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought 
by repetition condition. (3)

(xx) States with appUed thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought and without appUed 
thought and sustained thought by repetition condition.

The preparation for jhSna without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and appUed thought to jhana without appUed thought
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but with sustained thought, and sustained thought; change-of-lineage 
and applied thought to Path without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought; purification and applied thought are 
related to Path without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and sustained thought by repetition condition. (4)

(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to subsequent aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought by repetition con
dition. Adaptation and applied thought to change-of-lineage and 
applied thought; adaptation and applied thought to purification and 
applied thought; change-of-lineage and applied thought to Path with 
applied thought and sustained thought, and applied thought; purifica
tion and applied thought are related to Path with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought by repetition condition. (5)

Kamma 11
114. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (h) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought (sahajSta savitakka-savicSra cetana) is related to (its) associated 
aggregates by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates by kamma 
condition.

(b) Asynchronous (nanakhanika) volition with applied thought and 
sustained thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by kamma 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained
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thought is related to applied thought by kamma condition;
(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 

and sustained thought is related to applied thought by kamma condition.
(h) Asynchronous volition with applied thought and sustained 

thought is related to (its) resultant applied thought by kamma condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought and sustained thoughtby kammacondition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (j) conascence(-kamma), (h) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to mind-produced matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to kamma-produced matter by kamma 
condition.

(h) Asynchronous volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates without applied thought 
and sustained thought and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (h) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced mat
ter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter by kamma condition.

(fc) Asynchronous volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (i>) asynchron
ous (kamma).
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(a) (I) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to applied thought and mind-produced matter by 
kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to applied thought and kamma-produced 
matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) resultant applied thought and kamma-produced 
matter by kamma condition. (5)

(vi) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thouglit and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and applied thought by 
kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and 
applied thought by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, and applied thought by kamma condition. (6)

(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought and 
sustained thought by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) associated aggregates, applied thought and 
mind-produced matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition with applied thought 
and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates, applied 
thought and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates with applied thought and 
sustained thought, applied thought and kamma-produced matter by 
kamma condition. (7)
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115. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to state without applied thouglit but with sustained thought 
by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates by kamma condi
tion;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition without applied thought but with sus

tained thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates without apphed 
thought but with sustained thought by kamma condition. (1)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to sustained thought and mind-produced mat
ter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition without applied 
thought but with sustained th o u ^ t is related to (its) resultant sustained 
thought and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to (its) resultant sustained thought and kamma- 
produced matter by kamma condition. (2)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates, sustained 
thought and mind-produced matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition without applied 
thought but with sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggre
gates, sustained thought and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion.

(ft) Asynchronous volition without applied thought but with
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sustained thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, sustained thought and kamma- 
produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

(xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by kamma 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition without applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by kamma condition:

(2) At the moment of conception, volition without applied 
thought and sustained thought is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition without applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to (its) resultant aggregates without applied thought 
and sustained thought and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (1)

Resultant 21
116. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by resultant condi
tion.

(a) One resultant aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates by resultant condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one resultant* aggregate with 
applied thought and sustained thought is related to three aggregates 
by resultant condition . . .

(ii)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
resultant condition.

(a) Resultant aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought 
are related to applied thought by resultant condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(7 questions for the reference “with applied thought and sustained 

thought” are to be completed.)
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(viii)-(xii) State without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate without applied thought but with sus
tained thought is related to three aggregates by resultant condition . . .  
two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, one resultant aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought. . .

[Do 5 questions for the reference “without applied thought but with 
sustained thought” ; remember (to take) resultant.]
117. (xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by result
ant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate without applied thought and sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
resultant condition . . . two aggregates . . . resultant sustained thought 
is related to mind-produced matter by resultant condition;

(h) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by resultant condition; sustained thought is related to 
(heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)

(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by resultant condition.

(a) Resultant sustained thought is related to aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by resultant condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, resultant sustained thought is 
related to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by resultant condition. (2)

(xv) State without appUed thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without appUed thought but with sustained thought and 
without appUed thought and sustained thought by resultant condition.

(a) Resultant sustained thought is related to aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter 
by resultant condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, resultant sustained thought is 
related to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and kamma-produced matter by resultant condition. (3)
118. (xvi) States without appUed thought but with sustained thought 
and without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state
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without applied thought but with sustained thought by resultant condi
tion.

(a) One resultant aggregate without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates by 
resultant condition . . .  two aggregates . . ,

(b) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xvii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by resultant condition.

(а) Resultant aggregates without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to mind-produced matter by 
resultant condition;

(б) At the moment of conception, resultant aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are 
related to kamma-produced matter by resultant condition. (2)

(xviii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by resultant condition . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, one resultant aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are 
related to three aggregates and kamma-produced matter by resultant 
condition . . .  (3)

(xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to three aggregates by resultant 
condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by resultant condition.

(a) Resultant aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, 
and applied thought are related to mind-produced matter by resultant 
condition;
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(6) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by resultant condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)

Nutriment I I
119. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by nutriment con
dition.

(a) Nutriments (ahara) with applied thought and sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates by nutriment condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ii)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
nutriment condition.

(a) Nutriments with applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to applied thought by nutriment condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(Classify 7 questions in this way for the reference “with applied 

thought and sustained thought” .)
(viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 

is related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by nutriment condition.

(a) Nutriments without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates by nutriment condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 

is related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
nutriment condition.

(a) Nutriments without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to sustained thought and mind-produced matter by nutri
ment condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought
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is related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought by nutriment con
dition.

(a) Nutriments without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates, sustained thought and mind- 
produced matter by nutriment condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by nutri
ment condition.

(a) Nutriments without applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
nutriment condition;

(h) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) Edible (kabalikara) food is related to this body by nutriment 

condition. (1)

Faculty 11
120. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by faculty condi
tion.

(a) Faculties (indriya) with applied thought and sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates by faculty condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ii)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
faculty condition.

(a) Faculties with applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to applied thought by faculty condition ;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (7)
(Classify 7 questions in this way for the reference “with applied 

thought and sustained thought” .)
(viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
faculty condition.

(a) Faculties without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates by faculty condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought
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is related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
faculty condition.

(a) Faculties without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to sustained thought and mind-produced matter by faculty 
condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (2)
(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by faculty condition.

(a) Faculties without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates, sustained thought and mind- 
produced matter by faculty condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(xi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by faculty 
condition.

id) Faculties without applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
faculty condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) Eye-faculty to eye-consciousness . . . body-faculty is related to 

body-consciousness by faculty condition;
(d) Physical life-faculty (rQpajlvitindriya) is related to kamma- 

produced matter by faculty condition. (1)

JhSna 21
121. (i)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought by jhana 
condition.

(a) Jhana factors (jhanahga) with applied thought and sustained 
thought are related to (their) associated aggregates by jhana condition; 

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (7)
(Classify 7 questions in this way for the reference “with apphed 

thought ai\d sustained thought” .)
(viii)-(xii) State without appUed thought but with sustained 

thought is related to state without appUed thought but with sustained 
thought by jhana condition.

(a) Jhana factors without appUed thought but with sustained 
thought are related to (their) associated aggregates by jhSna condition;
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(Jb) At the moment of conception . . (5)
(Classify 5 questions in this way for the reference “without applied 

thought but with sustained thought” .)
(xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by jhana 
condition.

(a) Jhana factors without apphed thought and sustained thought are 
related to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
jhana condition; sustained thought is related to mind-produced matter 
by jhana condition;

(fc) At the moment of conception (. . . at the moment of concep
tion,)* sustained thought is related to kamma-produced matter by 
jhana condition; sustained thought is related to (heart-)base by jhana 
condition. (1)

(xiv) State without apphed thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without apphed thought but with sustained thought by 
jhana condition.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without apphed 
thought but with sustained thought by jhana condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, sustained thought is related to 
aggregates without apphed thought but with sustamed thought by jhana 
condition. (2)

(xv) State without apphed thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without apphed thought but with sustained thought and 
without apphed thought and sustained thought by jhana condition.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without apphed 
thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter by 
jhSna condition;

(b) A t the moment of conception, sustained thought is related to 
aggregates without apphed thought but with sustained thought and 
kamma-produced matter by jhana condition. (3)
122. (xvi) States without apphed thought but with sustained thought 
and without apphed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by jhSna condition.

(a) Jhana factors without apphed thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggre
gates by jhana condition;

♦ The bracketed portion is omitted in the Pali Text.
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(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xvii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by jhSna condition.

(a) Jhana factors without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to mind-produced matter by 
jhana condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xviii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by jhana condition.

(a) Jhana factors without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to (their) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by jhana condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, jhana factors without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related 
to (their) associated aggregates and kamma-produced matter by jhana 
condition. (3)

(xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by jhana condition.

(a) Jhana factors with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to (their) associated aggregates by jhana 
condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by jhana condition.

(a) Jhlna factors with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to mind-produced matter by jhana condi
tion;

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (2)
(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought 
und sustained thought by jhana condition.

(a) Jhana factors- with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
«|)plied thought are related to (their) associated aggregates and mind-
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produced matter by jhana condition;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)

Path 16
123. (i)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with applied thought and sustained thought by path con
dition.

(a) Path factors (maggahga) with applied thought and sustained 
thought are related to (their) associated aggregates by path condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(Classify 7 questions in this way for the reference “with applied 

thought and sustained thought” .)
(viii)-(xii) State without applied thought but with sustained 

thought is related to state without applied thought but with sustained 
thought by path condition.

(a) Path factors without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to (their) associated aggregates by path condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(Classify 5 questions in this way for the reference “without applied 

thought but with sustained thought” .)
(xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by path 
condition.

(a) Path factors without applied thought and sustained thought are 
related to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
path condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (I)
(xiv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by path condition.

(a) Path factors with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to (their) associated aggregates by path con
dition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xv) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 

without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by path condition.

(a) Path factors with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to mind-produced matter by path condition;
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(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xvi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and with

out applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought 
and sustained thought by path condition.

(a) Path factors with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to (their) associated aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by path condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)

Association 11
124. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by association con
dition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates by association condition . . .  two aggregates 
to two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 

to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by associa
tion condition.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to applied thought by association condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 

to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by association condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates and applied thought by association condition 
. . .  two aggregates to two aggregates and applied thought. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
125. (iv) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
association condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates by association condition . . .  two 
aggregates to two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(v) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is
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related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by associa
tion condition.

(fl) Applied thought is related to aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought by association condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(vi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by asso
ciation condition.

(a) Aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought 
are related to sustained thouglit by association condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
(vii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by association condi
tion.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates and sustained thought by associa
tion condition . . . two aggregates to two aggregates and sustained 
thought...

(ft) A t the mom ent o f conception . . .  (4 )
126. (viii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by asso
ciation condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates by association condition . . .  two aggregates 
to two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ix) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 

related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
association condition.

(a) Sustained thought is related to aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by association condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(x) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by association con
dition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates by
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association condition . . . two aggregates and sustained thought to two 
aggregates . . .

(6) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and with

out applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by association condition.

(a) One aggregate with apphed thought and sustained thought, and 
apphed thought are related to three aggregates by association condition 
. . .  two aggregates and apphed thought to two aggregates . . .

(Jb) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )

Dissociation 9
127. (i) State with apphed thought and sustained thought is related
to state without apphed thought and sustained thought by dissociation 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 

thought are related to mind-produced matter by dissociation condition;
(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates with apphed 

thought and sustained thought are related to kamma-produced matter 
by dissociation condition.

(b) Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought are related to this prenascent body by dissociation condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought is 
related to state without apphed thought and sustained thought by dis
sociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates without applied thought but with sus

tained thought are related to mind-produced matter by dissociation 
condition; apphed thought is related to mind-produced matter by dis
sociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates without apphed 
thought but with sustained thought are related to kamma-produced 
matter by dissociation condition; apphed thought is related to kamma- 
produced matter by dissociation condition.

(b) Postnascent aggregates without apphed thought but with sus
tained thought, and applied thought are related to this prenascent body 
by dissociation condition. (1)
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128. (iii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by dis
sociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

{a) (1) Conascent aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought are related to mind-produced matter by dissociation condition; 
sustained thought is related to mind-produced matter by dissociation 
condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to kamma produced matter 
by dissociation condition; sustained thought is related to kanuna- 
produced matter by dissociation condition; aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggre
gates by dissociation condition; sustained thought is related to (heart-) 
base by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to sustained 
thought by dissociation condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base is related to eye-consciousness by dissocia
tion condition . . . body-base is related to body<onsciousness by dis
sociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates without applied 
thought and sustained thought, and sustained thought by dissociation 
condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to this prenascent body by 
dissociation condition. (1)

(iv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by dissocia
tion condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re

lated to aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought by 
dissociation condition.

(ft) Prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought by dissociation condition. (2)

(v) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: A t the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related
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to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
applied thought by dissociation condition.

(h) Prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and applied thought by 
dissociation condition. (3)

(vi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (h) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re

lated to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and sustained thought by dissociation condition.

(h) Prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by 
dissociation condition. (4)

(vii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state with appUed thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re

lated to aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought by dissociation condition.

(b) Prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with appUed 
thought and sustained thought, and appUed thought by dissociation 
condition. (5)
129. (viii) States without appUed thought but with sustained thought 
and without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without appUed thought and sustained thought by dissociation condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (b) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates without appUed thought but with sus

tained thought, and sustained thought are related to mind-produced 
matter by dissociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related 
to kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition.

(b) Postnascent aggregates without appUed thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought are related to this prenascent
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body by dissociation condition. (1)
(ix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and with

out applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by dissociation condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 

thought, and applied thought are related to mind-produced matter by 
dissociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought are related to 
kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to this prenascent body by 
dissociation condition. (1)

Presence 30
130. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by presence condi
tion.

(fl) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to three aggregates by presence condition . . .  two aggregates to 
two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 

to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by presence 
condition.

(a) Aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought are re
lated to applied thought by presence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii)-(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is re

lated to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 

thought are related to mind-produced matter by presence condition;
(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied 

thought and sustained thought are related to kamma-produced matter 
by presence condition.
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(ft) Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought are related to this prenascent body by presence condition. (3) 

(For the reference “with applied thought and sustained thought” , 
the remaining questions are the same as for conascence condition.)
131. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought 
by presence condition.

(a) One aggregate without applied thought but with sustained 
thought is related to three aggregates by presence condition . . . two 
aggregates to two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 

is related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by 
presence condition.

(a) Applied thought is related to aggregates with applied thought 
and sustained thought by presence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(x)-(xii) State without applied thought but with sustained 

thought is related to state without applied thought and sustained 
thought by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates without applied thought but with sus

tained thought are related to sustained thought and mind-produced 
matter by presence condition; applied thought is related to mind- 
produced matter by presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought are related to sustained thought 
and kamma-produced matter by presence condition; applied thought 
is related to kamma-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and applied thought are related to this prenascent 
body by presence condition. (3)

(For the reference “without applied thought but with sustained 
thought” there are five questions. The remaining ones are the same as 
for conascence condition.)
132. (xiii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
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(c) postnascence, (d) nutriment, (e) faculty.
(a) ( l )One conascent aggregate without applied thought and sus

tained thought is related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
by presence condition . . .  two aggregates to two aggregates . . .  sustained 
thought is related to mind-produced matter by presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought and sustained thought is related to three aggregates and kamma- 
produced matter by presence condition . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by presence condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
by presence condition; sustained thought is related to (heart-)base by 
presence condition; (heart-)base is related to sustained thought by 
presence condition;

(3) One great primary is related to three great primaries by 
presence condition . . . great primaries are related to mind-produced 
and kamma-produced derived matter by presence condition;

(4) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced 
. . . one great primary of non-percipient beings to three great primaries 
. . . great primaries are related to kamma-produced derived matter by 
presence condition.

(b) Prenascence: By the power of divine-eye, one sees a visible 
object. By the power of divine-ear element, one hears a sound. Visible 
object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to 
body-consciousness by presence condition; eye-base to eye-conscious
ness . . . body-base is related to body-consciousness by presence condi
tion; (heart-)base is related to aggregates without applied thought and 
sustained thought, and sustained thought by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates without applied thought and sustained 
thought, and sustained thought are related to this prenascent body by 
presence condition.

(d) Edible food is related to this body by presence condition.
(e) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

presence condition. (1)
(xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 

related to state with appUed thought and sustained thought by presence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (b) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re

lated to aggregates with appUed thought and sustained thought by 
presence condition.
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(ft) Prenascence: (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suf
fering and impersonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in (the eye). 
Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises grief . . . ear . . . nose . . . 
tongue . . . body . . . visible object . . . sound . . . smell . . . taste . . .  
tangible object . . . (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suf
fering and impersonality of the (heart-)base . . .  arises grief. (Heart-)base 
is related to aggregates with applied thought ana sustained thought by 
presence condition. (2)

(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is re
lated to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) (1) Conascent sustained thought is related to aggregates without 

applied thought but with sustained thought by presence condition;
(2) At the moment of conception, sustained thought is related 

to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
presence condition; at the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re
lated to aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and applied thought by presence condition.

(ft) Prenascence: (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suf
fering and impersonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in (the eye). 
Taking it as object, arises applied thought . . . ear . . .  nose . .  . tongue 
. . . body . . , visible object . . . sound . . . smell . . .  taste . . .  tangible 
object . . . (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and 
impersonality of the (heart-)base; enjoys and delights in [the (heart-) 
base]. Taking it as object, arises applied thought. (Heart-)base is related 
to aggregates without apphed thought but with sustained thought, and 
applied thought by presence condition. (3)

(xvi) State without apphed thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without apphed thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought by presence condition. 

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) (1) Conascent sustained thought is related to aggregates without 

apphed thought but with sustained thought and mind-produced matter 
by presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, sustained thought is related 
to aggregates without apphed thought but with sustained thought and 
kamma-produced matter by presence condition; at the moment of con
ception, (heart-)base is related to aggregates without apphed thought
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but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by presence condi
tion.

(ft) Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought by presence 
condition. (4)

(xvii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re

lated to aggregates with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought by presence condition.

(ft) Prenascence: (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suf
fering and impersonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in (the eye). 
Taking it as object, arise aggregates with apphed thought and sustained 
thought, and appUed thought . . . ear . .  . nose . . .  tongue . . .  body . . .  
(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imperson
ality of the (heart-)base; enjoys and delights in [the (heart-)base]. 
Taking it as object, arise aggregates with appUed thought and sustained 
thought, and appUed thought by presence condition. (Heart-)base is 
related to aggregates with appUed thought and sustained thought, and 
appUed thought by presence condition. (5)
133. (xviu) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
appUed thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate with appUed 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to three 
aggregates by presence condition . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base 
are related to two aggregates by presence condition;

At the moment of conception, one aggregate with appUed thought 
and sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates 
by presence condition . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base are related 
to two aggregates by presence condition. (1)

(xix) States with appUed thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought by presence condi
tion.

Conascence-prenascence: Conascent aggregates with appUed thought 
and sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to appUed thought
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by presence condition;
At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied thought and 

sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to applied thought by 
presence condition. (2)

(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.

(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with apphed thought and sustained 
thought, and great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by 
presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and great primaries are related to 
kamma-produced matter by presence condition.

(b) Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and edible food are related to this prenascent body by presence 
condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and physical life-faculty are related to kamma-produced mat
ter by presence condition. (3)

(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought but 
with sustained thought by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to three 
aggregates and applied thought by presence condition . . . two aggre
gates and (heart-)base are related to two aggregates and applied thought 
by presence condition;

At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
134. (xxii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without apphed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: Conascent applied thought and (heart-) 
base are related to aggregates with apphed thought and sustained 
thought by presence condition;

At the moment of conception, apphed thought and (heart-)base are 
related to aggregates with apphed thought and sustained thought by
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presence condition. (1)
(xxiii) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 

and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought by presence condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) (conascence-)pre- 
nascence.

(a) Conascence: One aggregate without applied thought but with 
sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates 
by presence condition . . .  two aggregates and sustained thought to two 
aggregates . . .

(ft) (Conascence-jprenascence: One conascent aggregate without 
applied thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related 
to three aggregates by presence condition . . .  two aggregates and (heart-) 
base are related to two aggregates by presence condition;

At the moment of conception, one aggregate without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related 
to three aggregates by presence condition . . . two aggregates and sus
tained thought to two aggregates . . .  at the moment of conception, one 
aggregate without applied thought but with sustained thought, and 
(heart-)base to three aggregates . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base are 
related to two aggregates by presence condition. (2)

(xxiv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) (conascence-)pre- 
nascence, (c) postnascence, (d) postnascence-nutiiment, (e) (post- 
nascence-)faculty.

(a) Conascent aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought are related to mind-produced 
matter by presence condition; conascent aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and great primaries are related to 
mind-produced matter by presence condition; conascent applied 
thought and great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by 
presence condition.

(ft) (Conascence-jprenascence: Conascent aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to 
sustained thought by presence condition;

At the moment of conception, aggregates without applied thought
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but with sustained thought, and sustained thought are related to 
kamma-produced matter by presence condition; at the moment of con
ception, aggregates without applied thought but with sustained thought, 
and great primaries are related to kamma-produced matter by presence 
condition; at the moment of conception, applied thought and great 
primaries are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condition; 
at the moment of conception, aggregates without applied thought but 
with sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related to sustained 
thought by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought are related to this prenascent 
body by presence condition.

(d) Postrmcence-nutriment: Postnascent aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, applied thought and edible food 
are related to this prenascent body by presence condition.

(c) (Postnascence-j faculty: Postnascent aggregates without applied 
thought but with sustained thought, applied thought and physical life- 
faculty are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condi
tion. (3)

(xxv) States without applied thought but with sustained thought 
and without appUed thought and sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without 
applied thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (6) (conascence-)pre- 
nascence.

(a) One conascent aggregate without applied thought but with sus
tained thought, and sustained thought are related to three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . . two aggregates 
and sustained thought. . .

(h) (Conascence-)prenascence: One (conascent) aggregate without 
apphed thought but with sustained thought, and (heart-)base are related 
to three aggregates and sustained thought by presence condition . . . 
two aggregates and (heart-)base . . .

At the moment of conception . . .  (4)
135. (xxvi) States with appUed thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought are related to 
state with appUed thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(a) One aggregate with appUed thought and sustained thought, and 
appUed thought are related to three aggregates by presence condition
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. . .  two aggregates and applied thought. . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . • (1)

(xxvii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 

thought, and applied thought are related to mind-produced matter by 
presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, and applied thought are related to 
kamma-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained 
thought, and applied thought are related to this prenascent body by 
presence condition. (2)

(xxviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(a) One aggregate with applied thought and sustained thought, and 
applied thought are related to three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by presence condition . . . two aggregates and applied thought 
to two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (3)
136. (xxix) Statps with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to state with applied thought 
and sustained thought by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate with applied 
thought and sustained thought, applied thought and (heart-)base are 
related to three aggregates by presence condition . . .

At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xxx) States with applied thought and sustained thought, with

out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to state without applied 
thought and sustained thought by presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.

(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with applied thought and sustained
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thought, applied thought and great primaries are related to mind- 
produced matter by presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Postnascence-nutriment: Postnascent aggregates with applied 

thought and sustained thought, applied thought and edible food are re
lated to this prenascent body by presence condition.

(c) (Postnascence-jfaculty: Postnascent aggregates with applied 
thought and sustained thought, applied thought and physical life-faculty 
are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condition. (2)

Absence, Disappearance and Non-disappearance
137. State with applied thought and sustained thought is related to 
state with applied thought and sustained thought by absence condi
tion . . .  by disappearance condition.

(Absence and disappearance conditions are the same as proximity; 
non-disappearance is the same as presence.)

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
138. With root 11, object 21, predominance 23, proximity 25, con
tiguity 25, conascence 30, mutuality 28, dependence 30, strong- 
dependence 25, prenascence 5, postnascence 5, repetition 21, kamma 
11, resultant 21, nutriment 11, faculty 11, jhana 21, path 16, associa
tion 11, dissociation 9, presence 30, absence 25, disappearance 25, non
disappearance 30 . . .

(Combination is just the same as for the Faultless Triplet; enumerate 
the enumeration of the “Investigation Chapter” in the same way with
out confusion.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 35

139. (i) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by object condi
tion, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma con
dition. (1)

(ii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without' applied thought but with sustained thought by object



condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma 
condition. (2)

(iii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by object con
dition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, post
nascence condition, kamma condition. (3)

(iv) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by conascence condition, kamma con
dition. (4)

(v) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (5)

(vi) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought but with sustained thought by object condition, conascence 
condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (6)

(vii) State with applied thought and sustained thought is related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought, without applied 
thought but with sustained thought and without applied thought and 
sustained thought by conascence condition, kamma condition. (7)
140. (viii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought
is related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought
by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion. (1)

(ix) State without applied thought but with sustained thought
is related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by object
condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(x) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 
is related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, 
postnascence condition, kamma condition. (5)

(xi) State without applied thought but with sustained thought
is related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition. (4)

(xii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought
is related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought
and without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence
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condition, strong-dependeftce condition, kamma condition. (5)
(xiii) State without applied thought but with sustained thought 

is related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (6)
141. (xiv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought and sustained thought by 
object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition, postnascence condition, kamma condition, 
nutriment condition, faculty condition. (1)

(xv) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought by object 
condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, pre
nascence condition. (2)

(xvi) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by 
object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition. (3)

(xvii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and 
without applied th o u ^ t and sustained thought by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence con
dition. (4)

(xviii) State without applied thought and sustained thought is 
related to state with applied thought and sustained thought and with
out applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence con
dition. (5)
142. (xix) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xx) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state
without applied thought but with sustained thought by conascence-
prenascence. (2)

(xxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state
without applied thought and sustained thought by conascence, post-
nascence-nutrim'ent-faculty. (3)
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(xxii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought and sustained thought are related to state with 
applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought but 
with sustained thought by conascence-prenascence. (4)
143. (xxiii) States without applied thought but with sustained 
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought by object condi
tion, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence 
condition. (1)

(xxiv) States without applied thought but with sustained
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought by object 
condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, pre
nascence condition. (2)

(xxv) States without applied th o u ^ t but with sustained
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to state without applied thought and sustained thought by object con
dition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition,prenascence 
condition, postnascence condition, nutriment condition, faculty condi
tion. (3)

(xxvi) States without applied thought but with sustained
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to state without applied thought but with sustained thought and with
out applied thought and sustained thought by conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition. (4)

(xxvii) States without applied thought but with sustained
thought and without applied thought and sustained thought are related 
to state with applied thought and sustained thought and without 
applied thought but with sustained thought by object condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (5)
144. (xxviii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xxix) States with appUed thought and sustained thought and 
without appUed thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without apphed thought but with sustained thought by object condi
tion, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xxx) States with appUed thought and sustained thought and
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without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought and sustained thought by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence con
dition. (3)

(xxxi) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by conascence condition. (4)

(xxxii) States with applied thought and sustained th o u ^ t  and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
without applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought by strong-dependence condition. (5)

(xxxiii) States with applied thought and sustained thought and 
without applied thought but with sustained thought are related to state 
with applied thought and sustained thought and without applied thought 
but with sustained thought by object condition, strong-dependence 
condition. (6)

(xxxiv) States with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to state with applied thought 
and sustained thought by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xxxv) States with applied thought and sustained thought, with
out applied thought but with sustained thought and without applied 
thought and sustained thought are related to state without applied 
thought and sustained thought by conascence, postnascence-nutriment- 
faculty. (2)

End of Selection of the Conditions for Negative
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
145. With not-root 35, not-object 35, not-predominance 35, not- 
proximity 35, not-contiguity 35, not-conascence 29, not-mutuality 29, 
not-dependence 29, not-strong-dependence 34, not-prenascence 35, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-nutriment, 
not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 35, not-association 29, not-dissociation 
27, not-presence 27, not-absence 35, not-disappearance 35, not-non- 
disappearance 27 . . .



(When the “Negative” is enumerated, enumerate by considering 
these items.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
146. With root condition, not-object 11, not-predominance 11, not- 
proximity, not-contiguity 11, not-mutuality 3, not-strong-dependence 
11, not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not- 
resultant, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path (are) all 11, 
not-association 3, not-dissociation 7, not-absence 11, not-disappearance 
11 ...

(Enumerate in this way the enumeration of Positive-Negative.)
End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
147. With not-root condition, object 21, predominance 23, proximity 
25, contiguity 25, conascence 30, mutuality 28, dependence 30, strong- 
dependence 25, prenascence 5, postnascence 5, repetition 21, kamma 
11, resultant 21, nutriment 11, faculty 11, jhana 21, path 16, associa
tion 11, dissociation 9, presence 30, absence 25, disappearance 25, non
disappearance 30 . . .

(Classify in this way the Negative-Positive.)
End of Negative-Positive 

END OF APPLIED THOUGHT TRIPLET

7. R a p t u r e  T r i p l e t * I. “ D e p e n d e n t ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 10
1. (i) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture (pitisahagata), arises 
state accompanied by rapture by root condition.
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(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by rapture, arise three 
aggregates; dependent on three aggregates, arises one aggregate; depen
dent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by rapture, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state accom
panied by pleasure (sukhasahagata) by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by rapture, arise three 
aggregates accompanied by pleasure . . . dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by rapture, arise three aggregates accompanied by pleasure 
. . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arise states accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by rapture, arise three 
aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . . 
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by rapture, arise three aggregates accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates. (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arises state 
accompanied by pleasure by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by pleasure, arise two 
aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by pleasure, arise two aggregates; dependent on two aggre
gates, arises one aggregate. (1)

(v) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arises state 
accompanied by rapture by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by pleasure, arise 
three aggregates accompanied by rapture . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by pleasure, arise three aggregates accompanied by rap
ture . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arise states
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accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by root condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by pleasure, arise two 
aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure; 
dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by pleasure, arise two aggregates accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure; dependent on two aggregates, arises one 
aggregate. (3)
3. (vii) Dependent on state accompanied by indifference (upekkhasa- 
hagata), arises state accompanied by indifference by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by indifference, arise 
two aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate;

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(viii) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture and accompanied 

by pleasure, arises state accompanied by rapture by root condition.
(fl) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by rapture and accom

panied by pleasure, arise three aggregates accompanied by rapture . . . 
dependent on two ^gregates, arise two aggregates;

ip) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, arise three 
aggregates accompanied by rapture . . . dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture and accompanied 
by pleasure, arises state accompanied by pleasure by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure, arise two aggregates accompanied by pleasure; 
dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, arise two aggre
gates accompanied by pleasure; dependent on two aggregates, arises 
one aggregate.(2)

(x) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture and accompanied 
by pleasure, arise states accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure, arise two aggregates accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure; dependent on two aggregates, arises one 
aggregate;
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(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, arise two aggre
gates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure; dependent 
on two a^egates, arises one aggregate, (3)

Object, etc. 10
4. Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises Siate accompanied 
by rapture by object condition . . .  by predominance condition, (No “at 
the moment of conception” .) . . . by proximity condition . . .  by con
tiguity condition . , . by conascence condition . . .  by mutuality condi
tion . . . by dependence condition . . .  by strong-dependence condition 
. . . by prenascence condition. (No “at the moment of conception” in 
prenascence.) . . . by repetition condition. (No “resultant” in repeti
tion.) . . .  by kamma condition . . .  by resultant condition . . .  nutriment 
. . . faculty . . . jhana . . . path . . . association . . . dissociation . . . 
presence . . . absence . . . disappearance . . . non-disappearance condi
tion.
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
5. With root condition 10, object 10, predominance 10, proximity, 
contiguity, conascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, 
prenascence, repetition, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhana, 
path, association, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, non
disappearance (are) all 10 . . .

(Thus enumerate the “Positive” enumerations.)
End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 10
6. (i) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state accom
panied by rapture by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by rapture 
(ahetukarh pitisahagataih ekaih khandharh), arise three aggregates . . . 
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state accom
panied by pleasure by not-root condition.



Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by rapture, arise 
three aggregates accompanied by pleasure . . .  dependent on two aggre> 
gates, arise two aggregates. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arise states accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by rapture, arise 
three aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
. . .  dependent on two a^egates, arise two a^egates. (3)
7. (iv) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arises state 
accompanied by pleasure by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accomparued by pleasure, arise 
two aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate. (1)

(v) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arises state 
accompanied by rapture by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by pleasure, arise 
three aggregates accompanied by rapture . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arise states 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by not-root con
dition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by pleasure, arise 
two aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure; 
dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate. (3)
8. (vii) Dependent on state accompanied by indifference, arises state 
accompanied by indifference by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by indiffer
ence, arise two aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, arises one 
aggregate;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggre
gate accompanied by indifference, arise two aggregates; dependent on 
two aggregates, arises one aggregate;

(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)
9. (m )  Dependent on state accompanied by rapture and accompanied 
by pleasure, arises state accompanied by rapture by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, arise three aggregates accompanied by 
rapture . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)
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(ix) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture and accompanied 
by pleasure, arises state accompanied by pleasure by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, arise two aggregates accompanied by pleasure; 
dependent on two aggregates, arises one aggregate. (2)

(x) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture and accompanied 
by pleasure, arise states accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, arise two aggregates accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure; dependent on two aggregates, arises one 
aggregate. (3)

Not-predominance 10—Not-repetition 10
10. Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state accom
panied by rapture by not-predominance condition. (In not-predomin
ance complete “at the moment of conception” .) . . .  by not-prenascence 
condition. [Remember (to take) immaterial and “ at the moment of 
conception” .] . . . by not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition 
condition.

Not-kamma 10
11. (i) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state 
accompanied by rapture by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates accompanied by rapture, arises volition 
accompanied by rapture.

(ii) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state 
accompanied by pleasure by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates accompanied by rapture, arises volition 
accompanied by pleasure.

(Expand in this way 10 questions.)

Not-resultant 10
12. (i) Dependent on state accompanied by rapture, arises state 
accompanied by rapture by not-resultant condition . . . (Complete. 
No conception.)

Not-jhSna 2, etc.
13. (i) Dependent on state accompanied by pleasure, arises state 
accompanied by pleasure by not-jhana condition.
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Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by pleasure-accompanied 
body-consciousness, arise two aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, 
arises one aggregate. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state accompanied by indifference, arises state 
accompanied by indifference by not-jhana condition.

Dependent on one aggregate accompanied by four-fold conscious
ness, arise two aggregates; dependent on two aggregates, arises one 
aggregate. (2)

(Not-path condition is the same as not-root condition; no delusion, 
Complete by not-dissociation condition; only immaterial question.)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
14. With not-root 10, not-predominance 10, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant 10, not-jhana 2, 
not-path 10, not-dissociation 10 . . .  (Do Negative completely.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root) By Twos
15. With root condition, not-predominance 10, not-prenascence 10, 
not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not- 
dissociation 10 . . .

(Enumerate Positive-Negative in detail.)
End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root) By Twos
16. With not-root condition, object 10, proximity 10, contiguity 10, 
conascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhina (are) all 10, 
path 1, association 10, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, 
non-disappearance (are) all 10 . . .

End of Negative-Positive
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER
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(The “Conascence” , “Conditioned”, “Supported” , “Conjoined” and 
'Associated” Chapters are also the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)
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7. R a p t u r e  T r i p l e t  v i i . “ I n v e s t i g a t i o n ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 10
17. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by root condition.

(a) Roots accompanied by rapture are related to (their) associated 
aggregates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots accompanied by rapture are 
related to (their) associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by root condition.

(a) Roots accompanied by rapture are related to (their) associated 
aggregates accompanied by pleasure by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 

by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by root condition.
(a) Roots accompanied by rapture are related to (their) associated 

aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by 
root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
18. (iv)-(vi) State accompanied by pleasure to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . to state accompanied by rapture . . .  to state accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . . (For the reference with 
“pleasure” : three.)

(vii) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by root condition.

(a) Roots accompanied by indifference are related to (their) asso
ciated aggregates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(viii)-(x) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 

pleasure to state accompanied by rapture . . . to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . are related to state accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure by root condition.

(a) Roots accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure are



related to (their) associated aggregates accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Object 16
19. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by object condition.

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by rap
ture, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observ
ance, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by rapture. Having 
emerged from jhana accompanied by rapture, having emerged from 
Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) reviews it with the mind 
accompanied by rapture.

The Noble persons, with the mind accompanied by rapture, review 
the eradicated defilements which were accompanied by rapture, review 
the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by rapture with the mind 
accompanied by rapture; enjoy and delight in (those aggregates). Taking 
them as object, arises lust accompanied by rapture, arise wrong views. 
Taking aggregates accompanied by rapture as object, arise aggregates 
accompanied by rapture. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by object condition.

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by rap
ture, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observ
ance, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by pleasure. Having 
emerged from jhana accompanied by rapture, having emerged from 
Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) reviews it with the mind 
accompanied by pleasure.

The Noble persons, with the mind accompanied by pleasure, review 
the eradicated defilements which were accompanied by rapture, review 
the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by rapture with the mind accom
panied by pleasure; enjoy and delight in (those aggregates). Taking 
them as object, arises lust accompanied by pleasure, arise wrong views. 
Taking aggregates accompanied by rapture as object, arise aggregates 
accompanied by pleasure. (2)
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(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by object condition..

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by rap
ture, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observ
ance, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by indifference. 
Having emerged from jhana accompanied by rapture, having emerged 
from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) reviews it with the 
mind accompanied by indifference.

The Noble persons, with the mind accompanied by indifference, re
view the eradicated defilements which were accompanied by rapture, 
review the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to 
before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by rapture with the mind 
accompanied by indifference; enjoy and delight in (those aggregates). 
Taking them as object, arises lust accompanied by indifference, arise 
wrong views, arises doubt, arises restlessness.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s mind accompanied by rapture. Aggregates accom
panied by rapture are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of re
births according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. Taking aggregates accompanied by rap
ture as object, arise aggregates accompanied by indifference. (3)

(iv) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by object condition.

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by rap
ture, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observ
ance, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure. Having emerged from jhana with the mind 
accompanied by rapture, having emerged from Path, having emerged 
from Fruition, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure.

The Noble persons, with the mind accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, review the eradicated defilements which were 
accompanied by rapture, review-the uneradicated defilements, know 
the defilements addicted to before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by rapture with the mind
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accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure; enjoy and delight 
in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust accompanied by 
rapture and accompanied by pleasure, arise wrong views. Taking aggre
gates accompanied by rapture as object, arise aggregates accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure. (4)
20. (v)-(viii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accom
panied by pleasure by object condition . . .  state accompanied by plea
sure to state accompanied by rapture . . . to state accompanied by 
indifference . . . to state accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure by object condition.

Taking aggregates accompanied by pleasure as object, arise aggre
gates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure. (4)

(ix) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by object condition.

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by in
difference, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of 
observance, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by indifference. 
Having emerged from jhana accompanied by indifference, having 
emerged from Path, having emerged from Fruition, (one) reviews it 
with the mind accompanied by indifference.

The Noble persons, with the mind accompanied-by indifference, 
review the eradicated defilements which were accompanied by indiffer
ence, review the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements 
addicted to before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by indifference with the mind 
accompanied by indifference; enjoy and delight in (those aggregates). 
Taking them as object, arises lust accompanied by indifference, arise 
wrong views, arises doubt, arises restlessness.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s mind accompanied by indifference. Infinity of space 
is related to infinity of consciousness by object condition . . .  Nothing
ness is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception by object con
dition. Aggregates accompanied by indifference are related to knowl
edge of supernormal power, knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of 
rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. Taking aggregates accompanied by 
indifference as object, arise aggregates accompanied by indifference. (1)
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(xMxii) State accompanied by indifference to state accompanied 
by rapture . . . to state accompanied by pleasure . . .  is related to state 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by object condi
tion.

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by in
difference, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of 
observance, (one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure. Having emerged from jhana accompanied by 
indifference, having emerged from Path, having emerged from Fruition, 
(one) reviews it with the mind accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure.

The Noble persons, with the mind accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, review the eradicated defilements which were 
accompanied by indifference, review the uneradicated defilements, 
know the defilements addicted to before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by indifference with the mind 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure; enjoy and 
delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, arise wrong views. 
Taking aggregates accompanied by indifference as object, arise aggre
gates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure. (4)
21. (xiii)-(xv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure to state accompanied by rapture . . . to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . is related to state accompanied by indifference by object 
condition.

After having offered an offering with the mind accompanied by rap
ture and accompanied by pleasure, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance . . .

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied 
by pleasure with the mind accompanied by indifference; enjoys and 
delights in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust accom
panied by indifference, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises restless
ness.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s mind accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure. Aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds.
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knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence 
by object condition. Taking aggregates accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure as object, arise aggregates accompanied by 
indifference. (3)

(xvi) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture and accompanied by plea
sure by object condition. (Abbreviated.) (4)

Predominance 16
22. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied
by rapture by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance,(ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering with the 
mind accompanied by rapture, having undertaken precepts, having ful
filled the duty of observance, (one) esteems and reviews it with the 
mind accompanied by rapture. Having emerged from jhana accompanied 
by rapture, having emerged from Path, having emerged from Fruition, 
(one) esteems and reviews it with the mind accompanied by rapture. 
(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates accompanied by rap
ture with the mind accompanied by rapture. Taking them as estimable 
object, arises lust accompanied by rapture, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by rap
ture is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance,(ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering with the 
mind accompanied by rapture . . .

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by rap
ture is related to (its) associated aggregates accompanied by pleasure by 
predominance condition. (2)

(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: After having offered an offering with the 
mind accompanied by rapture . . . with the mind accompanied by
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indifference. (Abbreviated.) (3)
(iv) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 

by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by predominance condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 

predominance.
(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering with the 

mind accompanied by rapture . . .
(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by rap

ture is related to (its) associated aggregates accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure by predominance condition. (4)
23. (v) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered the offering with the 
mind accompanied by pleasure . . .

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by plea
sure is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condi
tion. (1)

(vi) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance . . .

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by plea
sure is related to (its) associated aggregates accompanied by rapture by 
predominance condition. (2)

(vii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (Abbreviated.) (3)
(viii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 

by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by predominance condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 

predominance . . .
(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by plea

sure is related to (its) associated aggregates accompanied by rapture and 
■ccompanied by pleasure by predominance condition. (4)
24. (ix) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence-
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predominance . .  .
(b) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by in

difference is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance con
dition. (1)

(x) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (Abbreviated.) (2)
(xi) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom

panied by pleasure by predominance condition.
Object-predominance: (Abbreviated.) (3)

(xii) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by predominance con
dition.

Object-predominance: (Abbreviated.) (4)
25. (xiii) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture by predominance condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance,(6) conascence- 
predominance . . .

(b) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by rap
ture and accompanied by pleasure is related to (its) associated aggregates 
accompanied by rapture by predominance condition. (1)

(xiv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by pleasure by predominance condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (6) conascence- 
predominance . . .

(b) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by rap
ture and accompanied by pleasure is related to (its) associated aggregates 
accompanied by pleasure by predominance condition. (2)

(xv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by indifference by predominance con
dition.

Object-predominance: (Abbreviated.) (3)
(xvi) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 

are related to state accompanied by rapture and accompanied by plea
sure by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (6) conascence- 
predominance . . .
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(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance accompanied by rap
ture and accompanied by pleasure is related to (its) associated aggregates 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by predominance 
condition. (4)

Proximity 16
26. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by rapture by proximity condition. 
Adaptation accompanied by rapture is related to change-of-lineage by 
proximity condition. (In this manner all the relations of the sections 
should be clearly shown.) Adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage 
to Path; purification to Path; Path to Fruition; Fruition to Fruition; 
adaptation is related to the attainment of Fruition accompanied by rap
ture by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition. 
Adaptation accompanied by rapture is related to change-of-lineage 
accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition; adaptation accom
panied by rapture is related to purification accompanied by pleasure 
by proximity condition; adaptation accompanied by rapture is related 
to the attainment of Fruition accompanied by pleasure by proximity 
condition. (2)

(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness accompanied by rapture is related to rebirth- 
consciousness accompanied by indifference by proximity condition. 
Life-continuum accompanied by rapture is related to advertence by 
proximity condition. Resultant mind-consciousness element accom
panied by rapture is related to functional mind<onsciousness element 
by proximity condition. Life-continuum accompanied by rapture is 
related to life-continuum accompanied by indifference by proximity 
condition. Faultless or faulty (consciousness) accompanied by rapture 
to emergence accompanied by indifference; functional to emergence; 
h'ruition is related to emergence by proximity condition. (3)

(iv) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied
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by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition.
Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture are related to subse

quent aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
by proximity condition. Adaptation accompanied by rapture is related 
to change-of-lineage accompanied by rapture and accompanied by plea
sure by proximity condition . . . adaptation accompanied by rapture is 
related to the attainment of Fruition accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition. (4)
27. (v) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied
by pleasure by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by pleasure are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition. 
Adaptation accompanied by pleasure is related to change-of-lineage 
accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition . . .  adaptation accom
panied by pleasure is related to the attainment of Fruition accompanied 
by pleasure by proximity condition. (1)

(vi) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by pleasure are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by rapture by proximity condition . . . 
adaptation accompanied by pleasure is related to the attainment of 
Fruition accompanied by rapture by proximity condition. (2)

(vii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness accompanied by pleasure is related to rebirth- 
consciousness accompanied by indifference by proximity condition. 
Life-continuum accompanied by pleasure is related to advertence by 
proximity condition. Body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure is 
related to resultant mind-element by proximity condition. Resultant 
mind<onsciousness element accompanied by pleasure is related to func
tional mind-consciousness element by proximity condition. Life- 
continuum accompanied by pleasure is related to life-continuum accom
panied by indifference by proximity condition. Faultless or faulty 
accompanied by pleasure to emergence accompanied by indifference; 
functional to emergence; Fruition is related to emergence by proximity 
condition. (3)

(viii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by pleasure are related to  subse
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quent aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
by proximity condition . . . adaptation accompanied by pleasure is 
related to the attainment of Fruition accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure by proximity condition. (4)
28. (ix) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by indifference to subsequent 
aggregates accompanied by indifference . . . Advertence is related to 
four-fold consciousness by proximity condition. Adaptation accom
panied by indifference to the attainment of Fruition accompanied by 
indifference; for one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of 
Fruition accompanied by indifference by proximity condition. (1)

(x) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness accompanied by indifference to rebirth-con
sciousness accompanied by rapture . . .  advertence to aggregates accom
panied by rapture . . . resultant mind-element to resultant mind- 
consciousness element accompanied by rapture . . . life<ontinuum 
accompanied by indifference to life-continuum accompanied by rapture 
. . .  faultless or faulty accompanied by indifference to emergence accom
panied by rapture; functional to emergence; Fruition to emergence; 
for one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, neither-perception- 
nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition accompanied 
by rapture by proximity condition. (2)

(xi)-(xii) State accompanied by indifference to state accompanied 
by pleasure . . . is related to state accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure by proximity condition. (4)

(Also remember to proceed with them in the same way.)
29. (xiii)-(xv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure to state accompanied by rapture . . . to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . are related to state accompanied by indifference by prox
imity condition.

Death-consciousness accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure to rebirth-consciousness accompanied by indifference . . .  life- 
continuum accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure to 
advertence . . . resultant mind-consciousness element accompanied by 
rapture and accompanied by pleasure to functional mind-consciousness 
•Icment . . . life-continuum accompanied by rapture and accompanied
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by pleasure to life-continuum accompanied by indifference . . . fault
less or faulty accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure to 
emergence accompanied by indifference; functional to emergence; 
Fruition is related to emergence by proximity condition. (3)

(xvi) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture and accompanied by plea
sure by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure to subsequent aggregates accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure . . . adaptation accompanied by rapture and accom
panied by pleasure are related to the attainment of Fruition accom
panied by pleasure by proximity condition. (4)

Contiguity 16
30. State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied by 
rapture by contiguity condition. (The same as proxirrrity condition.)

Conascence 10
31. State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied by 
rapture by conascence condition.

One aggregate accompanied by rapture is related to three aggregates 
by conascence condition . . . two aggregates are related to two aggre
gates by conascence condition . . . [The same as for the “Dependent” 
(Chapter). 10 questions in conascence.]

Mutuality, Dependence 10
32. State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied by 
rapture by mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition. (Do 10 
questions.)

Strong-dependence 16
33. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by rapture, with the mind accompanied by rapture, 
one offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observ
ance, develops jhana accompanied by rapture, develops insight, develops
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Path, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views . . . 
precept accompanied by rapture . . . learning . . .  generosity . . .  By the 
strong-dependence of wisdom, (one), with the mind accompanied by 
rapture, offers an offering, undertakes precepts . . . arouses conceit, 
adopts wrong views . . . lust accompanied by rapture . . . delusion . ..  
conceit. . .  wrong views . . .  By the strong-dependence of wish, with the 
mind accompanied by rapture, one offers an offering, undertakes pre
cepts, fulfils the duty of observance, develops jhana accompanied by 
rapture . . .  develops attainment;with the mind accompanied by rapture, 
one takes the property of others which has not been given to one, 
speaks untruth, slanders, babbles foolishly, breaks into a house, plunders 
the property of others, leaves behind only one house, lies in wait at the 
junction of highways, goes to other men’s wives, plunders villages, 
plunders market-towns. Confidence accompanied by rapture, precept, 
learning, generosity, wisdom, lust, delusion, conceit, wrong views, 
wish is related to confidence accompanied by rapture, precept, learning, 
generosity, wisdom, lust, delusion, conceit, wrong views, wish by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely;) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by rapture, with the mind accompanied by pleasure, 
one offers an offering . . . develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts 
wrong views . . .  precept accompanied by rapture . . .  learning . . .  gener
osity . . . wisdom . . . lu s t. . .  delusion . . .  conceit. .  . wrong views . . .  
By the strong-dependence of wish, with the mind accompanied by 
pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  develops attainment; with the mind 
accompanied by pleasure, takes the property of others which has not 
been given to one . . .  plunders market-towns. Confidence accompanied 
by rapture . . . wish is related to confidence accompanied by pleasure 
. . . wish, body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure by strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of
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confidence accompanied by rapture, with the mind accompanied by in
difference, one offers an offering . . .  develops superknowledge, develops 
attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views . . . precept accom
panied by rapture . . .  By the strong-dependence of wish, with the mind 
accompanied by indifference, one offers an offering. . .  plunders market- 
towns. Confidence accompanied by rapture . . .  wish is related to confi
dence accompanied by indifference . . . wish by strong-dependence 
condition. (3)

(iv) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence condi
tion.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (6) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by rapture, with the mind accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong 
views . . .  precept accompanied by rapture . . .  By the strong-dependence 
of wish, with the mind accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  plunders market-towns. Confidence 
accompanied by rapture . . . wish is related to confidence accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . .  wish by strong-dependence 
condition. (4)
34. (v) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (6) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence , . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by pleasure, with the mind accompanied by pleasure 
one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong views . . .  precept accompanied 
by pleasure . . . wish . . . By the strong-dependence of body-conscious
ness accompanied by pleasure, with the mind accompanied by pleasure, 
one offers an offering . . . plunders market-towns. Confidence accom
panied by pleasure . . . wish, body-consciousness accompanied by 
pleasure is related to confidence accompanied by pleasure . . . wish, 
body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence 
condition. (1)

(vi) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (6)
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proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .
(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi

dence accompanied by pleasure, with the mind accompanied by rapture, 
one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong views . . .  precept accompanied 
by pleasure. . .  wish. . .  By the strong-dependence of body-consciousness 
accompanied by pleasure, with the mind accompanied by rapture, one 
offers an offering . . .  plOnders market-towns. Confidence accompanied 
by pleasure . . . wish, body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure is 
related to confidence accompanied by rapture . . . wish by strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(vii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by pleasure, with the mind accompanied by indif
ference, one offers an offering . . .  develops superknowledge . . .  adopts 
wrong views . . . precept accompanied by pleasure . .  . wish . . .  By the 
strong-dependence of body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure, 
with the mind accompanied by indifference, one offers an offering . . .  
plunders market-towns. Confidence accompanied by pleasure . . .  wish, 
body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure is related to confidence 
accompanied by indifference . . . wish by strong-dependence condi
tion. (3)

(viii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by pleasure, with the mind accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong 
views . . . precept accompanied by pleasure . . .  wish . . .  By the strong- 
dependence of body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure, with the 
mind accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, one offers 
an' offering . . . plunders market-towns. Confidence accompanied by 
pleasure . . . wish, body-consciousness accompanied by pleasure is re
lated to confidence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure . . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (4)
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35. (ix) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(<;■) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by indifference, with the mind accompanied by 
indifference, one offers an offering . . . develops superknowledge . . . 
adopts wrong views . . . precept accompanied by indifference . . . By 
the strong-dependence of wish, with the mind accompanied by indif
ference, one offers an offering . . . plunders market-towns. Confidence 
accompanied by indifference . . . wish is related to confidence accom
panied by indifference . . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(x) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by indifference, with the mind accompanied by 
rapture, one offers an offering . . . adopts wrong views . . . precept 
accompanied by indifference . . . By the strong-dependence of wish, 
with the mind accompanied by rapture, one offers an offering . . . 
plunders market-towns. Confidence accompanied by indifference . . . 
wish is related to confidence accompanied by rapture . . . wish by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xi) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by pleasure by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by indifference, with the mind accompanied by plea
sure, one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong views. . .  precept accompa
nied by indifference . . . By the strong-dependence of wish, with the 
mind accompanied by pleasure, one offers an offering . . . plunden 
market-towns. Confidence accompanied by indifference.. .wish is related 
to confidence accompanied by pleasure . . . wish, body-consciousness 
accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xii) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence 
condition.
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(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by indifference, with the mind accompanied by 
rapture and accompanied by pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  adopts 
wrong views . . . precept accompanied by indifference . . . By the 
strong-dependence of wish, with the mind accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, one offers an offering . . . plunders market- 
towns. Confidence accompanied by indifference . . . wish is related to 
confidence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . . 
wish by strong-dependence condition. (4)
36. (xiii) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of con
fidence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, with the 
mind accompanied by rapture, one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong 
views . . .  precept accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
. . . By the strong-dependence of wish, with the mind accompanied by 
rapture, one offers an offering . . . plunders market-towns. Confidence 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . . wish is 
related to confidence accompanied by rapture . . . wish by strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(xiv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, with the 
mind accompanied by pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  adopts wrong 
views . . .  precept accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
. . . By the strong-dependence of wish, with the mind accompanied by 
pleasure, one offers an offering . . .  plunders market-towns. Confidence 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . .  wish is related 
to confidence accompanied by pleasure . . . wish, body-consciousness 
accompanied by pleasure by strong-dependence condition. (2)
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(xv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by indifference by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, with the 
mind accompanied by indifference, one offers an offering. . .  develops 
superknowledge . . . adopts wrong views . . . precept accompanied by 
rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . . By the strong-dependence of 
wish, with the mind accompanied by indifference, one offers an offer
ing . . . plunders market-towns. Confidence accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure . . . wish is related to confidence accom
panied by indifference . . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xvi) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture and accompanied by plea
sure by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, with the 
mind accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, one offers 
an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, develops 
jhSna accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, develops 
insight, develops Path, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts 
wrong views . . . precept accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure . . . learning . . . generosity . . . wisdom . . . lu s t. . .  delusion 
. . .  conceit. . .  wrong views . . .  By the strong-dependence of wish, with 
the mind accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure, one 
offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, 
develops jhSna accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
. . . develops attainment; with the mind accompanied by rapture and 
accompanied by pleasure, takes the property of others which has not 
been given to one, speaks untruth, slanders, babbles foolishly, breaks 
into a house, plunders the property of others, leaves behind only one 
house, lies in wait at the junction of highways, goes to other men’s 
wives, plunders villages, plunders market-towns. Confidence accompa
nied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . . wish is related to 
confidence accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure . . .
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wish by strong-dependence condition. (4)

Repetition 10
37. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied
by rapture by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by rapture by repetition condition. 
Adaptation accompanied by rapture to change-of-lineage accompanied 
by rapture; adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage to Path; purifi
cation is related to Path by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by pleasure by repetition condition. 
Adaptation accompanied by rapture is related to change-of-lineage 
accompanied by pleasure by repetition condition; adaptation accompa
nied by rapture is related to purification accompanied by pleasure by 
repetition condition; change-of-lineage accompanied by rapture to Path 
accompanied by pleasure; purification accompanied by rapture is 
related to Path accompanied by pleasure by repetition condition. (2)

(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture are related to subse
quent aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
by repetition condition . . . purification accompanied by rapture is 
related to Path accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
by repetition condition. (3)
38. (iv)-(vi) State accompanied by pleasure to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . to state accompanied by rapture . . . is related to state 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by repetition 
condition. (Abbreviated.) (Proceed after looking at the method for 
rapture.)

(vii) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by indifference to subsequent 
aggregates accompanied by indifference . . . purification accompanied 
by indifference is related to Path accompanied by indifference by 
repetition condition. (1)
39. (viii)-(x) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by
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pleasure to state accompanied by rapture . . . to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . are related to state accompanied by rapture and accompa
nied by pleasure by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure are related to subsequent aggregates accompanied by rapture 
and accompanied by pleasure by repetition condition . . . purification 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure is related to Path 
accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by repetition 
condition. (3)

Kamma 16
40. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 
associated aggregates by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition accompanied by rap
ture is related to (its) associated aggregates by kamma condition.

(Z») Asynchronous volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates accompanied by rapture by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by pleasure by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (h) asynchron
ous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 
associated aggregates accompanied by pleasure by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, vohtion accompanied by rap
ture is related to (its) associated aggregates accompanied by pleasure by 
kamma condition.

(b) Asynchronous volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates accompanied by pleasure by kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by indifference by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates accompanied by indifference by kanuna condi
tion. (3)

(iv) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied 
by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by kamma condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kairuna).

(a) (1) Conascent volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 
associated aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . . ,
(ft) Asynchronous volition accompanied by rapture is related to (its) 

resultant aggregates accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 
pleasure by kamma condition. (4)
41. (v)-(viii) State accompanied by pleasure to state accompanied by 
pleasure . . . [Also proceed after looking at the four enumerations 
(above).]
42. (ix) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchron
ous (kamma) . . .

(x) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition accompanied by indifference . .  .
(xi) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom

panied by pleasure by kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition accompanied by indifference . . .

(xii) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition accompanied by indifference . . .  (4)
(xiii)-(xvi) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by 

pleasure to state accompanied by rapture . . . (Do four. Classify after 
considering “accompanied by rapture” .) (4)

Resultant 10
43. State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied by 
rapture by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate accompanied by rapture is related to 
three aggregates by resultant condition . . .  two aggregates to two aggre
gates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate accompanied by 
rapture to three aggregates . . .  two aggregates to two aggregates . . .

(Expand 10 questions in the same way as for root condition in the 
“Dependent” Chapter.)
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Nutriment, etc. 10
44. State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompanied by 
rapture by nutriment condition . . . by faculty condition . . .  by jhana 
condition . . . by path condition . . . by association condition . . . by 
presence condition. (Expand 10 questions.) . . . by absence condition 
. , . by disappearance condition. (Absence and disappearance are also 
the same as proximity.) . .  . by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS. POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
45. With root 10, object 16, predominance 16, proximity 16, conti
guity 16, conascence 10, mutuality 10, dependence 10, strong-depen
dence 16, repetition 10, kamma 16, resultant 10, nutriment, faculty, 
jhana, path, association, presence 10, absence 16, disappearance 16, 
non-disappearance 10.

(Enumerate after considering the Positive in the Faultless Triplet.)
End of Positive

2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 16

46. (i) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompa
nied by rapture by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, kanuna condition. (1)

(ii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompa
nied by pleasure by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompa
nied by indifference by object condition, strong-dependence condi
tion, kamma condition. (3)

(iv) State accompanied by rapture is related to state accompa
nied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condi
tion. (4)
47. (v) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompa
nied by pleasure by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, kamma condition. (1)

(vi) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompa
nied by rapture by object condition, conascence condition, strong-
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dependence condition, kamma condition. (2)
(vii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompa

nied by indifference by object condition, strong-dependence condition, 
kamma condition. (3)

(viii) State accompanied by pleasure is related to state accompa
nied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condi
tion. (4)
48. (ix) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by indifference by object condition, conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (1)

(x) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture by object condition, strong-dependence condition, 
kamma condition. (2)

(xi) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by pleasure by object condition, strong-dependence condition, 
kamma condition. (3)

(xii) State accompanied by indifference is related to state accom
panied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (4)
49. (xiii) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (1)

(xiv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by pleasure by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (2)

(xv) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by indifference by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (3)

(xvi) States accompanied by rapture and accompanied by pleasure 
are related to state accompanied by rapture and accompanied by plea
sure by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition, kamma condition. (4)
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2. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
50. With not-root 16, not-object, not-predominance, not-proximity, 
not-contiguity, not-conascence, not-mutuality, not-dependence, not-



strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition, 
not-kamma, not-resultant, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not- 
path, not-association, not-dissociation, not-presence, not-absence, not- 
disappearance, not-non-disappearance (are) all 16.

(Enumerate by considering the Negative.)

End of Negative
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3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root) By Twos
51. With root condition, not-object 10, not-predominance 10, not- 
proximity , not-contiguity, not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-nutriment, 
not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path, not-dissociation, not-absence, not- 
disappearance (are) all 10.

(Enumerate by considering the Positive-Negative.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root) By Twos
52. With not-root condition, object 16, predominance, proximity, con
tiguity 16, conascence 10, mutuality 10, dependence 10, strong- 
dependence 16, repetition 10, kamma 16, resultant 10, nutriment 10, 
faculty 10, jhana 10, path 10, association 10, presence 10, absence 16, 
disappearance 16, non-disappearance 10.

(Enumerate after considering the Negative-Positive.)

End of Negative-Positive
END OF RAPTURE TRIPLET



8. Triplet of  (State) Eradicated  by First Pa t h*
I. “Dependent” Chapter

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 
R oot 9

1. (i) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path (dassanena paha- 
tabba), arises state eradicated by First Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate eradicated by First Path, arise three 
aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths (neva dassanena na 
bhavanaya pahstabba) by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arise states eradi
cated by First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate eradicated by First Path, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter. (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths (bhavanaya 
pahstabba), arises state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arise 
three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggre
gates. (1)

(v) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condi
tion.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arise states 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arise 
three aggregates and mind-^rroduced matter . . . dependent on two 
aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter. (3)
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’ This comprises (1) States eradicated by First Path, (2) States eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, (3) States eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths.



3. (vii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced mat ter . . .  
dependent on two aggregates, arise two abrogates and mind-produced 
matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates and kamma-produced matter; dependent on 
aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries; dependent 
on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived 
matter. (1)
4. (viii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Object 3
5. (i) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by object condition.

Dependent on one aggregate eradicated by First Path, arise three 
aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Dependent on one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arise 
three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggre
gates. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by
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Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggre
gates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates; dependent 
on (heart-)base, arise aggregates. (1)

Predominance 9
6. (i)-(iii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by predominance condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition . . .  three.

(vii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by
Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced 
matter;

(ft) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries; dependent 
on great primaries, arises mind-produced derived matter. (I)
7. (viii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path and eradicated
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Proximity, Contiguity 3
8. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated
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by First Path by proximity condition . . .  by contiguity condition. (The 
same as object.)

Conascence 9
9. (i)-(iii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by conascence condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition . . .  three.

(vii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition . . .

(c) Dependent on one great primary ..  .
(t/) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  (1)
10. (viii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Mutuality 3
11. (0 Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by mutuality condition . . .  one.

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by mutuality condition . . .  one.

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by mutuality condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three 
aggregates and (heart-)base . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two
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aggregates and (heart-)base; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . ..  
non-percipient beings . . . dependent on two great primaries, arise two 
great primaries.

Dependence, etc.
12. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by dependence condition. (The same as root condition.) 
. . . by strong-dependence condition . . . three . . .  by prenascence con
dition . . . three. (No conception.) . . .  by repetition condition. (No re
sultant conception.) . . . by kamma condition. (Complete. Great pri
maries of internal and non-percipient beings.)

Resultant I
13. Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by resultant condition.

(a) Dependent on one resultant aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .  dependent on great primaries, arise mind- 
produced and kamma-produced derived matter. (1)

Nutriment, etc.
14. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by nutriment condition. (Complete. Internal great pri
maries and nutriment-produced.) . . . by faculty condition. (The same 
as kamma condition.) . . . by jhana condition . . . by path condition. 
(The same as root condition.) . . . by association condition. (The same 
as object condition.) . . . by dissociation condition. (The same as disso
ciation condition in the Faultless Triplet.) . . . by presence condition. 
(The same as conascence condition.) . . . by absence condition . . . by 
disappearance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER
By Ones

15. With root 9, object 3, predominance 9, proximity 3, contiguity 3, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 9, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 9, resultant 1, nutriment 9, faculty 9, 
jhana 9, path 9, association 3, dissociation 9, presence 9, absence 3, 
disappearance 3, non-disappearance 9.

(Enumerate the Positive after considering these sections.)
End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 
Not-root 3

16. (i) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by not-root condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Dependent on restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . .  dependent on two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one a ^ e -  
gate eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma- 
produced derived matter;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings, arise three 
great primaries. . .  dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
derived matter. (1)
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Not-object 5
17. (i) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises kamma- 
produced matter; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base;

(c) One great primary . . .
(</) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

one great primary of non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )
18. (iv) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(v) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-predomirumce, etc.
19. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by not-predominance condition. (Complete; the same as 
root condition.) . . . by not-proximity condition . . .  by not-contiguity 
condition . . .  by not-mutuality condition . . .  by not-strong-dependence 
condition . . .
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Not-prenascence 7

20. (i) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate eradicated by 
First Path, arise three aggregates. . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths . .  .

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates. (1)

(iv) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. . .  eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)
21. (v) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates; dependent on aggre
gates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates and kamma-produced matter; dependent on 
aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries. . .
id) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

one great primary of non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )
(vi) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 

neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  state eradicated neither
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by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .
Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries, 

arises mind-produced matter. (1)
(vii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi

cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condi
tion.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-postnascence, etc.
22. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition con
dition . . .

Not-kamma 3
23. (i) Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state
eradicated by First Path by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises volition 
eradicated by First Path, (1)

(ii) Dependent on state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises voli
tion eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises volition eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths;

(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . .  . 
line great primary of non-percipient beings . .  . (1)

Not-resultant 9

24. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by not-resultant condition . . . (The same as not- 
predominance condition;no conception.)
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Not-nutriment 1
25. Dependent on state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by not-nutriment condition.

External . . . temperature-produced . . . one great primary o f non
percipient beings . . .

Not-faculty 1
26. . . .  eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  by 
not-faculty condition.

External . . . nutriment-produced . . . one temperature-produced 
great primary . . . dependent on great primaries of non-percipient 
beings, arises physical life-faculty.

Not-jhSha 1
27. . . .  state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  
by not-jhana condition.

{a) Dependent on one five-fold consciousness-accompanied aggre
gate, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .

Not-path 1
28. . . .  eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  by 
not-path condition.

(a) . . . rootless . . .  eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) One great primary . . .
(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .

Not-association 5
29. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-association condi
tion. (The same as not-object.)

Not-dissociation 3
30. (i) . . . eradicated by First Path . . .  by not-dissociation condition.
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In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate eradicated by 
First Path . . .  (1)

(ii) . . . eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . .  . by not-dissociation con
dition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . . ( 1 )

(iii) . . . eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  
by not-dissociation condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .

Q>) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . .  . 
non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )

Not-absence, Not-disappearance 5
31. Dependent on state eradicated by First Path . . .  eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . . by not-absence condition . . .  
by not-disappearance condition. (The same as not-object.) . . .

2. CONDITIONS. NEGATIVE (n) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
32. With not-root 3, not-object 5, not-predominance 9, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 7, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 9, not-kamma 3, not- 
resultant 9, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 1, not- 
association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, not-disappearance 5.

(Enumerate after knowing (the above).)
End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos
-13. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 9, not- 
proximity 5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 
5, not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 9, not-kamma 
.1, not-resultant 9, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, 
not-disappearance 5.

(Enumerate by considering thus.)
End of Positive-Negative
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4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

Not-root By Twos
34. With not-root condition, object 3, proximity 3, contiguity 3, co
nascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3, faculty 3, 
jhana 3, path 2, association 3, dissociation 3, presence 3, absence 3, 
disappearance 3 , non-disappearance 3.

(Enumerate by considering thus.)
End of Negative-Positive 

End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER
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8. Triplet of (State) Eradicated by First Path
II. “Conascent” Chapter

1-4. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE, ETC.

35. Conascent with state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by root condition.

Conascent with one aggregate eradicated by First Path, arise three 
aggregates . . .  conascent with two aggregates . . .

(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

8. Triplet o f (State)E radicated by First Path
III. “Conditioned” Chapter

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 1 7
36. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by root condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . 
H i^er 3 Paths . . .  three.
37. (vii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
. . .  two aggregates . . .



(b) At the moment of conception, conditioned by one aggregate 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . conditioned by two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates . . .  conditioned by aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary, arise three great primaries. .  . 
conditioned by great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma- 
produced derived matter;

(d) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by First Path by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated by First 
Path.(2)

(ix) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by root con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated by First 
Path; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (5)
38. (xii) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by 
First Path by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by First Path and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . . conditioned by two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries.
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arises mind-produced matter. (2)
(xiv) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 

neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states eradicated by 
First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by First Path and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . . conditioned by two aggregates and 
(heart-)base, arise two aggregates; conditioned by aggregates eradicated 
by First Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (3)
39. (xv) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base 
-..(1)

(xvi) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(xvii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base 
. . . conditioned by aggregates eradicated by H i^er 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (3)

Object 7
40. (i) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state
eradicated by First Path by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by First Path, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arise 
three aggregates . . .  (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor
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by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by one aggregate 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three 
aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye<onsciousness . . . condi
tioned by body-base, arises body<onsciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths. (1)

(iv) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by First Path by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated by First 
Path. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths. (3)
41. (vi) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by 
First Path by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by First Path and (heart-) 
base, arise three s^eg a tes  . . . conditioned by two aggregates and 
(heart-)base . . .  (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . conditioned by two aggregates 
and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates. (1)

Predominance, etc.
42. Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by predominance condition. (Complete; no conception.)
. . . by proximity condition . . . by contiguity condition. (The same as 
object.). . .
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Conascence 1 7

43. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by conascence condition.

. . .  one aggregate eradicated by First Path . . .  three.
(ivHvi) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . 

three.
(vii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 

Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
. . .  conditioned by two aggregates, arise two aggregates . . .

(b) A t the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
conditioned by great primaries . . .

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
one . . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(e) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi
tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths.

(viii)-(xvii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by First Path by co
nascence condition. (The rest are the same as for root condition.) . . .

Mutuality, etc.

44. Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by mutuality condition . . . by dependence condi
tion . . . by strong-dependence condition . . .  by prenascence condition. 
(No conception.) . . . by repetition condition. (No conception and re
sultant.) . . . by kamma condition . . . by resultant condition . . . by 
nutriment condition . . . by faculty condition . . . by jhana condition 
. . . by path condition . . . by association condition . . .  by dissociation 
condition . . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by 
disappearance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .



1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
45. With root 17, object 7, predominance 17, proximity 7, contiguity 
7, conascence 17, mutuality 7, dependence 17, strong-dependence 7, 
prenascence 7, repetition 7, kamma 17, resultant 1, nutriment 17, 
faculty 17, jhana 17, path 17, association 7, dissociation 17, presence 
17, absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 7
46. (i) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conditioned by restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises restless
ness-accompanied delusion. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless aggregate eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind- 
produced m atter. . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  conditioned by aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c), (d) One great primary . . . External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  
temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(e) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi
tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise rootless aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(iv) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by First Path by not-root con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied delusion. (2)



(v) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by not-root 
condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (3)
47. (vi) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by 
First Path by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, 
arises doubt-accompanied delusion. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conditioned by restlessness-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, 
arises restlessness-accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object 5
48. (i) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object 
condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state eradicated by H ^ e r  3 Paths, arises 
state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not- 
object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

(а) Conditioned by aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind-produced matter;

(б) At the moment of conception, conditioned by aggregates eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises kamma- 
produced matter; conditioned by aggregates, arises (heart-)base;

(c), (</) Conditioned by one great primary. . .  External. . .  nutriment- 
produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .  (1)
49. (iv) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated
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neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.
Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path and great pri

maries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)
(v) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi

cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-predominance, etc.
50. Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by not-predominance condition. (The same as 
conascence.) . . . by not-proximity condition . . . by not-contiguity 
condition . . .  by not-mutuality condition . . .  by not-strong-dependence 
condition . . .

Not-prenascence 7
51. (i) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by 
First Path . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-pre
nascence condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . . ( 1 )

(iv) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-pre
nascence condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)
52. (v) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, conditioned by one aggregate eradicated
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neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  
conditioned by aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises kamma-produced matter; conditioned by aggregates, arises 
(heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c), (d) One great primary . . . External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  
temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )

(vi) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condi
tion.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condi
tion.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-postnascence, etc.
53. Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition 
condition . .  .

Not-kamma 7
54. (i) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state
eradicated by First Path by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path, arises volition 
eradicated by First Path. (1)

(ii) . . .  state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. . .  by not-kamma con
dition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises voli
tion eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(iii) . . . state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths . . .  by not-kamma condition.

(a) Conditioned by aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths, arises volition eradicated neither by First Path nor
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by Higher 3 Paths;
(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced 

. . . ( 1)
(iv) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 

Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by First Path by not-kamma con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition eradicated by First 
Path. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma 
condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths. (3)
55. (vi) Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated by 
First Path by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by First Path and (heart-)base, 
arises volition eradicated by First Path. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state <*radicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and (heart-) 
base, arises volition eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

Not-resultant, etc.
56. Conditioned by state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by not-resultant condition. (Complete; no conception.)
. . .  by not-nutriment condition. External. . .  temperature-produced . . .  
non-percipient beings . . . by not-faculty condition. External. . .  nutri
ment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .  
conditioned by great primaries, arises physical life-faculty . . . by not- 
jhana condition. Five-fold consciousness. .  . External..  . non-percipient 
beings. . .  by not-path condition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless aggregate eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) One great primary . . . non-percipient beings . . .  by not-associa

tion conditiorv . . . by not-dissociation condition. In the immaterial
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plane, conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by First Path . . .  In the 
immaterial plane, conditioned by one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  Conditioned by state eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  neither by First Path . . .

(d) In the immaterial plane, conditioned by one aggregate eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates . . .

(e) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
non-percipient beings . . . by not-absence condition . . . by not-dis
appearance condition . . .
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
57. With not-root 7, not-object 5, not-predominance 17, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 7, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 17, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 1, 
not-association 5, not-dissociation 3 ,not-absence 5 ,not-disappearance 5.

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
58. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 17, not- 
proximity 5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 
5, not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not- 
kamma 7, not-resultant 17, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not- 
absence 5, not-disappearance 5.

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
59. With not-root condition, object 7, proximity 7, contiguity 7, 
conascence 7, mutuality 7, dependence 7, strong-dependence 7, pre
nascence 7, repetition 7, kamma 7, resultant 1, nutriment 7, faculty 7, 
jhSna 7, path 6, association 7, dissociation 7, presence 7, absence 7,



disappearance 7, non-disappearance 7. (Enumerate thus.)
End of Negative-Positive 

End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER 
(Do the “Supported” Chapter in the same way as the “Conditioned” 

Chapter.)
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8. Triplet of (State) Eradicated by First Path
V. “Conjoined” Chapter

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root 3
60. (i) Conjoined with state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate eradicated by First Path, arise three 
aggregates. . .  conjoined with two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  (1)
(iii) Conjoined with state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 

Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

(а) Conjoined with one aggregate eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .

(б) At the moment of conception, conjoined with one aggregate 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  (1)

Object 3
61. Conjoined with state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by object condition. (Expand all sections. Three, 
three.)

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
62. With root 3, object 3, predominance 3, proximity 3, contiguity 3, 
conascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3, faculty 3,



jhana 3, path 3, association 3, dissociation 3, presence 3, absence 3, 
disappearance 3, non-disappearance 3.

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 3
63. (i) Conjoined with state eradicated by First Path, arises state 
eradicated by First Path by not-root condition.

Conjoined with doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (I)

(ii) Conjoined with state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises state 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conjoined with restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises restless
ness-accompanied delusion. (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one rootless aggregate eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (1)

Not-predominance, etc.
64. Conjoined with state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradicated 
by First Path by not-predominance condition . . . by not-prenascence 
condition . . . by not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition con
dition . . . by not-kamma condition . . . by not-resultant condition . . .  
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-jhSna 
condition. Five-fold consciousness . . . by not-path condition. Rootless 
. . . eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  by not- 
dissociation condition . . .  three.

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
65. With not-root 3, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 3, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
jhana 1, not-path 1, not-dissociation 3.

End of Negative
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3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
66. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 3, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
dissociation 3.

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
67. With not-root condition, object 3, proximity 3, contiguity 3, 
conascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3, faculty 3, 
jhana 3, path 2, association 3, dissociation 3, presence 3, absence 3, 
disappearance 3, non-disappearance 3.

End of Negative-Positive
End of “CONJOINED” CHAPTER
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8 . T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) E r a d i c a t e d  b y  F i r s t  P a t h

VI. “ A SSO C IA TE D ”  C H A PTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE, ETC.

68. Associated with state eradicated by First Path, arises state eradi
cated by First Path by root condition.

(The “Associated” Chapter is the same as the “Conjoined” Chapter.)

8 . T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) E r a d i c a t e d  b y  F i r s t  P a t h

V II. “ I n v e s t i g a t i o n ”  Ch a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 7
69. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path by root condition.

Roots eradicated by First Path are related to (their) associated 
aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.



Roots eradicated by First Path are related to mind-produced matter 
by root condition. (2)

(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by root condition.

Roots eradicated by First Path are related to (their) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (3)
70. (iv) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . to state . . . by root 
condition.

Roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to (their) associated 
aggregates by root condition. (1)

(v) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to . . . eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .

Roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to mind-produced 
matter by root condition. (2)

(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . to state eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths. . .

Roots eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to (their) associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (3)

(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  
to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. . .

(a) Roots eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter 
by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to (their) associated aggregates 
and kamma-produced matter by root condition. (1)

Object 8
71. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
by First Path by object condition.

(One) enjoys and delights in lust eradicated by First Path. Taking it 
as object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, arises 
doubt, arises grief eradicated by First Path. (One) enjoys and delights in 
wrong views. Taking it as object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, 
arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief eradicated by First Path. 
Taking doubt as object, arises doubt, arise wrong views, arises grief 
eradicated by First Path. Taking grief eradicated by First Path as object.
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arises grief eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt. (1)
(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 

neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.
The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements eradicated by 

First Path, know the defilements addicted to before.
(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper

sonality of aggregates eradicated by First Path. By the knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s mind 
eradicated by First Path. Aggregates eradicated by First Path are 
related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object 
condition. (2)
72. (iii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

(One) enjoys and delights in lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. 
Taking it as object, arises lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises rest
lessness, arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. Taking restlessness 
as object, arises restlessness, arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. 
Taking grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths as object, arises grief eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths, arises restlessness. (1)

(iv) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by First Path by object condition.

(One) enjoys and delights in lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, 
Taking it as object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, 
arises doubt, arises grief eradicated by First Path. Taking restlessness as 
object, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief eradicated by First 
Path. Taking grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths as object, arises grief 
eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt. (2)

(v) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, review the uneradicated defilements, know the defile
ments addicted to before.

(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. By the knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other beings’ 
mind eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. Aggregates eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds.
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knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence 
by object condition. (3)
73. (vi) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done. Having emerged from jhana, (one) reviews the 
jhana. The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, 
review the Fruition, review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of- 
lineage, purification. Path, Fruition, advertence by object condition.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of the ey e ;. . . ear . . . nose . . . tongue . . . body . . .  visible 
object . . .  sound . . .  smell. . .  taste . . .  tangible object. . .  (heart-)base; 
(one) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imperson
ality of aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths.

By the power of divine-eye, one sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. By the knowledge of pene
tration into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s mind eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths.

Infinity of space to infinity of consciousness . . . nothingness to 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . . visible object-base is related 
to eye-consciousness by object condition . . . tangible object-base is 
related to body-consciousness by object condition.

Aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge of pen
etration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past exist
ences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge 
of future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated by First Path by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) enjoys and delights in it. Taking 
it as object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, 
arises doubt, arises grief eradicated by First Path. (One) enjoys and 
delights in (such acts) formerly well done . . . Having emerged from 
jhana, (one) enjoys and delights in the jhana. Taking it as object.
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(arises) lust eradicated by First Path . . . wrong views. . .  doubt. When 
jhana has disappeared, (one) regrets it and thereby arises grief eradi
cated by First Path.

(One) enjoys and delights in the eye . . .  e a r . . .  nose . . .  tongue . . .  
body . . . visible object . . . sound . . . smell . . . taste . . .  tangible ob
ject . . . (hcart-)base . . . (One) enjoys and delights in aggregates eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. Taking them as 
object, (arises) lust eradicated by First Path . . .  wrong views . . .  doubt, 
arises grief eradicated by First Path. (2)

(viii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) enjoys and delights in it. Taking 
it as object, arises lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises restlessness, 
arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . formerly well done . . . 
Having emerged from jhana . . . eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) enjoys 
. . . aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. 
Taking them as object, arises lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
restlessness, arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. (3)

Predominance 10
74. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated
by First Path by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-predominance,(6) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in lust 
eradicated by First Path. Taking it as estimable object, arises lust eradi
cated by First Path, arise wrong views. (One) esteems, enjoys and 
delights in wrong views. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust 
eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated by First 
Path is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condi
tion.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated by First Path 
is related to mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (2)

(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated
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by First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated by First Path is 
related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by pre
dominance condition. (3)
75. (iv) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(fl) Object-predominance: (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in lust 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. Taking it as estimable object, arises lust 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condi
tion. (1)

(v) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by First Path by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in lust 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. Taking it as estimable object, arises lust 
eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views. (2)

(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance 
condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths is related to mind-produced matter by predominance condi
tion. (3)

(vii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter 
by predominance condition. (4)
76. (viii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one)
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esteems and reviews i t . . .  formerly well done . . .  Having emerged from 
jhana, (one) esteems and reviews the jhana.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path, esteem and review the Fruition, esteem and review Nibbana. 
Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purification. Path, Fruition by 
predominance condition.

(h) Conascence-predominance: Predominance eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (1)

(ix) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated by First Path by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in it. Taking it as estimable object, arises 
lust eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views. (One) esteems . . . 
formerly well done . . . Having emerged from jhana, (one) esteems . . .  
the jhana . . . eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and 
delights in aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths. Taking it as estimable object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, 
arise wrong views. (2)

(x) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in it. Taking it as estimable object, arises 
lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . formerly . . . (One) esteems, en
joys and delights in aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths. (3)

Proximity 7
77. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to subse
quent aggregates eradicated by First Path by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to emergence by 
proximity condition. (2)
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(iii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to 
subsequent aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by proximity con
dition. (1)

(iv) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condi
tion.

Aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to emergence 
by proximity condition. (2)

(v) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths are related to subsequent aggregates eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition. Adaptation to 
change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage to Path; 
purification to Path; Path to Fruition; Fruition to Fruition; adaptation 
to the attainment of Fruition; for one emerging from the attainment of 
Extinction, neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the 
attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(vi) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
to state eradicated by First Path . . .

Advertence is related to aggregates eradicated by First Path by prox
imity condition. (2)

(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Advertence is related to aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
proximity condition. (3)

Contiguity 7
78. State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by First 
Path by contiguity condition. (The same as proximity.)

Commence 9
79. (i)-(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
by First Path by conascence condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to state eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . .  three.
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(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by cooascence condition.

(а) One aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths is related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by co
nascence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(б) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by conascence condition; (heart-)base to aggregates. ..

(c) One great primary to three great primaries. . .  great primaries to 
mind-produced m atter. . .

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . .  . temperature-produced . . .  
non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )

(viii) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries are related 
to mind-produced matter by conascence condition. (1)

(ix) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great primaries are 
related to mind-produced matter by conascence condition. (1)

Mutuality 3
80. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated
by First Path by mutuality condition.

One aggregate eradicated by First Path to three aggregates , . . ( 1 )
(ii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to state eradicated by 

Higher 3 Paths . . .
One aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to three aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(iii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .

(a) One aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths is related to three aggregates by mutuality condition . . . two 
aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one aggregate eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to three aggregates and 
(lieart-)base by mutuality condition . . . two aggregates . . . aggregates 
to (heart-)base . . .  (heart-)base to aggregates . . .
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(c) One great primary is related to three great primaries by mutuality 
condition . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )

Dependence 13
81. (i)-(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
by First Path by dependence condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to state eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . .  three.

(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by dependence condition.

(a) One aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths to three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates

(h) At the moment of conception . . .  aggregates to (heart-)base . . .  
(heart-)base to aggregates . . .

(c), (d) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . .
(e) Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body<onscious- 

ness . . .  (heart-)base . . .  (1)
(viii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 

is related to state eradicated by First Path by dependence condition.
(Heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated by First Path by 

dependence condition. (2)
(ix) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 

is related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by dependence condi
tion.

(Heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
dependence condition. (3)
82. (x) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated by First 
Path by dependence condition.

One aggregate eradicated by First Path and (heart-)base are related 
to three aggregates by dependence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .  (I)

(xi) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dependence condition.

Aggregates eradicated by First Path and great primaries are re
lated to mind-produced matter by dependence condition. (2)

(xii) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by
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First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by dependence condition.

One aggregate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and (heart-)base are 
related to three aggregates by dependence condition . . . two aggre
g a te s .. .(1)

(xiii) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dependence condition.

Aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and great primaries are 
related to mind-produced matter by dependence condition. (2)

Strong-dependence 8
83. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated
by First Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
eradicated by First Path, (one) kills a living being, takes the property of 
others which has not been given to one . . .  causes schism in the Sahgha 
. , . hate eradicated by First Path . . . delusion . . .  wrong views . . .  By 
the strong-dependence of wish, (one) kills a living being . . . causes 
schism in the Sahgha. Lust eradicated by First Path, hate, delusion, 
wrong views, wish is related to lust eradicated by First Path, hate, delu
sion, wrong views, wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . .  .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
eradicated by First Path, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, 
fulfils the duty of observance . . . develops attainment . . . hate eradi
cated by First Path . . . By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) offers 
an offering . . . develops attainment. Lust eradicated by First Path, 
hate, delusion, wrong views, wish is related to confidence . . .  wisdom, 
bodily happiness, bodily pain, attainment of Fruition by strong-depen
dence condition. (2)
84. (iii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.
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(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity.«trong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, 
hate, delusion, conceit, wish is related to lust eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, hate, delusion, conceit, wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iv) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by First Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . .  .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, (one) kills a living being . . .  causes schism 
in the Sangha . . . hate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . delusion . . .  
conceit . . . By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) kills a living being 
. . . causes schism in the Sangha. Lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, 
hate, delusion, conceit, wish is related to lust eradicated by First Path, 
hate, delusion, wrong views, wish by strong-dependence condition. 
Lustful desire for one’s own property (sakabhaQije chanda-rago) is 
related to lustful desire for other’s property by strong-dependence con
dition; Lustful desire for one’s own possessions (sakapariggaha) is re
lated to lustful desire for other’s possessions by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

(v) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, (one) offers an offering . , . develops 
attainment . . . hate eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  delusion . . .  con
ceit . . . By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) offers an offering . . .  
develops attainment. Lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, hate, delusion, 
conceit, wish is related to confidence . . . attainment of Fruition by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)
85. (vi) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
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dence, (one) offers an offering . . .  develops attainm ent. . .  precept. . .  
learning . . . generosity . . . wisdom . . . bodily happiness . . . bodily 
pain . . .  temperature . . .  food . . .  By the strong-dependence of lodging- 
place, (one) offers an offering . . . develops attainment. Confidence, 
precept, learning, generosity, wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain, 
temperature, food, lodging-place is related to confidence . . . wisdom, 
bodily happiness, bodily pain, attainment of Fruition by strong-depen
dence condition. (1)

(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated by First Path by strong-dependence condi
tion.

(It is of three kinds, namely;) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence (one) adopts wrong views . . . precept . . . By the strong-depen
dence of lodging-place, (one) kills a living being . . . causes schism in 
the Sahgha. Confidence . . . lodging-place is related to lust eradicated 
by First Path, hate, delusion, wrong views, wish by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

(viii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence, (one) arouses conceit . . . precept . .  . wisdom . . .  bodily happi
ness . . . bodDy pain . . . temperature . . . food . . . By the strong- 
dependence of lodging-place, (one) arouses conceit. Confidence . . . 
wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain, temperature, food, lodging- 
place is related to lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, hate, delusion, con
ceit, wish by strong-dependence condition. (3)

Prenascence 3
86. (i) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (b) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence:(One) practises insight into the impermanence.
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suffering and impersonality of the eye . . . ear . . .  nose . . .  tongue . . .  
body . . . visible object. . .  sound . . .  smell. . .  taste . . .  tangible object 
. . . (heart-)base. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. 
By the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object- 
base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to body- 
consciousness by prenascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence con
dition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated by First Path by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base^ire- 
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: (One) enjoys and delights in the eye. Taking 
it as object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, 
arises doubt, arises grief eradicated by First Path . . .  (One) enjoys and 
delights in the (heart-)base. Taking it as object, arises lust eradicated by 
First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief eradicated by 
First Path.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated 
by First Path by prenascence condition. (2)

(iii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3. Paths is 
related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: (One) enjoys and delights in the eye. Taking 
it as object, arises lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises restlessness, 
arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . ear . . . body . . . visible 
object . . . tangible object . . . (One) enjoys and delights in the (heart-) 
base. Taking it as object, arises lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
restlessness, arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence condition. (3)

Postnascence 3
87. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to this
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prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)
(ii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi

cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by postnascence con
dition.

Postnascent aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to 
this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(iii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to stat& eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths are related to this prenascent body by postnascence con
dition. (1)

Repetition 3
88. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to subse
quent . . .  by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to  sub
sequent . . .  by repetition condition. (1)

(iii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths are related to subsequent . . . by repetition condition. Adapta
tion to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage 
to Path; purification is related to Path by repetition condition. (1)

Kamma 7
89. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path by kamma condition.

Volition eradicated by First Path is related to (its) associated aggre
gates by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchro
nous (kamma).
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(a) Conascent volition eradicated by First Path is related to mind- 
produced matter by kamma condition.

(b) Asynchronous volition eradicated by First Path is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by kamma condition.

Volition eradicated by First Path is related to (its) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

(iv) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by kamma condition.

Volition eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) associated 
aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(v) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by kamma condition.

Volition eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to mind-produced 
matter by kamma condition. (2)

(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by kamma condition.

Volition eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

(vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, volition eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths to (its) associated aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter . . .

(b) Asynchronous volition eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) resultant aggregates and kamma- 
produced matter by kamma condition. (1)
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Resultant 1
90. State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by 
resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths is related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
by resultant condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by resultant condition.

Nutriment, etc.
91. State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by First 
Path by nutriment condition. (Abbreviated.) Edible food. 7 questions 
. . . by faculty condition. Eye-faculty . . . and physical life-faculty. 7 
questions . . . by jhana condition . . .  by path condition . . .  by associa
tion condition . . .

Dissociation 5
92. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths* by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to 

mind-produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to 

this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(ii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi

cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(This is also like First Path.)

(iii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by dissociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a) (1) Conascent aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by
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Higher 3 Paths are related to mind^roduced matter by dissociation 
condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to kamma-produced 
matter by dissociation condition; aggregates are related to (heart-)base 
by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates by dis
sociation condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body- 
consciousness . . .  (heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths are related to this prenascent body by dissociation con
dition. (1)

(iv) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated by First Path by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated by First 
Path by dissociation condition. (2)

(c) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths by dissociation condition. (3)

Presence 13
93. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path by presence condition.

One aggregate eradicated by First Path is related to three aggregates 
by presence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to 

mind-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates eradicated by First Path are related to 

this prenascent body by presence condition. (2)
(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 

First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by presence condition.

One aggregate eradicated by First Path to three aggregates and mind- 
produced m atter. . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
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(iv)-(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to state eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . .  three. (Proceed as for First Path.)
94. (vii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (h) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (d) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (1) One conascent aggregate eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by presence condition . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates to (heart-)base 
. . .  (heart-)base is related to aggregates by presence condition;

(3) One great primary . . . one great primary of non-percipient 
beings . . .

ib) (Object-)premscence: (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of the eye . . . ear . . . body . . . 
visible object . . . tangible object. (One) practises insight into the im
permanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base. By the 
power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power of divine- 
;ar element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to eye-conscious
ness . . .  tangible object-base to body-consciousness . .  .

(Base-jprenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body- 
base to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
jradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence 
jondition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths are related to this prenascent body by presence condi- 
[ion.

(d) Edible food to this body . . .
(e) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

iresence condition. (1)
(viii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 

1 related to state eradicated by First Path by presence condition.
(Object-)prermcence: (One) enjoys and delights in the eye. Taking 

t as object, arises lust eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, 
irises doubt, arises grief eradicated by First Path . . . ear . . . (One) 
iiijoys. . .  the (heart-)base . . .

(Base-(prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated 
ly First Path by presence condition. (2)
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(ix) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(Object-)prenascence: (One) enjoys and delights in the eye. Taking 
it as object, arises lust eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises restlessness, 
arises grief eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . ear . . . (One) enjoys and 
delights in the (heart-)base . . .

(Base-)prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition. (3)
95. (x) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated by First Path 
by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate eradicated by 
First Path and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates by presence 
condition . . .  two aggregates and (heart-)base . . .  (1)

(xi) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.

(a) Conascent aggregates eradicated by First Path and great pri
maries, are related to mind-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates eradicated by First Path and edible food 
are related to this body by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates eradicated by First Path and physical life- 
faculty are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condition. (1)

(xii)-(xiii) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . .  eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths . . .

(Do two questions.)

Absence, Disappearance, Non-disappearance
96. State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by First 
Path by absence condition . . . by disappearance condition . . .  by non
disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (n) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
97. With root 7, object 8, predominance 10, proximity 7, contiguity 7,
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conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-dependence 8, pre
nascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 7, resultant 1, nutri
ment 7, faculty 7,jhana 7, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, presence 
13, absence 7, disappearance 7 ,non-disappearance 13. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 14

98. (i) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition. (1)

(ii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence condi
tion, kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State eradicated by First Path is related to state eradicated by 
First Path and eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by conascence condition. (3)
99. (iv) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by First Path by object condition, strong-dependence condi
tion. (2)

(vi) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence con
dition. (3)

(vii) State eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related to state eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition. (4)
100. (viii) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion, prenascence condition, postnascence condition, kamma condition, 
nutriment condition, faculty condition. (1)

(ix) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
is related to state eradicated by First Path by object condition, strong- 
dependence condition, prenascence condition. (2)



(x) State eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths is related to state eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object condi
tion, strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition. (3)
101. (xi) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated by First 
Path by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xii) States eradicated by First Path and eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence, postnascence- 
nutriment-faculty. (2)

(xiii) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xiv) States eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to state eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence, postnascence- 
nutriment-faculty. (2)

2. CONDITIONS. NEGATIVE (n) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
102. With not-root 14, not-object 14, not-predominance 14, not- 
proximity 14, not-contiguity 14, not-conascence 10, not-mutuality 10, 
not-dependence 10, not-strong-dependence 14, not-prenascence 12, 
not-postnascence 14, not-repetition 14, not-kamma 14, not-resultant 
14, not-nutriment 14, not-faculty 14, not-jhana 14, not-path 14, not- 
association 10, not-dissociation 8, not-presence 8, not-absence 14, not- 
disappearance 14, not-non-disappearance 8. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root By Twos)
103. With root condition, not-object 7, not-predominance 7, not- 
proximity 7, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 3, not-strong-dependenc« 
7, not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 7, not-repetition 7, not-kamma 
7, not-resultant 7, not-nutriment 7, not-faculty 7, not-jhana 7, not- 
path 7, not-association 3, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 7, not-dis
appearance 7. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative
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4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

(Not-root By Twos)
104. With not-root condition, object 8, predominance 10, proximity 7, 
contiguity 7, conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-depen
dence 8 ,prenascence3 ,postnascence 3, repetition 3 ,kamma 7, resultant 
1, nutriment 7, faculty 7, jhana 7, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, 
presence 13, absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 13. (Enu
merate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
END OF TRIPLET OF (STATE) ERADICATED BY FIRST PATH
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9. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) T o g e t h e r  w it h  R o o t  E r a d i c a t e d  
BY F i r s t  P a t h * I. “ D e p e n d e n t ”  C h a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s  : POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root 1 7
1. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by root condi
tion.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with roots eradicated by First 
Path, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by root condition.

Depndent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Pith, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . two aggre
gates . . . (3)

' This comprises (1) States together with root eradicated by First Path, (2) 
ll i te s  together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, (3) States together with 
Ito t eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths.



2. (iv) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(v) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggre
gates . . . (3)
3. (vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates and mind-produced matter; dependent on doubt-accompanied 
or restlessness-accompanied delusion, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . .  two aggre
gates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary . . . dependent on great pri
maries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter. (1)

(viii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by root condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, arise associated aggre
gates. (2)

(ix) Dependent on state tr^ether with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradl*
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cated by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.
Dependent on restlessness-accompanied delusion, arise assocaited 

aggregates. (3)
(x) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradi
cated by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, arise associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter. (4)

(xi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on restlessness-accompanied delusion, arise associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter. (5)
4. (xii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by root condition.

Dependent on one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise 
three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and delusion, arise 
two aggregates. (1)

(xiii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(xiv) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
.1 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . dependent on two 
■Rgregates and delusion, arise two aggregates . . .  (3)
5, (xv) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3
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Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and delusion, 
arise two aggregates. (1)

(xvi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(xvii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Dependent on one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  (3)

Object 11
6. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by object 
condition.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Dependent on one doubt-accompanied aggregate, arise three aggre
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gates and delusion . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggre
gates and delusion. (3)

(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition . . .  three. (Classify like First Path.)
7. (vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  
dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates. (1)

(viii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by object condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, arise associated aggre
gates. (2)

(ix) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Dependent on restlessness-accompanied delusion, arise associated 
aggregates. (3)
8. (x) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by object condition.

Dependent on one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise 
three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates and delusion, arise 
two aggregates. (1)

(xi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Dependent on one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates . . , dependent on two aggregates and delusion, 
arise two aggregates. (1)
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Predominance 9

9. (i)-(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by pre
dominance condition . .  . three. (The same as root.)

(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . . three. (The same as root. No delusion in predomi
nance.)

(vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance 
condition.

(fl) Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arises mind-produced derived matter. (1)
10. (viii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path 
and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state together with rOot eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Proximity, Contiguity 11

11. Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by proximity 
condition . . .  by contiguity condition . . .  (The same as object.)

Conascence 1 7
12. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by co
nascence condition.



Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on doubt-accompanied 
aggregates, arise delusion and mind-produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by conascence condition.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two ^gregates and mind-produced matter; 
dependent on one doubt-accompanied aggregate, arise three aggregates, 
delusion and mind-produced matter . .  . (3)
13. (iv) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
conascence condition.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates. (1)

(v) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Impendent on aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on restlessness-accom
panied aggregates, arise delusion and mind-produced matter. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by conascence condition.

Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter; 
dependent on one restlessness-accompanied aggregate, arise three aggre
gates, delusion and mind-produced matter . . .  (3)
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14. (vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . . two aggregates . . . dependent on doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . one 
non-percipient being . . . ( 1 )

(viii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by conascence condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, arise associated aggre
gates. (2)

(ix)-(xvii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with 
root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition . . .  (Abbre
viated.) (Proceed in the same way as for root.) (3)

Mutuality, etc.
15. Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by mutuality 
condition . . . by dependence condition . . . by strong-dependence 
condition . . . by prenascence condition . . .  by repetition condition . . .  
by kamma condition . . . by resultant condition . . .  by nutriment con
dition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by jhana condition . . .  by path con
dition . . .  by association condition . . .  by dissociation condition . . .  by 
presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance con
dition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 
By Ones

16. With root 17, object 11, predominance 9, proximity 11, contiguity 
11, conascence 17,mutuality Independence 17,strong-dependence 11,
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prenascence 11, repetition 11, kamma 17, resultant 1, nutriment 17, 
faculty 17, jhana 17, path 17, association 11, dissociation 17, presence 
17, absence 11, disappearance 11, non-disappearance 17. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Positive
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1. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 3
17. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Dependent on restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of rootless conception . . . dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary . . . External . . . nutriment- 
produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . .  .(1)

Not-object 5
18. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.



Dependent on aggregates together with roots eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object con
dition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind-produced matter; 
dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on aggregates together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
kamma-produced matter; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )
19. (iv) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and great primaries, arises mind^roduced matter; dependent on 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

(v) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

Not-predominance, etc.
20. Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not-predomi
nance condition. (The same as conascence.) . . . by not-proximity con
dition . . . by not-contiguity condition . . .  by not-mutuality condition 
. . .  by not-strong-dependence condition . . .
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Not-prenascence 13

21. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not- 
prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate together with 
root eradicated by First Path . . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on doubt-accompanied aggre
gates, arises doubt-accompanied delusion; dependent on aggregates 
together with root eradicated by First Path, arises mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one doubt-accompanied 
aggregate, arise three aggregates and delusion . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  
three. (Like First Path.)
22. (vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence 
condition.

id) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise 
three aggregates . . . two aggregates; dependent on aggregates together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises 
mind-produced matter; dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) . . .  non^jercipient beings . . . ( 1 )

(viii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
I'irst Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, 
arise associated aggregates. (2)



(ix) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on restlessness-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates. (3)
23. (x) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one doubt-accompanied 
aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates. . .  (1)

(xi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; dependent on 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(xii)-(xiii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by not-prenascence condition. (Do these two also.)

Not-postnascence, etc.
24. Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not-post
nascence condition . . .  by not-repetition condition . . .

Not-kamma 7
25. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not- 
kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises volition together with root eradicated by First Path. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3
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Paths, arises volition together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. ( 1)
(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma con
dition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path, nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises volition together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths;

(ft) External. . .  nutriment-produced. . .  temperature-produced . . .(1 )
(iv) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, arises associated voli
tion. (2)

(v) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on restlessness-accompanied delusion, arises associated 
volition. (3)
26. (vi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises 
associated volition. (1)

(vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion, 
arises associated volition. (1)

Not-resultant 1 7
27. Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not-resultant 
condition. (No conception.) . . .

Not-nutriment, etc.
28. Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by First
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Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-nutriment condi
tion. External . . . temperature-produced . . . non-percipient beings . . .  
by not-faculty condition. External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  tempera
ture-produced . . . non-percipient beings . . . dependent on great pri
maries, arises physical life-faculty . . .  by not-jhana condition. Five-fold 
consciousness . . . (Include great primaries.) . . .  by not-path condition. 
One rootless aggregate together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . . non-percipient beings . . . by not- 
association condition . . .

Not-dissociation, etc.
29. (i) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not- 
dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate together with 
root eradicated by First Path, arise three aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on doubt-accompanied aggre
gates, arises doubt-accompanied delusion. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one doubt-accompanied 
aggregate, arise three aggregates and delusion . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane . .  . Higher 3 Paths . . .  three.
30. (vii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-dissociation 
condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise 
three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;
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(Z>) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . .  . 
non-percipient beings. . .  (1)

(viii) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on doubt-accompanied delusion, 
arise associated aggregates. (2)

(ix) Dependent on state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on restlessness-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates. (3)
31. (x) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by First
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one doubt-accompanied 
aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

(xi) Dependent on state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one restlessness-accompanied 
aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates.

. . .  by not-absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . .  .
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
32. With not-root 3, not-object 5, not-predominance 17, not-proximity 
.5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 13, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 17, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 
I , not-association 5 , not-dissociation 11, not-absence 5 , not-disappear- 
ance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
33. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 17, not- 
proximity 5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 
5, not-prenascence 13, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not- 
kamma 7, not-resultant 17, not-association 5, not-dissociation 11, not- 
absence 5, not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
34. With not-root condition, object 3, proximity 3, contiguity 3, co
nascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3, faculty 3, 
jhana 3, path 2, association 3, dissociation 3, presence 3, absence 3, 
disappearance 3, non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

9. TRIPLET OF (S t a t e ) T o g e t h e r  w it h  R o o t  E r a d i c a t e d  
BY F ir s t  P a t h  III. “C o n d i t i o n e d ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 1 7
35. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
First Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
root condition . . .  three. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . .  three. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

(vii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . . neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths . . .  One . . .  (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.); 
conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither
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by First Path nor by Higher 3 I^ths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by First Path by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path; conditioned by doubt-accompanied delusion, 
arise associated aggregates. (2)

(ix) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter; conditioned by doubt-accompanied delusion, arise 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied delu
sion, arise associated aggregates and mind-produced matter. (5)
36. (xii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. . .  con
ditioned by one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise three 
aggregates . . . conditioned by two aggregates and delusion, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by
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First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.
Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 

Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(xiv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . conditioned by two 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arise two aggregates; conditioned by aggre
gates together with root eradicated by First Path and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by one doubt-accompanied 
aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . .  (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition . . .  three.

Object 1 7
37. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
First Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
object condition . . . three. (The same as object condition in the 
“Dependent” Chapter.)

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths. . .  three. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)
38. (vii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

(fl) Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi
tioned by body-base, arise body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)
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base, arise aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by First Path by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path; conditioned by doubt-accompanied delusion, 
arise associated aggregates. (2)

(ix) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise doubt-accompanied aggregates 
and delusion. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise restlessness-accompanied aggre
gates and delusion. (5)
39. (xii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates; condi
tioned by one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise three 
aggregates . . . conditioned by two aggregates and delusion, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.
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Conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, 
arises doubt-accompanied delusion. (2)

(xiv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by one doubt-accompanied aggregate and (heart-)base, 
arise three aggregates and delusion . . . two aggregates and (heart-)base 
. . . ( 3 )
40. (xv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggre
gates; conditioned by one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and delu
sion, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

(xvi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by restlessness-accompanied aggregates and (heart-) 
base, arises restlessness-accompanied delusion. (2)

(xvii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conditioned by one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates and delusion . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

Predominance, etc. 1 7
41. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
First Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
predominance condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . .  . three.

(vii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither
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by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance 
condition.

. . . one . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by First Path by predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path. (2)

(ix) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (5)
42. (xii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First 
Path by predominance condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates and 
. . . ( 1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by
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First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.
Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 

Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)
(xiv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 

Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by predominance condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . .  . two aggregates and . . .  
conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path 
and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . three. (Like 
First Path.)

. . . by proximity condition . . . by contiguity condition . . .

Conascence 1 7
43. (i) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by co
nascence condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates . .  .(1)

(ii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by doubt-accompanied 
aggregates, arise doubt-accompanied delusion and mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by conascence condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First
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Path, arise three aggregates and mind-produced m atter. . .  conditioned 
by one doubt-accompanied aggregate, arise three aggregates, delusion 
and mind-produced m atter. . .  two aggregates. . .  (3)

(ivMvi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths. . .  three. (Abbreviated.) (Like First Path.)
44. (vii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence 
condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . . conditioned by doubt-accompanied or 
restlessness-accompanied delusion, arises mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base;conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary, arise three great primaries 
. . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye<onsciousness . . . condi
tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by First Path by conascence condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path; conditioned by doubt-accompanied delusion, 
arise associated aggregates. (2)

(ix) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Cohditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with roots 
•radicated by First Path; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-
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produced matter; conditioned by doubt-accompanied delusion, arise 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied delu
sion, arise associated aggregates and mind-produced matter; conditioned 
by (heart-)base, arise restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delu
sion. (5)
45. (xii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by conascence condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . conditioned by one 
doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates . . . (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mindrproduced 
matter; conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, 
arises doubt-accompanied delusion. (2)

(xiv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by conascence condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . 
conditioned by aggregates together with roots eradicated by First Path 
and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by one 
doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates and
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mind-produced matter . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned by one 
doubt-accompanied aggregate and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates 
and delusion . . . conditioned by two aggregates and (heart-)base, arise 
two aggregates and delusion. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by conascence condition . . .  three.

Mutuality, etc.
46. Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by mutuality 
condition . . . by dependence condition . . .  by strong-dependence con
dition . . . by prenascence condition . . .  by repetition condition . . .  by 
kamma condition . . . by resultant condition . . . by nutriment condi
tion . . . by faculty condition . . . by jhana condition . . .  by path con
dition . . .  by association condition . . .

Dissociation 17
47. (i) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by dis
sociation condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates;(conditioned by) (heart-) 
base, (arise) aggregates by dissociation condition. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises mind-produced matter; (conditioned by) aggregates, (arises 
mind-produced matter) by dissociation condition; conditioned by 
doubt-accompanied aggregates, arise delusion and mind-produced mat
ter; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, arises delusion by dissociation con
dition; (conditioned by) aggregates, arises mind-produced matter by 
dissociation condition. (2)

(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by dissociation condition.
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Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . two aggre
gates . . . (conditioned by) (heart-)base, arise aggregates by dissociation 
condition; (conditioned by) aggregates, arises mind-produced matter by 
dissociation condition; conditioned by one doubt-accompanied aggre
gate, arise three aggregates, delusion and mind-produced matter . . .  two 
aggregates . . . (conditioned by) (heart-)base, arise aggregates and delu
sion by dissociation condition; (conditioned by) aggregates, arises mind- 
produced matter by dissociation condition. (3)

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by dissociation condition . . .  three. (Like First Path.)
48. (vii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation 
condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . . two aggregates . . .  (conditioned by) (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates by dissociation condition;(conditioned by) aggre
gates, arises mind-produced matter by dissociation condition; condi
tioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion, 
arises mind-produced matter; (conditioned by) delusion, (arises mind- 
produced matter) by dissociation condition;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates; (con
ditioned by) (heart-)base, arise aggregates by dissociation condition; 
(conditioned by) aggregates, arises (heart-)base by dissociation condi
tion;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary, arise three great primaries 
. . . conditioned by great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma- 
produced derived matter; (conditioned by) aggregates, (arises mind- 
produced matter) by dissociation condition;

(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi
tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root
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eradicated by First Path by dissociation condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 

eradicated by First Path; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, (arise aggre
gates) by dissociation condition; conditioned by doubt-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, 
(arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (2)

(ix) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, (arise 
aggregates) by dissociation condition; conditioned by restlessness- 
accompanied delusion, arise associated aggregates; (conditioned by) 
(heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root 
eradicated by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by First Path; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, arise aggregates by dis
sociation condition; (conditioned by) aggregates, arises mind-produced 
matter by dissociation condition; conditioned by doubt-accompanied 
delusion, arise associated aggregates and mind-produced matter; (condi
tioned by) (heart-)base, arise aggregates by dissociation condition; 
(conditioned by) delusion, arises mind-produced matter by dissociation 
condition; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise doubt-accompanied aggre
gates and delusion; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by 
dissociation condition. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  (Like First Path.) (5)
49. (xii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by dissociation condition.
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Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . 
(conditioned by) (heart-)base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condi
tion; conditioned by one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . (conditioned by) (heart-) 
base, (arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; (conditioned 
by) aggregates, (arises mind-produced matter) by dissociation condi
tion; conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises 
mind-produced matter; (conditioned by) aggregates and delusion, 
(arises mind-produced matter) by dissociation condition; conditioned 
by doubt-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, (arises delusion) by 
dissociation condition. (2)

(xiv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. . .  condi
tioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter; (conditioned by) (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates by dissociation condition; (conditioned by) aggregates, 
arises mind-produced matter by dissociation condition; conditioned by 
one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, arise three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates and . . .  (conditioned by) 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates by dissociation condition ; (conditioned by) 
aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced matter by dissociation 
condition ; conditioned by one doubt-accompanied aggregate and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates and delusion. . .  two aggregates and . .  . (con
ditioned by) (heart-)base,(arise aggregates) by dissociation condition. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) . . . eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  three. (Like First 
Path.)
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Presence, etc. 1 7.
50. Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
anses state together with root eradicated by First Path by presence con
dition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance condition . . .  by 
non-disappearance condition . .  .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
51. With root 17, object 17, predominance 17, proximity 17, contiguity 
17, conascence 17, mutuality 17, dependence 17, strong-dependence 
17, prenascence 17, repetition 17, kamma 17, resultant 1, nutriment 
17, faculty 17, jhana 17, path 17, association 17, dissociation 17, 
presence, 17, absence 17, disappearance 17, non-disappearance 17. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 5
52. (i) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by Higher 
.1 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conditioned by restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises restless
ness-accompanied delusion. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless aggregate together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter . . .

(h) At the moment of rootless conception . .  . (Complete.)
(c) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness. . .  conditioned 

by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base.
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arise rootless aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by (heart-)base, arises doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion. (1)
53. (iv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, 
arises doubt-accompanied delusion. (1)

(v) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conditioned by restlessness-accompanied aggregates and (heart-) 
base, arises restlessness-accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object 5
54. (i) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condi
tion.

(a) Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by aggregates 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths, arises kamma-produced matter; conditioned by a^regates, arises 
(heart-)base;

(c) One great primary . . .  External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  tem
perature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings. . .  (1)
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55. (iv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

(v) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter; conditioned by 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

Not-predominance, etc.
56. Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not-predomi
nance condition. (The same as conascence.) . . . by not-proximity con
dition . . . by not-contiguity condition . . .  by not-mutuality condition 
. . . by not-strong-dependence co n d itio n  . . . by no t-prenascence condi
tion. (The same as Negative in the “Dependent” Chapter. 13 questions. 
No difference.) . . .  by not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition 
condition . . .

Not-kamma 7
57. (i) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not- 
kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises volition together with root eradicated by First Path. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by Higher 
1 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 
.1 Paths, arises volition together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths. (1)
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(iii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma condi
tion.

(a) Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises volition together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths;

(b) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .
(c) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition together with root 

eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths. (1)
(iv) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition together with root eradi
cated by First Path; conditioned by doubt-accompanied delusion, arises 
associated volition. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied delu
sion, arises associated volition. (3)
58. (vi) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and (heart-)base, arises volition together with root eradicated by 
First Path; conditioned by doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion, 
arises associated volition. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and (heart-)base, arises volition together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths; conditioned by restlessness-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion, arises associated volition. (1)
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Not-resultant, etc.
59. Conditioned by state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by not-resultant 
condition. (Complete; no conception.) . . .  by not-nutriment condition. 
External . . . temperature-produced . . . non-percipient beings . . . by 
not-faculty condition. External. . .  nutriment-produced. . .  temperature- 
produced . . . non-percipient beings . . .  conditioned by great primaries, 
arises physical life-faculty . . . by not-jhana condition . . .  one five-fold 
consciousness-accompanied aggregate . . . External . . . nutriment- 
produced . . . temperature-produced . . . non-percipient beings . . . by 
not-path condition . . . one rootless . . . by not-association condition 
. . . by not-dissociation condition. (The same as not-dissociation in 
Negative of the “Dependent” Chapter; no difference. 11) . . . by not- 
absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . . .

2. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
60. With not-root 5, not-object 5, not-predominance 17, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 13, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 17, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 
1, not-association 5, not-dissociation 11, not-absence 5, not-disappear
ance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE
Root By Twos

61. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 17, not- 
proximity 5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 
5, not-prenascence 13, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not- 
kamma 7, not-resultant 17, not-association 5, not-dissociation l l ,n o t-  
Hbsence 5, not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
62. With not-root condition, object 5, proximity 5, contiguity 5,
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conascence 5, mutuality 5, dependence 5, strong-dependence 5, pre
nascence 5, repetition 5, kamma 5, resultant 1, nutriment 5, faculty 5, 
jhana 5, path 5, association 5, dissociation 5, presence 5, absence 5, 
disappearance 5, non-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER

(The “Supported” Chapter is the same as the “Conditioned” Chap
ter.)

9. T r i p l e t  o f  (St a t e ) T o g e t h e r  w i t h  R o o t  E r a d i c a t e d  
BY F i r s t  P a t h  V. “C o n j o i n e d ” Ch a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s  : POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 7
63. (i) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by root 
condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates. . .  conjoined with two aggregates, arise two 
aggregates. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by 
root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . . conjoined with two aggre
gates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(iv) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by First Path by root condition.

Conjoined with doubt-accompanied delusion, arise associated aggre
gates. (2)

(v) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither by
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First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Conjoined with restlessness-accompanied delusion, arise associated 
aggregates. (3)
64. (vi) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by root condition.

Conjoined with one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

(vii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by root condition.

Conjoined with one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

Object 11
65. (i) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by object 
condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
P ath , arise th ree  aggregates . . . tw o  aggregates. (1 )

(ii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conjoined with doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (2)

(iii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise states together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by object condition.

Conjoined with one doubt-accompanied aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and delusion . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . .  three.
<»6. (vii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.
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(a) Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . ..  
conjoined with two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(viii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither 

by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by First Path by object condition.

Conjoined with doubt-accompanied delusion, arise associated aggre
gates. (2)

(ix) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Conjoined with restlessness-accompanied delusion, arise associated 
aggregates. (3)

(x) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by object condition.

Conjoined with one doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates . . . conjoined with two aggregates and delusion, 
arise two aggregates. (1)

(ix) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Conjoined with one restlessness-accompanied aggregate and delusion, 
arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

Predominance, etc.
67. (i) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First
Path, arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by pre
dominance condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths. . .  one.

(iii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by predominance condition.
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Conjoined with one aggregate together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates . . . two 
aggregates . . . by proximity condition . . .  by contiguity condition . . .

Conascence, etc.
68. Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First Path, 
arises state together with root eradicated by First Path by conascence 
condition . . . by mutuality condition . . .  by dependence condition . . .  
by strong-dependence condition . . . by prenascence condition . . . by 
repetition condition . . . by kamma condition . . . by resultant condi
tion . . . by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by jhana 
condition . . . by path condition . . . by association condition . . . by 
dissociation condition . . . by presence condition . . .  by absence condi
tion . . . by disappearance condition . . . by non-disappearance condi
tion . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
69. With root 7, object 11, predominance 3, proximity 11, contiguity 
11, conascence 11, mutuality 11, dependence 11, strong-dependence 
11, prenascence 11, repetition 11, kamma 11, resultant 1, nutriment 11, 
faculty 11, jhana 11, path 11, association 11, dissociation 11, presence 
11, absence 11, disappearance 11, non-disappearance 11. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 
Not-root 3

70. (i) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conjoined with doubt-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accom
panied delusion. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths, arises state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

Conjoined with restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises restless
ness-accompanied delusion. (1)
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(iii) Conjoined with state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arises state together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by not-root condition.

(а) Conjoined with one rootless aggregate together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths, arise three aggregates 
. . .  conjoined with two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(б) At the moment of rootless conception . . . ( 1 )

Not-predominance, etc.
71. Conjoined with state together with root eradicated by First Path 
. . . by not-predominance condition. (The same as conascence.) . . .  by 
not-prenascence condition . . . by not-postnascence condition . . . by 
not-repetition condition . . . by not-kamma condition . . .  7 . . .  by not- 
resultant condition . . . by not-jhana condition . . . by not-path condi
tion . . .  by not-dissociation condition . . .

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
72. With not-root 3, not predominance 11, not-prenascence 11, not- 
postnascence 11, not-repetition 11, not-kamma 7, not-resultant 11, 
not-jhana 1, not-path 1, not-dissociation 11. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
73. With root condition, not-predominance 7, not-prenascence 7, not- 
postnascence 7, not-repetition 7, not-kamma 7, not-resultant 7, not- 
dissociation 7. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATFVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
74. With not-root condition, object 3, proximity 3, contiguity 3, co
nascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3, faculty 3,
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jhana 3, path 2, association 3, dissociation 3, presence 3, absence 3, dis
appearance 3, non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONJOINED” CHAPTER 

(The “Associated” Chapter is the same as the “Conjoined” Chapter.)

9. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) T o g e t h e r  w i t h  R o o t  E r a d i c a t e d  
BY F i r s t  P a t h  VII. “I n v e s t i g a t i o n ” Ch a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 11
75. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to
state together with root eradicated by First Path by root condition.

Roots together with root eradicated by First Path are related to 
(their) associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by root condition.

Roots together with root eradicated by First Path are related to 
mind-produced matter by root condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Roots together with root eradicated by First Path are related to (their) 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (3)

(iv)-(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. . .  
three.
76. (vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition . . . ( 1 )

(viii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path by root condition.

Doubt-accompanied delusion is related to (its) associated aggregates 
by root condition. (2)

(ix) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by root condition.
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Restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to (its) associated aggre
gates by root condition. (3)

(x) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Doubt-accompanied delusion is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by root condition. (4)

(xi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by root condition.

Restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to (its) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (5)

Object 21
77. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path by object condition.

(One) enjoys and delights in lust together with root eradicated by 
First Path. Taking it as object, arises lust together with root eradicated 
by First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief together with 
root eradicated by First Path. (One) enjoys and delights in wrong views. 
Taking them as object, arises lust together with root eradicated by First 
Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief together with root 
eradicated by First Path. Taking doubt as object, arises doubt, arise 
wrong views, arises grief together with root eradicated by First Path. 
Taking grief together with root eradicated by First Path as object, arises 
grief together with root eradicated by First Path, arise wrong views, 
arises doubt. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by object condition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements together with 
root eradicated by First Path, know the defilements addicted to before.

(They) . . . into the impermanence . . . of aggregates together with 
root eradicated by First Path.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . .  Aggregates 
together with root eradicated by First Path are related to knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge
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of future existences, (mind-door) advertence and delusion by object 
condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Taking aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path as 
object, arise doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (3)
78. (iv) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by object 
condition.

(One) enjoys and delights in lust together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths. Taking it as object, arises lust together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths, arises restlessness, arises grief together with 
root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. Taking restlessness as object, arises 
restlessness, arises grief together with root eradicated by Higher 3-Paths. 
Taking grief together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths as object, 
arises grief together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, arises rest
lessness. (1)

(v) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by First Path by object
condition.

(One) enjoys and delights in lust together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths. Taking it as object, arises lust together with root eradi
cated by First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief to
gether with root eradicated by First Path. Taking restlessness as object, 
arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief together with root eradi
cated by First Path. Taking grief together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths as object, arises grief together with root eradicated by 
First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt. (2)

(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor
by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements together with 
root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, review the uneradicated defilements, 
know the defilements addicted to before.

(They) . . . into the impermanence . . . of aggregates together with 
root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . .  Aggregates 
together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past
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existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowl
edge of future existences, advertence and delusion by object con
dition. (3)

(vii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by First Path and together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by 
object condition.

Taking aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths as 
object, arise doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (4)

(viii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Taking aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths as 
object, arise restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (5)
79. (ix) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

After having offered an offering . . .  [Expand. The same as First Path 
Triplet.] . .  . advertence and delusion by object condition. (1)

(x) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path by object condition.

After having offered an offering. . .  (Similar to First Path Triplet.) (2)
(xi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 

by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

After having offered an offering. . .  (Similar to First Path Triplet.) (3)
(xii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 

by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Taking the eye as object, arise doubt-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion . . . ear . . . (heart-)base . . . Taking aggregates together with 
root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths as object, 
arise doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (4)

(xiii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path
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nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.
The eye . . . (heart-)base . . . Taking aggregates together with root 

eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths as object, arise 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (5)
80. (xiv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
object condition.

Taking doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, arise 
aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path. (1)

(xv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Taking doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, arise 
aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths and delusion. (2)

(xvi) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Taking doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, arise 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (3)
81. (xvii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by object condition.

Taking restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, 
arise aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path. (1)

(xviii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition.

Taking restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, 
arise aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. (2)

(xix) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by
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First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition.
Taking restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, 

arise aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths and delusion. (3)

(xx) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by object condition.

Taking restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, 
arise doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (4)

(xxi) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition.

Taking restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion as object, 
arise restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion. (5)

Predominance 10
82. State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to state 
together with root eradicated by First Path by predominance condition. 
(The same as First Path Triplet; 10 questions.)

Proximity 17
83. (0 State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path by proximity condi
tion.

Preceding aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path are 
related to subsequent aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates are related to subsequent 
delusion by proximity condition. Aggregates together with root eradi
cated by First Path are related to emergence by proximity condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with
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root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity 
condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates are related to subsequent 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by proximity condition. (3)
84. (iv) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by prox
imity condition.

Preceding aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to subsequent aggregates together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition. (1)

(v) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding restlessness-accompanied aggregates are related to subse
quent delusion by proximity condition. Aggregates together with root 
eradicated by Higher 3 Paths are related to emergence by proximity 
condition. (2)

(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding restlessness-accompanied aggregates are related to subse
quent restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion by proximity 
condition. (3)
85. (vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion 
is related to subsequent doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
delusion by proximity condition. Preceding aggregates together with 
root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related 
to subsequent aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition. Adaptation to 
change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification . . .  For one emerging from 
the attainment of Extinction, neither-perception-nor-non-perception is 
related to the attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(viii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path by proximity condition.
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Preceding doubt-accompanied delusion is related to subsequent 
doubt-accompanied aggregates by proximity condition. Advertence is 
related to aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path by 
proximity condition. (2)

(ix) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to subsequent 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates by proximity condition. Advertence 
is related to aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
by proximity condition. (3)

(x) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied delusion is related to subsequent 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by proximity condition. 
Advertence is related to doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by 
proximity condition. (4)

(xi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to subsequent 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion by proximity condi
tion. Advertence is related to restlessness-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion by proximity condition. (5)
86. (xii) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by proximity condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are related to 
subsequent doubt-accompanied aggregates by proximity condition. (1)

(xiii) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are related to 
subsequent delusion by proximity condition. Doubt-accompanied
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aggregates and delusion are related to emergence by proximity condi
tion. (2)

(xiv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by proximity condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are related to 
subsequent doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by proximity 
condition. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by proximity condition . . .  three. (Proceed like First Path.)

Contiguity, etc.
87. State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to state 
together with root eradicated by First Path by contiguity condition. 
(The same as proximity.) . . . by conascence condition. (Abbreviated. 
The same as conascence in the “Dependent” Chapter.) . . .  by mutuality 
condition. (Abbreviated. The same as mutuality in the “Dependent” 
Chapter.) . . . by dependence condition. (Abbreviated. The same as 
supported in the “Conditioned” Chapter. No separate combination.) . . .

Strong-dependence 21
88. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
together with root eradicated by First Path, (one) kills a living being 
. . . causes schism in the Sahgha . .  . hate together with root eradicated 
by First Path . . . delusion . . . wrong views . . . By the strong-depen
dence of wish, (one) kills a living being . . .  causes schism in the Sahgha. 
Lust together with root eradicated by First Path, hate, delusion, wrong 
views, wish is related to lust together with root eradicated by First 
Path . . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to
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state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
together with root eradicated by First Path, (one) offers an offering . . .  
develops attainment . . . hate together with root eradicated by First 
Path . . . delusion . . . wrong views . . . By the strong-dependence of 
wish, (one) offers an offering . . . develops attainment. Lust together 
with root eradicated by First Path . . .  wish is related to confidence . . .  
wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain, the attainment of Fruition and 
delusion by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, {b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: Lust together with root eradicated 
by First Path, hate, delusion, wrong views, wish is related to doubt- 
accompanied aggregates and delusion by strong-dependence condi
tion. (3)
89. (iv) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Lust together with root eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths, hate, delusion, conceit, wish is related to lust to
gether with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, hate, delusion, conceit, 
wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by First Path by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, (one) kills a living 
being . . . causes schism in the Saiigha . . . hate together with root
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eradicated by Higher 3 Paths. . .  delusion . . .  conceit. . .  By the strong- 
dependence of wish, (one) kills a living being . . . cause schism in the 
Sahgha. Lust together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . . wish 
is related to lust together with root eradicated by First Path, hate, 
delusion, wrong views, wish by strong-dependence condition. Lustful 
desire for one’s own property is related to lustful desire for others’ 
property by strong-dependence condition. Lustful desire for one’s own 
possessions is related to lustful desire for others’ possessions by strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By strong-dependence of lust to
gether with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths, (one) offers an offering 
. . . develops attainment . . . hate together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . . delusion . . . conceit . . .  By the strong-dependence 
of wish, (one) offers an offering. . .  develops attainment. Lust together 
with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  wish is related to confidence 
. . . wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain, the attainment of Fruition 
and delusion by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(vii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by First Path and together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by 
strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: Lust together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths . . . wish is related to doubt-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion by strong-dependence condition. (4)

(viii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by Higlier 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) {a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Lust together with root eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths . . .  wish is related to restlessness-accompanied aggre
gates and delusion by strong-dependence condition. (5)
90. (ix) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor
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by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong-depedence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely;) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence, (one) offers an offering . . .  develops attainment. . .  precept. . .  
wisdom . . . bodily happiness . . .  bodily pain . . .  temperature . . .  food 
. . . lodging-place . . . By the strong-dependence of delusion, (one) 
offers an offering . . . Confidence . . . delusion is related to confidence 
. . . the attainment of Fruition and delusion by strong-dependence con
dition. (1)

(x) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence, (one) adopts wrong views . . . precept . . . wisdom . . . bodily 
happiness . . . bodily pain . . . lodging-place . . . By the strong-depen
dence of delusion, (one) kills a living being . . . causes schism in the 
Sangha. Confidence . . . lodging-place and delusion is related to lust 
together with root eradicated by First Path . . . wish by strong-depen
dence condition. (2)

(xi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds; namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence, (one) arouses conceit . . .  By the strong-dependence of delusion, 
(one) arouses conceit. Confidence . . . lodging-place and delusion is 
related to lust together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  wish 
by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .
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(b) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence . . . wisdom, bodily 
happiness, bodily pain . . . lodging-place and delusion is related to 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by strong-dependence 
condition. (4)

(xiii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: Confidence . . . lodging-place and 
delusion is related to restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion 
by strong-dependence condition. (5)
91. (xiv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Doubt-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion are related to lust together with root eradicated by First Path 
. . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Doubt-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion are related to confidence . .  . wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily 
pain, the attainment of Fruition and delusion by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

(xvi) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .
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(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Doubt-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion are related to doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)
92. (xvii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: Restlessness-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion are related to lust together with root eradicated by First Path 
. . ,  wish by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xviii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Restlessness-accompanied aggregates 
and delusion are related to lust together with root eradicated by Higher 
3 Paths. . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xix) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Restlessness-accompanied aggregates 
and delusion are related to confidence . . . the attainment of Fruition 
and delusion by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xx) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: Restlessness-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion are related to doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by 
strong-dependence condition. (4)

(xxi) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3
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Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Restlessness-accompanied aggregates 
and delusion are related to restlessness-accompanied aggregates and 
delusion by strong-dependence condition. (5)

Prenascence 5
93. (i) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence . . . of the eye . . . ea r . . .  (One) practises insight into the imper
manence . . . of the (heart-)base. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees 
a visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a 
sound. Visible object-base to eye-consciousness. . .  tangible object-base 
is related to body-consciousness by prenascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
and delusion by prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . (One) enjoys and delights in the 
(heart-)base. Taking it as object, (arises) lust together with root eradi
cated by First Path . . . wrong views . . . doubt, arises grief together 
with root eradicated by First Path.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates to
gether with root eradicated by First Path by prenascence condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths.by prenascence condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . (One) enjoys and delights in the 
(heart-)base. Taking it as object, arises lust together with root eradi
cated by Higher 3 Paths, arises restlessness, arises grief together with 
root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates to
gether with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence condi
tion. (3)

(iv) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . Taking (heart-)base as object, arise 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Hear^base is related to doubt-accompanied 
aggregates and delusion by prenascence condition. (4)

(v) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . Taking (heart-)base as object, arise 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to restlessness-accom
panied aggregates and delusion by prenascence condition. (5)

Postnascence 5
94. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path 
are related to this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by postnascence condition.
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Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths are related to this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(iii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to this prenascent body by post
nascence condition. (1)

(iv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths are 
related to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by postnascence condition.

Postnascent doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are related 
to this prenascence body by postnascence condition. (1)

(v) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by postnascence condition.

Postnascent restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion are 
related to this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

Repetition 1 7
95. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to
state together with root eradicated by First Path by repetition condi
tion.

Preceding aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path are 
related to subsequent aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by repetition condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates are related to subsequent 
delusion by repetition condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by repetition 
condition.

Preceding doubt-accompanied aggregates are related to subsequent 
doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion by repetition condition. (3)
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(iv)-(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths to 
state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths . . .  (Abbreviated.) 
three.

(vii)-(xvii) State together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths . . . (In repetition as reference, exclude 
emergence as well as advertence; 17 questions are to be completed; the 
same as proximity.)

Kamma 7
96. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path by kamma condition.

Volition together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
(its) associated aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition together with root eradicated by First Path is 
related to delusion and mind-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition together with root eradicated by First 
Path is related to (its) resultant aggregates and kamma-produced matter 
by kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by kamma 
condition.

Volition together with root eradicated by First Path is related to 
(its) associated aggregates, delusion and mind-produced matter by 
kamma condition. (3)
97. (iv) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related 
to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by kamma 
condition.

Volition together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related 
to (its) associated aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(v) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related 
to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higlier 3 Paths by kamma condition.

Volition together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related
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to delusion and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (2)
(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re

lated to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by kamma condition.

Volition together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is related 
to (its) associated aggregates, delusion and mind-produced matter by 
kamma condition. (3)
98. (vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(b) Asynchronous volition together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to (its) resultant aggregates 
and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (1)

Resultant 1
99. State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated neither 
by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by resultant condition.

(During life and conception) resultant aggregates to (heart-)base . . .

Nutriment 7
100. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated by First Path by nutriment con
dition.

Nutriments together with root eradicated by First Path are related to 
(their) associated aggregates by nutriment condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by nutriment condition.

Nutriments together with root eradicated by First Path are related 
to delusion and mind-produced matter by nutriment condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related to
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slate together with root eradicated by First Path and together with root 
eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by nutriment 
condition.

Nutriments together with root eradicated by First Path are related to 
(their) associated aggregates, delusion and mind-produced matter by 
nutriment condition. (3)

(iv)-(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
. . .  three. (Like First Path.)

(vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by nutriment condition.

(a) Nutriments together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths are related to (their) associated a^regates and 
mind-produced matter by nutriment condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) Edible food is related to this body by nutriment condition. (1) 

Faculty, etc. 7
101. (i)-(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated by First Path by faculty condi
tion . . .  three. (The same as nutriment. Include delusion.)

(iv)-(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
. . .  three.

(vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by faculty condition.

(a) Faculties together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths to (their) associated aggregates. . .

(ft) Eye-faculty to eye-consciousness . . . body-faculty to body- 
consciousness . . .

(c) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 
faculty condition.

. . .  by jhana condition . . .  by path condition. (Take these as rooted.)
. , . by association condition. (The same as association in the “Depen
dent” Chapter.)

Dissociation 9
102. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by
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Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(The same as First Path Triplet.)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(The same as First Path Triplet.)

(iii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a), (ft) (The same as First Path Triplet.)
(c) Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated neither by 

First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths and delusion to this prenascent body
• . . ( I )

(iv) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base to aggregates together with root eradicated 
by First Path . . .  (2)

(v) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base to aggregates together with root eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths . . .  (3)

(vi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to doubt-accompanied aggregates 
and delusion by dissociation condition. (4)

(vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
l)y Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to restlessness-accompanied aggre
gates and delusion by dissociation condition. (5)
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103. (viii) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are re

lated to mind-produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are re

lated to this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(ix) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 

together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion to 

mind-produced matter . . .
(ft) Postnascent restlessness-accompanied aggregates and delusion 

are related to this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)

Presence, etc. 17
104, (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated by First Path by presence con
dition.

One aggregate together with root eradicated by First Path to three 
aggregates. . .  (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path 

are related to mind-produced matter by presence condition; conascent 
doubt-accompanied aggregates are related to delusion and mind-pro
duced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path are related to this prenascent body by presence condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with 
root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence 
condition.
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One aggregate together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by presence condition 
. . . One doubt-accompanied aggregate is related to three aggregates, 
delusion and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
. . .  three.
105. (vii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (d) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) ( l )One conascent aggregate together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . . doubt- 
accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to mind- 
produced matter by presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(3) . . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(ft) (Object-)prenascence: Eye . . . impermanence . . .  of the (heart-) 
base. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the 
power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to 
eye-consciousness . . .  tangible object-base to body-consciousness . . .

(Base-)prenascence: Eye-base . . . body-base . . . (heart-)base is 
related to aggregates together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths and delusion by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths and delusion are related to this pre
nascent body by presence condition.

(d) Edible food to this body . . .
(e) Physical life-faculty to kamma-produced matter . .  . (1)

(viii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
by First Path by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(fl) Conascent doubt-accompanied delusion is related to (its) asso

ciated aggregates by presence condition.
(ft) (Object-jprenascence: Eye . . . (One) enjoys and delights in the 

(lieart-)base. Taking it as object, arises lust together with root eradi
cated by First Path, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises grief together
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with root eradicated by First Path.
(Base-)prenasence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates to

gether with root eradicated by First Path by presence condition. (2)
(ix) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 

by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascent restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to (its) 

associated aggregates by presence condition.
(ft) (Object-)prenascence: Eye . . . (One) enjoys and delights in the 

(heart-)base . . .
(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates to

gether with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by presence condi
tion. (3)

(x) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascent doubt-accompanied delusion is related to (its) asso

ciated aggregates and mind-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) (Object-(prenascence: Taking eye as object, arise doubt-accom

panied aggregates and delusion . . .  Taking (heart-)base as object . . .
(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to doubt-accompanied 

aggregates and delusion by presence condition. (4)
(xi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor 

by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascent restlessness-accompanied delusion is related to (its) 

associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) (Object-)prenascence: Taking eye as object, arise restlessness- 

accompanied aggregates and delusion . . . Taking (heart-)base as object

(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to restlessness-accom
panied aggregates and delusion by presence condition. (5)
106. (xii) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3
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Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path by 
presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence-prenascence, (ft) (co
nascence).

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate together with root 
eradicated by First Path and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates 
. . .  two aggregates. . .

(Conascence): One doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion are 
related to three aggregates by presence condition . . . two aggregates 
- . . ( 1)

(xiii) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) (conascence-)pre- 
nascence, (c) postnascence, (d) (postnascence-)nutriment, (e) (post- 
nascence-)faculty.

(a) Conascent aggregates together with root eradicated by First Path 
and great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by presence 
condition. Conascent doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are 
related to mind-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) (Conascence-)prenascence: Doubt-accompanied aggregates and 
(heart-)base are related to delusion by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent doubt-accompanied aggregates and delusion are re
lated to this prenascent body by presence condition.

id) Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and edible food are related to this body by presence condition.

(e) Postnascent aggregates together with root eradicated by First 
Path and physical life-faculty are related to kamma-produced matter 
by presence condition. (2)

(xiv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and to
gether with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths 
are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence-prenascence, (ft) (co
nascence).

(fl) Conascence-prenascence: One doubt-accompanied aggregate and 
(heart-)base are related to three aggregates and delusion by presence
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condition . . .  two aggregates . .
(ft) (Conascence): One doubt-accompanied aggregate and delusion 

are related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by presence 
condition . . .  two aggregates and delusion . . .  (3)

(xv)-(xvii) States together with root eradicated by H^her 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by 
Higher 3 Paths by presence condition. [Abbreviated. Three questions. 
Classify according to the method of First Path. Remember (to take) 
restlessness.]

. . . by absence condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by 
non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (U) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
107. With root 11, object 21, predominance 10, proximity 17, conti
guity 17, conascence 17, mutuality 11, dependence 17, strong-depen
dence 21, prenascence 5, postnascence 5, repetition 17, kamma 7, 
resultant 1, nutriment 7, faculty 7, Jh3na 7, path 7, association 11, dis
sociation 9, presence 17, absence 17, disappearance 17, non-disappear
ance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 21

108. (i) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related
to state together with root eradicated by First Path by object condi
tion, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, postnascence condition, kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State together with root eradicated by First Path is related 
to state together with root eradicated by First Path and together with 
root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object 
condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (3)
109. (iv) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is 
related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths by



object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion. (1)

(v) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by First Path by object 
condition, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(vi) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, postnascence condition. (3)

(vii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by First Path and together 
with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by 
object condition, strong-dependence condition. (4)

(viii) State together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths is re
lated to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition. (5)
110. (ix) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence condi
tion, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (1)

(x) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
by First Path by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, prenascence condition. (2)

(xi) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, prenascence condition. (3)

(xii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated 
by First Path and together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition. (4)

(xiii) State together with root eradicated neither by First Path 
nor by Higher 3 Paths is related to state together with root eradicated
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by Higher 3 Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition. (S)
111. (xiv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence con
dition. (1)

(Here there is mixed conascence-prenascence. Fill in the Text. As 
for the enumeration, enumerate it after investigation.)

(xv) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by 
First Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence-prenascence, post- 
nascence-nutriment-faculty. (2)

(Here also there are “by object condition, by strong-dependence 
condition” , but they are not given in the Text. The enumerator 
should enumerate after investigation.)

(xvi) States together with root eradicated by First Path and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 
3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition. (3)

(Here also there is a question on mixed conascence-prenascence. Fill 
in the Text.)
112. (xvii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xviii) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

(Here also there is a question on mixed conascence-prenascence.)
(xix) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 

together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated neither by First 
Path nor by Higher 3 Paths by conascence-prenascence, postnascence- 
nutriment-faculty. (3)
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(Here also there are object and strong-dependence.)
(xx) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 

together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by First Path 
and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths by object condition, strong-dependence condition. (4)

(xxi) States together with root eradicated by Higher 3 Paths and 
together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by Higher 3 
Paths are related to state together with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths and together with root eradicated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (5)

(Here also there is mixed conascence-prenascence. These questions 
(on the mixed conditions) are not given. But when enumerated (with
out these conditions) the figures obtained do not agree with those in 
the Text. Therefore, although they (the mixed conditions) are not given 
in the Text, it is clear that their enumerations must be determined. If 
there be any doubt, see presence condition in the Positive.)
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

By Ones
113. With not-root 21, not-object, not-predominance, not-proximity, 
not-contiguity, not-conascence, not-mutuality, not-dependence, not- 
strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition, 
not-kamma, not-resultant, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not- 
path, not-association, not-dissociation, not-presence, not-absence, not- 
disappearance, not-non-disappearance (are) all 21. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos

114. With root condition, not-object 11, not-predominance, not- 
proximity, not-contiguity 11, not-mutuality 3, not-strong-depen
dence, not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, 
not-resultant, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 11, not- 
association 3, not-dissociation 5 , not-absence 11, not-disappearance 11. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative



4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 
Not-root By Twos

115. With not-root condition, object 21, predominance 10, proximity 
17, contiguity 17, conascence 17, mutuality 11, dependence 17, strong- 
dependence 21, prenascence 5, postnascence 5, repetition 17, kamma 7, 
resultant 1, nutriment 7, faculty 7, jhSna 7, path 7, association 11, dis
sociation 9, presence 17, absence 17, disappearance 17, non-disappear
ance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER 

END OF TRIPLET OF (STATE) TOGETHER WITH ROOT 
ERADICATED BY FIRST PATH
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10. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) L e a d i n g  t o  R e b i r t h  a n d  D e a t h * 
I. “D e p e n d e n t ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 
Root 9

1. (i) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death (acayagamin), 
arises state leading to rebirth and death by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arise three 
aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arise states 
leading to rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates and mind-produced matter. (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on state leading to Nibb3na (apacayagSmin), arises 
state leading to Nibbana by root condition.

' This comprises (1) States leading to rebirth and death, (2) States leading to 
Nibbana, (3) States leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna.



Dependent on one aggregate leading to Nibbana, arise three aggre
gates . .  . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(v) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arise state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises mind-produced 
matter. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arise states leading to 
Nibbana and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibblna by 
root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate leading to Nibbana, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced mat ter . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise 
two aggregates and mind-produced matter. (3)
3. (vii) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana (nevacayagami-napacayagSmin), arises state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

id) Dependent on one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates 
and kamma-produced matter . . . two aggregates . . . dependent on 
aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries; dependent 
on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived 
matter. (1)

(viii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana and leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)
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Object 3
4. (i) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state
leading to rebirth and death by object condition.

Dependent on one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading to 
Nibbana by object condition.

Dependent on one aggregate leading to Nibbana, arise three aggre
gates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(iii) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates. (1)

Predominance 9
5. (i)-(iii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by predominance condition . . .  three.

(iv)-{vi) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
to Nibbana by predominance condition . . .  three.

(vii) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana . . . state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana

(a) . . .  one . .  . (No conception.)
(ft) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  

dependent on great primaries, arises mind-produced derived matter. (1)
(viii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death and leading 

neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana and leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to Nibbana by predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)
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Proximity, etc.
6. Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state leading 
to rebirth and death by proximity condition . . . by contiguity condi
tion . . . by conascence condition. (Include aU great primaries.) . . .  by 
mutuality condition. (No mind-produced and kamma-produced derived 
matter.) . . . by dependence condition . .  . by strong-dependence condi
tion . . . by prenascence condition . . . by repetition condition . . .  by 
kamma condition . . . by resultant condition . . . by nutriment condi
tion . . . by faculty conditibn . . . by jhana condition . .  . by path con
dition . . .  by association condition . . .  by dissociation condition . . .  by 
presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance con
dition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
1. With root 9, object 3, predominance 9, proximity 3, contiguity 3, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 9, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 9, resultant 1, nutriment 9, faculty 9, 
jhana 9, path 9, association 3, dissociation 9, presence 9, absence 3, 
disappearance 3 , non-disappearance 9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 2
8. (i) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by not-root condition.

Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to NibbSna, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
mat ter. .  . two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless Conception . . . dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;
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(c) One great primary . . . External . . . nutriment-produced . . . 
temperature-produced . . . one great primary of non-percipient beings 
. . . ( 1)

Not-object 5
9. (i) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-object con
dition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base . .  .

(c) One great primary . . . External . . . nutriment-produced . . . 
temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )

(iv) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibb3na, arises state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(v) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana and leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to Nibbana by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading .to Nibbana and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-predominance 6
10. (i)-(iii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises 
state leading to rebirth and death by not-predominance condition . . . 
three.

(iv) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading to 
Nibbana by not-predominance condition.
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Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises predominance 
leading to NibbSna. (1)

(v) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib- 
bSna by not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . 
two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . . External . . . nutriment-produced . . . 
temperature-produced . . . one great primary of non-percipient beings 
. . . ( 1 )

(vi) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-proximity, etc.
11. Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-proximity 
condition . . . by not-contiguity condition . . .  by not-mutuality condi
tion . . . by not-strong-dependence condition . . . by not-prenascence 
condition. (As for the Faultless Triplet (there are) 7 questions.] . . .  by 
not-postnascence condition . . .

Not-repetition 7
12. (i)-(iii) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises 
state leading to rebirth and death by not-repetition condition . .  . three.

(iv) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

(v) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-repetition condition.

(One question. Include all great primaries.)
(vi) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death and leading 

neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna, arises state leading neither
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to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-repetition condition.
Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 

primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)
(vii) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana and leading neither 

to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to re
birth and death nor to Nibbana by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-kamma 3
13. (i) Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to rebirth and death, arises volition 
leading to rebirth and death. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading to 
Nibbana by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises volition leading 
to Nibbana. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to NibbSna, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-kamma condition.

(a) Dependent on aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana, arises volition leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana;

(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . . one great primary of 
temperature-produced . .  .(1)

Not-resultant, etc.
14. Dependent on state leading to rebirth and death, arises state lead
ing to rebirth and death by not-resultant condition. (Complete. No con
ception.) . . . by not-nutriment condition . . .  by not-faculty condition 
. . . by not-jhana condition . . . by not-path condition . . . by not- 
association condition . . .  by not-dissociation condition. (Three.) . . .  by 
not-absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . . .

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
15. With not-root 2, not-object 5, not-predominance 6, not-proximity
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5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 7, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 7, not-kamma 3, not- 
resultant 9, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 1, 
not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, not-disappearance 
5 Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

R oot By Twos
16. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 6, not- 
proximity 5 , not-contiguity 5 , not-mutuality 5 , not-strong-dependence 
5, not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 7, not-kamma 
3, not-resultant 9, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, 
not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATFVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
17. With not-root condition, object 2, proximity 2, contiguity 2, co
nascence 2, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma 2, resultant 1, nutriment 2, faculty 2, jhana 2, path 
1, association 2, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, non
disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

10. T r i p l e t  o f  (St a t e ) L e a d i n g  t o  R e b i r t h  a n d  D e a t h

III. “C o n d i t i o n e d ” Ch a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s  : POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root 1 7
18. (i) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arise three 
aggregates . . . conditioned by two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)
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(ii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to rebirth and death, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arise states 
leading to rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced mat ter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana, (arises) state 
leading to Nibbana . . . three.
19. (vii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary . . .
(d) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading neither to 

rebirth and death nor to Nibbana. (1)
(viii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 

to NibbSna, arises state leading to rebirth and death by root condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 

death. (2)
(ix) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 

to Nibbana, arises state leading to Nibbana by root condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to Nibbana. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arise states leading to rebirth and death and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arise states leading to Nibbana and leading neither to re
birth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to Nibbana; 
conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (5)
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20. (xii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and 
leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading 
to rebirth and death by root condition.

Conditioned by one .aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(xiii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna, arises state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(xiv) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna, arise states leading to 
rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned 
by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna, (arises) state leading to 
Nibbana . . .  three.

Object 7
21. (i) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises 
state leading to rebirth and death by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Conditioned by state leading to NibbSna, (arises) state lead

ing to Nibbana . .  . one.
(iii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 

to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib- 
bSna by object condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates. .  . two aggregates. .  .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness. . .  conditioned 
by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
iirise aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana. (1)

(iv) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor
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to Nibbana, arises state leading to rebirth and death by object condi
tion.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death.(2)

(v) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to NibbSna, arises state leading to NibbSna by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to Nibbana. (3)
(vi) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 

neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to re
birth and death by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(vii) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to Nibbana by 
object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to Nibbana and (heart-)base, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

Predominance 1 7
22. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises 
state leading to rebirth and death by predominance condition . .  . three.

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana, (arises) state 
leading to Nibbana . . .  three.

(vii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, (arises) state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana . . .

One . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana.

(viii)-(xvii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana, (arises) state leading to rebirth and death . . . 
(Here also the combinations are the same as root.)

Proximity, etc.
23. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises 
state leading to rebirth and death by proximity condition . . . by con
tiguity condition . . .  by conascence condition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana, (arises) state . 
leading to Nibbana . . .  three.

(vii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor
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to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by conascence condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
. . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment o f conception . . .
(c) One great primary of non-percipient beings . . .
(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi

tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base . . . (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading to rebirth and death by conascence con
dition. (Abbreviated. Do all combinations.)

Mutuality, etc.

24. Conditioned by state ‘leading to Nibbana, arises state ‘leading to 
Nibbana by mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . . by 
strong-dependence condition . . .  by prenascence condition . . .  by repe
tition condition . . .  by kamma condition . . .  by resultant condition . . .  
by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by jhSna condition 
. . . by path condition . . . by association condition . . .  by dissociation 
condition . . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by 
disappearance condition . . . by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones

25. With root 17, object 7, predominance 17, proximity 7, contiguity 
7, conascence 17, mutuality 7, dependence 17, strong-dependence 7, 
prenascence 7, repetition 7, kamma 17, resultant 1, nutriment 17, 
faculty, jhana, path 17, association 7, dissociation 17, presence 17, 
absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

Should be “leading to rebirth and death” in both cases.



2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 4
26. (i) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibb3na, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless aggregate leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to NibbSna, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) One great primary of non-percipient beings. . .
(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi

tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise rootless aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to NibbSna. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to NibbSna, arises state leading to rebirth and death by not-root condi
tion.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (2)

(iv) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna, arises state leading to re
birth and death by not-root condition.

Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object 5
27. Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises state lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by not-object condition. 
(Abbreviated. The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

Not-predominance 12
28. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises |
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state leading to rebirth and death by not-predominance condition . . . 
three.

(iv) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
to Nibbana by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises predominance 
leading to Nibbana. (1)

(v) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-predominance condition.

(a) . . .  non-percipient beings. . .
(b) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness... conditioned 

by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana. (1)

(vi) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading to rebirth and death by not-predomi
nance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death.(2)

(vii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading to Nibbana by not-predominance con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises predominance. (3)
(viii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 

to Nibbana, arise states leading to rebirth and death and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (4)
29. (ix) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to 
rebirth and death by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(x) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(xi) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arise states leading to
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rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib- 
bSna by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned 
by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (3)

(xii) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to Nibbana by 
not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to Nibbana and (heart-)base, 
arises predominance leading to Nibbana. (1)

Not-proximity, etc.
30. . . . by not-proximity condition . . . by not-contiguity condition 
. . . by not-mutuality condition . . . by not-strong-dependence condi
tion . . . by not-prenascence condition. (The same as for the “Depen
dent” Chapter. 7 questions.) . . . by not-postnascence condition. 
(Complete.) . . .

Not-repetition 11
31. (i)-(ih) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises 
state leading to rebirth and death by not-repetition condition . . .  three.

(iv) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibblna by not-repetition condi
tion.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises mind-produced 
matter. (1)

(v) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-repetition condition.

(a) . . .  non-percipient beings . . .
(ft) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi

tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana. (1)

(vi) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading to rebirth and death by not-repetition 
condition.
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Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death.(2)

(vii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arise states leading to rebirth and death and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by not-repetition condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (3)

(viii) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to re
birth and death by not-repetition condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ix) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by not-repetition condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(x) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arise states leading to 
rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-repetition condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate leading to rebirth and death and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned 
by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (3)

(xi) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to re
birth and death nor to Nibbana by not-repetition condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to Nibbana and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-kamma 7
32. (i) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises state
leading to rebirth and death by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to rebirth and death, arises voli
tion leading to rebirth and death. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
to Nibbana by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to Nibbana, arises volition leading
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to NibbSna. (1)
(iii) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 

to Nibbina, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-kamma condition.

(a) Conditioned by aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana, arises volition leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana;

(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .
(c) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition leading neither to 

rebirth and death nor to Nibbana. (1)
(iv) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 

to Nibbana, arises state leading to rebirth and death by not-kamma con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition leading to rebirth and 
death. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading to Nibbana by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises volition leading to Nibbana. (3)
(vi) Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death and leading 

neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to re
birth and death by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to rebirth and death and (heart-) 
base, arises volition leading to rebirth and death. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state leading to Nibbana and leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana, arises state leading to Nibbana by 
not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates leading to Nibbana and (heart-)base, 
arises volition leading to Nibbana. (1)

Not-resultant, etc.
33. Conditioned by state leading to rebirth and death, arises state lead
ing to rebirth and death by not-resultant condition. (Do completely. 
No “at the moment of conception” .)

Conditioned by state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by not-nutriment condition.

External. . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .
. . .  by not-faculty condition.

External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non
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percipient beings . . . conditioned by great primaries, arises physical 
life-faculty.

. . .  by not-jhina condition.
. . . five-fold consciousness . . .  External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  

temperature-produced . . . non-percipient beings . . . conditioned by 
eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . conditioned by body-base, arises 
body-consciousness . . .

. . .  by not-path condition.
. . . rootless (aggregates) leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 

Nibbana . . .  one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  conditioned 
by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . conditioned by body-base, 
arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise rootless 
(aggregates) leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana.

. . . by not-association condition . . .  by not-dissociation condition. 
(The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter. Three.) . . .  by not-absence 
condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . .  .
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones

34. With not-root 4, not-object 5, not-predominance 12, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not-pre- 
nascence 7, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 11, not-kamma 7, not- 
resultant 17, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 1, not- 
association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence, not disappearance 5. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos

35. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 12, not- 
proximity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, 
not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 11, not-kamma 
7, not-resultant 17, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence, 
not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative



4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

Not-root By Twos
36. With not-root condition, object 4, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma 4, resultant 1, nutriment 4, faculty, jhana 4, path 3, 
association, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance 4, non
disappearance 4. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER 

(The “Supported” Chapter is the same as the “Conditioned” Chap
ter.)
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10. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e )  L e a d i n g  t o  R e b i r t h  a n d  D e a t h  
V. “Co n j o i n e d ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 
Root 3

37. (i) Conjoined with state leading to rebirth and death, arises state
leading to rebirth and death by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arise 
three aggregates . . . conjoined with two aggregates, arise two aggre
gates. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state leading to Nibbana, arises state leading 
to Nibbana by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate leading to Nibbana, arise three aggre
gates . . .  two aggregates . .  . (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Object, etc.
38. Conjoined with state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by object condition . . .  by predominance 
condition . . . by proximity condition . . . by contiguity condition . . ,



by conascence condition . . .  by mutuality condition . . .  by dependence 
condition . . . by strong-dependence condition . . .  by prenascence con
dition . . . by repetition condition . . . by kamma condition . . . by 
resultant condition . . . by nutriment condition . . . by faculty condi
tion . . . by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . . by association 
condition . . . by dissociation condition . . . by presence condition . . .  
by absence condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by non
disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
39. With root 3, object, predominance, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma (are) all 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3, faculty, jhana, 
path, association, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, non
disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 2
40. (i) Conjoined with state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by not-root condition.

Conjoined with doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana by not-root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one rootless aggregate leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to Nibbana, arise three aggregates. .  . two aggregates. .  . 

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . . ( 1 )

Not-predominance, etc.
41. (i) Conjoined with state leading to rebirth and death, arises state 
leading to rebirth and death by not-predominance condition . .  . by not- 
prenascence condition . . . by not-postnascence condition . . . by not- 
repetition condition.
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Conjoined with one aggregate leading to rebirth and death, arisa
three aggregates two aggregates. . .

(ii) Conjoined with state leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana, arises state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib. 
bana by not-repetition condition.

(a) Conjoined with one a^ eg a te  leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
. . . by not-kamma condition . . . by not-resultant condition . . .  by 

not-jhana condition . . . by not-path condition . . . by not-dissociation 
condition . . .

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
42. With not-root 2, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 2, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
jhana 1, not-path 1, not-dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
43. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 2, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
44. With not-root condition, object 2, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma (are) all 2, resultant 1, nutriment 2, faculty 2, 
jhana 2, path 1, association 2, dissociation, presence, absence, di^ 
appearance, non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONJOINED” CHAPTER 

(The “Associated” Chapter is the same as the “Conjoined” Chapter.)
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10. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e ) L e a d i n g  t o  R e b i r t h  a n d  D e a t h
V II. “ IN V E S T IG A T IO N ”  C H A PTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 7
45. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
to rebirth and death by root condition.

Roots leading to rebirth and death are related to (their) associated 
aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by root condition.

Roots leading to rebirth and death are related to mind-produced 
matter by root condition. (2)

(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
to rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
NibbSna by root condition.

Roots leading to rebirth and death are related to (their) associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (3)

(iv)-(vi) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to 
NibbSna by root condition . . .  three.

(vii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by 
root condition.

(a) Roots leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna are 
related to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to NibbSna are related to (their) associated aggregates 
and kamma-produced matter by root condition. (1)

Object 7
46. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading
to rebirth and death by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done. Having emerged from jhSna, (one) reviews the 
jhSna.

Learners review the eradicated defilements, review the uneradicated 
defilements, know the defilements addicted to before. Learners or
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common worldlings practise insight into the impermanence, suffering 
and impersonality of a^regates leading to rebirth and death; enjoy and 
delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust . . . 
wrong views . . . doubt . . . restlessness, arises grief. By the knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s mind 
leading to rebirth and death.

Faultless “infinity of space’’ is related to faultless “infinity of con
sciousness” by object condition. Faultless “nothingness” to faultless 
“neither-perception-nor-non-perception” . . . Aggregates leading to re
birth and death are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of 
past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, 
knowledge of future existences by object condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth .and death nor to Nibbana by object condition.

The Arahat reviews the eradicated defilements, knows the defile
ments addicted to before. (He) practises insight into the impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of aggregates leading to rebirth and death. 
By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (He) knows the 
other being's mind leading to rebirth and death.

Learners or common worldlings practise insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death. When faultless (state) has ceased, the resultant (state) arises as 
registering (consciousness). (They) enjoy and delight in the aggregates 
leading to rebirth and death. Taking them as object, arises lus t . . .  arises 
grief. When faulty (state) has ceased, the resultant arises as registering.

Faultless “infinity of space” is related to resultant or functional “in
finity of consciousness” by object condition. Faultless “nothingness” is 
related to resultant or functional “neither-perception-nor-non-percep- 
tion” by object condition. Aggregates leading to rebirth and death are 
related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, (mind-door) advertence 
by object condition. (2)
40. (iii) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to rebirth 
and death by object condition.

Learners, having emerged from Path, review the Path. By the knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s 
mind leading to NibbSna. Aggregates leading to Nibbana are related to
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knowledge of penetration into othere’ minds, knowledge of remem
brance of past existences, knowledge of future existences by object 
condition. (1)

(iv) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by object condition.

The Arahat, having emerged from (Arahatta) Path, reviews the Path. 
By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (He) knows the 
other being’s mind leading to Nibbana. Aggregates leading to Nibbana 
are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge 
of remembrance of past existence, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. (2)
48. (v) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by 
object condition.

The Arahat reviews (Arahatta) Fruition, reviews NibbSna. Nibbana is 
related to Fruition, advertence by object condition.

The Arahat practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and 
impersonahty of the eye(-base);. . . ear . . .  (heart-)base;(He) practises 
insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonahty of aggre
gates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana.

By the power of divine-eye, (the Arahat) sees a visible object. By the 
power of divine-ear element, (He) hears a sound. By the knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, (He) knows the other being’s mind lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana.

Functional “infinity of space” is related to functional “infinity of 
consciousness” by object condition. Functional “nothingness” to func
tional “neither-perception-nor-non-perception” . . .

Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base to 
body-consciousness . . . Aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of 
past existences, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object 
condition. (I)

(vi) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by object condition.

Learners review (lower) Fruition, review Nibbana. Nibbana is related 
to change-of-lineage, purification by object condition.

Learners or common worldlings practise insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of the eye; enjoy and delight in (the
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eye). Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises grief . . .  ear . . .  (heart-) 
base . . . (they) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and 
impersonality of aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana; enjoy and delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, 
arises lust, arise wrong views,. . .  doubt . . .  restlessness . . .  grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (they) see a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (they) hear a sound. By the knowledge of penetra
tion into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s mind leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana. Aggregates leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana are related to knowledge of super
normal power, knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge 
of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future existences by 
object condition. (2)

(vii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading to NibbSna by object condition.

Nibbana is related to Path by object condition. (3)

Predominance 10
49. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to
rebirth and death by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (b) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. Having emerged from jhSna, (one) esteems and reviews the 
jhSna. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates leading to re
rebirth and death. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, arise 
wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading to rebirth and 
death is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading to rebirth and 
death is related to mind-produced matter by predominance condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
to rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to
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Nibb3na by predominance condition.
Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading to rebirth and 

death is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter 
by predominance condition. (3)
50. (iv) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading to Nib
bSna by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading to NibbSna is re
lated to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(v) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to rebirth 
and death by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Learners, having emerged from Path, esteem 
and review the Path. (2)

(vi) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading neither 
to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (b) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: Having emerged from (Arahatta) Path, 
the Arahat esteems and reviews the Path.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading to NibbSna is 
related to mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (3)

(vii) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to Nib
bSna and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by pre
dominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading to NibbSna is 
related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by pre
dominance condition. (4)
51. (viii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by 
predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Arahat esteems and reviews (Arahatta) 
Fruition, esteems and reviews NibbSna. NibbSna is related to Fruition 
by predominance condition.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance leading neither to re
birth and death nor to Nibbana is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (1)

(ix) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by predominance condition.
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Object-predominance: Learners esteem and review (lower) Fruition, 
esteem and review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, 
purification by predominance condition.

(One) esteems, enjoys . . . in the eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, 
arise wrong views. (2)

(x) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to Nibbana by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Nibbana is related to Path by predominance 
condition. (3)

Proximity 6
52. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
to rebirth and death by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to sub
sequent aggregates leading to rebirth and death by proximity condition. 
Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation is related to purification by 
proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
Nibbana by proximity condition.

Change-oLlineage to Path; purification is related to Path by prox
imity condition. (2)

(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading i 
neither to birth and death nor to Nibbana by proximity condition.

Aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to emergence by j 
proximity condition. Adaptation of the Learners to the attainment of j 
Fruition; for one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, faultless 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of 
Fruition by proximity condition. (3)

(iv) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading to NibbSnt 
by proximity condition.

Path is related to Fruition by proximity condition. (1)
(v) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana U 

related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by 
proximity condition. f

Preceding aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NiW 
bana are related to subsequent aggregates leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana by proximity condition. Life-continuum
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advertence; functional to emergence; adaptation of the Arahat to the 
attainment of Fruition; for one emerging from the attainment of Extinc
tion, functional neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the 
attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(vi) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by proximity condition.

Advertence is related to aggregates leading to rebirth and death by 
proximity condition. (2)

Contiguity, etc.
53. State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to re
birth and death by contiguity condition. (The same as proximity.) . . .  
(For conascence condition, it is the same as conascence in the “Depen
dent” Chapter. 9 questions. For mutuality condition, it is the same as 
mutuality in the “Dependent” Chapter. Three. For dependence condi
tion, it is the same as dependence in the “Conditioned” Chapter. No 
separate combinations for four questions. 13 questions.)

Strong-dependence 9
54. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
rebirth and death by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence leading to rebirth and death, (one) offers an offering . . .  precepts 
. . . duty of observance . . . jhana . . . insight . . . superknowledge, 
develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views . . . precept 
leading to rebirth and death . . .  learning . . .  generosity . . .  wisdom . . .  
lust . . . hate . . . delusion . . . conceit . . . wrong views . . . By the 
strong-dependence of wish, (one) offers an offering . . . precepts . . . 
duty of observance . . .  jhana . . .  insight. . .  superknowledge . . .  attain
ment, kills a living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Confidence 
leading to rebirth and death . . .  wisdom, lus t . . .  wish is related to con
fidence leading to rebirth and death . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish by 
strong-dependence condition.

The preparation for first jhana is related to first jhana by strong- 
dependence condition . . . the preparation for neither-perception-nor- 
non-perception is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception by 
•Strong-dependence condition. First jhSna to second jhana. . .  nothingness
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is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception by strong-depen
dence condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
NibbSna by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (<r) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: The preparation for first Path to 
first Path . . . the preparation for fourth Path is related to fourth Path 
by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibblna by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence o f confi
dence leading to rebirth and death, (one) tortures oneself (attanaih 
atapeti), tortures oneself fully (parit3peti), experiences the suffering 
caused by searching (pariyi(thimulakaih dukkhaih paccanubhoti) . . . 
precept leading to rebirth and death . . . wisdom . . . lust . . . By the 
strong-dependence of wish, (one) tortures oneself, tortures oneself 
fully, experiences the suffering caused by searching. Confidence leading 
to rebirth and death . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish is related to bodily 
happiness, bodily pain, attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence 
condition. Faultless or faulty kamma is related to (its) resultant by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)
55. (iv) State leading to Nibbina is related to state leading to Nibb3na 
by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . .  third Path 
is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to rebirth 
and death by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Learners, by the strong-dependence 
of the Path, generate a faultless attainment which has not yet arisen 
(anuppannaih kusalasamSpattiih uppSdenti), enter (samSpajjanti) an 
attainment which has arisen. (They) practise insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of the formations (sahkhSra). The 
(lower) Path is related to the Learner’s analytical knowledge of meaning
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(atthappatisambhidS) . . .  analytical knowledge of the above three (pafi- 
bhSnappatisambhidS), knowledge of correct and faulty conclusion 
(thanSthSnakosalla) by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(vi) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The Arahat, by the strong-depen
dence of the Path, generates a functional attainment which has not yet 
arisen, enters an attainment which has arisen . . .  knowledge of correct 
and faulty conclusion by strong-dependence condition. Path is related 
to the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (3)
56. (vii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by 
strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of bodily 
happiness, (one) tortures oneself, tortures oneself fully, experiences the 
suffering caused by searching . . .  bodily pain . . .  temperature . . .  food 
. . . By the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) tortures oneself, 
tortures oneself fully . . . Bodily happiness, bodily pain, temperature, 
food, lodging-place is related to bodily happiness, bodily pain, attain
ment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition.

The Arahat, by the strong-dependence of bodily happiness, generates 
a functional attainment which has not yet arisen . . . practises insight 
. . . bodily pain . . .  temperature . . .  food . . .  By the strong-dependence 
of lodging-place . . .  practises insight. (1)

(viii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of bodily 
happiness, (one) offers an offering . . . develops attainment, kills a 
living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha . . . bodily pain . . . tem
perature . . . food . . .  By the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) 
offers an offering . . .  causes schism in the Sahgha. Bodily happiness . . .  
lodging-place is related to confidence leading to rebirth and death . . .
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wisdom, lu s t. . .  wish by strong-dependence condition. (2)
(ix) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbina is 

related to state leading to NibbSna by strong-dependence condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 

natural strong-dependence . . .
(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of bodily 

happiness, (one) develops Path . . . bodily pain . . . By the strong- 
dependence of lodging-place, (one) develops Path. Bodily happiness, 
bodily pain . . . lodging-place is related to Path by strong-dependence 
condition. (3)

Prenascence 3
57. (i) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibb5na is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by 
prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: The Arahat . . . eye . . . practises insight 
into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base. 
(The Arahat), by the power of divine-eye, sees a visible object. By the 
power of divine-ear element, (He) hears a sound. Visible object-base to 
eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to body-conscious
ness by prenascence condition.

(ft) B a se -p re n a s c e n c e :  Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by prenascence condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Learners or common worldlings . . .  eye . . .  
practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of 
the (heart-)base; enjoy and delight in it. Taking it as object, arises lust 
. . . arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. 
By the power of divine-ear element, (one) heare a sound.

(ft) B a se -p re n a s c e n c e :  (Heart-)base is related to aggregates leading to 
rebirth and death by prenascence condition. (2)

(iii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is
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related to state leading to Nibbana by prenascence condition.
Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates leading to 

Nibbana by prenascence condition. (3)

Postnascence 3

58. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to 
this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates leading to Nibbana are related to this pre
nascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(iii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by 
postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana are related to this prenascent body by postnascence condi
tion. (1)

Repetition 3

59. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
rebirth and death by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to sub
sequent aggregates leading to rebirth and death by repetition condition. 
Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation is related to purification by 
repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
Nibbana by repetition condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repeti
tion condition. (2)

(iii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by 
repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana are related to subsequent aggregates leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana by repetition condition. (1)
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Kamma 7

60. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
rebirth and death by kamma condition.

Volition leading to rebirth and death is related to (its) associated 
aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition leading to rebirth and death is related to 
mind-prbduced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition leading to rebirth and death is related to 
(its) resultant aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib- 
b ^ a  by kamma condition.

Volition leading to rebirth and death is related to (its) associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)
61. (iv) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading to Nibbana 
by kamma condition.

Volition leading to Nibb&na is related to (its) associated aggregates 
by kamma condition. (I)

(v) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition leading to Nibbana is related to mind-pro
duced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition leading to Nibbana is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates by kamma condition. (2)

(vi) State leading to Nibbina is related to state leading to Nibbana 
and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by kamma con
dition.

Volition leading to Nibbana is related to (its) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

(vii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by
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kamma condition.
(a) Volition leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibb3na is 

related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
kamma condition.

(ft) At the moment of conception, volition leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to Nibbana is related to (its) associated aggregates and 
kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (1)

Resultant 1
62. State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is related 
to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by resultant 
condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana to three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)

Nutriment, etc.
63. State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to re
birth and death by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by 
jhana condition . . . by path condition . . .  by association condition . . .

Dissociation 5
64. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to 

mind-produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to 

this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(ii) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading neither to 

rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by dissociation condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates leading to Nibbana are related to mind- 

produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates leading to Nibbana are related to this pre

nascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(iii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 

related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by
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dissociation condition.
(It is o f three kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 

postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death 

nor to Nibbana are related to mind-produced matter by dissociation 
condition.

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana are related to kamma-produced 
matter by dissociation condition; aggregates are related to (heart-)base 
by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates by dis
sociation condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness. . .  body-base to body- 
consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by dissociation condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana to this prenascent body . . .  (1)

(iv) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates leading to rebirth and 
death by dissociation condition. (2)

(v) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to NibbSna by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates leading to Nibbana by 
dissociation condition. (3)

Presence 13, etc.
65. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 
rebirth and death by presence condition.

One aggregate leading to rebirth and death to three aggregates . . .  (I)
(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 

neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by presence condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to 

mind-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death are related to 

this prenascent body by presence condition. (2)
(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading to 

rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nib
bana by presence condition.
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One aggregate leading to rebirth and death is related to three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . . two aggre
gates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) State leading to Nibbana . . . three. (Do according to the 
method of “leading to rebirth and death” .)
66. (vii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by 
presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (d) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (1) One conascent aggregate leading neither to rebirth and death 
nor to Nibbana is related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter 
by presence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by presence condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
by presence condition;

(3) One great primary . . . External . . .  nutriment-produced . . .  
temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(ft) (Object-)prenascence: The Arahat . . . eye . . . practises insight 
into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base. 
(The Arahat), by the power of divine-eye, sees a visible object. By the 
power of divine-ear element, (He) hears a sound. Visible object-base to 
eye-consciousness . . .  tangible object-base to body-consciousness . .  .

(Base-)prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates lead
ing neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates leading neither to rebirth and death nor 
to Nibbana are related to this prenascent body by presence condition.

(d) Edible food to this body . ..
(c) Physical life-faculty to kamma-produced matter . . .  (1)

(viii) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by presence condition.

(Object-)prenascence: Learners or common worldlings practise in
sight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the eye; 
enjoy and delight in it. Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises grief 
. . . ear . . . practise insight into the impermanence . . . of the (heart-) 
base; enjoy and delight in it. Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises 
grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the 
power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound.
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(Base-)prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates leading tc 
rebirth and death by presence condition. (2)

(ix) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibb3na is 
related to state leading to Nibbana by presence condition.

(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates leading tc 
Nibbana by presence condition. (3)
67. (x) States leading to rebirth and death and leading neither to re
birth and death nor to Nibbana are related to state leading to rebirth 
and death by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate leading to rebirth 
and death and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates by presence 
condition . . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(xi) States leading to rebirth and death and leading neither to re
birth and death nor to Nibbana are related to state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnasccnce-)faculty.

(a) Conascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death and great 
primaries are related to mind-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death and edible 
food are related to this body by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates leading to rebirth and death and physical 
life-faculty are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condi
tion. (2)

(xii)-(xiii) States leading to Nibbana and leading neither to rebirth 
and death nor to Nibbana are related to state leading to Nibbana by 
presence condition. (Do two by the method shown above.)

. . . by absence condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by 
non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

By Ones
68. With root 7, object 7, predominance 10, proximity 6, contiguity 6, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-dependence 9, pre
nascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 7, resultant 1, nutri
ment 7, faculty 7,jhana 7, path 7, association 3 , dissociation 5, presence 
13, absence 6 ,disappearance 6 ,non-disappearance 13.(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 15

69. (i) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading
to rebirth and death by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
to NibbSna by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence condi
tion, kamma condition. (3)

(iv) State leading to rebirth and death is related to state leading 
to rebirth and death and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to 
NibbSna by conascence condition. (4)
70. (v) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to Nib
bSna by conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(vi) State leading to Nibbana is related to state leading to rebirth 
and death by object condition, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(vii) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by object condition, conascence con
dition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence condition. (3)

(viii) State leading to NibbSna is related to state leading to Nib
bSna and leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana by co
nascence condition. (4)
71. (ix) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna by 
object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition, postnascence condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (1)

(x) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to Nibbana is 
related to state leading to rebirth and death by object condition, strong- 
dependence condition, prenascence condition. (2)

(ix) State leading neither to rebirth and death nor to NibbSna is 
related to state leading to NibbSna by strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition. (3)
72. (xii) States leading to rebirth and death and leading neither to 
rebirth and death nor to NibbSna are related to state leading to rebirth 
and death by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xiii) States leading to rebirth and death and leading neither to
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birth and death nor to NibbSna are related to state leading neither to re
birth and death nor to NibbSna by conascence, postnascence-nutriment- 
faculty. (2)

(xiv) States leading to NibbSna and leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibb5na are related to state leading to Nibbina by co
nascence-prenascence. (1)

(xv) States leading to NibbSna and leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to NibbSna are related to state leading neither to rebirth and 
death nor to Nibbana by conascence, postnascence-nutriment-faculty. (2)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
73. With not-root 15, not-object, not-predominance, not-proximity, 
not-contiguity 15, not-conascence 11, not-mutuality 11, not-dependence 
11, not-strong-dependence 14 (na upanissaya cuddassa), not-prenascence 
13, not-postnascence 15, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not- 
nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 15, not-association 11, not- 
dissociation 9, not-presence 9, not-absence 15, not-disappearance 15, 
not-non-disappearance 9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
74. With root condition, not-object 7, not-predominance, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 3, not-strong-dependence 7, not- 
prenascence, not-postnascence,not-repetition, not-kanuna, not-resultant, 
not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 7, not-association 3, 
not-dissociation 3, not-absence 7, not-disappearance 7. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
75. With not-root condition, object 7, predominance 10, proximity 6, 
contiguity 6, conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-depen
dence 9 , prenascence 3 , postnascence 3, repetition 3 , kamma 7, resultant
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1, nutriment 7, faculty, jhSna, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, 
presence 13, absence 6, disappearance 6, non-disappearance 13. (Enu
merate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
END OF TRIPLET OF (STATE) LEADING TO REBIRTH AND

DEATH
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11. L e a r n e r s  T r i p l e t ' I. “D e p e n d e n t ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 9
1. (i) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners (sekkhath dham
maih paticca), arises state appertaining to Learners by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta (nevasekkha-nasekkha) by 
root condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arise states apper
taining to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta (asekkha), arises 
state appertaining to Arahatta by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Arahatta, arise three 
aggregates . . .  (1)

(v) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Arahatta, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta . . . states apper-

' This comprises (I) States appertaining to Learners, (2) States appertaining to 
Arahatta, (3) States appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta.



taining to Arahatta and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta . . .

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Arahatta, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
3. (vii) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta (nevasekkha-n&sekkha), arises state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

(¢) Dependent on one aggregate appertaining neither to Learners 
nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on two great primaries, arise two great primaries; dependent 
on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived 
matter. (1)

(viii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners and appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither 
to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(u )  Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither 
to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Arahatta and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Object, etc.
4. Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state appertain
ing to Learners by object condition . . . by predominance condition. 
(No conception.) . . . by proximity condition . . .  by contiguity condi
tion . . . by conascence condition. (Include all great primaries.) . . .  by 
mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . .  by strong-depen
dence condition. . .  by prenascence condition. . .  by repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .

Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, 
arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by repeti
tion condition.
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Dependent on one aggregate appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

. . .  by kamma condition . . .  (iM>ii) by resultant condition. 
Dependent on one resultant aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise 

three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (Three. Complete.)
(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state 

appertaining to Arahatta by resultant condition.
Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Arahatta . . .  three.
(vii) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 

Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by resultant condition.

(a) Dependent on one resultant aggregate appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .  (1)
(viii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners and appertaining 

neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by resultant condition.

Dependent on resultant aggregates appertaining to Learners and 
great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by resultant condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Arahatta and great pri
maries, arises mind-produced matter. (I)

Nutriment, etc.
5. Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state appertain
ing to Learners by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by 
jhana condition . . . by path condition . . .  by association condition . . .  
by dissociation condition . . . by presence condition . . . by absence 
condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by non-disappearance 
condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
6. With root 9, object 3, predominance 9, proximity 3, contiguity 3, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 9, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 2 (asevane dve), kamma 9, resultant (vipake), 
nutriment, faculty, jhSna, path 9, association 3, dissociation 9, presence 
9, absence 3, disappearance 3, non-disappearance 9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
7. (i) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . . dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . . External . . . nutriment-produced . . . 
temperature-produced. . .  one great primary of non-percipient beings. . .

(d) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-object 5
8. (i) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Arahatta, arises mind- 
produced matter. (I)

(iii) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-object condition.



(a) Dependent on aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base . . .

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . .  (1)
(iv) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners and appertaining 

neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(v) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Arahatta and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-predominance, etc.
9. (i) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining to Learners by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises predomi
nance appertaining to Learners. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state apper
taining to Arahatta by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Arahatta, arises predomi
nance appertaining to Arahatta. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-predominance condition. [Complete. (Include) all conceptions 
and great primaries.] . . .

. . . by not-proximity condition . . .  by not-contiguity condition . . .  
by not-mutuality condition . . .  by not-strong-dependence condition . . .  
by not-prenascence condition. 7. (As for the Faultless Triplet.) . . .  by 
not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition condition.
10. (i) Dependent on one resultant aggregate appertaining to Learn
ers, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)
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(iii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arise states 
appertaining to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one resultant aggregate appertaining to Leamen, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta . . . state 
appertaining to Arahatta . . .  three.

(vii) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Arahatta 
by not-repetition condition.

Appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Arahatta . . . (One; com
plete; appertaining to Leamen and appertaining neither to Learners nor 
to Arahatta. . .  Combinations are to be completed. Do two questions. 9.)

. . .  by not-kamma condition.
Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises volition 

appertaining to Leamen.
Dependent on state appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Ara

hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Arahatta by 
not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Ara
hatta, arises volition appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Arahatta;

External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  one great primary of tempera
ture-produced . . .

Not-resultant 5
11. (i) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state
appertaining to Leamen by not-resultant condition.

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Leamen, arise three 
aggregates . . . (1)

(ii) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Arahatta by not-resultant con
dition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Leamen, arises mind- 
produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state appertaining to Leamen, arise states 
appertaining to Leamen and appertaining neither to Leamen nor to 
Arahatta by not-resultant condition.

Dependent on one aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  (3)
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12. (iv) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-resultant condition. (Complete. No conception.)

(v) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners and appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by not-resultant condition.

Dependent on aggregates appertaining to Learners and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Not-nutriment, etc.
13. Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
not-nutriment condition . . . by not-faculty condition . . .  by not-jhana 
condition . . .  by not-path condition . . .

Not-association 5

14. Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by not-association condition. 
(The same as not-object condition.)

Not-dissociation, etc.

(i) Dependent on state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining to Learners by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate appertaining to 
Learners, arise three aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Dependent on state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state 
appertaining to Arahatta by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate appertaining to 
Arahatta, arise three aggregates . . .  (1)

(iii) Dependent on state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-dissociation condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates . . .

(b) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
non-percipient beings . .  .

. . . by not-absence condition . . . by not-disappearance condi
tion . . .
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (H) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
15. With not-root 1, not-object 5, not-predominance 3, not-proximity, 
not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not-prenascence 
7, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 9, not-kamma 2, not-resultant 5, 
not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 1, not-association 
5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
16. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 3, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 7, not-postnascence, not-repetition 9, not-kamma 2, not- 
resultant 5, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, not- 
disappearance 5 . (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
17. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, associa
tion, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, non-disappearance 
1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “DEPENDENT" CHAPTER 

(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)
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11. L e a r n e r s  T r i p l e t  III. “Co n d i t i o n e d ” Ch a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 1 7
18. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state



appertaining to Learners by root condition . . . three. (The same as in 
the “Dependent” Chapter.)

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state 
appertaining to Arahatta by root condition . . . three. (The same as in 
the “Dependent” Chapter.)
19. (vii) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by root condition. (Complete.). . .

Conditioned by great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma- 
produced derived matter;

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta. (1)

(viii) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Learners by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to 
Learners. (2)

(ix) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Arahatta by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to Ara
hatta. (3)

(x) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arise states appertaining to Learners and appertaining neither 
to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to Learners; 
conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arise states appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining neither 
to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to Ara
hatta; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (5)
20. (xii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to 
Learners by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining to Learners and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither 
to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Learners and great
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primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)
(xiv) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertain

ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arise states appertaining to 
Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by root 
condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining to Learners and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates; conditioned by aggregates 
appertaining to Learners and great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Arahatta and 
appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta . . . three. (The same 
as Learners.)

Object 7
21. (i) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state
appertaining to Learners by object condition . . .  one.

(ii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Arahatta . . . state 
appertaining to Arahatta . . .  one.

(iii) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by object condition . . .  one.

(At the moment of conception . . .)* conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta;

Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . conditioned 
by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta. (1)

(iv) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Learners by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to 
Learners. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Arahatta by object condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to Ara
hatta. (3)

(vi) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to 
Learners by object condition.

* Omitted in the Pali Text.
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Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining to Learners and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Arahatta and appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Ara
hatta by object condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining to Arahatta and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

Predominance, etc.
22. Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining to Learners by predominance condition . . . by proximity con
dition . . . by contiguity condition . . .  by conascence condition . . .  by 
mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . . by strong
dependence condition . . . by prenascence condition . . . by repetition 
condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise three 
aggregates . . .

Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
repetition condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining neither to Learners nor 
to Arahatta . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta. (1)

Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining to Learners by repetition condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertaining to 
Learners. (2)

Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Learners 
by repetition condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate appertaining to Learners and (heart-) 
base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

Kamma, etc.
23. Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining to Learners by kamma condition . . . by resultant condition. 
(Conditioned by) one resultant aggregate appertaining to Learners . . . 
by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by jh5na condition 
. . . by path condition . . . by association condition . . .  by dissociation
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condition . . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by 
disappearance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

By Ones
24. With root 17, object 7, predominance 17, proximity 7, contiguity 
7, conascence 17, mutuality 7, dependence 17, strong-dependence 7, 
prenascence 7, repetition 4, kamma 17, resultant 17, nutriment 17, 
faculty, jhana, path 17, association 7, dissociation 17, presence 17, 
absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
25. Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
not-root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless aggregate appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates and mind-produced 
matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  conditioned by aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary . . . External . . . nutriment- 
produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness.. .conditioned 
by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise rootless aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta;

(e) Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object, etc.
26. (i) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by not-object condi
tion . . . (1)

(i) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining to Learners by not-predominance condition.
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Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises predomi
nance appertaining to Learners. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state 
appertaining to Arahatta by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Arahatta, arises predomi
nance appertaining to Arahatta. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-predominance condition. (Complete.) . . .  non-percipient beings 
. . . eye-base . . .  conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta. (1)

(iv) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Learners by not-predominance 
condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises predominance appertaining to 
Learners. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Arahatta by not-predominance 
condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises predominance appertaining to 
Arahatta. (3)

(vi) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to 
Learners by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Learners and (heart-)base, 
arises predominance appertaining to Learners. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state appertaining to Arahatta and appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to 
Arahatta by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Arahatta and (heart-)base, 
arises predominance appertaining to Arahatta. (1)

Not-proximity, etc.
27. Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by not-proximity condition . . . 
by not-contiguity condition . . .  by not-mutuality condition . . .  by not- 
strong-dependence condition . . .  by not-prenascence condition.(Seven.)*

’ Not for Not-postnascence as given in the Pali Text.
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. . . by not-postnascence condition . . . by not-repetition condition . . .  
by not-kamma condition.

(i) Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises 
volition appertaining to Learners.

(ii) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-kamma condition.

(fl) Conditioned by aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor 
to Arahatta, arises voUtion appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta;

(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .
(c) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises voUtion appertaining neither 

to Learners nor to Arahatta. (1)
(ui) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 

Arahatta, arises state appertaining to Learners by not-kamma condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises voUtion appertaining to 

Learners. (2)
(iv) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and appertain

ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to 
Learners by not-kamma condition.

Conditioned by aggregates appertaining to Learners and (heart-)base, 
arises voUtion appertaining to Learners. (1)

Not-resultant 9
28. (i)-(iU) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining to Learners by not-resultant condition. (For the reference 
with Learners, three.)

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor 
to Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta by not-resultant condition. (For the reference with “appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta” , three.)

(vu)-(ix) Conditioned by state appertaining to Learners and apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, arises state appertaining to 
Learners by not-resultant condition. (For the combinations with 
Learners, three.)

Not-nutriment, etc.
29. Conditioned by state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by
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not-nutriment condition . . . by not-faculty condition . . .  by not-jhina 
condition . . . by not-path condition . . . by not-association condition 
. . . by not-dissociation condition . . . by not-absence condition . . .  by 
not-disappearance condition . . .
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2. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones

30. With not-root 1, not-object 5, not-predominance 7, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 7, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not-kamma 4, 
not-resultant 9, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 1, 
not-association 5, not-dissodation 3, not-absence 5, not-disappearance 
5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS; POSmVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos

31. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 7, not- 
proximity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, 
not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not-kamma 
4, not-resultant 9, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence S, 
not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)

32. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality I . . .  non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER

(The “Supported” Chapter is the same as the “Conditioned” Chap
ter.)



11. L e a r n e r s  T r i p l e t  V. “ C o n j o i n e d ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 3
33. (i) Conjoined with state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining to Learners by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate appertaining to Learners, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Conjoined with state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state 
appertaining to Arahatta by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate appertaining to Arahatta, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate appertaining neither to Learners 
nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Object, etc.
34. Conjoined with state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining to Learners by object condition . . .  by predominance condition 
. . . by prenascence condition . . . by repetition condition. [Do two 
(questions.)] . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
35. With root 3, object 3, predominance 3, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence 3, 
repetition 2, kamma 3 . . .  non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAFFER 

Not-root 1
36. Conjoined with state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
not-root condition.



(a) Conjoined with one rootless aggregate appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) Conjoined with doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-predominance 3
37. (i) Conjoined with state appertaining to Learners, arises state 
appertaining to Learners by not-predominance condition.

Conjoined with aggregates appertaining to Learners, arises predomi
nance appertaining to Learners. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state appertaining to Arahatta, arises state 
appertaining to Arahatta by not-predominance condition.

Conjoined with aggregates appertaining to Arahatta, arises predomi
nance appertaining to Arahatta. (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta, arises state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
by not-predominance condition. (Complete. One.)

Not-prenascence, etc.
38. Conjoined with state appertaining to Learners, arises state apper
taining to Learners by not-prenascence condition . . . by not-post
nascence condition . . . by not-repetition condition . . .  by not-kamma 
condition. [Do two (questions.)] . . . by not-resultant condition. [Do 
two (questions.)] . . .  by not-jhana condition . . .  by not-path condition 
. . .  by not-dissociation condition . . .

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 
(By Ones)

39. With not-root 1, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 3, not-kamma 2, not-resultant 2, not- 
jhana 1, not-path 1, not-dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root By Twos)
40. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3,
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not-postnascence, not-iepetition 3, not-kamma 2, not-resultant 2, not- 
dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

(Not root By Twos)
41. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kanuna, resultant, nutriment, faculty ,jhSna, path, association, 
dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, non-disappearance 1. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONJOINED” CHAPTER 

(The “Associated” Chapter is the same as the “Conjoined” Chapter.)

11. LEARNERS T r i p l e t  Vll.  “In v e s t i g a t i o n ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 7
42. (i) State appertaining to Learners (sekkho dhammo) is related to 
state appertaining to Learners by root condition.

Roots appertaining to Learners are related to (their) associated 
aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by root condition.

Roots appertaining to Learners are related to mind-produced matter 
by root condition. (2)

(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
root condition.

Roots appertaining to Learners are related to (their) associated 
aggregates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (3)

(iv)-(vi) State appertaining to Arahatta (asekkha) to state apper
taining to Arahatta . . .  (Three.)

(vii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
root condition.
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(a) Roots appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta are related 
to (their) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by root con
dition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Objects
43. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, 
review the Fruition appertaining to Learners. By the Icnowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s mind 
appertaining to Learners. Aggregates appertaining to Learners are 
related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future existences, adver
tence by object condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by object condition.

The Arahat reviews the Fruition appertaining to Arahatta. By the 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (he) knows the other 
being’s mind appertaining to Arahatta. Aggregates appertaining to 
Arahatta are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future 
existences, advertence by object condition. (1)
44. (iii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it . . . formerly well 
done. Having emerged from jh5na, (one) reviews the jhina. The Noble 
persons review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purifi
cation, advertence by object condition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements, review the 
uneradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before. 
(They) practise insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of the eye; enjoy and delight in (the eye). Taking it as object, 
arises lust . . . arises grief . . . ear . . . (heart-)base . . . (They) practise 
insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of aggregates 
appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta . . . enjoy . . . arises 
grief.
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By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. By the knowledge of penetra
tion into others’ minds, (one) knows the other being’s mind appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta.

Infinity of space to infinity of consciousness . . . nothingness is 
related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception by object condition. 
Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base to 
body-consciousness . . .

Aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta are 
related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge of penetration 
into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, 
knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future 
existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(iv) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Learners by object condition.

Nibbana is related to Path, Fruition appertaining to Learners by 
object condition. (2)

(v) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Arahatta by object condition.

Nibbana is related to Fruition appertaining to Arahatta by object 
condition. (3)

Predominance 9
45. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Learners by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining to Leamen 
is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path, esteem and review the Fruition 
appertaining to Learners.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining to
Learners is related to mind-produced matter by predominance condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by
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predominance condition.
Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining to Learners 

is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
predominance condition. (3)
46. (iv) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining to Arahatta 
is related to (its) associated a^regates by predominance condition. (1)

(v) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
neither tb Learners nor to Arahatta by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Arahat esteems and reviews the 
Fruition appertaining to Arahatta.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining to Ara
hatta is related to mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (2)

(vi) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining to Arahatta 
is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
predominance condition. (3)
47. (vii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely :)(fl) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. Having emerged from jhana, one esteems and reviews the 
jhana. The Noble persons esteem and review NibbSna. Nibbana is re
lated to change-of-lineage, purification by predominance condition.

(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in the eye. Taking it as estimable 
object, arises lust, arise wrong views . . . ear . . .  (heart-)base . . .  (One) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in aggregates appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, 
arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance appertaining neither
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to Learners nor to Arahatta is related to (its) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (1)

(viii) State appertaining neither to Leamera nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Learners by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: NibbSna is related to Path, Fruition apper
taining to Learners by predominance condition. (2)

(ix) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Arahatta by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: NibbSna is related to Fruition appertaining to 
Arahatta by predominance condition. (3)

Proximity 8
48. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining
to Learners by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates appertaining to Learners are related to subse
quent aggregates appertaining to Learners by proximity condition. Path 
to Fruition appertaining to Learners; Fruition appertaining to Leamen 
is related to Fruition appertaining to Learners by proximity condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta by proximity condition.

Path is related to Fruition appertaining to Arahatta by proximity 
condition. (2)

(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by proximity condition.

Fruition appertaining to Learners is related to emergence by prox
imity condition. (3)
49. (iv) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates appertaining to Arahatta are related to subse
quent aggregates appertaining to Arahatta by proximity condition. 
Fruition appertaining to Arahatta is related to Fruition appertaining to 
Arahatta by proximity condition. (1)

(v) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by proximity condition.

Fruition appertaining to Arahatta is related to emergence by prox
imity condition. (2)
50. (vi) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta il 
related to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by
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proximity condition.
Preceding aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 

to subsequent aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta . . . Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; 
advertence is related to aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor 
to Arahatta by proximity condition. (1)

(vii) State appertaining neither to  Learners nor to  Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Learners by proximity condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification to Path; adaptation to the 
attainment of Fruition appertaining to Learners; for one emerging from 
the attaiiunent of Extinction, faultless neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception is related to the attainment of Fruition appertaining to 
Learners by proximity condition. (2)

(viii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Arahatta by proximity condition.

Adaptation to the attainment of Fruition appertaining to Arahatta; 
for one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, functional neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition 
appertaining to Arahatta by proximity condition. (3)

Contiguity 8
51. State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining to 
Learners by contiguity condition . . . (The same as proximity; 8 ques
tions.)

Conascence, etc.
52. State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining to 
Learners by conascence condition. (The same as conascence in the 
“Dependent” Chapter: 9 questions.) . . . by mutuality condition. (The 
same as mutuality in the “Dependent” Chapter; three. In dependence 
condition it is the same as dependence condition in the Faultless Trip
let: 13 questions.)

Strong-dependence 8
53. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertain
ing to Learners by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: First Path is related to second Path
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by strong-dependence condition; second Path is related to third Path by 
strong-dependence condition; third Path is related to fourth Path by 
strong-dependence condition. Path is related to the attainment of 
Fruition appertaining to Learners by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Path is related to the attainment of 
Fruition appertaining to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The Noble persons, by the strong- 
dependence of the Path, generate a faultless attainment which has not 
yet arisen, enter an attainment which has arisen. They practise insight 
into the impermanence . . . of the formations. Path is related to the 
Noble person’s analytical knowledge of meaning . . . analytical knowl
edge of the above three, knowledge of correct and faulty conclusion by 
strong-dependence condition. The attainment of Fruition appertaining 
to Learners is related to bodily happiness by strong-dependence condi
tion. (3)
54. (iv) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition.

Proximity-strong-dependence: Preceding aggregates appertaining to 
Arahatta to subsequent aggregates appertaining to Arahatta . . .  Fruition 
appertaining to Arahatta is related to Fruition appertaining to Arahatta 
by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The attainment of Fruition apper
taining to Arahatta is related to bodily happiness by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)
55. (vi) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
strong-dependence condition.
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(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta, (one) offers an 
offering . . . precepts . . . duty of observance . . . jhana . . .  insight. . .  
superknowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong 
views , . . precept appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta . . .  
wisdom . . . lust . . . wish . . . bodily happiness . . . temperature . . . 
food . . . By the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) offers an 
offering •. . . precepts . . . develops attainment, kills a living being . . . 
causes schism in the Sahgha. Confidence appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness 
. . . lodging-place is related to confidence appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, 
bodily pain by strong-dependence condition.

The preparation for first jhSna is related to first jh5na by strong- 
dependence condition . . . the preparation for neither-perception-nor- 
non-perception to neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . , First 
jhana is related to second jhana by strong-dependence condition . . . 
nothingness is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(vii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Learners by strong-dependence condi
tion.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The preparation for first Path is 
related to first Path by strong-dependence condition . . . the prepara
tion for fourth Path is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

(viii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is 
related to state appertaining to Arahatta by strong-depdence condi
tion.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Bodily happiness, bodily pain, 
temperature, food, lodging-place is related to the attainment of Fruition 
appertaining to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition. (3)
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Prenascence 3

56. (i) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: (One practises insight into the impermanence 
. . . of the eye; enjoys and delights in (the eye). Taking it as object, 
arises lust . . . arises grief . . . ear . . . (One) practises insight into the 
impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base . . . 
arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By 
the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object- 
base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to body- 
consciousness by prenascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . .  (heart-)base is related to aggregates appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is related 
to state appertaining to Learners by prenascence condition.

Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining 
to Learners by prenascence condition. (2)

(iii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is related 
to state appertaining to Arahatta by prenascence condition.

Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining 
to Arahatta by prenascence condition. (3)

Postnascence 3

51. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to  state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates appertaining to Learners are related to this 
prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates appertaining to Arahatta are related to this 
prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(iii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is related 
to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by post
nascence condition.



Postnascent aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Ara
hatta are related to this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

Repetition 2
58. (i) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is related 
to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by repetition 
condition.

Preceding aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta 
are related to subsequent aggregates appertaining neither to Learners 
nor to Arahatta by repetition condition. Adaptation to change-of- 
lineage; adaptation is related to purification by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is related 
to state appertaining to Learners by repetition condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repeti
tion condition. (2)

Kamma 8
59. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Learners by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition appertaining to Learners is related to (its) 
associated aggregates by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition appertaining to Learners is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates appertaining to Learners by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Arahatta by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition appertaining to Learners is related to the 
aggregates appertaining to Arahatta by kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by kamma condition.

Conascent volition appertaining to Learners is related to mind- 
produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

(iv) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
kamma condition.

Volition appertaining to Learners is related to (its) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (4)
60. (v) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining
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to Arahatta by kanuna condition.
Volition appertaining to Arahatta is related to (its) associated aggre 

gates by kamma condition. (1)
(vi) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 

neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by kamma condition.
Volition appertaining to Arahatta is related to mind-produced matter 

by kamma condition. (2)
(vii) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertaining 

to Arahatta and appertaining neither to Leamen nor to Arahatta by 
kamma condition.

Volition appertaining to Arahatta is related to (its) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)
61. (viii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining neither to Leamere nor to Arahatta by 
kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by kanuna condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition appertaining neither to Learners nor to 

Arahatta is related to (its) resultant aggregates appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta and kamma-produced matter by kamma 
condition. (I)

Resultant 7
62. (i)-(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertain
ing to Learners by resultant condition.

One resultant aggregate appertaining to Learners to three aggregates 
. . .  (For the reference with “appertaining to Learners” : three.)

(iv)-(vi) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertain
ing to Arahatta by resultant condition.

One aggregate appertaining to Arahatta to three aggregates. . .  (For 
the reference with “appertaining to Arahatta” : three.)

(vii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
resultant condition.

(a) One resultant aggregate appertaining neither to Learners nor to
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Arahatta to three aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 

(heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)

Nutriment, etc.
63. State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining to 
Learners by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by jhlna 
condition . . .  by path condition . . .  by association condition . . .

Dissociation 5
64. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates appertaining to Learners are related to 

mind-produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates appertaining to Learners are related to 

this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(ii) State appertaining to  Arahatta is related to state appertaining 

neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by dissociation condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence. (Like 

Learners.)
(iii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re

lated to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by dis
sociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a) (1) Conascent aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta are related to mind-produced matter by dissociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, aggregates appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta are related to kamma-produced 
matter by dissociation condition; aggregates are related to (heart-)base 
by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates by disso
ciation condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness. . .  body-base to body- 
consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining 
neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by dissociation condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta are related to this prenascent body by dissociation condi
tion. (1)
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(iv) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining to Learners by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining to 
Learners by dissociation condition. (2)

(v) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining to Arahatta by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining to Ara
hatta by dissociation condition. (3)

Presence 13
65. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 
to Learners by presence condition.

One aggregate appertaining to Learners to three aggregates . . .  (1)
(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 

neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by presence condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates appertaining to Learners are related to 

mind-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates appertaining to Learners are related to 

this prenascent body by presence condition. (2)
(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertaining 

to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
presence condition.

One aggregate appertaining to Learners is related to three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . . two aggregates 
. . . ( 3 )

(iv)-(vi) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state apper
taining to Arahatta by presence condition . . .  three. (Like Learners.)
66. (vii) State appertaining neither to Learners ro r to Arahatta is related 
to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by presence 
condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (<J) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (1) One conascent aggregate appertaining neither to Learners nor 
to Arahatta is related to three aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
presence condition . . .  two aggregates. . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by presence condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
by presence condition;
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(3) One great primary . . .  External. . .  non-percipient beings . . .  
(ft) (Object-)prenascence: (One) practises insight into the imperma

nence, suffering and impersonality of the eye; enjoys and delights in 
(the eye). Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises grief . . . ear . . . 
(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . of the (heart-)base 
. . . By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the 
power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to 
eye-consciousness . . .  tangible object-base to body<onsciousness . . .

(Base-jprenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base 
to body<onsciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates apper
taining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates appertaining neither to Learners nor to 
Arahatta are related to this prenascent body by presence condition. 

id) Edible food is related to this body by presence condition.
(e) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

presence condition. (1)
(viii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re

lated to state appertaining to Learners by presence condition.
(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining 

to Learners by presence condition. (2)
(ix) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re

lated to state appertaining to Arahatta by presence condition.
(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates appertaining 

to Arahatta by presence condition. (3)
67. (x) States appertaining to Learners and appertaining neither to
Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining to Learners 
by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate appertaining to 
Learners and (heart-)base are related to three aggregates by presence 
condition . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(xi) States appertaining to Learners and appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.

(a) Conascent aggregates appertaining to Learners and great primaries 
are related to mind-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates appertaining to Learners and edible food 
are related to this body by presence condition.
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(c) Postnascent aggregates appertaining to Learners and physical 
life-faculty are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condi
tion. (2)

(xii)-(xiii) States appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining neither 
to Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining to Arahatta 
by presence condition . . .  (Do two (questions;) like Learners.] . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
68. With root 7, object 5, predominance 9, proximity 8, contiguity 8, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-dependence 8, pre
nascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 2, kamma 8, resultant, nutri
ment, faculty, jhana, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, presence 13, 
absence 8, disappearance 8, non-disappearance 13. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 14

69. (i) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertain
ing to Learners by conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion. (1)

(ii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertain
ing to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by object condition, conascence 
condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence condition. (3)

(iv) State appertaining to Learners is related to state appertain
ing to Learners and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
conascence condition. (4)
70. (v) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertain
ing to Arahatta by conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion. (1)

(vi) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertain
ing neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by object condition, conascence 
condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence condition. (2)

(vii) State appertaining to Arahatta is related to state appertain
ing to Arahatta and appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
conascence condition. (3)
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71. (viii) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta by 
object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition, postnascence condition, kamma condition, 
nutriment condition, faculty condition. (1)

(ix) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining to Learners by strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition. (2)

(x) State appertaining neither to Learners nor to Arahatta is re
lated to state appertaining to Arahatta by strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition. (3)
72. (xi) States appertaining to Learners and appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining to Learners 
by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xii) States appertaining to Learners and appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by conascence, postnascence-nutriment- 
faculty. (2)

(xiii) States appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining to Arahatta 
by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xiv) States appertaining to Arahatta and appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta are related to state appertaining neither to 
Learners nor to Arahatta by conascence, postnascence-nutriment- 
faculty. (2)
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

73. With not-root 14, not-object, not-predominance, not-proximity, 
not-contiguity 14, not-conascence 10, not-mutuality 10, not-dependence 
10, not-strong-dependence 13, not-prenascence 12, not-postnascence 
14, not-repetition, not-kamma 14, not-resultant 12, not-nutriment, not- 
faculty, not-jhana, not-path 14, not-association 10, not-dissociation 8, 
not-presence 8, not-absence 14, not-disappearance 14, not-non-dis- 
appearance 8. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

R oot By Twos
74. With root condition, not-object 7, not-predominance 7, not- 
proximity 7, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 3, not-strong-dependence, 
not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma 7, not- 
resultant 4, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 7, not- 
association 3, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 7, not-disappearance 7. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
IS. With not-root condition, object 5, predominance 9, proximity 8, 
contiguity 8, conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-depen
dence 8, prenascence 3 , postnascence 3 , repetition 2, kamma 8, resultant, 
nutriment, faculty, jhana, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, presence 
13, absence 8, disappearance 8 ,non-disappearance 13. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of "INVESTIGATION" CHAPTER 

END OF LEARNERS TRIPLET

12. L i m i t e d  t r i p l e t *  l. “D e p e n d e n t ” C h a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s  : POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root 13
1. (i) Dependent on limited (paritta) state, arises limited state by root 
condition.

(fl) Dependent on one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one limited aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . .  two aggre
gates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .

' This comprises (1) Limited states, (2) Lofty states, (3) Incomparable states.
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two . . . dependent on great primaries, arises mind-produced (derived) 
matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on limited state, arises Lofty state by root condi
tion.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
Lofty aggregates. (2)

(iii) Dependent on limited state, arise limited and Lofty states by 
root condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
Lofty aggregates; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on Lofty (Mahaggata) state, arises Lofty state by 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(v) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by root condi

tion.
(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates, 

arises kamma-produced matter. (2)
(vi) Dependent on Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 

root condition.
(a) Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates and 

mind-produced matter . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggre

gate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . .  two aggre
gates . . . (3)
3. (vii) Dependent on Incomparable (appamaija) state, arises Incompar
able state by root condition.

Dependent on one Incomparable aggregate, arise three aggregates. . .  
two aggregates . . .  (1)

(viii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises limited state by root 
condition.

Dependent on Incomparable aggregates, arises mind-produced mat
ter. (2)

(ix) Dependent on Incomparable state, arise limited and Incompar
able states by root condition.

Dependent on one Incomparable aggregate, arise three aggregates
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and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
4. (x) Dependent on limited and Incomparable state, arises limited 
state by root condition.

Dependent on Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (1)

(xi) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises limited state by 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(xii) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises Lofty state by 

root condition.
At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 

and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)
(xiii) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty 

states by root condition.
At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 

and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . depen
dent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)

Object 5
5. (i) Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by object con
dition.

(a) Dependent on one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on limited state, arises Lofty state by object condi
tion.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
Lofty aggregates. (2)

(iii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by object condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(iv) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 

by object condition.
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Dependent on one Incomparable aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates . . .  (1)

(v) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises Lofty state by 
object condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (I )

Predominance 9
6. (i) Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by predomi
nance condition.

(a) Dependent on one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arises mind-produced derived matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by predominance 
condition.

Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . two 
aggregates . . . (1)

(iii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by predomi
nance condition.

Dependent on Lofty  aggregates, arises mind-produced matter. (2)
(iv) Dependent on Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 

predominance condition.
Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates and mind- 

produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
(v) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 

by predominance condition.
Dependent on one Incomparable abrogate, arise three aggregates . .  . 

two aggregates . . .  (1)
(vi) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises limited state by pre

dominance condition.
Dependent on Incomparable aggregates, arises mind-produced mat

ter. (2)
(vii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arise limited and Incompar

able states by predominance condition.
' Dependent on one Incomparable aggregate, arise three aggregates 

and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
7. (viii) Dependent on limited and Incomparable state, arises limited 
state by predominance condition.
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Dependent on Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises limited state by 
predominance condition.

Dependent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

Proximity, etc.
8. Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by proximity con
dition . . . by contiguity condition . . . by conascence condition. (In
clude all great primaries.). . .  by mutuality condition . . .  by dependence 
condition . . . by strong-dependence condition . . .  by prenascence con
dition. (Do three questions.) . . . by repetition condition. (Do three 
questions.) . . . by kamma condition . . . by resultant condition. (13 
questions.) . . . by nutriment condition . . . by faculty condition . . . 
by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . .  by association condition 
. . . by dissociation condition . . .  by presence condition . . .  by absence 
condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by non-disappearance 
condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
9. With root 13, object 5, predominance 9, proximity 5, contiguity 5, 
conascence 13, mutuality 7, dependence 13, strong-dependence 5, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 13, resultant 13, nutriment, faculty, 
jhana, path 13, association 5, dissociation 13, presence 13, absence 5, 
disappearance S, non-disappearance 13. (Enumerate thus.)

End o f Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
10. Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not-root condi
tion.

(fl) Dependent on one rootless limited aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment o f rootless conception . . . dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;
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(c) One great primary . . .  External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  tem
perature-produced . . .  one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .

id) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-object 5
11. (i) Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not-object 
condition.

(a) Dependent on limited aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on limited s^regates, 

arises kamma-produced matter; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base . . .

(c) One great primary . . . External . . . nutriment-produced . . . 
temperature-produced . . . one great primary of non-percipient beings 
. . . (1)

(ii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by not-object 
condition.

(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates, 

arises kamma-produced matter. (1)
(iii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises limited state by not- 

ob ject co n d itio n .
Dependent on Incomparable aggregates, arises mind-produced mat

ter. (1)
(iv) Dependent on limited and Incomparable state, arises limited 

state by not-object condition.
Dependent on Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, arises 

mind-produced matter. (1)
(v) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises limited state by 

not-object condition.
(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 

produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates 

and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (1)

Not-predominance 10
12. (i) Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not- 
predominance condition.
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(a) Dependent on one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 

arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;
(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Dependent on hmited state, arises Lofty state by not-pre
dominance condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
Lofty aggregates. (2)

(iii) Dependent on limited state, arise limited and Lofty states by 
not-predominance condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
Lofty aggregates; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)
13. (iv) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-pre
dominance condition.

(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises Lofty predominance; 
dependent on one resultant Lofty aggregate . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(v) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by not-pre

dominance condition.
(fl) Dependent on resultant Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced 

matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates, 

arises kamma-produced matter. (2)
(vi) Dependent on Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 

not-predominance condition.
(fl) Dependent on one resultant Lofty aggregate, arise three aggre

gates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates. . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (3)

14. (vii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on Incomparable aggregates, arises Incomparable pre
dominance. (1)

(viii) Dependent on Umited and Lofty state, arises Umited state by 
not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on resultant Lofty aggregates and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (1)
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(ix) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises Lofty state by 
not-predominance condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

(x) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty 
states by not-predominance condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . depen
dent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)

Not-proximity, etc. 5

15. Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not-proximity 
condition . . . by not-contiguity condition . . .  by not-mutuality condi
tion . . .  by not-strong-dependence condition . . .

Not-prenascence 12

16. (i)-(iii) Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not- 
prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one limited aggregate, arise 
three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . dependent on limited aggre
gates, arises mind-produced matter;

At the moment of conception, dependent on one limited aggregate, 
arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . two aggregates 
. . . [Expand all great primaries. In the immaterial plane, there are three 
questions for the reference with “limited (state)” .]

(iv) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-pre
nascence condition.

(fl) One Lofty aggregate . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )

(v) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by not-pre
nascence condition.

(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates, 

irises kamma-produced matter. (2)
(vi) Dependent on Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 

not-prenascence condition.
At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate,
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arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . two aggregates 
. . . ( 3 )
17. (vii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, one Incomparable aggregate . . .  (1)
(viii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises limited state by not- 

prenascence condition.
Dependent on Incomparable aggregates, arises mind-produced mat

ter. (2)
(ix) Dependent on limited and Incomparable state, arises limited 

state by not-prenascence condition.
Dependent on Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, arises 

mind-produced matter. (1)
(x) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises limited state by 

not-prenascence condition.
(o) Dependent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 

produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

(xi) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises Lofty state by 
not-prenascence condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  (2)

(xii) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arise limited and 
Lofty states by not-prenascence condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . depen
dent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)

Not-postnascence, etc. 13
18. (i) Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not- 
postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition condition.

(a) Dependent on one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-prodilced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . . one great primary of non-percipient 
beings . . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on limited state, arises Lofty state by not-repetition
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condition.
At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 

Lofty aggregates. (2)
(iii) Dependent on limited state, arise limited and Lofty states by 

not-repetition condition.
At the moment of conception, dependent on (heart-)base, arise 

Lofty aggregates; dependent on great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)
19. (iv) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-repetition 
condition.

(a) Dependent on one resultant Lofty aggregate, arise three aggre
gates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggre
gate, arise three aggregates . . .  (1)

(v) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by not-repeti
tion condition.

(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)

(vi) Dependent on Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 
not-repetition condition.

(a) Dependent on one resultant Lofty  aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  one Lofty aggregate . . .  (3)
20. (vii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one resultant Incomparable aggregate, arise three 
aggregates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(viii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises limited state by not- 
repetition condition.

Dependent on Incomparable aggregates, arises mind-produced mat
ter. (2)

(ix) Dependent on Incomparable state, arise limited and Incom
parable states by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one resultant Incomparable aggregate, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  (3)
2*1. (x) Dependent on limited and Incomparable state, arises limited
state by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (1)
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(xi) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises limited state by 
not-repetition condition.

(a) Dependent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on Lofty aggregates 
and great primaries, arises kamma-produced matter. (1)

(xii) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises Lofty state by 
not-repetition condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

(xiii) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arise limited and 
Lofty states by not-repetition condition.

At the moment of conception, dependent on one Lofty aggregate 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . depen
dent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
matter. (3)

Not-kamma 3
22. (i) Dependent on Umited state, arises Umited state by not- 
kamma condition.

(a) Dependent on Umited aggregates, arises limited voUtion;
(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . . one great primary of tem

perature-produced . . . (1)
(ii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-kamma 

condition.
Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises Lofty voUtion. (1)

(ui) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on faultless Incomparable aggregates, arises Incompar
able voUtion. (1)

Not-resultant 9
23. (i) Dependent on Umited state, arises Umited state by not- 
resultant condition.

(a) Dependent on one Umited aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arises mind-produced derived matter;

(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .
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one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  (1)
(ii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-resultant 

condition.
Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . two 

aggregates . . .  (1)
(iii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises limited state by not-resultant 

condition.
Dependent on Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(iv) Dependent on Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 
not-resultant condition.

Dependent on one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(v) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-resultant condition.

Dependent on one faultless Incomparable aggregate, arise three 
aggregates. . .  (1)

(vi) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises limited state by not- 
resultant condition.

Dependent on faultless Incomparable aggregates, arises mind-pro
duced matter. (2)

(vii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arise limited and Incom
parable states by not-resultant condition.

Dependent on one faultless Incomparable aggregate, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(viii) Dependent on limited and Incomparable state, arises limited 
state by not-resultant condition.

Dependent on faultless Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(ix) Dependent on limited and Lofty state, arises limited state by 
not-resultant condition.

Dependent on Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

Not-nutriment, etc.
24. Dependent on limited state, arises limited state by not-nutriment 
condition. External . . . temperature-produced . . . non-percipient 
beings (Expand.). . .

. . . by not faculty condition. External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  
temperature-produced . . . non-percipient beings . . . dependent on
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great primaries, arises physical life-faculty.
. . . by not-jhana condition . . .  one five-fold consciousness-accom

panied aggregate . . . External . . . one great primary of non-percipient 
beings . . .  (Include all great primaries.)

. . . by not-path condition . . . one rootless limited aggregate . . .  At 
the moment of rootless conception, one . . .  (Include all great primaries.) 

. . .  by not-association condition . . .
(i) . . .  by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one limited aggregate, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . ..

External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non
percipient beings . . .

(ii) Dependent on Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-dissocia
tion condition.

In the immaterial plane, one Lofty aggregate . . .  (1)
(iii) Dependent on Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 

by not-dissociation condition.
In the immaterial plane, one Incomparable aggregate . . .  (1)

. . .  by not-absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition. . .

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (n) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 
(By Ones)

25. Vith not-root 1, not-object 5, not-predominance 10, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 12, not-postnascence 13, not-repetition 13, not-kamma 3, 
not-resultant 9, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 1, 
not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, not-disappearance
5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root By Twos)
26. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 10, not- 
proximity 5, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, 
not-prenascence 12, not-postnascence 13, not-repetition 13, not-kamma 
3, not-resultant 9, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, 
not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative
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4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

(Not-root By Twos)
27. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity 1 . . . disappearance 
1, non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “DEPENDENT" CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

12. L i m i t e d  T r i p l e t  III. “C o n d i t i o n e d ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 1 7
28. (i) Conditioned by limited state, arises limited state by root con
dition.

(a) Conditioned by one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary . . .  derived matter;
(d) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise limited aggregates. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by limited state, arises Lofty state by root condi
tion.

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise Lofty aggregates;
(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by (heart-)base, arise 

Lofty aggregates. (2)
(iii) Conditioned by limited state, arises Incomparable state by 

root condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise Incomparable aggregates. (3)

(iv) Conditioned by limited state, arise limited and Incomparable 
states by root condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise Incomparable aggregates; condi
tioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (4)

(v) Conditioned by limited state, arise limited and Lofty states 
by root condition.

¢¢) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise Lofty aggregates; conditioned 
by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by (heart-)base, arise 
Lofty aggregates . . .  (5)
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29. (vi) Conditioned by Lofty state, arises Lofty state by root condi
tion.

(a) Conditioned by one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception,. . .  one Lofty aggregate . . .  (1)

(vii) Conditioned by Lofty state, arises limited state by root con
dition.

(a) Conditioned by Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)

(viii) Conditioned by Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 
root condition.

(a) Conditioned by one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception,. . .  one Lofty aggregate . . .  (3)
(ix)-(xi) Conditioned by Incomparable state, arises Incomparable 

state by root condition. In Incomparable . . .  three.
30. (xii) Conditioned by limited and Incomparable state, arises limited 
state by root condition.

Conditioned by Incomparable aggregates and great primaries, arises 
mind-produced matter. (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by limited and Incomparable state, arises In
comparable state by root condition.

Conditioned by one Incomparable aggregate and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates. . . (2)

(xiv) Conditioned by limited and Incomparable state, arise limited 
and Incomparable states by root condition.

Conditioned by one Incomparable aggregate and (heart-)base, arise 
three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned by Incomparable 
aggregates and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by limited and Lofty state, arises limited 
state by root condition . . .  three. (For “at the moment of conception” 
do three also.)

Object, etc.
31. Conditioned by limited state, arises limited state by object condi
tion.

(a) Conditioned by one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates. . .  
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates;
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(c) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness.. .conditioned 
by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise limited aggregates. (The remaining six questions are the same as 
for root condition. Do 7.)

. . . by predominance condition. (No conception. Complete 17 ques
tions.) . . . by proximity condition . . . by non-disappearance condi
tion . . .
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1. CONOmONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
32. With root 17, object 7, predominance 17, proximity 7, contiguity 
7, conascence 17, mutuality 9, dependence 17, strong-dependence 7, 
prenascence 7, repetition 7, kamma 17, resultant 17, nutriment 17, 
faculty, jhana, path 17, association 7, dissociation 17, presence 17, 
absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
33. Conditioned by limited state, arises limited state by not-root con
dition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless limited aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . .  . conditioned by aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings. . .
(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . condi

tioned by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-) 
base, arise rootless limited aggregates;

(e) Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object 5
34. Conditioned by limited state, arises limited state by not-object con
dition. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter. Five.)



Not-predominance 12

35. (i) Conditioned by limited state, arises limited state by not- 
predominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) . . .  non-percipient beings. . .
(d) • • • eye-base . . .  body-base . . .  conditioned by (heart-)base, arise 

limited aggregates. (1)
(ii) Conditioned by limited state, arises Lofty state by not- 

predominance condition.
(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises Lofty predominance; condi

tioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant Lofty aggregates;
(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by (heart-)base, arise 

Lofty aggregates. (2)
(iii) Conditioned by limited state, arises Incomparable state by 

not-predominance condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises Incomparable predominance. (3)

(iv) Conditioned by limited state, arise limited and Lofty states 
by not-predominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise resultant Lofty aggregates; 
conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (4)
36. (v) Conditioned by Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-pre
dominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by Lofty aggregates, arises Lofty predominance; 
conditioned by one resultant Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(vi) Conditioned by Lofty state, arises limited state by not-pre

dominance condition.
(a) Conditioned by resultant Lofty aggregates, arises mind-produced 

matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)

(vii) Conditioned by Lofty state, arise limited and Lofty states by 
not-predominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by one resultant Lofty aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
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(viii) Conditioned by Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by Incomparable aggregates, arises Incomparable pre
dominance. (1)
37. (ix) Conditioned by limited and Incomparable state, arises Incom
parable state by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by Incomparable aggregates and (heart-)base, arises In
comparable predominance. (1)

(x) Conditioned by limited and Lofty state, arises limited state 
by not-predominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by resultant Lofty aggregates and great primaries, 
arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(xi) Conditioned by limited and Lofty state, arises Lofty state by 

not-predominance condition.
(a) Conditioned by Lofty aggregates and (heart-)base, arises Lofty 

predominance; conditioned by one resultant Lofty aggregate and 
(heart-)base, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(xii) Conditioned by limited and Lofty state, arise limited and 

Lofty states by not-predominance condition.
(a) Conditioned by one resultant Lofty aggregate and (heart-)base, 

arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . conditioned by resultant 
Lofty aggregates and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, conditioned by one resultant 
Lofty aggregate and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggre
gates . . .  conditioned by resultant Lofty aggregates and great primaries, 
arises kamma-produced matter. (3)

Not-proximity, etc.

38. Conditioned by limited state, arises limited state by not-proximity 
condition . . . by not-contiguity condition . . .  by not-mutuality condi
tion . . . by not-strong-dependence condition . . . by not-prenascence 
condition. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter: 12 questions.)
. . ."by not-postnascence condition . . . by not-repetition condition. 
(Complete: point out resultant and include mind-produced matter with 
resultant.) . . . by not-kamma condition . . .  by not-resultant condition. 
(No resultant conception.) . . . by not-nutriment condition . . .  by not- 
faculty condition . . .  by not-jhSna condition . . .  by not-path condition
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. . . by not-association condition . . . by not-dissociation condition . . .  
by not-absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . . .

380 Conditional Relations

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

39. With not-root 1, not-object 5, not-predominance 12, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not-pre
nascence 12, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 17, not-nutriment, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 1, 
not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not-absence 5, not-disappearance
5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)

40. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 12, not- 
proximity 5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 
5, not-prenascence 12, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 17, not- 
kamma 7, not-resultant 17, not-association 5, not-dissociation 3, not- 
absence 5, not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)

41. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence . . .  disappearance, non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER

(The “Supported” Chapter is the same as the “Conditioned” Chap
ter.)



12. L im it e d  T r ip l e t  V. “Co n j o i n e d ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 3
42. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by root con
dition.

(a) Conjoined with one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by root condi

tion.
(a) Conjoined with one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . 

two aggregates . ..
(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )

(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by root condition.

Conjoined with one Incomparable aggregate, arise three aggregates 
. .  . two aggregates. .  . (1)

Object, etc.
43. Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by object condi
tion . . .  by predominance condition. (No conception.) . . .  by proximity 
condition . . . by contiguity condition . . . by conascence condition . ..  
by mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . . by strong- 
dependence condition . . . by prenascence condition. (No conception.) 
. . . by repetition condition. (Also no resultant and conception.) . . .  by 
kamma condition . . . by resultant condition . . . by nutriment condi
tion . . . by faculty condition . . . by jhana condition . .  , by path con
dition . . .  by association condition . . .  by dissociation condition . . .  by 
presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance con
dition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
44. With root 3 , object 3 , predominance 3 . . . non-disappearance 3. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End o f  Positive



2. CONDITIONS: NEGATP/E (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
45. Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not-root condi
tion.

(a) Conjoined with one rootless limited aggregate, arise three aggre
gates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) Conjoined with doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-predominance 3
46. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not-pre
dominance condition.

(a) Conjoined with one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-pre

dominance condition.
(a) Conjoined with Lofty aggregates, arises Lofty predominance; 

conjoined with one resultant Lofty aggregate . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-predominance condition.

Conjoined with Incomparable aggregates, arises Incomparable pre
dominance. (1)

Not-prenascence 3
47. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not- 
prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one limited aggregate, 
arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-pre

nascence condition.
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(a) In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one Lofty aggregate, 
arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 

by not-prenascence condition.
In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one Incomparable aggregate, 

arise three aggregates . . .  (1)

Not-postnascence 3, Not-repetition 3
48. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not- 
postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition condition.

(a) Conjoined with one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates. . .  
(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-repeti
tion condition.

(a) Conjoined with one resultant Lofty aggregate, arise three aggre
gates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 

by not-repetition condition.
Conjoined with one resultant Incomparable aggregate, arise three 

aggregates. . .  (1)

Not-kamma 3
49. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not- 
kamma condition.

Conjoined with limited aggregates, arises limited volition. (1)
(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-kamma 

condition.
Conjoined with Lofty aggregates, arises Lofty volition. (1)

(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-kamma condition.

Conjoined with faultless Incomparable aggregates, arises Incompar
able volition. (1)

Not-resultant 3
50. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not-
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resultant condition.
Conjoined with one limited aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-resultant 
condition.

Conjoined with one Lofty aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  (I)
(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 

by not-resultant condition.
Conjoined with one faultless Incomparable aggregate, arise three 

abrogates. . .  (1)

Not-jhana, etc.
51. (i) Conjoined with limited state, arises limited state by not-jhana 
condition . . . by not-path condition . . .  by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one limited aggregate, arise 
three aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Conjoined with Lofty state, arises Lofty state by not-dissocia
tion condition.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one Lofty aggregate, arise 
three aggregates . .  • (1)

(iii) Conjoined with Incomparable state, arises Incomparable state 
by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one Incomparable aggregate, 
arise three aggregates . .  . (1)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
52. With not-root 1, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 3, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
jhana 1, not-path 1, not-dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root By Twos)
53. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-dissociation
3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative
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4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

(Not-root By Twos)
54. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity 1 . . .  non-disappear
ance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “CONJOINED” CHAPTER

(The “Associated” Chapter is the same as the “Conjoined” Chapter.)

12. L im it e d  T r ip l e t  V ll. “In v e s t i g a t i o n ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 7

55. (i) Limited state is related to limited State by root condition.
(a) Limited roots are related to (their) associated aggregates and 

mind-produced matter by root condition;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .(1 )

(ii)-(iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by root condition . . .  
three. (Do “during life” and “at conception” .)

(v)-(vii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by 
root condition . . .  three.

Object 7
56. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by object condition. 

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done. The Noble persons review change-of-lineage, 
review purification, review the eradicated defilements, review the un
eradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

Eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (They) practise insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of limited aggregates; enjoy and 
delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lu s t. . .  arises 
grief. Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base 
is related to body-consciousness by object condition. ( 1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by object condition.
By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 

of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. By the knowledge of pene
tration into others’ minds, (one) knows the other being’s limited mind.
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Limited aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal power, 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remem
brance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma, knowledge of future existences by object condition. (2)
57. (iii) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by object condition.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s Lofty mind. Infinity of space to infinity of conscious
ness . . .  nothingness is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception 
by object condition. Lofty aggregates are related to knowledge of 
supernormal power, knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences by object 
condition. (1)

(iv) Lofty state is related to limited state by object condition.
(One) reviews first jhSna . . . reviews neither-perception-nor-non- 

perception, reviews divine-eye, reviews divine-ear element, reviews 
knowledge of supernormal power, reviews knowledge of penetration 
into others’ minds, reviews knowledge of remembrance of past exist
ences, reviews knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, reviews 
knowledge of future existences.

(One) practices insight into the impermanence . . . of Lofty aggre
gates; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, 
arises lu s t. . .  arises grief. (2)
58. (v) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by object 
condition.

Nibbana is related to Path, Fruition by object condition. (1)
(vi) Incomparable state is related to limited state by object con

dition.
The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, re 

view Fruition, review NibbSna. Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage 
purification, advertence by object condition. (2)

(vii) Incomparable state is related to Lofty state by object con 
dition.

The Noble persons, by the knowledge of penetration into others 
minds, know the other being’s Incomparable mind. Incomparable aggre 
gates are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future 
existences by object condition. (3)
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Predominance 7

59. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by predominance con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. Learners esteem and review change-of-lineage, esteem and 
review purification. Eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (they) esteem, enjoy and 
delight in limited aggregates. Taking them as estimable object, arises 
lust, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Limited predominance is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (1)

(ii) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by predominance condi
tion.

Conascence-predominance: Lofty predominance is related to (its) 
associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(iii) Lofty state is related to limited state by predominance condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (fl) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(fl) Object-predominance: (One) esteems and (reviews) first jh3na 
. . . neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . . divine-eye . . . (One) 
esteems and reviews knowledge of future existences. (One) esteems, 
enjoys and delights in Lofty aggregates. Taking them as estimable ob
ject, arises lust, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Lofty predominance is related to 
mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (2)

(iv) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by predomi
nance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Lofty predominance is related to (its) 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance con- 
ditibn. (3)
60. (v) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by pre
dominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (fl) object-predominance, (ft) conascence-
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predominance.
(a) Object-predominance: Nibbana is related to Path, Fruition by 

predominance condition.
(ft) Conascence-predominance: Incomparable predominance is re

lated to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)
(vi) Incomparable state is related to limited state by predomi

nance condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 

predominance.
(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 

Path, esteem and review the Path, esteem and review Fruition, esteem 
and review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purifica
tion by predominance condition.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Incomparable predominance is re
lated to mind-produced matter by predominance condition. (2)

(vii) Incomparable state is related to limited and Incomparable 
state by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Incomparable predominance is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (3)

Proximity 9, Contiguity 9
61. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by proximity condi
tion.

Preceding limited aggregates are related to subsequent limited aggre
gates by proximity condition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adapta
tion to purification; advertence is related to limited aggregates by 
proximity condition. (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by proximity condition.
Limited death-consciousness is related to Lofty rebirth-consciousness

by proximity condition. Limited aggregates are related to Lofty emerg
ence by proximity condition. The preparation for first jhSna . . . the 
preparation for neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . . the prepara
tion for divine-eye . . . the preparation for knowledge o f future exist
ences is related to knowledge of future existences by proximity con
dition. (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by proximity 
condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification to Path; adaptation is related
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to the attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (3)
62. (iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by proximity condition. 

Preceding Lofty aggregates are related to subsequent Lofty aggre
gates by proximity condition. (1)

(v) Lofty state is related to limited state by proximity condition. 
Lofty death-consciousness is related to limited rebirth-consciousness

by proximity condition. Lofty life-continuum is related to advertence 
by proximity condition. Lofty aggregates are related to limited emerg
ence by proximity condition. (2)

(vi) 'Lofty state is related to Incomparable state by proximity 
condition.

For one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition 
by proximity condition. (3)
63. (vii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by prox
imity condition.

Preceding Incomparable aggregates are related to subsequent Incom
parable aggregates by proximity condition. Path to Fruition; Fruition is 
related to Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(viii) Incomparable state is related to limited state by proximity 
condition.

Fruition is related to limited emergence by proximity condition. (2)
(ix) Incomparable state is related to Lofty state by proximity 

condition.
Fruition is related to Lofty emergence by proximity condition. (3) 
(Contiguity condition is the same as proximity condition.)

Conascence 11
64. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by conascence condi
tion.

(a) One limited aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates to (heart-)base; 
(heart-)base is related to aggregates by conascence condition;

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . .  (1)
(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by conascence condi

tion.
At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to Lofty aggre

gates by conascence condition. (2)
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65. (iii) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by conascence condition.
(fl) One Lofty aggregate to three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

(iv) Lofty state is related to limited state by conascence condition.
(fl) Lofty aggregates are related to mind-produced matter by co

nascence condition.
(ft) At the moment of conception, Lofty aggregates are related to 

kanuna-produced matter by conascence condition. (2)
(v) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by conascence 

condition.
(fl) One Lofty aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 

produced matter by conascence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)

66. (vi) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by co
nascence condition.

One Incomparable aggregate is related to three aggregates by co
nascence condition . . .  (1)

(vii) Incomparable state is related to limited state by conascence 
condition.

Incomparable aggregates are related to mind-produced matter by 
conascence condition. (2)

(viii) Incomparable state is related to limited and Incomparable 
state by conascence condition.

One Incomparable aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition . . .  (3)
67. (ix) Limited and Incomparable states are related to limited state 
by conascence condition.

Incomparable aggregates and great primaries are related to mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition. (1)

(x) Limited and Lofty states are related to limited state by co
nascence condition.

(fl) Lofty aggregates and great primaries are related to mind-produced 
matter by conascence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception,Lofty aggregates and great primaries 
are related to kamma-produced matter by conascence condition. (1)

(xi) Limited and Lofty states are related to Lofty state by co
nascence condition.

At the moment of conception, one Lofty aggregate and (heart-)base 
are related to three aggregates by conascence condition . .  - (2)
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Mutuality 7

68. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by mutuality condi
tion.

(a) One limited aggregate is related to three aggregates by mutuality 
condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates to (heart-)base; 
(heart-)base is related to aggregates by mutuality condition;

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by mutuality condition. 

At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to. Lofty aggre
gates by mutuality condition. (2)

(iii) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by mutuality condition, 
(a) One Lofty aggregate is related to three aggregates by mutuality

condition . .  .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .(1 )

(iv) Lofty state is related to limited state by mutuality condition. 
At the moment of conception, Lofty aggregates are related to (heart-)

base by mutuality condition. (2)
(v) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by mutuality 

condition.
At the moment of conception, one Lofty aggregate is related to 

three aggregates and (heart-)base by mutuality condition . . .  (3)
(vi) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by mutu

ality condition.
One Incomparable aggregate is related to three aggregates by mutu

ality condition . . .  two aggregates . .  .(1 )
(vii) Limited and Lofty states are related to Lofty state by mutu

ality condition.
At the moment o f  conception, one Lofty aggregate and (heart-)base 

are related to three aggregates by mutuality condition . .  . (1)

Dependence 13

69. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by dependence condi
tion.

(a) One limited aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by dependence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates to (heart-)base; 
(heart-)base is related to aggregates by dependence condition;
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(c) One great primary . . . one great primary of non-percipient 
beings . . .

(d) Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body-conscious
ness . . . (heart-)base is related to limited aggregates by dependence 
condition. (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by dependence condi
tion.

(fl) (Heart-)base is related to Lofty aggregates by dependence con
dition.

(ft) At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related to Lofty 
aggregates by dependence condition. (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by dependence 
condition.

(Heart-)base is related to Incomparable aggregates by dependence 
condition. (3)
70. (iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by dependence condition.

(fl) One Lofty aggregate to three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

(v) Lofty state is related to limited state by dependence condi
tion.

(fl) Lofty aggregates are related to mind-produced matter by depen
dence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception. Lofty aggregates are related to 
kamma-produced matter by dependence condition. (2)

(vi) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by depen
dence condition.

(fl) One Lofty aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by dependence condition . . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)
71. (vii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by
dependence condition.

One Incomparable aggregate is related to three aggregates by depen
dence condition . . .  (1)

(viii) Incomparable state is related to limited state by dependence 
condition.

Incomparable aggregates are related to mind-produced matter by 
dependence condition. (2)

(ix) Incomparable state is related to limited and Incomparable 
state by dependence condition.
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One Incomparable aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by dependence condition . . .  (3)

(x) Limited and Incomparable states are related to limited state 
by dependence condition.

Incomparable aggregates and great primaries are related to mind- 
produced matter by dependence condition. (1)

(xi) Limited and Incomparable states are related to Incomparable 
state by dependence condition.

One Incomparable aggregate and (heart-)base are related to three 
aggregates by dependence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

(xii) Limited and Lofty states are related to limited state by 
dependence condition.

(a) Lofty aggregates and great primaries are related to mind-produced 
matter by dependence condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, Lofty aggregates and great pri
maries are related to kamma-produced matter by dependence condi
tion. (1)

(xiii) Limited and Lofty states are related to Lofty state by depen
dence condition.

(a) One Lofty aggregate and (heart-)base are related to three aggre
gates by dependence condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one Lofty aggregate and (heart-) 
base are related to three aggregates by dependence condition . . . two 
aggregates . . .  (2)

Strong-dependence 9
72. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by strong-dependence
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of limited 
confidence, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the 
duty of observance, develops insight; arouses conceit, adopts wrong 
views . . . limited precept . . . wisdom . . . lust . . . wish . . . bodily 
happiness . . . By the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) offers 
an offering . . . precepts . . . duty of observance, develops insight, kills 
a living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Limited confidence . .  . 
wisdom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness . . . lodging-place is related to 
limited confidence . . . wisdom, lust . . .  wish, bodily happiness, bodily
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pain by strong-dependence condition.
Faultless or faulty kamma is related to (its) resultant by strong- 

dependence condition. Killing is related to killing by strong-dependence 
condition. (Perform the cycle.) Matricide is related to matricide by 
strong-dependence condition. (Perform the cycle. It is the same as in 
the Faultless Triplet.) (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of limited 
confidence, (one) develops Lofty jhana, develops superknowledge, 
develops attainment . . .  limited precept. . .  wisdom . . .  lu s t. . .  By the 
strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) develops Lofty jhina, 
develops superknowledge, develops attainment. Limited confidence . . .  
lodging-place is related to Lofty confidence . . . wisdom by strong- 
dependence condition.

The preparation for first jhana . . . the preparation for neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception is related to neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception by strong-dependence condition. The preparation for divine- 
eye . . .  the preparation for knowledge of future existences . . .  (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of limited 
confidence, (one) develops Incomparable jhana, develops Path, develops 
the attainment of Fruition . . . limited precept. . .  wisdom . . .  lu s t. . .  
wish . . . bodily happiness . . . By the strong-dependence of lodging- 
place, (one) develops Incomparable jhana, develops Path, develops the 
attainment of Fruition. Limited confidence . . .  lodging-place is related 
to Incomparable confidence . . . wisdom. Path, the attainment of 
Fruition by strong-dependence condition.

The preparation for first Path to first Path . . . the preparation for 
fourth Path is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (3)
73. (iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .
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(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of Lofty 
confidence, (one) develops Lofty jhSna, develops superknowledge, 
develops attainm ent. . .  Lofty precept. . .  By the strong-dependence of 
wisdom, (one) develops Lofty jhina, develops superknowledge, develops 
attainment. Lofty confidence . . .  wisdom is related to Lofty confidence 
. . .  wisdom by strong-dependence condition.

First jhina to second jhina . . . nothingness is related to neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) Lofty state is related to limited state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strongdependence: By the strong-dependence of Lofty 
confidence, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the 
duty of observance, develops insight; arouses conceit, adopts wrong 
views . . .  Lofty precept. . .  By the strong-dependence of wisdom, (one) 
offers an offering . . .  develops insight. . .  Lofty confidence . . .  wisdom 
is related to Umited confidence- . . . wisdom . . . bodily happiness, 
bodily pain by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(vi) Lofty state is related to Incomparable state by strong-depen
dence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (at) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strongdependence: By the strong-dependence of Lofty 
confidence, (one) develops Incomparable jhana, develops Path, develops 
the attainment of Fruition . . . Lofty precept. . .  By the strong-depen
dence of wisdom, (one) develops Incomparable jhana, develops Path, 
develops the attainment of Fruition. Lofty confidence . . . wisdom is 
related to Incomparable confidence . . . wisdom. Path, the attainment 
of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (3)
74. (vii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by strong
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strongdependence: By the strong-dependence of Incom
parable confidence, (one) develops Incomparable jhana, develops Path, 
develops the attainment of Fruition . . . Incomparable precept . . . By 
the strong-dependence of wisdom, (one) develops Incomparable jhana, 
develops Path, develops the attainment of Fruition. Incomparable
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confidence . . . wisdom is related to Incomparable confidence . . .  wis
dom by strong-dependence condition.

First Path to second Path . . .  third Path to fourth Path . .  . Path is re
lated to the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(viii) Incomparable state is related to limited state by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of Incom
parable confidence, (one) offers an offering . . . precepts . . . duty of 
observance, develops insight . . . Incomparable precept . . . By the 
strong-dependence of wisdom (one) offers an offering . . .  precepts . . .  
duty of observance . ■. insight. Incomparable confidence . . .  wisdom is 
related to limited confidence . . . wisdom . . . bodily happiness, bodily 
pain by strong-dependence condition. The attainment of Fruition is 
related to bodily happiness by strong-dependence condition.

The Noble persons, by the strong-dependence of the Path, practise 
insight into the impermanence . . . of the formations. Path is related to 
the Noble person’s analytical knowledge of meaning . . . analytical 
knowledge of the above three, knowledge of correct and faulty conclu
sion by strong-depcndcnce condition. (2)

(ix) Incomparable state is related to Lofty state by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of Incom
parable confidence, (one) develops Lofty jhana, develops superknowl
edge, develops attainment . . . Incomparable precept. . .  By the strong- 
dependence of wisdom, (one) develops Lofty jhana, develops super
knowledge, develops attainment. Incomparable confidence . .  . wisdom 
is related to Lofty confidence . . . wisdom by strong-dependence con
dition.

The Noble persons, by the strong-dependence of Path, generate an 
attainment which has not yet arisen, enter an attainment which has 
arisen. (3)

Prenascence S
75. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by prenascence con
dition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence . . . of the eye; enjoys and delights in (the eye). Taking it as 
object, arises lust . . .  arises grief. . .  ear . . .  into the impermanence . . .  
of the (heart-)base . . .  arises grief. Visible object-base to eye-conscious
ness . . . tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness by pre
nascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to limited aggregates 
by prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by prenascence condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a 
visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to Lofty aggregates by 
prenascence condition. (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by prenascence 
condition.

Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to Incomparable aggregates 
by prenascence condition. (3)

Postnascence 3
76. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by postnascence condi
tion.

Postnascent limited aggregates are related to this prenascent body by 
postnascence condition. (1)

(ii) Lofty state is related to limited state by postnascence condition.
Postnascent Lofty aggregates are related to this prenascent body by

postnascence condition. (1)
(iii) Incomparable state is related to limited state by postnascence 

condition.
Postnascent Incomparable aggregates are related to this prenascent 

body by postnascence condition. (1)

Repetition 4
11. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by repetition condition.
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Preceding limited aggregates to subsequent limited aggregates . . . 
Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation is related to purification by 
repetition condition. (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by repetition condition.
The preparation for first jhana is related to this first jhSna by repeti

tion condition . . . the preparation for neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception is related to this neither-perception-nor-non-perception by 
repetition condition. The preparation for divine-eye . . .  the preparation 
for knowledge of future existences is related to knowledge of future 
existences by repetition condition. (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by repetition 
condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repeti
tion condition. (3)

(iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by repetition condition.
Preceding Lofty aggregates are related to subsequent Lofty aggre

gates by repetition condition. (1)

Kamma 7
78. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent limited volition is related to (its) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, limited volition is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma con
dition.

(ft) Asynchronous limited volition is related to (its) resultant limited 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by kamma condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro

nous (kamma).
(a) (1) Conascent Lofty volition is related to (its) associated aggre

gates by kanuna condition;
(2) At the moment of conception. Lofty volition is related to 

(its) associated aggregates by kamma condition.
(ft) Asynchronous Lofty volition is related to (its) resultant Lofty 

aggregates by kamma condition. (1)
(iii) Lofty state is related to limited state by kamma condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent Lofty volition is related to mind-produced matter 
by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception. Lofty volition is related to 
kamma-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous Lofty volition is related to kamma-produced mat
ter by kamma condition. (2)

(iv) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by kamma 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent Lofty volition is related to (its) associated aggre
gates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception. Lofty volition is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma con
dition.

(ft) Asynchronous Lofty volition is related to (its) resultant Lofty 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)
79. (v) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by 
kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent Incomparable volition is related to (its) associated 
aggregates by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous Incomparable volition is related to (its) resultant 
Incomparable aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(vi) Incomparable state is related to limited state by kamma con
dition.

Incomparable volition is related to mind-produced matter by kamma 
condition. (2)

(vii) Incomparable state is related to limited and Incomparable 
state by kamma condition.

Incomparable volition is related to (its) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

Resultant 7
80. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by resultant condi
tion.
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(a) One resultant limited aggregate is related to three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by resultant condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)

(ii)-(iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by resultant condition 
. . .  (Three questions. Include “during life” and “conception” .) (3)

(v)-(vii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by 
resultant condition . . .  three. (Only “during life” .)

Nutriment, etc.
81. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by nutriment condi
tion . . . by faculty condition . . . by jhana condition . . .  by path con
dition . . .  by association condition . . .  by dissociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a) (1) Conascent limited aggregates are related to mind-produced 
matter by dissociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, limited aggregates are related 
to kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition; aggregates to 
(heart-)base . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates by dissociation 
condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base is related to eye-consciousness by dissocia
tion . . . body-base is related to body-consciousness by dissociation 
condition; (heart-)base is related to limited aggregates by dissociation 
condition.

(c) Postnascent limited aggregates are related to this prenascent 
body by dissociation condition. (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by dissociation condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is re

lated to Lofty aggregates by dissociation condition.
(ft) Prenascent (heart-)base is related to Lofty aggregates by dis

sociation condition. (2)
(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by dissociation 

condition.
Prenascent (heart-)base is related to Incomparable aggregates by dis

sociation condition. (3)
82. (iv) Lofty state is related to limited state by dissociation condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent Lofty aggregates are related to mind-produced 

matter by dissociation condition;
(2) At the moment of conception . . .

(ft) Postnascent Lofty aggregates are related to this prenascent body 
by dissociation condition. (1)

(v) Incomparable state is related to limited state by dissociation 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely; (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent Incomparable aggregates are related to mind-produced 

matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent Incomparable aggregates are related to this pre

nascent body by dissociation condition. (1)

Presence 13, etc.
83. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (d) nutriment, (d) faculty.

(a) (1) One conascent limited aggregate is related to three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by presence condition. . .  two aggregates . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by presence condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
by presence condition;

(3) One great primary . . . non-percipient beings . .  .
(ft) (Object-jprenascence: Eye . . . (One) practises insight into the 

impermanence . . . of the (heart-)base; enjoys and delights in [the 
(heart-)base]. Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises grief. Visible 
object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to 
body-consciousness by presence condition.

(Base-jprenascence: Eye-base is related to eye-consciousness by 
presence condition . . . body-base to body-consciousness . . . (heart-) 
base is related to limited aggregates by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent limited aggregates are related to this prenascent 
body by presence condition.

(d) Edible food is related to this body by presence condition.
(e) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

presence condition. (1)
(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
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(a) Conascence: At the moment of conception, (heart-)base is related 
to Lofty aggregates by presence condition.

(ft) (Object-jprenascence: By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a 
visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound.

(Base-)presence: (Heart-)base is related to Lofty aggregates by 
presence condition. (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by presence 
condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to Incomparable aggregates by 
presence condition. (3)
84. (iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by presence condition.

(a) One Lofty aggregate to three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  
(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )

(v) Lofty state is related to limited state by presence condition. 
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent Lofty aggregates are related to mind-produced 

matter by presence condition;
(2) At the moment of conception. Lofty aggregates are related 

to kamma-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) Postnascent Lofty aggregates are related to this prenascent body 

by presence condition. (2)
(vi) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by presence 

condition.
(a) One Lofty aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 

produced matter by presence condition . . .  two aggregates. . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (3)

85. (vii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by 
presence condition.

One Incomparable aggregate to three aggregates. . .  (1)
(viii) Incomparable state is related to limited state by presence 

condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent Incomparable aggregates are related to mind-produced 

matter by presence condition.
(ft) Postnascent Incomparable aggregates are related to this pre

nascent body by presence condition. (2)
(ix) Incomparable state is related to limited and Incomparable 

state by presence condition.
One Incomparable aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind-
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produced matter by presence condition . . .  (3)
86. (x) Limited and Incomparable states are related to limited state
by presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (u) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.

(a) Conascent Incomparable aggregates and great primaries are re
lated to mind-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent Incomparable aggregates and edible food are related 
to this body by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent Incomparable aggregates and physical life-faculty 
are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condition. (1)

(xi) Limited and Incomparable states are related to Incomparable 
state by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent Incomparable aggregate and 
(heart-)base are related to three aggregates by presence condition . . . 
two aggregates . .  . (2)

(xii) Limited and Lofty states are related to limited state by 
presence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.

(a) (1) Conascent Lofty aggregates and great primaries are related to 
mind-produced matter by presence condition;

(2) At the moment of conception. Lofty aggregates and great 
primaries are related to kamma-produced matter by presence condition.

(ft) Postnascent Lofty aggregates and edible food are related to this 
body by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent Lofty aggregates and physical life-faculty are related 
to kamma-produced matter by presence condition. (1)

(xiii) Limited and Lofty states are related to Lofty state by 
presence condition.

(a) Conascence-prenascence: One conascent Lofty aggregate and 
(heart-)base are related to three aggregates by presence condition . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one Lofty aggregate and (heart-) 
base are related to three aggregates by presence condition . . . two 
aggregates and (heart-)base . . .  (2)

. . . by absence condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by 
non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
87. With root 7, object 7, predominance 7, proximity 9, contiguity 9, 
conascence 11, mutuality 7, dependence 13, strong-dependence 9, pre
nascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 4, kamma 7, resultant, nutriment, 
faculty, jhana, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, presence 13, 
absence 9, disappearance 9, non-disappearance 13. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 15

88. (i) Limited state is related to limited state by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence condi
tion, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (1)

(ii) Limited state is related to Lofty state by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence con
dition. (2)

(iii) Limited state is related to Incomparable state by strong
dependence condition, prenascence condition. (3)

(iv) Lofty state is related to Lofty state by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) Lofty state is related to limited state by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, postnascence con
dition, kamma condition. (2)

(vi) Lofty state is related to Incomparable state by strong
dependence condition. (3)

(vii) Lofty state is related to limited and Lofty state by conascence 
condition, kamma condition. (4)
89. (viii) Incomparable state is related to Incomparable state by object 
condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ix) Incomparable state is related to limited state by object con
dition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, post
nascence condition. (2)

(x) Incomparable state is related to Lofty state by object condi
tion, strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xi) Incomparable state is related to limited and Incomparable 
state by conascence condition. (4)



(xii) Limited and Incomparable states are related to limited state 
by conascence, postnascence-nutriment-faculty. (1)

(xiii) Limited and Incomparable states are related to Incomparable 
state by conascence-prenascence. (2)

(xiv) Limited and Lofty states are related to limited state by co
nascence, postnascence-nutriment-faculty. (1)

(xv) Limited and Lofty states are related to Lofty state by co
nascence-prenascence. (2)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
90. With not-root 15, not-object 15, not-predominance, not-proximity, 
not-contiguity 15, not-conascence 12, not-mutuality 12, not-dependence 
12, not-strong-dependence 14, not-prenascence 14, not-postnascence 15, 
not-repetition 15 . . . not-path 15, not-association 12, not-dissociation 
10, not-presence 10, not-absence 15, not-disappearance 15, not-non- 
disappearance 10. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
91. With root condition, not-object 7, not-predominance, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 3 , not-strong-dependence 7, not- 
prenascence 7 . . . not-path 7, not-association 3, not-dissociation 3, 
not-absence 7, not-disappearance 7. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
92. With not-root condition, object 7, predominance 7, proximity 9, 
contiguity 9, conascence 11, mutuality 7, dependence 13, strong-depen
dence 9, prenascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 4, kamma 7 . . .  path 
7, association 3 ,dissociation 5, presence 13, absence 9, disappearance 9, 
non-disappearance 13. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
END OF LIMITED TRIPLET
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13. L im it e d  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t * I. “D e p e n d e n t ” Ch a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R o o ts
1 . (i) Dependent on state with limited object (parittirammaQa), arises 
state with limited object by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with limited object, arise three 
aggregates . .  . two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
limited object, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 
object by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with Lofty object, arise three aggre
gates . . .  two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  with Lofty object . . . ( 1 )
(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 

Incomparable object by root condition.
Dependent on one aggregate with Incomparable object, arise three 

aggregates. . .  two aggregates. (1)

Object, etc.
2. Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by object condition . . . by predominance condition. (Abbre
viated.) . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (U) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
3. With root 3, object 3, predominance 3 . . . non-disappearance 3. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 3
4. (i) Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by not-root condition.
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(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with limited object, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggre
gate with limited object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates;

(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 
object by not-root condition.

E)ependent on one rootless aggregate with Lofty object, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates;

Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 
Incomparable object by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with Incomparable object, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

Not-predominance 3

5. (i) Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with limited object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 

object by not-predominance condition.
(a) Dependent on one aggregate with Lofty object, arise three aggre

gates . . .  two aggregates;
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 

Incomparable object by not-predominance condition.
Dependent on one aggregate with Incomparable object, arise three 

aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

Not-prenascence, etc.

6. (i) Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by not-prenascence condition.
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{a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with limited 
object, arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 

object by not-prenascence condition.
In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with Lofty 

object, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates. (No “conception” for 
Lofty object.) (1)

(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 
Incomparable object by not-prenascence condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with Incompar
able object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates.

(Not-postnascence condition and not-repetition condition are the 
same as not-predominance.)

Not-kamma 3
7. (i) Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on ^gregates with limited object, arises volition with 
limited object. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 
object by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with Lofty object, arises volition with 
Lofty object. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 
Incomparable object by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with Incomparable object, arises volition 
with Incomparable object. (1)

Not-resultant, etc.
8. Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by not-resultant condition. (No conception.) . . . by not-jhana 
condition.

Dependent on one five-fold consciousness-accompanied aggregate, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates.

(i) . . .  by not-path condition.
(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with limited object, arise 

three aggregates. . .  two aggregates;
(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )
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(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 
object by not-path condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with Lofty object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 
Incomparable object by not-path condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with Incomparable object, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

Not-dissociation 3
9. (i) Dependent on state with limited object, arises state with limited 
object by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with limited 
object, arise three aggregates. . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Lofty object, arises state with Lofty 
object by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with Lofty 
object, arise three aggregates . . .  (1)

(iii) Dependent on state with Incomparable object, arises state with 
Incomparable object by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with Incompar
able object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
10. With not-root 3, not-predominance 3 . . . not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 3, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
jhSna 1, not-path 3, not-dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root By Twos)
11. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 3, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 3, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
dissociation 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative



4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

Not-root By Twos
12. With not-root condition, object 3, proximity 3, contiguity 3, co
nascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 2, kamma 3, resultant l,nutiim ent3 ,faculty  3, 
jhana 3, path 2, association 3, dissociation 3, presence 3, absence 3, 
disappearance 3, non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER 

(The “Conascent” , “Conditioned” , “Supported”, “Conjoined” and 
“Associated” Chapters are also the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)
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13. L im it e d  o b j e c t  T r ip l e t  
V II. “ IN V E ST IG A T IO N ” C H A PTER

1. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 3
13. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited object 
by root condition.

id) Roots with limited object are related to (their) associated aggre
gates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment o f conception, roots with limited object are re
lated to (their) associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by root condition.

(fl) Roots with Lofty object are related to (their) associated aggre
gates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(iii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with In

comparable object by root condition.
Roots with Incomparable object are related to (their) associated 

aggregates by root condition.

Object 7
14. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited object 
by object condition.



After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done. The Noble persons review the eradicated 
defilements with limited object, review the uneradicated defilements, 
know the defilements addicted to before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of limited aggregates with limited object; enjoys and delights 
in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust with limited 
object . . . arises grief. By the knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, (one) knows the other being’s limited mind with limited object. 
Limited aggregates with limited object are related to knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowl
edge of future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(ii) State with limited object is related to state with Lofty object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews divine-eye, reviews divine-ear element, reviews knowl
edge of supernormal power with limited object . . . knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds . . . knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences . . .  knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, reviews 
knowledge of future existences.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . o f Lofty aggre
gates with limited object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). 
Taking them as object, arises lust with Lofty object . . . arises grief. 
By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows the 
other being’s Lofty mind with limited object. Lofty aggregates with 
limited object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of 
future existences, advertence by object condition. (2)
15. (iii) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews infinity of consciousness, reviews neither-perception- 
nor-non-perception, reviews knowledge of supernormal power with 
Lofty object . . . knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . . 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences. . .  knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, reviews knowledge of future existences.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . of Lofty aggre
gates with Lofty object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). 
Taking them as object, arises lust with Lofty object. . .  arises grief. By
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the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows the other 
being’s Lofty mind with Lofty object. Lofty aggregates with Lofty 
object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence 
by object condition. (1)

(iv) State with Lofty object is related to state with limited object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews the reviewal of first jhana (pathamajjh5na-paccavekkha- 
ijaih paccavekkhati) . . . reviews the reviewal of neither-perception-nor- 
non-perception, reviews the reviewal of divine-eye, reviews the reviewal 
of divine-ear element . . . the reviewal of knowledge of supernormal 
power . . . the reviewal of knowledge of penetration into others’ minds 
. . . the reviewal of knowledge of remembrance of past existences . 
the reviewal of knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, reviews 
the reviewal of knowledge of future existences. The Noble persons re 
view the eradicated defilements with Lofty object, review the uneradi 
cated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . of limited aggre 
gates with Lofty object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates) 
Taking them as object, arises lust with limited object . . . arises grief 
By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows the 
other being’s limited mind with Lofty object. Limited aggregates with 
Lofty object are related to knowledge of penetration into others 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of re 
births according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences 
advertence by object condition. (2)
16. (v) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Incom 
parable object by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, re 
view the Fruition. By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds 
(one) knows the other being’s Incomparable mind with Incomparable 
object. Incomparable aggregates with Incomparable object are related 
to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of.remem
brance of past existences, knowledge of future existences, advertence 
by object condition. (1)

(vi) State with Incomparable object is related to state with limited 
object by object condition.

The Noble persons review change-of-lineage, review purification.
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review the reviewal of the Path, review the reviewal of the Fruition, 
review the reviewal of NibbSna.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . of limited aggre
gates with Incomparable object. By the knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds, (one) knows the other being’s limited mind with Incom
parable object. Limited aggregates with Incomparable object are related 
to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remem
brance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object condi
tion. (2)

(vii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Lofty 
object by object condition.

The Noble persons review the knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds with Incomparable object, review the knowledge of remembrance 
of past existences, review the knowledge of future existences. By the 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other 
being’s Lofty mind with Incomparable object. Lofty aggregates with 
Incomparable object are related to knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge 
of future existences, advertence by object condition. (3)

Predominance 7
17. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited
object by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in limited aggregates with 
limited object. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with limited 
object, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with limited object is 
related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(ii) State with limited object is related to state with Lofty object 
by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews divine-eye . . . 
divine-ear element . . . knowledge of supernormal power with limited 
object . . . knowledge of penetration into others’ m inds. . .  knowledge
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of remembrance of past existences . . . knowledge of rebirths accord
ing to one’s kamma; (one) esteems and reviews knowledge of future 
existences. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in Lofty aggregates with 
limited object. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with Lofty 
object, arise wrong views. (2)
18. (iii) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews infinity of 
consciousness . . .  neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . .  knowledge 
of supernormal power with Lofty object . . .  knowledge of penetration 
into others’ minds . . . knowledge of remembrance of past existences 
. . .  knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma; (one) esteems and 
reviews knowledge of future existences. (One) esteems, enjoys and 
delights in Lofty aggregates with Lofty object. Taking them as estim
able object, arises lust with Lofty object, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Lofty object is 
related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(iv) State with Lofty object is related to state with limited object 
by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews the reviewal of 
first jhSna . . . esteems and reviews the reviewal of knowledge of future 
existences. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in limited aggregates with 
Lofty object. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with limited 
object, arise wrong views. (2)
19. (v) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Incom
parable object by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path, esteem and review the Fruition.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Incomparable 
object is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condi
tion. (1)

(vi) State with Incomparable object is related to state with limited 
object by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Learners esteem and review change-of-lineage, 
esteem and review purification, esteem and review the reviewal of the
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Path, esteem and review the reviewal of the Fruition, esteem and review 
the reviewal of NibbSna. (2)

(vii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Lofty 
object by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Learners esteem and review knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds with Incomparable object. . .  knowledge 
of remembrance of past existences, esteem and review knowledge of 
future existences. (3)

Proximity 9
20. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited
object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with limited object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with limited object by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State with limited object is related to state with Lofty object 
by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with limited object is related to rebirth-con- 
sciousness with Lofty object by proximity condition. Life-continuum 
with limited object is related to advertence with Lofty object by prox
imity condition. Aggregates with limited object are related to emergence 
with Lofty object by proximity condition. (2)

(iii) State with limited object is related to state with Incomparable 
object by proximity condition.

Life-continuum with limited object is related to advertence with 
Incomparable object by proximity condition. Adaptation with limited 
object to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; adaptation is 
related to the attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (3)
21. (iv) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Lofty object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with Lofty object by proximity condition. (1)

(v) State with Lofty object is related to state with limited object 
by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with Lofty object is related to rebirth-conscious- 
ness with limited object by proximity condition. Life-continuum with 
Lofty object is related to advertence with limited object by proximity 
condition. Aggregates with Lofty object are related to emergence 
with limited object by proximity condition. (2)

(vi) State with Lofty object is related to state with Incomparable
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object by proximity condition.
Life-continuum with Lofty object is related to advertence with In

comparable object by proximity condition. Adaptation with Lofty 
object to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; adaptation to 
the attainment of Fruition; for one emerging from the attainment of 
Extinction, neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the 
attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (3)
22. (vii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with In
comparable object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Incomparable object are related to sub
sequent aggregates with Incomparable object by proximity condition. 
Change-of-lineage to Path; purification to Path; Path to Fruition; Frui
tion is related to Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(viii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with 
Umited object by proximity condition.

Reviewal of Path to emergence with limited object; reviewal of 
Fruition to emergence with limited object; reviewal of Nibbana to 
emergence with limited object; knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds with Incomparable object to emergence with limited object; 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences to emergence with 
limited object ; Fruition is related to emergence with limited object by 
proximity condition. (2)

(ix) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Lofty 
object by proximity condition.

Reviewal of Path to emergence with Lofty object; reviewal of Frui
tion to emergence with Lofty object; reviewal of Nibbana to emergence 
with Lofty object; Fruition is related to emergence with Lofty object 
by proximity condition. (3)

Contiguity 9

23. State with limited object is related to state with limited object by 
contiguity condition. (The same as proximity.)

Conascence, etc. 3

24. State with limited object is related to state with limited object by 
conascence condition . . . by mutuality condition . . . by dependence 
condition . .  . three. (Proceed as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)
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Strong-dependence 9

25. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with limited object, (one) offers an offering . . . precepts . . . 
duty of observance, develops jhSna with limited object . . . insight. . .  
superknowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong 
views . . . precept with limited object . . .  wisdom . . .  lu s t. . .  hate . . .  
delusion . . . conceit . . .  wrong views . . .  wish . . .  bodily happiness . . .  
By the strong-dependence of bodily pain, (one) offers an offering . . . 
precepts . . . duty of observance, develops jhana with limited object. . .  
insight . . . superknowledge, develops attainment, kills a living being . . .  
causes schism in the Sahgha. Confidence with limited object . . . wis
dom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, bodily pain is related to  confi
dence with limited object . . . wisdom, lu s t. . .  wish, bodily happiness, 
bodily pain by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with limited object is related to state with Lofty object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with limited object, (one) develops jhana with Lofty object . . .  
insight . . . superknowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, 
adopts wrong views . . .  precept with limited object. . .  wisdom . .  . lust 
. . . wish . . . bodily happiness . . . By the strong-dependence of bodily 
pain, (one) develops jhana with Lofty object . . . insight . . . super
knowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views. 
Confidence with limited object . . . bodily happiness, bodily pain is 
related to confidence with Lofty object . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State with limited object is related to state with Incomparable 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with limited object, (one) develops jhana with Incomparable
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object . . . Path . . . superknowledge, develops attainment . . . precept 
with limited object. . .  wisdom . . .  lu s t. . .  bodily happiness . . .  By the 
strong-dependence of bodily pain, (one) develops jh3na with Incompar
able object . . . Path . . . superknowledge, develops attainment. Confi
dence with limited object. . .  bodily happiness, bodily pain is related to 
confidence with Incomparable object. . .  wisdom by strong-dependence 
condition. (3)
26. (iv) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with Lofty object, (one) develops jhSna with Lofty object . . . 
insight . . . superknowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, 
adopts wrong views . . . precept with Lofty object. . .  wisdom . . .  lust 
. . . By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) develops jhana with Lofty 
object . . . adopts wrong views. Confidence with Lofty object . . .  wis
dom, lust . . . wish is related to confidence with Lofty object. . .  wish 
by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State with Lofty object is related to state with limited object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with Lofty object, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, 
fulfils the duty of observance, develops jhana with limited object . . . 
insight . . . superknowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, 
adopts wrong views . . . precept with Lofty object . . . By the strong- 
dependence of wish, (one) offers an offering . . . adopts wrong views. 
Confidence with Lofty object . . . wish is related to confidence with 
limited object . . . wish, bodily happiness, bodily pain by strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(vi) State with Lofty object is related to state with Incomparable 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) {a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with Lofty object, (one) develops jhana with Incomparable 
object . . . Path . . . superknowledge, develops attainment . . . precept
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with Lofty object. . .  By the strong-dependence of wish, (one) develops 
jh§na with Incomparable object . . . develops attainment. Confidence 
with Lofty object . . . wish is related to confidence with Incomparable 
object. . .  wisdom by strong-dependence condition. (3)
27. (vii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with In
comparable object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with Incomparable object, (one) develops jhana with Incompar
able object . . . Path . . . superknowledge, develops attainment . . . 
precept with Incomparable object. . .  By the strong-dependence of wis
dom, (one) develops jh3na with Incomparable object . . . Path . . . 
superknowledge, develops attainment. Confidence with Incomparable 
object . . . wisdom is related to confidence with Incomparable object 
. . . wisdom. Path, the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence 
condition. (1)

(viii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with limited 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with Incomparable object, (one) offers an offering, undertakes 
precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, develops jhana with limited 
object . . . insight. . .  superknowledge, develops attainm ent. . .  precept 
with Incomparable object . . . By the strong-dependence of wisdom, 
(one) offers an offering . . . develops attainment. Confidence with In
comparable object . . . wisdom is related to confidence with limited 
object . . .  wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

(ix) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Lofty 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (u) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence with Incomparable object, (one) develops jhana with Lofty 
object . . . insight. . .  superknowledge, develops attainm ent. . .  precept 
with Incomparable object . . . By the strong-dependence of wisdom, 
(one) develops jhana with Lofty object. . .  insight. . .  superknowledge.
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develops attainment. Confidence with Incomparable object. . .  wisdom 
is related to confidence with Lofty object . . . wisdom by strong- 
dependence condition. (3)

Repetition 5

28. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited object 
by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with limited object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with limited object by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State with limited object is related to state with Incomparable 
object by repetition condition.

Adaptation with limited object to change-of-lineage; adaptation is 
related to purification by repetition condition. (2)
29. (iii) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with Lofty object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with Lofty object by repetition condition. (1)

(iv) State with Lofty object is related to state with Incomparable 
object by repetition condition.

Adaptation with Lofty object to change-of-lineage; adaptation is 
related to purification by repetition condition. (2)
30. (v) State with Incomparable object is related to state with In
comparable object by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with Incomparable object are related to subse
quent aggregates with Incomparable object by repetition condition. 
Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repetition 
condition. (1)

Kamma 5

3 1. (0  State with limited object is related to state with limited object 
by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (I)  Conascent volition with limited object is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition with limited object is related to (its) re

sultant aggregates with limited object by kamma condition. (1)
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(ii) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by kanuna condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with Lofty object is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition with Lofty object is related to (its) 

resultant aggregates with Lofty object by kamma condition. (1)
(iii) State with Lofty object is related to state with limited object 

by kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition with Lofty object is related to (its) resultant 

aggregates with limited object by kamma condition. (2)
32. (iv) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Incom
parable object by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition with Incomparable object is related to (its) 
associated aggregates by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with Incomparable object is related to 
(its) resultant aggregates with Incomparable object by kamma condi
tion. (1)

(v) State with Incomparable object is related to state with limited 
object by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition with Incomparable object is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates with limited object by kamma condition. (2)

Resultant, etc.
33. State with limited object is related to state with limited object by 
resultant condition . . .  by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition 
. . . by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . . by association condi
tion . . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . . by dis
appearance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
34. With root 3, object 7, predominance 7, proximity 9, contiguity 
9, conascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-dependence 9,
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repetition 5, kanuna 5, resultant 3, nutriment 3, faculty, jhina, path, 
association, presence 3, absence 9, disappearance 9, non-disappearance
3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 9

35. (i) State with limited object is related to state with limited ob
ject by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence con
dition, kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State with limited object is related to state with Lofty object 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State with limited object is related to state with Incompar
able object by strong-dependence condition. (3)
36. (iv) State with Lofty object is related to state with Lofty object 
by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion. (1)

(v) State with Lofty object is related to state with limited object 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (2)

(vi) State with Lofty object is related to state with Incomparable 
object by strong-dependence condition. (3)
37. (vii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with In
comparable object by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(viii) State with Incomparable object is related to state with limited 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma con
dition. (2)

(ix) State with Incomparable object is related to state with Lofty 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition. (3)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

38. With not-root 9, not-object 9, not-predominance 9, not-proximity 
9, not-contiguity 9, not-conascence 9, not-mutuality 9, not-dependence 
9, not-strong-dependence 7, not-prenascence 9, not-postnascence 9, 
not-repetition 9 . . . not-path 9, not-association 9, not-dissociation 9,



not-presence 9, not-absence 9, not-disappearance 9, not-non-disappear
ance 9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
39. With root condition, not-object 3, not-predominance, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity, not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition 3 . . . not path, not-dissociation, not- 
absence, not-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
40. With not-root condition, object 7, predominance 7, proximity 9, 
contiguity 9, conascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-depen
dence 9, repetition 5, kamma 5, resultant 3 . . .  association 3 , presence 
3, absence 9, disappearance 9, non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER 
END OF LIMITED OBJECT TRIPLET
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14. Low T r i p l e t ' l. “D e p e n d e n t ” Ch a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 9
1. (i) Dependent on low state, arises low state by root condition.

Dependent on one low aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . depen
dent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on low state, arises medium state by root condition. 
Dependent on low aggregates, arises mind-produced matter. (2)
(iii) Dependent on low state, arise low and medium states by root 

condition.

'  This comprises (1) Low states, (2) Medium states, (3) Exalted states.



Dependent on one low aggregate, arise three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on medium state, arises medium state by root con
dition.

(a) Dependent on one medium aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced m atter. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .  dependent on great primaries, arise mind- 
produced and kamma-produced derived matter. (1)
3. (v)-(vii) Dependent on Exalted state, arises Exalted state by root 
condition . . .  three.
4. (viii) Dependent on medium and Exalted state, arises medium state 
by root condition.

Dependent on Exalted aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)
5. (ix) Dependent on low and medium state, arises medium state by 
root condition.

Dependent on low aggregates and great primaries, arises mind- 
produced matter. (1)

(The Low Triplet is the same as the Corrupt Triplet. Expand com
pletely.)

END OF LOW TRIPLET
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15. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e )  w it h  F i x e d  D e s t i n y  d u e  t o  
W r o n g  V i e w s * I. “ D e p e n d e n t ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 9
1. (i) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views
(micchattaniyata), arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

’ This comprises (1) States with fixed destiny due to  wrong views, (2) States 
with fixed destiny due to right views, (3) States with no fixed destiny.



(ii) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with no fixed destiny by root condition.

Dependent on aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises mind-produced matter. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arise states with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed 
destiny by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . . two aggregates 
. . . ( 3 )
2. (iv)-(vi) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to right views 
(sammattaniyata), arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by 
root condition . . .  three.
3. (vii) Dependent on state with no fixed destiny (aniyata), arises 
state with no fixed destiny by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment o f conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
no fixed destiny, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter 
. . . two aggregates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; 
dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries. ..  
two great primaries; dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced 
and kamma-produced derived matter. (1)
4. (viii) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views and 
with no fixed destiny, arises state with no fixed destiny by root condi
tion.

Dependent on aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views and 
great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

(be) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to right views and 
with no fixed destiny, arises state with no fixed destiny by root condi
tion.

Dependent on aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views and 
great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (1)

Object 3, etc.
5. (i) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by object condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views.
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arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to right views, arises 

state with fixed destiny due to right views by object condition.
Dependent on one aggregate with fixed destiny due to right views, 

arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)
(iii) Dependent on state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 

fixed destiny by object condition.
(a) Dependent on one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 

aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 

no fixed destiny, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . depen
dent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates.

(Expand all conditions in this way. Abbreviated.)
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
6. With root 9, object 3, predominance 9, proximity 3, contiguity 3, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 9, strong-dependence 3, pre
nascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 9, resultant 1, nutriment 9, faculty 9, 
jhina 9, path 9, association 3, dissociation 9, presence 9, absence 3, 
disappearance 3, non-disappearance 9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1

7. (i) Dependent on state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 
fixed destiny by not-root condition.

(fl) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . .  .
(c) Dependent on one great primary . . . External . . . nutriment- 

produced . .  . temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings. . .
(ri) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (I )
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Not-object 5
8. Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises 
state with no fixed destiny by not-object condition.

Dependent on aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises mind-produced matter. (Abbreviated.)

Not-predominance 3

9. (i) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by not-predominance 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises predominance with fixed destiny due to wrong views. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by not-predominance 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises predominance with fixed destiny due to right views. (1)

(ui) Dependent on state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 
fixed destiny by not-predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . .  . (1)

Not-proximity, etc.
10. Dependent on state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises 
state with no fixed destiny by not-proximity condition. (Abbreviated. 
Expand all conditions.)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

11. With not-root 1, not-object 5, not-predominance 3, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 6, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 5, not-kamma 3, not- 
resultant 9, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty 1, not-jhana 1, not-path 1,



not-association 5, not-dissociation 2 ,not-absence 5 ,not-disappearance 5. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
12. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 3, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 6, not-postnascence 9, not-repetition 5, not-kamma 3, not- 
resultant 9, not-association 5, not-dissociation 2, not-absence 5, not- 
disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
13. With not-root condition, object I, proximity 1, contiguity 1, co
nascence 1 . .  . non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

E nd o f  N egative-Positive

End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER
(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

15. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e )  w it h  F i x e d  D e s t i n y  d u e  t o  
W r o n g  v i e w s  III. “ C o n d i t i o n e d ” C h a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s , p o s it iv e  (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 1 7
14. (i)-(iii) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views, arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by root con
dition . . .  three.

(iv)-(vi) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to right 
views, arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by root condi
tion . . .  three.
15. (vii) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
no fixed destiny by root condition.

(fl) Conditioned by one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .
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(b) At the moment of conception . . . conditioned by aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Conditioned by one great primary . . .
(d) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with no fixed 

destiny. (1)
(viii) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 

fixed destiny due to wrong views by root condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with fixed destiny due 

to wrong views. (2)
(ix) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 

fixed destiny due to right views by root condition.
Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with fixed destiny due 

to right views. (3)
(x) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arise states with 

fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed destiny by root 
condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with fixed destiny due 
to wrong views; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter. (4)

(xi) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arise states with 
fixed destiny due to right views and with no fixed destiny by root con
dition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates with fixed destiny due 
to right views; conditioned by great primaries, arises mind-produced 
matter. (5)
16. (xii) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and with no fixed destiny, arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(xiii) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and with no fixed destiny, arises state with no fixed destiny by root 
condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and great primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (2)

'  (xiv) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and with no fixed destiny, arise states with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views and with no fixed destiny by root condition.

Conditioned by one aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views
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and (heart-)base, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . condi
tioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced matter. (3)

(xv)-(xvii) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to right 
views and with no fixed destiny, arises state with fixed destiny due to 
right views by root condition. (Three questions. The same as those due 
to wrong views.)

Object, etc.
17. Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises 
state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by object condition. 
(Abbreviated. Classify in the same way as the “Conditioned” Chapter 
in the Faultless Triplet.) . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
18. With root 17, object 7, predominance 17, proximity 7, contiguity 
7, conascence 17, mutuality 7, dependence 17, strong-dependence 7, 
prenascence 7, repetition 7, kamma 17, resultant 1, nutriment 17, 
faculty 17, jhflna 17, path 17, association 7, dissociation 17, presence 
17, absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 17. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
19. Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 
fixed destiny by not-root condition.

(а) Conditioned by one rootless aggregate with no fixed destiny, 
arise three aggregates and mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(б) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  conditioned by aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .  non-percipient beings . . .
(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness. . .  conditioned 

by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise rootless aggregates with no fixed destiny; conditioneo by doubt-



accompanied or restlessness-accompanied aggregates and (heart-)base, 
arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object 5

20. (i) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with no fixed destiny by not-object condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises mind-produced matter. (Like Faultless Triplet. Do 5.)

Not-predominance 7

21. (i) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by not-predominance 
condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises predominance with fixed destiny due to wrong views. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by not-predominance 
condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises predominance with fixed destiny due to right views. (1)

(iii) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
no fixed destiny by not-predominance condition.

(a) Conditioned by one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter . .  . two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) . . .  non-percipient beings . . .
(d) Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness. . .  conditioned 

by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates with no fixed destiny. (1)

(iv) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
fixed destiny due to wrong views by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises predominance with fixed destiny 
due to wrong views. (2)

(v) Conditioned by state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
fixed destiny due to right views by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by (heart-)base, arises predominance with fixed destiny 
due to right views. (3)

(vi) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views
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and with no fixed destiny, arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and (heart-)base, arises predominance with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views. (1)

(vii) Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to right views 
and with no fixed destiny, arises state with fixed destiny due to right 
views by not-predominance condition.

Conditioned by aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views 
and (heart-)base, arises predominance with fixed destiny due to right 
views. (1)

Not-proximity, etc.

22. Conditioned by state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises 
state with no fixed destiny by not-proximity condition . . . by not- 
absence condition . .  . by not-disappearance condition . . .
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2, CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

(By Ones)

23. With not-root 1, not-object 5, not-predominance 7, not-proximity 
5, not-contiguity 5, not-mutuality 5, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 6, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 5, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 17, not-nutriment 1, not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path 1, 
not-association 5, not-dissociation 2, not-absence 5, not-disappearance
5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS. POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos

24. With root condition, not-object 5, not-predominance 7, not-prox
imity 5, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 5, not- 
prenascence 6, not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 5, not-kamma 7, 
not-resultant 17, not-association 5, not-dissociation 2, not-absence 5, 
not-disappearance 5. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative



4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 
Not-root By Twos

25. With not-root condition, object I , proximity 1 (Abbreviated.) . . .  
non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER 

(The “Supported’’Chapter is the same as the “Conditioned” Chapter.)
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15. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e )  w it h  F i x e d  D e s t i n y  d u e  t o  
W r o n g  V ie w s  V . “ C o n j o i n e d ” C h a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s  : POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R o o ts
26. (i) Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by root condition.

Conjoined with one aggregate with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
no fixed destiny by root condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 
aggregates...  . two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Object, etc.
27. Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises 
state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by object condition . . . 
by non-disappearance condition . . .

I . CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
28. With root 3, object 3 . . . kamma 3, resultant 1, nutriment 3 . . . 
non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive



2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
29. Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 
fixed destiny by not-root condition.

(fl) Conjoined with one rootless aggregate with no fixed destiny, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .  (1)

Not-predominance 3
30. (i) Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by not-predominance 
condition.

Conjoined with aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views, 
arises predominance with fixed destiny due to wrong views. (1)

(ii) Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by not-predominance 
condition.

Conjoined with aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views,- 
arises predominance with fixed destiny due to right views. (1)

(iii) Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
no fixed destiny by not-predominance condition.

{a) Conjoined with one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arises three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Not-prenascence, etc.
31. (i) Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by not-prenascence 
condition.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one aggregate with fixed 
destiny due to right views, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates 
. . . ( 1)

(ii) Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with 
no fixed destiny by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one aggregate with no 
fixed destiny, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises
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state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by not-postnascence condi
tion . . .  (Complete.)

Not-repetition, etc.
32. Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 
fixed destiny by not-repetition condition.

(a) Conjoined with one aggregate with no fixed destiny, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to wrong views, arises 

state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by not-kamma condition 
. . .  by not-resultant condition . . .  (Abbreviated.)

Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no fixed 
destiny by not-jhana condition. Five-fold consciousness . . .  by not-path 
condition. Rootless with no fixed destiny . . .

(i) Conjoined with state with fixed destiny due to right views, 
arises state with fixed destiny due to right views by not-dissociation 
condition.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one aggregate with fixed 
destiny due to right views, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates 
. . . ( 1)

(ii) Conjoined with state with no fixed destiny, arises state with no 
fixed destiny by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, conjoined with one aggregate with no fixed 
destiny, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
33. With not-root 1, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 2, not- 
postnascence 3, not-repetition 1, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, not- 
jhana 1, not-path 1, not-dissociation 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

(Root By Twos)
34. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence 2,



not-postnascence 3, not-repetition 1, not-kamma 3, not-resultant 3, 
not-dissociation 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
35. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity 1 (Abbreviated.) . . .  
non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “CONJOINED” CHAPTER

(The “Associated” Chapter is the same as the “Conjoined” Chapter.)
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15. T r i p l e t  o f  (S t a t e )  wi th  F i x e d  D e s t i n y  d u e  t o  
Wr o n g  V i e ws  Vii.  “In v e s t i g a t i o n ” C h a p t e r

1. c o n d it io n s : POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 7
36. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views (micchattaniyata)
is related to state with fixed destiny due to wrong views by root condi
tion.

Roots with fixed destiny due to wrong views are related to (their) 
associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by root condition.

Roots with fixed destiny due to wrong views are related to mind- 
produced matter by root condition. (2)

(iii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed destiny by 
root condition.

Roots with fixed destiny due to wrong views are related to (their) 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by root condition. (3)

(iv)-(vi) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to 
state with fixed destiny due to right views by root condition . . . 
three.

(vii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by root condition.



(a) Roots with no fixed destiny are related to (their) associated 
aggregates and nund-produced matter by root condition;

(ft) At the moment o f conception . . .  (1)

Object 5
37. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by object condition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements with fixed 
destiny due to wrong views, know the defilements addicted to before. 
(They) practise insight into the impermanence . . . of the aggregates 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views. By the knowledge of penetra
tion into others’ minds, (they) know the other being’s mind with fixed 
destiny due to wrong views. Aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence 
by object condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path. By 
the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other 
being’s mind with fixed destiny due to right views. Aggregates with 
fixed destiny due to right views are related to knowledge of penetration 
into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, 
knowledge of future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)
38. (iii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done. Having emerged from jhana, (one) reviews the 
jhana. The Noble persons review the Fruition, review Nibbana. Nibbana 
is related to change-of-lineage, purification. Fruition, advertence by 
object condition.

The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements with no fixed 
destiny, review the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements 
addicted to before. Eye . . .  (heart-)base . . .  (They) practise insight into 
the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of aggregates with no 
fixed destiny; enjoy and delight in (those aggregates). Taking them as 
object, arises lust with no fixed destiny . . .  arises grief.
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By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
ofdivine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. By the knowledge of penetra
tion into others’ minds, (one) knows the other being’s mind with no 
fixed destiny. Infinity of space to infinity of consciousness . . .  nothing
ness is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception by object con
dition. Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . .  tangible object-base 
is related to body-consciousness by object condition. Aggregates with 
no fixed destiny are related to knowledge of supernormal power, 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remem
brance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object condi
tion. (1)

(iv) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed 
destiny due to wrong views by object condition.

Physical life-faculty is related to matricide (mitughati-kamma), 
patricide (pitughati-kamma), killing an Arahat (arahantaghati-kamma), 
wounding a Buddha (ruhiruppada-kamma) by object condition. When 
in misapprehending (paramasantassa) something, (there) arise aggregates 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views, that thing (vatthu) is related to 
aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views by object condi
tion. (2)

(v) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by object condition.

Nibbtna is related to Path by object condition. (3)

Predominance 8
39. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with fixed destiny due to 
wrong views is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance 
condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with fixed destiny due to 
wrong views is related to mind-produced matter by predominance con
dition. (2)

(iii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed destiny by 
predominance condition.
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Conascence-predominance: Predominance with fixed destiny due to 
wrong views is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by predominance condition. (3)
40. (iv) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with fixed destiny due to 
right views is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance 
condition. (1)

(v) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with fixed destiny 
due to right views is related to mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (2)

(vi) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views and with no fixed destiny by pre
dominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with fixed destiny due to 
right views is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
matter by predominance condition. (3)
41. (vii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done . . . jhSna . . . The Noble persons esteem and review the 
Fruition, esteem and review Nibb§na. Nibbana is related to change-of- 
lineage, purification. Fruition by predominance condition.

Eye . . . (heart-)base . . .  (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in aggre
gates with no fixed destiny. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust 
with no fixed destiny, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with no fixed destiny 
is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by 
predominance condition. (1)
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(viii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Nibbana is related to Path by predominance 
condition. (2)

Proximity 5
42. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to
state with no fixed destiny by proximity condition.

Aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views are related to 
emergence by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by proximity condition.

Path is related to Fruition by proximity condition. (1)
43. (iii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with no fixed destiny are related to subsequent 
aggregates with no fixed destiny by proximity condition. Adaptation to 
change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; Fruition to Fruition; 
adaptation to the attainment of Fruition; for one emerging from the 
attainment of Extinction, neither-perception-nor-non-perception is re
lated to the attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(iv) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed 
destiny due to wrong views by proximity condition.

Grief with no fixed destiny is related to grief with fixed destiny due 
to wrong views by proximity condition. Wrong views with no fixed 
destiny are related to wrong views with fixed destiny by proximity con
dition. (2)

(v) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by proximity condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by prox
imity condition. (3)

Contiguity, etc.
44. State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state with 
no fixed destiny by contiguity condition. (The same as proximity.) . . .  
by conascence condition. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter. 9 
questions.) . . .  by mutuality condition. (The same as in the “Dependent” 
Chapter. 3 questions.) . . . by dependence condition. (The same as in 
the Faultless Triplet. 13 questions.)
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Strong-dependence 7

45. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views by strong-dependence condi
tion.

Natural strong-dependence: Matricide is related to matricide by 
strong-dependence condition. Matricide . . .  patricide . . .  killing an Ara
hat . . . wounding a Buddha . . . causing schism in the Sahgha . . . is 
related to wrong views with fixed destiny by strong-dependence condi
tion. (Perform the cycle.) Wrong views with fixed destiny are related to 
wrong views with fixed destiny by strong-dependence condition. Wrong 
views with fixed destiny to matricide . . . are related to causing schism 
in the Sahgha by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: After having committed matricide, 
(one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of obser
vance, to counteract it (tassa patighStatthaya). After having committed 
patricide . . . killed an Arahat . . . drawn blood from the body of a 
Buddha with evil intent (dutJhena cittena) . . . After having caused 
schism in the Sahgha (saihghaih bhinditva), (one) offers an offering, 
undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance, to counteract it. (2)
46. (iii) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path is related to second Path by 
strong-dependence condition . . .  third Path is related to fourth Path by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iv) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The Noble persons, by the strong- 
dependence of the Path, generate an attainment which has not yet 
arisen, enter an attainment which has arisen. (They) practise insight 
into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality o f the forma
tions. The Path is related to the Noble person’s analytical knowledge of 
meaning . . . knowledge of correct and faulty conclusion by strong-



dependence condition. Path is related to the attainment of Fruition by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)
47. (v) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of con
fidence with no fixed destiny, (one) offers an offering, undertakes 
precepts . . . duty of observance, develops jhana . . . insight. . .  super
knowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views 
. . . precept with no fixed destiny . . . learning . . . generosity . . .  wis
dom . . . lust . . . wish . . . bodily happiness . . . bodily pain . . .  tem
perature . . . food . . . By the strong-dependence of lodging-place, 
(one) offers an offering . . .  plunders market-towns. Confidence with no 
fixed destiny . . .  wisdom, lu s t. . .  lodging-place is related to confidence 
with no fixed destiny . . .  bodily happiness, bodily pain, the attainment 
of Fruition by strong-dependence condition.

The preparation for first jhina to the same (jhSna) (tasseva) . . .  the 
preparation for neither-perception-nor-non-perception to the same 
OhSna) . . . first jhSna to second jhSna . . . nothingness to neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception . . . killing is related to killing by strong- 
dependence condition . . .  (Perform the cycle.) (1)

(vi) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to wrong views by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of lust 
with no fixed destiny, (one) commits matricide . . .  causes schism in the 
Sangha . . .  hate with no fixed destiny . . .  wish . . .  bodily happiness . . .  
by the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) commits matricide . . .  
causes schism in the Sahgha. Lust with no fixed destiny . . . lodging- 
place is related to matricide, patricide, killing an Arahat, wounding a 
Buddha, causing schism in the Sahgha, wrong views with fixed destiny 
by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(vii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed 
destiny due to right views by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The preparation for first Path to
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first Path . . . the preparation for fourth Path is related to fourth Path 
by strong-dependence condition. (3)

Prenascence 3

48. (i) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . (One) practises insight into the 
impermanence . . . of the (heart-)base; enjoys and delights in [the 
(heart-)base]. Taking it as object, arises lust with no fixed destiny . . .  
arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to eye- 
consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness 
by prenascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates with no 
fixed destiny by prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to wrong views by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Physical life-faculty is related to matricide, 
patricide, killing an Arahat, wounding a Buddha by prenascence condi
tion.

(ft) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with fixed 
destiny due to wrong views by prenascence condition. (2)

(iii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by prenascence condition.

Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with fixed 
destiny due to right views by prenascence condition. (3)

Postnascence 3

49. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views are 
related to this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)
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(ii) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views are 
related to this prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

(iii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by postnascence condition.

Postnascent aggregates with no fixed destiny are related to this 
prenascent body by postnascence condition. (1)

Repetition 3
50. (i) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with no fixed destiny are related to subsequent 
aggregates with no fixed destiny by repetition condition. Adaptation to 
change-of-lineage; adaptation is related to purification by repetition 
condition. (1)

(ii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to wrong views by repetition condition.

Grief with no fixed destiny is related to grief with fixed destiny due 
to wrong views by repetition condition. Wrong views with no fixed des
tiny are related to wrong views with fixed destiny by repetition condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by repetition condition.

Change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repeti
tion condition. (3)

Kamma 7
51. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views by kamma condition.

Volition with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to (its) 
associated aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition with fixed destiny due to wrong views is re
lated to mind-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with fixed destiny due to wrong views is
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related to (its) resultant aggregates and kanuna-produced matter by 
kamma condition. (2)

(iii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed destiny by 
kamma condition.

Volition with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to (its) 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (3)
52. (iv) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views by kamma condition.

Volition with fixed destiny due to right views is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates by kamma condition. (1)

(v) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition with fixed destiny due to right views is re
lated to mind-produced matter by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with fixed destiny due to right views is 
related to (its) resultant aggregates by kamma condition. (2)

(vi) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views and with no fixed destiny by 
kamma condition.

Volition with fixed destiny due to right views is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition. (3)

(vii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with no fixed destiny is related to (its) 
associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition.

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition with no fixed destiny is related to (its) 

resultant aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (1)

Resultant 1
53. State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed destiny 
by resultant condition.
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(a) One resultant aggregate with no fixed destiny is related to three 
aggregates and mind-produced matter by resultant condition . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  aggregates to (heart-)base . . .

Nutriment, etc.
54. State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state with 
fixed destiny due to wrong views by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty 
condition . . . by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . . by asso
ciated condition . . .

Dissociation 5
55. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views are 

related to mind-produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views are 

related to this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(ii) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 

with no fixed destiny by dissociation condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views are 

related to mind-produced matter by dissociation condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to right views are 

related to this prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
(iii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 

destiny by dissociation condition.
(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 

postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent aggregates with no fixed destiny are related to 

mind-produced matter by dissociation condition;
(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 

(heart-)base by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggre
gates by dissociation condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body- 
consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to aggregates with no fixed 
destiny by dissociation condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates with no fixed destiny are related to this 
prenascent body by dissociation condition. (1)
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(iv) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to wrong views by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates with fixed destiny 
due to wrong views by dissociation condition. (2)

(v) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by dissociation condition.

Prenascent (heart-)base is related to aggregates with fixed destiny 
due to right views by dissociation condition. (3)

Presence 13
56. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state
with fixed destiny due to wrong views by presence condition.

One aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views to three aggre
gates . . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates by presence con
dition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence.
(a) Conascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views are 

related to mind-produced matter by presence condition.
(ft) Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views are 

related to this prenascent body by presence condition. (2)
(iii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 

with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed destiny by 
presence condition.

One aggregate with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . . 
two aggregates . . .  (3)

(iv)-(vi) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to 
state with fixed destiny due to right views by presence condition . . . 
(Three questions.)

(vii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (</) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (l)O ne conascent aggregate with no fixed destiny is related to 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to
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(heart-)base by presence condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates 
by presence condition;

(3) One great primary . . . one great primary of non-percipient 
beings . . .

(ft) (Object-Iprenascence: Eye . . . (One) practises insight into the 
impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base; enjoys 
and dehghts in [the (heart-)basej. Taking it as object, arises lust . . . 
arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By 
the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base 
to eye-consciousness . . .  tangible object-base to body-consciousness . . .

(Base-)prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base 
to body-consciousness . . .  (heart-)base is related to aggregates with no 
fixed destiny by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates with no fixed destiny are related to this 
prenascent body by presence condition.

(d) Edible food is related to this body by presence condition.
(e) Physical hfe-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

presence condition. (1)
(viii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed 

destiny due to wrong views by presence condition.
(Object-jprenascence: Physical life-faculty is related to matricide . . .  

wounding a Buddha by presence condition.
(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with fixed 

destiny due to wrong views by presence condition. (2)
(ix) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des

tiny due to right views by presence condition.
(Base-jprenascence: (Heart-)base is related to aggregates with fixed 

destiny due to right views by presence condition. (3)
57. (x) States with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no
fixed destiny are related to state with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: One conascent aggregate with fixed destiny 
due to wrong views and (heart-)base to three aggregates . . .  two aggre
gates and . . . ( 1 )

(xi) States with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no 
fixed destiny are related to state with no fixed destiny by presence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (ft) postnascence- 
nutriment, (c) (postnascence-)faculty.
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(a) Conascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views and 
great primaries are related to mind-produced matter by presence condi
tion.

(ft) Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and edible food are related to this body by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent aggregates with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
and physical life-faculty are related to kamma-produced matter by 
presence condition. (2)

(xii)-(xiii) States with fixed destiny due to right views and with no 
fixed destiny are related to state with fixed destiny due to right views 
by presence condition . . . (Like the 2 questions with fixed destiny due 
to wrong views.)

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
58. With root 7, object 5, predominance 8, proximity 5, contiguity 5, 
conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-dependence 7, pre
nascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 7, resultant 1, nutri
ment 7, faculty 7, jhana 7, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5, 
presence 13, absence 5, disappearance 5, non-disappearance 13. (Enu
merate thus.)

E nd o f  Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 13

59. (i) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views by conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by object condition, conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, postnascence condition, kamma condi-' 
tion. (2)

(iii) State with fixed destiny due to wrong views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no fixed destiny by 
conascence condition. (3)

(iv) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views by conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (1)



(v) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with no fixed destiny by object condition, conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition, postnascence condition. (2)

(vi) State with fixed destiny due to right views is related to state 
with fixed destiny due to right views and with no fixed destiny by co
nascence condition. (3)
60. (vii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with no fixed 
destiny by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition, prenascence condition, postnascence condition, kanuna con
dition, nutriment condition, faculty condition. (1)

(viii) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to wrong views by object condition, strongnlependence condi
tion, prenascence condition. (2)

(ix) State with no fixed destiny is related to state with fixed des
tiny due to right views by strong-dependence condition, prenascence 
condition. (3)

(x) States with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no 
fixed destiny are related to state with fixed destiny due to wrong views 
by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xi) States with fixed destiny due to wrong views and with no 
fixed destiny are related to state with no fixed destiny by conascence, 
postnascence-nutriment-faculty. (2)

(xii) States with fixed destiny due to right views and with no 
fixed destiny are related to state with fixed destiny due to right views 
by conascence-prenascence. (1)

(xiii) States with fixed destiny due to right views and with no 
fixed destiny are related to state with no fixed destiny by conascence, 
postnascence-nutriment-faculty. (2)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
61. With not-root 13, not-object, not-predominance, not-proximity,not- 
contiguity 13, not-conascence 9, not-mutuality 9, not-dependence 9, not- 
strong-dependence 13, not-prenascence 11, not-postnascence 13, not- 
repetition 13, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-nutriment 13 . . .  not-path 
13,not-association9 ,not-dissociation 7, not-presence 7, not-absence 13, 
not-disappearance 13,not-non-disappearance 7. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative
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3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
62. With root condition, not-object 7, not-predominance 7, not-prox
imity 7, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 3, not-strong-dependence 7 . . .  
not-path 7, not-association 3 not-dissociation 3, not-absence 7, not- 
disappearance 7. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
63. With not-root condition, object 5, predominance 8, proximity 5 
contiguity 5, conascence 9, mutuality 3, dependence 13, strong-depen 
dence 7, prenascence 3, postnascence 3, repetition 3, kamma 7, resul 
tant 1, nutriment 7, faculty, jhana, path 7, association 3, dissociation 5 
presence 13, absence 5, disappearance 5, non-disappearance 13. (Enu 
merate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
END OF TRIPLET OF (STATE) WITH FIXED DESTINY DUE TO 

WRONG VIEWS
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16. Pa t h  O b j e c t  t r i p l e t * I. “D e p e n d e n t ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root 17
1. (i) Dependent on state with Path object (Maggarammaija), arises 
state with Path object by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
. . .  two aggregates (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state dominated by 
the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
dominated by the Path; dependent on three aggregates, arises one aggre
gate . . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

'  This comprises (1) States with Path object, (2) States conditioned by the 
Path, (3) States dominated by the Path.



(iii) Dependent on state with Path object, arise states with Path ob
ject and dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
with Path object and dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
2. (iv) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path (Maggahetuka), 
arises state conditioned by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate conditioned by the Path, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

(v) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arises state domi
nated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate conditioned by the Path, arise three 
aggregates dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates. . .  (2)

(vi) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arise states con
ditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate conditioned by the Path, arise three 
aggregates conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path . . .  two 
aggregates. . .  (3)
3. (vii) Dependent on state dominated by the Path (Maggadhipati), 
arises state dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(viii) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state with 
Path object by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates with Path ob ject. .  . two aggregates. . .  (2)

(ix) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state condi
tioned by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates conditioned by the Path . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)

(x) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arise states with 
Path object and dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path . . .  two aggre
gates . . .  (4)

(xi) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arise states con
ditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path . . .  two 
aggregates . . . (5)
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4. (xii) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arises state with Path object by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates with Path object. . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(xiii) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arises state dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates (2)

(xiv) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path,, arise states with Path object and dominated by the Path by root 
condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path 
. .  . two aggregates . .  . (3)
5. (xv) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arises state conditioned by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arise three aggregates conditioned by the Path . . . two 
aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(xvi) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arises state dominated by the Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arise three aggregates dominated by the Path . . . two 
aggregates . . .  (2)

(xvii) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arise states conditioned by the Path and dominated by the 
Path by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arise three aggregates conditioned by the Path and domi
nated by the Path . . .  two aggregates . . . (3)

Object, etc.
6. Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path object by 
object condition . . .  by predominance condition . . .  by proximity con
dition . . . by contiguity condition . . .  by conascence condition . . .  by 
rftutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . . by strong- 
dependence condition . . . by prenascence condition . . . by repetition 
condition . . . by kamma condition . . . by nutriment condition . . .  by 
faculty condition . . . by jhana condition . . .  by path condition . . .  by
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association condition . . . by dissociation condition . . . by presence 
condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance condition . . .  
by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

(By Ones)
7. With root 17, object, predominance, proximity, contiguity, co
nascence, mutuality, dependence, strong-dependence, prenascence, 
repetition, kamma, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association, disso
ciation, presence, absence, disappearance, non-disappearance 17. (Enu
merate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 1
8. Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path object 
by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with Path object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates . .  . (1)

Not-predominance 17
9. (i) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path 
object by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
. . .  two aggregates . .  . (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state dominated by 
the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates . .  . (2)

(iii) Dependent on state with Path object, arise states with Path ob
ject and dominated by the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
with Path object and dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates. . .  (3)
10. (iv) Dependent on state condition by the Path, arises state con
ditioned by the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path, arises predomi
nance conditioned by the Path. (1)

(v) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arises state domi-
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nated by the Path by not-predominance condition.
Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path, arises predomi

nance dominated by the Path. (2)
(vi) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arise states con

ditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path by not-predominance 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path, arises predomi
nance conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path. (3)
11. (vii) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state 
dominated by the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates dominated by the Path, arises predomi
nance dominated by the Path; dependent on one aggregate dominated 
by the Path, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(viii) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state with 
Path object by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates with Path object. . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

(ix) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state con
ditioned by the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates dominated by the Path, arises predomi
nance conditioned by the Path. (3)

(x) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arise states with 
Path object and dominated by the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path . . .  two aggre
gates . . .  (4)

(xi) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arise states con
ditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path by not-predominance 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates dominated by the Path, arises predomi
nance conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path. (5)
12. (xii) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arises state with Path object by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates with Path object . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(xiii) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arises state dominated by the Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates dominated by the Path . . . two aggregates 
. . . ( 2)
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(xiv) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise states with Path object and dominated by the Path by not- 
predominance condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates with Path Object and dominated by the 
Path . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
13. (xv) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arises state conditioned by the Path by not-predominance 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path and dominated by 
the Path, arises predominance conditioned by the Path. (1)

(xvi) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arises state dominated by the Path by not-predominance 
condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path and dominated by 
the Path, arises predominance dominated by the Path. (2)

(xvii) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path, arise states conditioned by the Path and dominated by the 
Path by not-predominance condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path and dominated by 
the Path, arises predominance conditioned by the Path and dominated 
by the Path. (3)

Not-prenascence, etc. 17
14. Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path object 
by not-prenasccnce condition . . . by not-postnascence condition . . . 
(Complete two also.)

Not-repetition 9
15. (i) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path 
object by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
. . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state dominated 
by the Path by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

(iii) Dependent on state with Path object, arise states with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by not-repetition condition.
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Dependent on one aggregate with Path object, arise three aggregates 
with Path object and dominated by the Path . . .  two aggregates . . .  (3)
16. (iv) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state 
dominated by the Path by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(v) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state with 
Path object by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates with Path object. . .  two aggregates . . .  (2)

(vi) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arise states with 
Path object and dominated by the Path by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate dominated by the Path, arise three 
aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path . . .  two aggre
gates . . . (3)
17. (vii) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arises state with Path object by not-repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates with Path object . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

(viii) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by 
the Path, arises state dominated by the Path by not-repetition condi
tion.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates dominated by the Path . . . two aggregates 
. . .  (2)

(ix) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise states with Path object and dominated by the Path by not- 
repetition condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with Path object and dominated by the 
Path, arise three aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path 
. . . two aggregates . . .  (3)

Not-kamma 17
18. (i) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path 
object by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with Path object, arises volition with Path 
object. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with Path object, arises state dominated 
by the Path by not-kamma condition.
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Dependent on aggregates with Path object, arises voUtion dominated 
by the Path. (2)

(iii) Dependent on state with Path object, arise states with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with Path object, arises volition with Path 
object and dominated by the Path. (3)
19. (iv) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arises state con
ditioned by the Path by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path, arises volition 
conditioned by the Path. (1)

(v) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arises state 
dominated by the Path by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path, arises volition 
dominated by the Path. (2)

(vi) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path, arise states con
ditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path by not-kamma condi
tion.

Dependent on aggregates conditioned by the Path, arises volition 
conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path. (3)
20. (vii)-(xi) Dependent on state dominated by the Path, arises state 
dominated by the Path by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates dominated by the Path, arises volition 
dominated by the Path . . .  (5 questions.)

(xii)-(xiv) Dependent on state with Path object and dominated by 
the Path, arises state with Path object by not-kamma condition . . . 
(Three in the first combination.)

(xv)-(xvii) Dependent on state conditioned by the Path and domi
nated by the Path, arises state conditioned by the Path by not-kamma 
condition . . .  (Three questions in the second combination.)

Not-resultant 1 7
21. Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path object 
by not-resultant condition . . .  (Complete.)

Not-path 1
22. Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path object 
by not-path condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with Path object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)
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Not-dissociation 17
23. Dependent on state with Path object, arises state with Path object 
by not-dissociation condition . . . [Complete. Remember (to take) 
immaterial.]

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
24. With not-root 1, not-predominance 17, not-prenascence 17, not- 
postnascence 17, not-repetition 9, not-kamma 17, not-resultant 17, not- 
path 1, not-dissociation 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE
Root By Twos

25. With root condition, not-predominance 17, not-prenascence 17, 
not-postnascence 17, not-repetition 9, not-kamma 17, not-resultant, 
not-dissociation 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
26. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity 1, contiguity 1, . . . 
jhSna, association, dissociation, presence, absence, disappearance, non
disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER 

(The “Conascent”, “Conditioned” , “Supported”, “Conjoined” and 
“Associated’ Chapters are also the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)
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16. P a t h  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t  Vll.  “In v e s t i g a t i o n ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 17
27. (i) State with Path object is related to state with Path object by 
root condition.



Roots with Path object are related to (their) associated aggregates by 
root condition. (1)

(ii) State with Path object is related to state dominated by the 
Path by root condition.

Roots with Path object are related to (their) associated aggregates 
dominated by the Path by root condition. (2)

(iii) State with Path object is related to state with Path object and 
dominated by the Path by root condition . . . (Do 17 questions in this 
way.)

Object 9
28. (i) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path. By 
the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other 
being’s nund conditioned by the Path. Aggregates conditioned by 
the Path are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future 
existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(ii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path. (2)

(iii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path. (3)
29. (iv) State dominated by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path. (1)

(v) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path ob
ject by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path. By 
the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other 
being’s mind dominated by the Path. The aggregates dominated by the 
Path are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowl
edge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. (2)
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(vi) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path. (3)
30. (vii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state with Path object by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path. By 
the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (they) know the other 
being’s mind conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path. 
Aggregates conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path are re
lated to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future existences, adver
tence by object condition. (1)

(viii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state dominated by the Path by object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path. (2)

(ix) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by 
object condition.

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and review 
the Path. (3)

Predominance 21
31. (i) State with Path object is related to state with Path object by 
predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Path object is related 
to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(ii) State with Path object is related to state dominated by the 
Path by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Path object is related 
to (its) associated aggregates dominated by the Path by predominance 
condition. (2)

(iii) State with Path object is related to state with Path object and 
dominated by the Path by predominance condition.
' Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Path object is related 

to (its) associated aggregates with Path object and dominated by the 
Path by predominance condition. (3)
32. (iv) State conditioned by the Path is related to state conditioned
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by the Path by predominance condition.
Conascence-predominance: Predominance conditioned by the Path is 

related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)
(v) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 

object by predominance condition.
Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged irom Path, 

esteem and review the Path. (2)
(vi) State conditioned by the Path is related to state dominated 

by the Path by predominance condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (b) conascence- 

predominance.
(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 

Path, esteem and review the Path.
(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance conditioned by the 

Path is related to (its) associated aggregates dominated by the Path by 
predominance condition. (3)

(vii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, 
esteem and review the Path. (4)

(viii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path and dominated by the Path by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance conditioned by the Path is 
related to (its) associated aggregates conditioned by the Path and domi
nated by the Path by predominance condition. (5)
33. (ix) State dominated by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predo:minance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance dominated by the Path 
is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(x) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path 
object by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(fl) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path.
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(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance dominated by the 
Path is related to (its) associated aggregates with Path object by pre
dominance condition. (2)

(xi) State dominated by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance dominated by the Path is 
related to (its) associated aggregates conditioned by the Path by pre
dominance condition. (3)

(xii) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance dominated by the 
Path is related to (its) associated aggregates with Path object and domi
nated by the Path by predominance condition. (4)

(xiii) State dominated by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path and dominated by the Path by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance dominated by the Path is 
related to (its) associated aggregates conditioned by the Path and domi
nated by the Path by predominance condition. (5)
34. (xiv) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state with Path object by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Path object and 
dominated by the Path is related to (its) associated aggregates with Path 
object by predominance condition. (1)

(xv) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state dominated by the Path by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Path object and 
dominated by the Path is related to (its) associated aggregates domi
nated by the Path by predominance condition. (2)

(xvi) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by predomi
nance condition.
'  Conascence-predominance: Predominance with Path object and 

dominated by the Path is related to (its) associated aggregates with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by predominance condition. (3)
35. (xvii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path
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are related to state with Path object by predominance condition.
Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, 

esteem and review the Path. (1)
(xviii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 

are related to state conditioned by the Path by predominance condition.
Conascence-predominance: Predominance conditioned by the Path 

and dominated by the Path is related to (its) associated aggregates con
ditioned by the Path by predominance condition. (2)

(xix) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path
are related to state dominated by the Path by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance conditioned by the 
Path and dominated by the Path is related to (its) associated aggregates 
dominated by the Path by predominance condition. (3)

(xx) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path
are related to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by
predominance condition.

Object-predominance: The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, 
esteem and review the Path. (4)

(xxi) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance conditioned by the Path 
and dominated by the Path is related to (its) associated aggregates con
ditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path by predominance 
condition. (5)

Proximity 9
36. (0  State with Path object is related to state with Path object
by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Path object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with Path object by proximity condition. Advertence is re
lated to aggregates with Path object by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State with Path object is related to state dominated by the 
Path by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Path object are related to subsequent
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aggregates dominated by the Path by proximity condition. Advertence 
is related to aggregates dominated by the Path by proximity condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State with Path object is related to state with Path object and 
dominated by the Path by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Path object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path by proximity 
condition. Advertence is related to aggregates with Path object and 
dominated by the Path by proximity condition. (3)
37. (iv) State dominated by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates dominated by the Path are related to subse
quent aggregates dominated by the Path by proximity condition. (1)

(v) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path 
object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates dominated by Path are related to subsequent 
aggregates with Path object by proximity condition. (2)

(vi) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path ob
ject and dominated by the Path by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates dominated by the Path are related to subse
quent aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path by prox
imity condition. (3)
38. (vii) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state with Path object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path are 
related to subsequent aggregates with Path object by proximity condi
tion. (1)

(viii) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state dominated by the Path by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path are 
related to subsequent aggregates dominated by the Path by proximity 
condition. (2)

(ix) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by proximity 
condition.

” Preceding aggregates with Path object and dominated by the Path 
are related to subsequent aggregates with Path object and dominated by 
the Path by proximity condition. (3)
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Contiguity, etc.

39. State with Path object is related to state with Path object by conti
guity condition. (The same as proximity.) . . .  by conascence condition 
. . . by mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . . (Do 17 
questions for these three also.)

Strong-dependence 21

40. (i) State with Path object is related to state with Path object by 
strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with Path object is related to state dominated by the 
Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State with Path object is related to state with Path object and 
dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)
41. (iv) State conditioned by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path is related to second Path by 
strong-dependence condition . . . third Path is related to fourth Path by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object by strong-dependence condition.

Object-strong-dependence: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path. (2)

(vi) State conditioned by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .
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(ft) Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . . third 
Path is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(vii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condition.

Object-strong-dependence: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path. (4)

(viii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path and dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condi
tion.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . .  third Path 
is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (5)
42. (ix) State dominated by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . . third 
Path is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. Review
ing is related to reviewing by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(x) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xi) State dominated by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . .  third Path 
is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xii) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (4)

(xiii) State dominated by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path and dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condi
tion.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . .  third Path 
is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (5)
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43. (xiv) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state with Path object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing 
by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(xv) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xvi) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are re
lated to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Reviewing is related to reviewing by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)
44. (xvii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state with Path object by strong-dependence condition.

Object-strong-dependence: The Noble persons, having emerged from 
Path, esteem and review the Path. (1)

(xviii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state conditioned by the Path by strong-dependence con
dition.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . .  third Path 
is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xix) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state dominated by the Path by strong-dependence condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . . third 
Path is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xix) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by 
strong-dependence condition.

Object-strong-dependence: The Noble persons, having emerged from
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Path, esteem and review the Path. (4)
(xxi) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 

are related to state conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: First Path to second Path . . .  third Path 
is related to fourth Path by strong-dependence condition. (5)

Repetition 9

45. (i) State with Path object is related to state with Path object by
repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with Path object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with Path object by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State with Path object is related to state dominated by the 
Path by repetition condition . . . (The same as proximity; do 9 ques
tions; do not include advertence.)

Kamma 1 7

46. State with Path object is related to state with Path object by 
kamma condition.

Conascent. . .  (No asynchronous; do 17 questions.)

Nutriment, etc.
47. State with Path object is related to state with Path object by nutri
ment condition . . . by faculty condition . . .  by jhana condition . . .  by 
path condition . . . by association condition . . .  by presence condition. 
(These 6* conditions have 17 questions as with root.) . . . by absence 
condition . . .  by disappearance condition. (The same as proximity.) . . .  
by non-disappearance condition . . .  (17 questions.)
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

48. With root 17, object 9, predominance 21, proximity 9, contiguity 
9" conascence 17, mutuality 17, dependence 17, strong-dependence 21, 
repetition 9, kamma 17, nutriment, faculty, jhana, path, association 17,

' Not 7 as given in the Pali Text.



presence 17, absence 9, disappearance 9, non-disappearance 17. (Enu 
merate thus.)

End of Positive

2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 21

49. (i) State with Path object is related to state with Path object by 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with Path object is related to state dominated by the 
Path by conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State with Path object is related to state with Path object 
and dominated by the Path by conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition. (3)
50. (iv) State conditioned by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path by conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition. (2)

(vi) State conditioned by the Path is related to state dominated 
by the Path by object condition, conascence condition, strong-depen
dence condition. (3)

(vii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state with Path 
object and dominated by the Path by object condition, strong-depen
dence condition. (4)

(viii) State conditioned by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path and dominated by the Path by conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (5)
51 . (ix) State dominated by the Path is related to state dominated by 
the Path by conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (1)

(x) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path ob
ject by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence con
dition. (2)

(xi) State dominated by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path by conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xii) State dominated by the Path is related to state with Path ob
ject and dominated by the Path by conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (4)

(xiii) State dominated by the Path is related to state conditioned 
by the Path and dominated by the Path by conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (5)
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52. (xiv) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are 
related to state with Path object by conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(xv) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are 
related to state dominated by the Path by conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (2)

(xvi) States with Path object and dominated by the Path are 
related to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (3)
53. (xvii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state with Path object by object condition, strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(xviii) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state conditioned by the Path by conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(xix) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state dominated by the Path by conascence condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (3)

(xx) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state with Path object and dominated by the Path by 
strong-dependence condition. (4)

(xxi) States conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
are related to state conditioned by the Path and dominated by the Path 
by conascence condition, strong-dependence condition. (5)
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones

54. With not-root 21, not-object 17 (when not-object is taken, both 
natural object and strong-dependence object are excluded), not- 
predominance 21, not-proximity, not-contiguity, not-conascence, not- 
mutuality, not-dependence, not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, 
not-postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not- 
nutriment, not-faculty, not-jh9na, not-path, not-association, not-disso
ciation, not-presence, not-absence, not-disappearance, not-non-dis- 
appearance 21. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
55. With root condition, not-object 17, not-predominance, not-prox- 
imity, not-contiguity, not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-nutriment, 
not-faculty, not-jhana, not-path, not-dissociation, not-absence, not- 
disappearance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
56. With not-root condition, object 9, predominance 21, proximity 9, 
contiguity 9, conascence 17, mutuality 17, dependence 17, strong- 
dependence 21, repetition 9, kamma 17, nutriment 17, faculty, jhana, 
path, association 17, presence 17, absence 9, disappearance 9, non
disappearance 17. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
END OF PATH OBJECT TRIPLET
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17. ARISEN T r i p l e t * vii. “I n v e s t i g a t i o n ” Ch a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Root I
1. (i) Arisen (uppanna) state is related to arisen state by root condi
tion.

(n) Arisen roots are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by root condition;

(6) At the moment of conception, arisen roots are related to (their) 
associated aggregates and kamma-produced matter by root condi
tion. (1)

Object 3
2. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by object condition.

‘ This comprises (1) Arisen states, (2) States not arisen, (3) States bound to 
arise.



(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of the arisen eye; enjoys and delights in (the eye). Taking it as 
object, arises lust, arise wrong views . . . doubt . . . restlessness, arises 
grief . . . arisen ear . . . nose . . .  tongue . . .  body . . .  visible ob ject. . .  
sound . . . smell . . .  taste . . .  tangible object. . .  (heart-)base . . .  (One) 
practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of 
arisen aggregates . . .  arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to eye- 
consciousness . . .  tangible object-base to body-consciousness . . .  Arisen 
aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal power, advertence 
by object condition. (1)
3. (ii) State not arisen (anuppanna) is related to arisen state by object 
condition.

Visible object not arisen . . . sound . . . smell . . . taste . . .  tangible 
object . . . (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and 
impersonality of aggregates not arisen . . . arises grief. Aggregates not 
arisen are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge of 
penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of future existences, adver
tence by object condition. (1)
4. (iii) State bound to arise (uppadin) is related to arisen state by 
object condition.

Eye bound to arise . . . body . . . visible object . . . smell. . . taste . . . 
tangible object . . . (heart-)base . . . into the impermanence, suffering 
and impersonality of aggregates bound to arise . . . arises grief. Aggre
gates bound to arise are related to knowledge of supernormal power, 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of future 
existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

Predominance 3
5. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence-
predominance.

ia) Object-predominance: (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in the 
arisen eye. Taking it as estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views 
. .”. arisen ear . . .  nose . . .  tongue . . .  body . . .  visible object. . .  sound 
. . . smell . . . taste . . . tangible object . . . (heart^base . . . (One) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in arisen aggregates. Taking them as estim
able object, arises lu s t. . .
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(b) Conascence-predominance: Arisen predominance is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (1)

(ii) State not arisen is related to arisen state by predominance con
dition.

Object-predominance: Visible object not arisen . . . sound . . .  smell 
. . . taste . . . tangible object . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in 
aggregates not arisen. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, arise 
wrong views. (1)

(iii) State bound to arise is related to arisen state by predominance 
condition.

Object-predominance: Eye bound to arise . . .  body . . .  visible object 
. . . tangible object . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and 
delights in aggregates bound to arise. Taking them as estimable object, 
arises lust, arise wrong views. (1)

Conascence 1
6. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by conascence condition.

(a) One arisen aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by conascence condition . . . two aggregates are 
related to two aggregates and mind-produced matter by conascence 
condition;

(b) At the moment o f conception, one arisen aggregate is related to 
three aggregates and kamma-produced matter by conascence condition 
. . . two aggregates are related to two aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter by conascence condition; aggregates are related to (heart-)base 
by conascence condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates by co
nascence condition;

(c) One great primary is related to three great primaries by co
nascence condition . . . two great primaries . . . great primaries are 
related to mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter by co
nascence condition;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
one great primary of non-percipient beings . . . two great primaries . . .  
great primaries are related to kamma-produced derived matter by co
nascence condition. (1)

Mutuality 1
7. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by mutuality condition.
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(fl) One arisen aggregate is related to three aggregates by mutuality 
condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one arisen aggregate is related to 
three aggregates and (heart-)base by mutuality condition . . .  two aggre
gates . . . aggregates are related to (heart-)base by mutuality condition; 
Oieart-)base is related to aggregates by mutuality condition;

(c) One great primary . . .  External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  tem
perature-produced . . . one great primary o f non-percipient beings is 
related to three great primaries by mutuality condition . . . two great 
primaries . . . ( 1 )

Dependence 1
8. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by dependence condition,

(a) One arisen aggregate is related to three aggregates and mind
produced matter by dependence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  aggregates to (heart-)base . .  
(heart-)base to aggregates . . .

(c) One great primary . . .  External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  tern 
perature-produced . . . one great primary of non-percipient beings . 
great primaries to kamma-produced' derived matter . . .

{d) Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body-conscious 
ness . . . (heart-)base is related to arisen aggregates by dependence con 
dition. (1)

Strong-dependence 3
9. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of arisen 
temperature (uppannaih utuih upanissSya), (one) develops jhana . . . 
insight . . . Path . . .  superknowledge, develops attainment; arouses con
ceit, adopts wrong views . . . arisen food . . .  By the strong-dependence 
of lodging-place, (one) develops jhana . . . insight . . . Path . . . super
knowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views. 
Ari^n temperature, food, lodging-place is related to arisen confidence
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. . . wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain. Path, the attainment of 
Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State not arisen is related to arisen state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: Wishing for the fullness of colour 
not arisen (anuppannaih vanQasampadaih patthayamano), (one) offers an 
offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance. Wishing 
for the fullness of sound not arisen . . .  fullness of smell. . .  fullness of 
taste . . . fullness of tangible object . . . Wishing for aggregates not 
arisen, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of 
observance. Fullness of colour not arisen . . . aggregates not arisen is 
related to arisen confidence . . .  wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain. 
Path, the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iii) State bound to arise is related to arisen state by strong- 
dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (6) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: Wishing for the fullness of eye 
bound to arise (uppSdith cakkhusampadam patthayamano), (one) offers 
an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance . . .  full
ness of ear bound to arise . . .  fullness of body . . .  fullness of colour. . .  
fullness of smell . . . fullness of taste . . .  fullness of tangible object. . .  
Wishing for aggregates bound to arise, (one) offers an offering, under
takes precepts, fulfils the duty of observance. Fullness of eye bound to 
arise . . . fullness of body, fullness of colour . . .  fullness of tangible ob
ject, aggregates bound to arise is related to arisen confidence . . . wis
dom, bodily happiness, bodily pain. Path, the attainment of Fruition by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

Prenascence 1
10. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (b) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . (One) practises insight into the im
permanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base ; enjoys and 
delights in [the (heart-)base]. Taking it as object, arises lust . . . arises 
grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the
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power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power of divine- 
ear element,(one)hearsasound. Visible object-base to eye-consciousness 
. . .  tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness by prenascence 
condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  (heart-)base 
is related to arisen aggregates by prenascence condition. (1)

Postnascence I
11. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by postnascence condition. 

Postnascent arisen aggregates are related to this prenascent body by
postnascence condition. (1)

Kamma 1
12. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by kanuna condition.

(a) Arisen volition is related to  (its) associated aggregates and mind- 
produced matter by kamma condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, arisen volition is related to (its) 
associated aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (1)

Resultant I
13. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant arisen aggregate is related to three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by resultant condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one arisen aggregate to three 
aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . . two aggregates . . . aggre
gates are related to (heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)

Nutriment 1
14. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by nutriment condition.

(fl) Arisen nutriments are related to (their) associated aggregates and
mind-produced matter by nutriment condition ;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) Edible food is related to this body by nutriment condition. (1)

Faculty 1
15. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by faculty condition.

(fl) Arisen faculties are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by faculty condition;
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(b) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) Eye-faculty to eye-consciousness . . . body-faculty to body- 

consciousness . . .
(d) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

faculty condition. (1)

Jhana, etc. 1
16. Arisen state is related to arisen state by jhana condition . . . by 
path condition . . . by association condition . . . by dissociation con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a) (1) Conascent arisen aggregates are related to mind-produced 
matter by dissociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, arisen aggregates are related 
to kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition; aggregates to 
(heart-)base; (heart-)base is related to aggregates by dissociation condi
tion;

(b) Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body- 
consciousness . . .  (heart-)base is related to arisen aggregates by dissocia
tion condition;

(c) Postnascent arisen aggregates are related to this prenascent body 
by dissociation condition. (1)

Presence 1
17. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by presence condition.

(It is o f five kinds, namely.) (a) conascence, (b) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (d) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (1) One conascent arisen aggregate is related to three aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by presence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(3) One great primary . . . External . . .  nutriment-produced . . .  

temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .
(b) (Object-jprenascence: Impermanence . . . of eye(-base) . . . im

permanence . . . of (heart-)base . . .  arises grief. By the power of divine- 
eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, 
(one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . . 
tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness by presence con
dition.
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(Base-)prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base 
to body-consciousness . . .  (heart-)base is related to arisen aggregates by 
presence condition.

(c) Postnascent arisen aggregates are related to this prenascent body 
by presence condition.

(</) Edible food is related to this body by presence condition.
(e) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced matter by 

presence condition. (1)

Non-disappearance 1
18. Arisen state is related to arisen state by non-disappearance condi
tion . . .
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1. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
19. With root 1, object 3, predominance 3, conascence 1 ,mutuality 1, 
dependence 1, strong-dependence 3, prenascence 1, postnascence, 
kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhSna, path, association, dissocia
tion, presence, non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 3

20. (i) Arisen state is related to arisen state by object condition, co
nascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence condi
tion, postnascence condition,nutriment condition, faculty condition. (1)

(ii) State not arisen is related to arisen state by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iii) State bound to arise is related to arisen state by object condi
tion, strong-dependence condition. (1)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
21. With not-root 3, not-object 3, not-predominance 3 . .  . not-dissocia
tion 3, not-presence 2, not-absence 3, not-disappearance 3, not-non- 
disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
22. With root condition, not-object 1 . . . not-absence, not-disappear
ance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
23. With not-root condition, object 3, predominance 3, conascence 1, 
mutuality 1, dependence 1, strong-dependence 3, prenascence 1, post
nascence 1, kamma, resultant, nutriment, faculty, jhSna, path, associa
tion, dissociation, presence, non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
END OF ARISEN TRIPLET
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18. P a s t  T r i p l e t * v i i . “i n v e s t i g a t i o n ” c h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 1
1. (i) Present state is related to present state by root condition.

(a) Present roots are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by root condition ;

(b) At the moment of conception . . (1)

Object 3
2. (i) Past state is related to present state by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts . . .  the 
duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. Having emerged from jhSna, (one) reviews the jhana. The 
Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, review the 
Fruition, review the eradicated defilements, review the uneradicated 
defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality o f the past eye . . .  arises grief. . .  past ear . . .  nose . . .  tongue

' This comprises (1) Past states, (2) Future states, (3) Present states.



. . . body . . . visible object . . . sound . . . smell . . .  taste . . .  tangible 
object . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) practises insight into the imperma
nence, suffering and impersonality of past aggregates; enjoys and 
dehghts in (those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust, arise 
wrong views. . .  doub t. . .  restlessness, arises grief.

Infinity of space is related to infinity of consciousness by object con
dition. Nothingness is related to neither-perception-nor-non-perception 
by object condition. Past aggregates are related to knowledge of super
normal power, knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge 
of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma, advertence by object condition. (1)
3. (ii) Future state is related to present state by object condition. 

Future eye . . .  (heart-)base . . .  into the impermanence . . .  o f future
aggregates . . .  arises grief. Future aggregates are related to knowledge of 
supernormal power, knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(iii) Present state is related to present state by object condition. 
Present eye . . . body . . .  visible object. . .  sound . . .  smell. . .  taste 

. . . tangible ob ject. . . (heart-)base . . . into the impermanence . . .  of 
present aggregates . . . arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) 
sees a visible object. By the power o f divine-ear element, (one) hears a 
sound. Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . .  tangible object-base 
to body-consciousness . . . Present aggregates are related to knowledge 
of supernormal power, advertence by object condition. (1)

Predominance 3
4. (i) Past state is related to present state by predominance condi
tion.

Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts . . .  (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. Having emerged from jhana, (one) esteems and reviews the 
jhana. The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and 
review the Path, esteem and review the Fruition. Past eye . . .  body . .  . 
visible object . . . sound . . . smell . . . taste . . . tangible object . . . 
(heart-)base . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in past aggregates. 
Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views. (1)

(ii) Future state is related to present state by predominance condi
tion.

Object-predominance: Future eye . . .  (heart-)base . . .  (One) esteems.
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enjoys and delights in future aggregates. Taking them as estimable 
object, arises lust, arise wrong views. (1)

(iii) Present state is related to present state by predominance condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(fl) Object-predominance: Present eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in present aggregates. Taking them as 
estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Present predominance is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (1)

Proximity 1
5. (i) Past state is related to present state by proximity condition. 

Preceding past aggregates are related to subsequent present aggre
gates by proximity condition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adapta
tion to purification; change-of-lineage to Path; purification to Path; 
Path to Fruition; Fruition to Fruition; adaptation to the attainment of 
Fruition; for one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of Fruition 
by proximity condition. (1)

Contiguity 1
6. (i) Past state is related to present state by contiguity condition. 
(The same as proximity.) (1)

Conascence, etc. 1
7. (i) Present state is related to present state by conascence condition 
. . . by mutuality condition . . . by dependence condition . . .  (Abbre
viated.) (1)

Strong-dependence 3
8. (i) Past state is related to present state by strong-dependence con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . ,

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of past 
confidence, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts, fulfils the
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duty of observance, develops jhana . . . insight . . . Path . . . super
knowledge, develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views 
. . . past precept . . . wisdom . . .  lu s t. . .  wish . . .  bodily happiness . . .  
By the strong-dependence of bodily pain, (one) offers an offering, 
undertakes precepts . . . the duty of observance . . . develops attain
ment, kills a living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Past confi
dence . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, bodily pain is 
related to present confidence . . . wisdom, lust . . .  wish . . .  the attain
ment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) Future state is related to present state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: Wishing for fullness of future eye 
. . . fullness of ear . . . fullness of nose . . . fullness of tongue . . .  full
ness of body . . . fullness of colour . .  . fullness of sound . .  . fullness of 
smell . . . fullness of taste . . .  Wishing for the fullness of tangible object 
. . . Wishing for future aggregates, (one) offers an offering, undertakes 
precepts . . . the duty of observance. Fullness of future eye . . .  fullness 
of colour . . . fullness of tangible object, future aggregates is rehted to 
present confidence . . .  wisdom, bodily happiness, bodily pain. Path, the 
attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iii) Present state is related to present state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (b) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(b) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of present 
temperature, (one) develops jhSna . . . insight . . . present food . . .  By 
the strong-dependence of lodging-place, (one) develops jhana . . . 
develops attainment. Present temperature, food, lodging-place is related 
to present confidence . . . wisdom, bodily . . . the attainment of 
Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

Prenascence 1
9. (i) Present state is related to present state by prenascence condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) object-prenascence, (b) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . . into the impermanence . . . of the
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(heart-)base . . . arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a 
visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. 
Visible object-base to eye-consciousness . . . tangible object-base is re
lated to body-consciousness by prenascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to present aggregates 
by prenascence condition. (1)

Postnascence 1
10. (i) Present state is related to present state by postnascence condi
tion.

Postnascent present aggregates are related to this prenascent body by 
postnascence condition. (1)

Repetition 1
11. (i) Past state is related to present state by repetition condition. 

Preceding past aggregates are related to subsequent present aggre
gates by repetition condition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adapta
tion to purification; change-of-lineage to Path;purification is related to 
Path by repetition condition. (1)

Kamma 2
12. (i) Past state is related to present state by kamma condition. 

Asynchronous past volition is related to present resultant aggregates
and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) Present state is related to present state by kamma condition.
(a) Present volition is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind- 

produced matter by kamma condition;
(ft) At the moment of conception, present volition is related to (its) 

associated aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condi
tion. (1)

Resultant 1
13. (i) Present state is related to present state by resultant condition. 

{a) One present resultant aggregate is related to three aggregates and
mind-produced matter by resultant condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates are related to 
(heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)
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Nutriment, etc. 1
14. (i) Present state is related to present state by nutriment condition 
. . . by faculty condition . . . by jhSna condition . . .  by path condition 
. . .  by association condition . . .  by dissociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a) (1) Conascent present aggregates are related to mind-produced 
matter by dissociation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, present aggregates are related 
to kamma-produced matter by dissociation condition; aggregates are 
related to (heart-)base by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related 
to aggregates by dissociation condition.

(ft) Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base to body- 
consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to present aggregates by disso
ciation condition.

(c) Postnascent present aggregates are related to this prenascent 
body by dissociation condition. (1)

Presence 1

15. (i) Present state is related to present state by presence condition. 
[The same as presence (condition) in the Arisen Triplet.] (1)

Absence, Disappearance, Non-disappearance 1
16. Past state is related to present state by absence condition . . . by 
disappearance condition . . .

Present state is related to present state by non-disappearance condi
tion . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

17. With root 1, object 3, predominance 3, proximity 1, contiguity 1, 
conascence, mutuality, dependence 1, strong-dependence 3, prenascence, 
postnascence, repetition 1, kamma 2, resultant, nutriment 1 . . . non
disappearance 1. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive



2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 3

18. (i) Past state is related to present state by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition, kamma condition. (1)

(ii) Future state is related to present state by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iii) Present state is related to present state by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence con
dition, postnascence condition, nutriment condition, faculty condi
tion. (1)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
19. With not-root 3, not-object 3, not-predominance 3, not-proximity 
3 . . . not-association 3, not-dissociation 3 ,not-presence 2, not-absence 
3, not-disappearance 3, not-non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
20. With root condition, not-object 1, not-predominance, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence . . . not- 
association, not-dissociation, not-absence, not-disappearance 1. (Enu
merate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
21. With not-root condition, object 3, predominance 3, proximity, 
contiguity, conascence, mutuality, dependence 1, strong-dependence 
3, prenascence 1, postnascence, repetition 1, kamma 2, resultant 1. 
(For these sections it is only 1.) . . . non-disappearance 1. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER 

END OF PAST TRIPLET
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19. P a s t  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t * I. “ D e p e n d e n t ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 3
1. (i) Dependent on state with past object (atTtarammana), arises 
state with past object by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with past object, arise three aggre
gates . . .  dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
past object, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on two aggregates, 
arise two aggregates. (1)
2. (ii) Dependent on state with future object (an3gatarammapa), arises 
state with future object by root condition.

Dependent on one aggregate with future object, arise three aggregates 
. . .  two aggregates. (1)
3. (iii) Dependent on state with present object (paccuppannarammaoa), 
arises state with present object by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with present object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
present object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. (1)

Object, etc. 3
4. Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past object by 
object condition . . . by predominance condition. (No conception in 
predominance.) . . .  by proximity condition . . .  by contiguity condition 
. . . by conascence condition . . .  by mutuality condition . .  . by depen
dence condition . .. by strong-dependence condition . . . by prenascence 
condition . . . by repetition condition. (No conception in prenascence 
and repetition.) . . . by kamma condition . . . by resultant condition. 
(One resultant aggregate with past object; complete three questions 
also. Include both “during life” and “conception” .) . . . by nutriment 
condition . . . by faculty condition . . .  by jhana condition . . .  by path 
condition . . . by association condition . . . by dissociation condition 
. . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappear
ance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (n) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

(By Ones)

5. With root 3, object 3, predominance 3 . . .  (all three) . . .  disappear
ance 3, non-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 3

6. (i) Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past ob
ject by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with past object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)
7. (ii) Dependent on state with future object, arises state with future 
object by not-root condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with future object, arise three 
aggregates . . . two aggregates . . .  Dependent on doubt-accompanied or 
restlessness-accompanied aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or rest
lessness-accompanied delusion. (1)
8. (iii) Dependent on state with present object, arises state with 
present object by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with present object, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-predominance 3

9. (i) Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past 
object by not-predominance condition. (The same as conascence in 
Positive.)
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Not-prenascence 3

10. (i) Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past 
object by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with past 
object. . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) Dependent on state with future object, arises state with future 

object by not-prenascence condition.
In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with future 

object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggreptes. . .  (1)
(iii) Dependent on state with present object, arises state with 

present object by not-prenascence condition.
At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 

present object. . .  two aggregates . . .  (1)

Not-postnascence, etc. 3

11. (i) Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past 
object by not-postnascence condition . . . by not-repetition condition. 
(The same as not-predominance.) . . .  by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with past object, arises volition with past 
object. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with future object, arises state with future 
object by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with future object, ari^s volition with 
future object. (1)

(iii) Dependent on state with present object, arises state with 
present object by not-kamma condition.

Dependent on aggregates with present object, arises volition with 
present object. (1)

Not-resultant 3

12. Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past object 
by not-resultant condition . . .  (No conception in not-resultant.)

Not-jhana 1

13. Dependent on state with present object, arises state with present 
object by not-jhana condition.
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Dependent on one five-fold consciousness-accompanied aggregate, 
arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . .  .(1)

Not-path 3
14. Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past object 
by not-path condition.

Dependent on one rootless aggregate with past object, arise three 
aggregates . . .  (The same as not-root. Three questions. No delusion.)

Not-dissociation 2

15. (i) Dependent on state with past object, arises state with past 
object by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with past 
object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. .  . (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with future object, arises state with future 
object by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with future 
object, arise three aggregates. . . two aggregates. .  . (1)
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2. CONDITIONS: NIvGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

{By Ones)
16. With not-root 3, not-predominance, not-prenascence, not-post
nascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant 3, not-jhana 1, not- 
path 3, not-dissociation 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos

17. With root condition, not-predominance 3, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant 3, not-dissocia
tion 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative



4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

(Not-root By Twos)
18. With not-root condition, object 3 . . .  (All three.) . . .  non-disappear
ance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” , “Conditioned” , “Supported” , “Conjoined” and 
“Associated” Chapters are also the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

19. P a s t  O b j e c t  T r i p l e t  V ll. “ I n v e s t i g a t i o n ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 3
19. (i) State with past object (atltSrammana) is related to state with 
past object by root condition.

(a) Roots with past object are related to (their) associated aggre
gates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with past object are related 
to (their) associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by root condition.

Roots with future object are related to (their) associated aggregates 
by root condition. (1)

(iii) State with present object is related to state with present ob
ject by root condition.

(a) Roots with present object are related to (their) associated aggre
gates by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception, roots with present object are 
related to (their) associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

Object 9
20. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by 
object condition.

(One) reviews past infinity of consciousness, reviews neither-percep- 
tion-nor-non-perception. (One) reviews past knowledge of supernormal 
power with past object. . .  knowledge o f penetration into others’ minds 
. . . knowledge of remembrance of past existences, reviews knowledge
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of rebirths according to one’s kamma. The Noble persons review the 
eradicated defilements with past object, review the uneradicated 
defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of past aggregates with past object; enjoys and delights in 
(those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust with past object 
. . . wrong views . . . doubt . . .  restlessness, arises grief. Past aggregates 
with past object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of re
births according to one’s kamma, advertence by object condition. (1) 

(ii) State with past object is related to state with future object by 
object condition.

(One) reviews future infinity of consciousness, reviews neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception. (One) reviews future knowledge of 
supernormal power with past object . . .  knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds . . . knowledge of remembrance of past existences, 
reviews knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . of future aggre
gates with past object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). Taking 
them as object, arises lust with future object . . . arises grief. Future 
aggregates with past object arc related to knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object 
condition. (2)

(iii) State with past object is related to state with present object 
by object condition.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s present mind with past object. Present aggregates with 
past object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
advertence by object condition. (3)
21. (iv) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews future knowledge of supernormal power with future 
object . . . knowledge of penetration into others’ m inds. . .  knowledge 
of future existences. (One) practises insight into the impermanence . . .  
of future aggregates with future object; enjoys and delights in (those 
aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lust with future object . . . 
arises grief. Future aggregates with future object are related to knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. (1)
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(v) State with future object is related to state with past object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews past knowledge of supernormal power with future 
object . . . knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . .  knowledge 
of future existences. The Noble persons review the eradicated defile
ments with future object, review the uneradicated defilements, know 
the defilements addicted to before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . .  o f past aggregates 
with future object; enjoys and delic ts  in (those aggregates). Taking 
them as object, arises lust with past object . . . arises grief. Past aggre
gates with future object are related to knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowl
edge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, advertence by object con
dition. (2)

(vi) State with future object is related to state with present 
object by object condition.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s present mind with future object. Present aggregates 
with future object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, advertence by object condition. (3)
22. (vii) State with present object is related to state with present 
object by object condition.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s present mind with present object. Present aggregates 
with present object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, advertence by object condition. (1)

(viii) State with present object is related to state with past object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews past divine-eye, reviews divine-ear element, reviews 
past knowledge of supernormal power with present object, reviews 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds. The Noble persons review 
the eradicated defilements with present object, review the uneradicated 
defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . o f  past aggregates 
with present object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). Taking 
fiiem as object, arises lust with past object . . . arises grief. Past aggre
gates with present object are related to knowledge of penetration into 
others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge 
of rebirths according to one’s kamma, advertence by object condition. (2)
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(ix) State with present object is related to state with future object 
by object condition.

(One) reviews future divine-eye, reviews divine-ear element, reviews 
future knowledge of supernormal power with present ob ject. . .  knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . . of future aggre
gates with present object . . . Taking them as object, arises lust with 
future object . . . arises grief. Future aggregates with present object are 
related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of 
future existences, advertence by object condition. (3)

Predominance 7

23. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by 
predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews past infinity of 
consciousness, esteems and reviews neither-perception-nor-non-percep- 
tion. (One) esteems and reviews past knowledge of supernormal power 
with past object . . . knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . . 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, esteems and reviews 
knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma. (One) esteems, enjoys 
and delights in past aggregates with past object. Taking them as estim
able object, arises lust with past object, arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with past object is 
related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(ii) State with past object is related to state with future object by 
predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems and . . .  future infinity of con
sciousness . . . neither-perception-nor-non-perception. (One) esteems 
and . . . future knowledge of supernormal power with past object . . . 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds . . .  knowledge of remem
brance of past existences . . . knowledge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma. (One) esteems, enjoys and dehghts in future aggregates with 
past object. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with future 
object, arise wrong views. (2)
24. (iii) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by predominance condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: (One) esteems and . . . future knowledge 
of supernormal power with future object. . .  knowledge of penetration 
into others’ minds, esteems and reviews knowledge of future existences. 
(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in future aggregates with future ob
ject. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with future object, 
arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with future object is 
related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(iv) State with future object is related to state with past object 
by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems and . . . past knowledge of 
supernormal power with future object . . . knowledge o f penetration 
into others’ minds, esteems and . . . knowledge of future existences. 
(One) esteems, enjoys and delights in past aggregates with future object. 
Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with past object, arise 
wrong views. (2)
25. (v) State with present object is related to state with present
object by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with present object is 
related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(vi) State with present object is related to state with past object 
by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews past divine-eye, 
esteems and reviews divine-ear element, esteems and . . .  past knowledge 
of supernormal power with present object, esteems and . . .  knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights 
in past aggregates with present object. Taking them as estimable object, 
arises lust with past object, arise wrong views. (2)

(vii) State with present object is related to state with future object 
by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews future divine-eye, 
esteems and . . . divine-ear element, esteems and . . .  future knowledge 
of supernormal power with present object, esteems and . . .  knowledge 
6f penetration into others’ minds. (One) esteems, enjoys and delights 
in future aggregates with present object. Taking them as estimable 
object, arises lust with future object, arise wrong views. (3)
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Proximity 7

26. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by
proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with past object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with past object by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) State with past object is related to state with future object by 
proximity condition.

Life-continuum with past object is related to advertence with future 
object by proximity condition. (2)

(iii) State with past object is related to state with present object 
by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with past object is related to rebirth-conscious- 
ness with present object by proximity condition. Life-continuum with 
past object is related to advertence with present object by proximity 
condition. (3)
27. (iv) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with future object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with future object by proximity condition. (1)

(v) State with future object is related to state with past object 
by proximity condition.

Knowledge of supernormal power with future object to emergence 
with past object . . . knowledge of penetration into others’ minds to 
emergence with past object . . . knowledge of future existences to 
emergence with past object. .  . aggregates with future object are related 
to emergence with past object by proximity condition. (2)
28. (vi) State with present object is related to state with present 
object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with present object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with present object by proximity condition. Rebirth-con- 
sciousness with present object to life-continuum with present object. . .  
life-continuum with present object is related to life-continuum with 
present object by proximity condition. (1)

(vii) State with present object is related to state with past object 
by proximity condition.

Rebirth-consciousness with present object to life-continuum with 
past object . . . life-continuum with present object to life-continuum 
with past object . . . aggregates with present object are related to
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emergence with past object by proximity condition. (2)

Contiguity 7
29. State with past object is related to state with past object by conti
guity condition. (The same as proximity.)

Conascence, etc. 3
30. State with past object is related to state with past object by co
nascence condition . . . by mutuality condition . . . by dependence 
condition. [The three conditions are also the same as (those) in the 
“Dependent” Chapter.]

Strong-dependence 9
31. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by 
strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonaUty of past object is related to contemplation 
of impermanence, suffering and impereonality of past object by strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with past object is related to state with future object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of past object is related to contemplation 
of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of future object by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(iii) State with past object is related to state with present object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonahty of past object is related to contemplation 
of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of present object by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)
32. (iv) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by strong-dependence condition.
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(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of future object is related to contemplation 
of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of future object by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(v) State with future object is related to state with past object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of future object is related to contemplation 
of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of past object by strdng- 
dependence condition. (2) j ,

(vi) State with future object is related to state with present 
object by strong-dependence condition.

Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, suffer
ing and impersonality of future object is related to contemplation of 
impermanence, suffering and impersonality of present object by strong- 
dependence condition. (3)
33. (vii) State with present object is related to state with present ob
ject by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of present object is related to contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of present object by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(viii) State with present object is related to state with past object 
by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of present object is related to contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of past object by 
strong-dependence condition. (2)

(ix) State with present object is related to state with future 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft)
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natural strong-dependence . . .
(b) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 

suffering and impersonality of present object is related to  contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of future object by 
strong-dependence condition. (3)

Repetition 3

34. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by 
repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with past object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with past object by repetition condition. (I)

(ii) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with future object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with future object by repetition condition. (1)

(iii) State with present object is related to state with present 
object by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with present object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with present object by repetition condition. (1)

Kamma 9

35. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by 
kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with past object is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . ..
(b) Asynchronous volition with past object is related to (its) 

resultant aggregates with past object by kamma condition. (1)
(ii) State with past object is related to state with future object by 

kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition with past object is related to (its) resultant 

aggregates with future object by kamma condition. (2)
'  (iii) State with past object is related to state with present object 

by kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition with past object is related to (its) resultant 

aggregates with present object by kamma condition. (3)
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36. (iv) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) Conascent volition with future object is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates by kamma condition.

(ft) Asynchronous volition with future object is related to (its) re
sultant aggregates with future object by kamma condition. (1)

(v) State with future object is related to state with past object 
by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition with future object is related to (its) resultant 
aggregates with past object by kamma condition. (2)

(vi) State with future object is related to state with present 
object by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition with future object is related to (its) resultant 
aggregates with present object by kamma condition. (3)
37. (vii) State with present object is related to state with present 
object by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent volition with present object is related to (its) asso
ciated aggregates by kamma condition.

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition with present object is related to (its) 

resultant aggregates with present object by kamma condition. (1)
(viii) State with present object is related to state with past object 

by kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition with present object is related to (its) resultant 

aggregates with past object by kamma condition. (2)
(ix) State with present object is related to state with future 

object by kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition with present object is related to (its) resultant 

aggregates with future object by kamma condition. (3)

Resultant, etc.
38. State with past object is related to state with past object by result
ant condition . . . by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  
by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . .  by association condition 
. . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappear
ance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
39. With root 3, object 9, predominance 7, proximity 7, contiguity 7, 
conascence, mutuality, dependence 3, strong-dependence 9, repetition 
3, kamma 9, resultant 3, nutriment 3, faculty, jhana, path, association 
3, presence 3, absence 7, disappearance 7, non-disappearance 3. (Enu
merate thus.)

End of Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 9

40. (i) State with past object is related to state with past object by
object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, 
kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State with past object is related to state with future object 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condi
tion. (2)

(iii) State with past object is related to state with present object 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condi
tion. (3)
41. (iv) State with future object is related to state with future object 
by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence condi
tion, kamma condition. (1)

(v) State with future object is related to state with past object 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condi
tion. (2)

(vi) State with future object is related to state with present 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma con
dition. (3)
42. (vii) State with present object is related to state with present 
object by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition, kamma condition. (1)

(viii) State with present object is related to state with past object 
by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma condi
tion. (2)

(ix) State with present object is related to state with future 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma con
dition. (3)



2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 
{By Ones)

43. With not-root 9, not-object 9, not-predominance 9, not-proximity 
9, not-contiguity 9 . . . (Abbreviated. Ah 9.) . . . not-disappearance 9, 
not-non-disappearance 9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE
Root By Twos

44. With root condition, not-object 3, not-predominance, not-prox
imity, not-cont^uity, not-strong-dependence, not-prenascence, not- 
postnascence, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant 3 . . . (Ah 3. 
Abbreviated.) . . . not-absence, not-disappearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
Not-root By Twos

45. With not-root condition, object 9, predominance 7, proximity 7, 
contiguity 7, conascence 3, mutuality 3, dependence 3, strong-depen
dence 9, repetition 3, kamma 9, resultant 3, nutriment, faculty, jhana, 
path, association, presence 3, absence 7, disappearance 7, non-dis
appearance 3. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER 

END OF PAST OBJECT TRIPLET
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20. INTERNAL TRIPLET* I. “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 2
1. (i) Dependent on internal (ajjhatta) state, arises internal state by 
root condition.

'  This comprises (1) Internal states, (2) External states, (3) Internal and Ex
ternal states.



(a) Dependent on one internal aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment o f conception, dependent on one internal aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . .  two aggre
gates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced 
derived matter. (I)

(ii) Dependent on external (bahiddhS) state, arises external state by 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on one external aggregate, arise three aggregates Md 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one external aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . .  dependent 
on two aggregates, arise two aggregates . . . dependent on aggregates, 
arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced 
derived matter. (1)

Object 2
2. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by object con
dition.

(a) Dependent on one internal aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . 
dependent on two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one internal aggre
gate, arise three aggregates . . . dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggre
gates. (1)

(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by object con
dition.

(a) Dependent on one external aggregate, arise three aggregates . . .  
two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . dependent on (heart-)base, 
arise aggregates. (1)

Predominance 2
3. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by predomi
nance condition.
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(a) Dependent on one internal aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) Dependent on one great primary . . . dependent on great pri
maries, arises mind-produced derived matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by predomi
nance condition.

(a) E)ependent on one external aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) Dependent on one great primary . . . dependent on great pri
maries, arises mind-produced derived matter. (1)

Proximity, etc. 2
4. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by proximity 
condition . . .  by contiguity condition . . .  by conascence condition.

(a) Dependent on one internal aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one internal aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced m atter. . .  two aggre
gates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one great primary, arise three great primaries . . .  
dependent on great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced 
derived matter;

(cQ Nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . dependent 
on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . . dependent on great 
primaries, arises kamma-produced derived matter. (1)

(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by conascence 
condition.

(a) Dependent on one external aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one external aggre
gate, arise three aggreptes and kamma-produced matter . . .  two aggre- 
p te s  . . . dependent on aggreptes, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on one peat primary . . . dependent on great pri
maries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  dependent 
on pea t primaries, arises kamma-produced derived matter. (I)
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Mutuality, etc.
5. Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by mutuality con
dition . . .  by dependence condition . . .  by strong-dependence condition 
. . . by prenascence condition . . .  by repetition condition. (No concep
tion in prenascence and repetition also.) . . . by kamma condition . . .  
by resultant condition . . .  by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty condi
tion . . . by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . . by association 
condition . . . by dissociation condition . . . by presence condition . . .  
by absence condition . . . by disappearance condition . . . by non-dis
appearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

(By Ones)
6. With root 2, object 2 . . .  non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End o f Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 2
7. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not-root 
condition.

(fl) Dependent on one rootless internal aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced m atter. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . . dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . .
(d) Nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . dependent 

on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . . dependent on great 
primaries, arises kamma-produced derived matter;

(e) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not-root 
condition.
’ (fl) Dependent on one rootless external aggregate, arise three aggre
gates and mind-produced m atter. . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . . dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;
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(c) Dependent on one great primary . . .
{d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .
(e) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-object 2
8. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not-object 
condition.

(a) Dependent on internal aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on internal aggregates, 

arises kamma-produced matter; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base;

(c) Dependent on one great primary . . .
(d) Nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . dependent 

on one great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  (1)
(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not-object 

condition.
(a) Dependent on external aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;
(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on external aggregates, 

arises kamma-produced matter; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-) 
base . . .

(c) One great primary . . .
(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

non-percipient beings . . .  (1)

Not-predominance, etc. 2
9. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not-pre
dominance condition. (The same as conascence in Positive; make no 
difference.) . . . by not-proximity condition . . .  by not-contiguity con
dition . . . by not-mutuality condition . . . by not-strong-dependence 
condition . . .  by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one internal aggregate . . .  
dependent on internal aggregates, arises mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one internal aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced matter . . .  two aggre
gates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on 
(heart-)base, arise aggregates;
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(c) Dependent on one great primary . . .
(d) Nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced. . .  non-percipient 

beings . . .  (1)
10. (ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not- 
prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one external aggregate 
. . . two aggregates . . . dependent on external aggregates, arises mind- 
produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception. (Complete.) . . .
(c) One great primary . . .
{d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

non-percipient beings . . .  (1)

Not-postnascence, etc. 2
11. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not- 
postnascence condition . . . by not-repetition condition . . . by not- 
kamma condition.

{a) Dependent on internal aggregates, arises internal volition;
(ft) Nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not- 
kamma condition.

(fl) Dependent on external aggregates, arises external volition;
(ft) External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature produced 

. . . ( 1 )

Not-resultant, etc. 2
12. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not- 
resultant condition. (No conception.) . . . by not-nutriment condition.

Temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . . ( 1 )
(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not- 

nutriment condition.
External . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .  (I)  

12(A). (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not- 
faculty condition.

Nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . dependent on 
great primaries of non-percipient beings, arises physical life-faculty. (1) 

(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not-faculty 
condition.

External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . .
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dependent on great primaries of non-percipient beings, arises physical 
life-faculty. (1)

Not-jhana 2

13. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not-jh3na 
condition.

(a) Five-fold consciousness-accompanied . . .
(b) Nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced. . .  non-percipient 

beings . .  . (1)
(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not-jhana 

condition.
(a) Five-fold consciousness-accompanied . .  .
(b) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

non-percipient beings . . .  (1)

Not-path. etc. 2

14. (i) Dependent on internal state, arises internal state by not-path 
condition. (The same as not-root. No delusion.) . . .  by not-association 
condition . . .  by not-dissociation condition.

(a) In the immateiial plane . . .
(b) Nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced. . .  non-percipient 

beings. . .  (1)
(ii) Dependent on external state, arises external state by not- 

dissociation condition.
(a) In the immaterial plane . . .
(b) External . . . nutriment-produced . .  . temperature-produced . . .  

non-percipient beings . . .
by not-absence condition . . .  by not-disappearance condition . . .
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

15. With not-root 2, not-object 2, not-predominance 2, not-proximity 
2, not-contiguity 2 (Abbreviated. All 2.) . . . not-disappearance 2. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
16. With root condition, not-object 2 . . .  not-resultant, not-association, 
not-dissociation, not-absence, not-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
17. With not-root condition, object 2, proximity 2 . . .  path 2 . . .  non
disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” Chapter is the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)

20. INTERNAL TRIPLET III. “CONDITIONED” CHAPTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 2
18. (i) Conditioned by internal state, arises internal state by root con
dition.

(a) Conditioned by one internal aggregate, arise three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception. (Complete.) . . .
(c) One great primary . . .
(d) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise internal aggregates. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by external state, arises external state by root 
condition.

(a) Conditioned by one external aggregate, arise three aggregates. . .  
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) One great primary . . .
(d) Conditioned by (heart-)base, arise external aggregates. (1)

Object 2
19. (i) Conditioned by internal state, arises internal state by object 
condition. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

Conditioned by eye-base, arises eye-consciousness . . . conditioned
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by body-base, arises body-consciousness; conditioned by (heart-)base, 
arise internal aggregates. (1)

(ii) Conditioned by external state, arises external state by object 
condition. (The same as in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

Eye-base . . . body-base . . .  conditioned by (heart-)base, arise exter
nal aggregates. (1)

Predominance, etc. 2
20. Conditioned by internal state, arises internal state by predominance 
condition. [Base is extra (atirekarh); the same as in the “Dependent” 
Chapter.] . . . by proximity condition . . . by contiguity condition . . .  
by conascence condition. (Complete as in the “Conascent” Chapter.) 
Conditioned by great primaries . . .  [Do five bases and (heart-)base after 
great primaries and aggregates.] . . . by mutuality condition . . . by 
dependence condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
21. With root 2, object. . .  non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 2
22. (i) Conditioned by internal state, arises internal state by not-root 
condition.

(a) Conditioned by one rootless internal aggregate, arise three aggre
gates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . .  . conditioned by aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; conditioned by (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) One great primary . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature- 
produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .

(d) Eye-base . . . body-base . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, arise 
rootless internal aggregates;

(e) Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)



(u) Conditioned by external state, arises external state by not- 
root condition.

(Do also during life, conception and great primaries.) Eye-base . . . 
body-base . . . conditioned by (heart-)base, arise rootless external
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Conditioned by doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates and (heart-)base, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness- 
accompanied delusion. (1)

Not-object, etc. 2
23. By not-object condition . . . by not-predominance condition. 
(The same as conascence.) . . . by not-proximity condition . . .  by not- 
contiguity condition . . . by not-mutuality condition . . .  by not-strong- 
dependence condition . . . by not-prenascence condition. (The same as 
in the “Dependent” Chapter.) . . . by not-postnascence condition . . . 
by not-repetition condition . . . by not-kamma condition . . . by not- 
dissociation condition. [The same as dissociation (condition) in Nega
tive of the “Dependent” Chapter.] . . .  by not-absence condition . . .  by 
not-disappearance condition . . .

2. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

(By Ones)
24. With not-root 2, not-object 2 . . .  not-disappearance 2.

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
25. With root condition, not-object 2, not-predominance 2 . . . not- 
resultant, not association, not dissociation, not-absence, not-disappear
ance 2.

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS; NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
26. With not-root condition, object 2 . . .  non-disappearance 2.

End of Negative-Positive



(The “Supported” Chapter is the same as “Conditioned” Chapter. 
Expand the “Conjoined” Chapter and the “Associated” Chapter.)
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20. I n t e r n a l  T r ip l e t  V ll. “I n v e s t i g a t i o n ” C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 2
27. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by root condition.

(a) Internal roots are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
(ii) External state is related to external state by root condition.

(a) External roots are related to (their) associated aggregates and 
mind-produced matter by root condition.

(ft) At the moment of conception . .  . (1)

Object 4
28. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by object condition. 

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it . . . formerly well 
done. Having emerged from jhSna . . . The Noble persons, having 
emerged from Path, review the Path, review the Fruition, review the 
eradicated defilements, review the uneradicated defilements, know the 
defilements addicted to before.

Internal eye . . . body . . . visible object . . . tangible object . . . 
(heart-)base . . . (One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffer
ing and impersonahty of internal aggregates; enjoys and dehghts in 
(those aggregates). Taking them as object, arises lu s t. . .  arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Infinity of space is related to 
infinity of consciousness by object condition. Nothingness is related to 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception by object condition.

Visible object-base . . . tangible object-base is related to body- 
consciousness by object condition. Internal aggregates are related to 
knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge 
of future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(ii) Internal state is related to external state by object condition.



The other person’s (paro) internal eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) 
practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of 
internal aggregates; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). Taking 
them as object, arises lu s t. . .  arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. By the knowledge of penetra
tion into others’ minds, (one) knows the other being’s internal mind.

Internal visible object-base to external eye-consciousness . . .  internal 
tangible object-base is related to external body-consciousness by object 
condition. Internal aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal 
power, knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object 
condition. (2)
29. (iii) External state is related to external state by object condition.

The other person, after having offered an offering, having under
taken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, reviews it. (He) 
reviews (such acts) formerly well done. Having emerged from jhana . . .  
The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, review 
the Fruition, review NibbSna. NibbSna is related to change-of-lineage, 
purification. Path, Fruition, advertence by object condition. The Noble 
persons review the eradicated defilements, review the uneradicated 
defilements . . . addicted to before.

The other person’s external eye . . . (heart-)base . . .  into the imper
manence . . .  of external aggregates. . .  arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (the other person) sees a visible object. 
By the power of divine-ear element, (he) hears a sound. By the knowl
edge of penetration into others’ minds . . . the other being’s external 
mind. Infinity of space is related to infinity of consciousness by object 
condition. Nothingness is related to neither-perception-nor-non-percep- 
tion by object condition.

External visible object-base to external eye-consciousness . . . exter
nal tangible object-base to external body-consciousness . . . External 
aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge 
of future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(iv) External state is related to internal state by object condition.
The Noble persons review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-
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of lineage, purification. Path, Fruition, advertence by object condi
tion.

External eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) . . .  into the impermanence 
. , .  of external aggregates . . .  arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. By the knowledge of pene
tration into others’ minds, (one) knows the other being’s external mind.

External visible object-base to internal eye-consciousness . . . exter
nal tangible object-base to internal body-consciousness . . . External 
aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge 
of future existences, advertence by object condition. (2)

Predominance 4

30. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by predominance con
dition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (Z>) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and . . .  (such acts) formerly well 
done. Having emerged from jhSna, (one) esteems and . . . jhana. The 
Noble persons, having emerged from Path, esteem and . . . the Path, 
esteem and review the Fruition.

Internal eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and delights 
in internal aggregates. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, arise 
wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Internal predominance is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (1)

(ii) Internal state is related to external state by predominance 
condition.

Object-predominance: The other person’s internal eye . . . (heart-) 
base . . . (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in internal aggregates. 
Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views. (2)
31. (iii) External state is related to external state by predominance 
condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely 0(a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: The other person, after having offered an 
offering, having undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observ
ance, esteems and reviews it. (He) esteems and . . .  (such acts) formerly 
well done. Having emerged from jhSna . . . The Noble persons, having 
emerged from Path, esteem and . . . the Path, esteem and . . . the 
Fruition, esteem and review NibbSna. NibbSna is related to change-of- 
lineage, purification. Path, Fruition by predominance condition.

External eye . . . (heart-)base . . .  (One) esteems, enjoys and delights 
in external aggregates. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, 
arise wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: External predominance is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced matter by predominance 
condition. (1)

(iv) External state is related to internal state by predominance 
condition.

Object-predominance: The Noble persons esteem and review NibbSna. 
Nibbana is related to change-of-lineage, purification. Path, Fruition by 
predominance condition.

External eye . . . (heart-)base . . .  (One) esteems, enjoys and delights 
in external aggregates. Taking them as estimable object, . . . lust, arise 
wrong views. (2)

Proximity 2

32. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by proximity condi
tion.

Preceding internal aggregates are related to subsequent internal 
aggregates by proximity condition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; 
adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage to Path; purification to 
Path; Path to Fruition; Fruition to Fruition; adaptation to the attain
ment of Fruition; for one emerging from the attainment of Extinction, 
neither-perception-nor-non-perception is related to the attainment of 
Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

(ii) External state is related to external state by proximity con
dition.

(“Preceding external” is the only difference. This proceeds in the 
same way .)(1)
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Contiguity, etc. 2

33. Internal state is related to internal state by contiguity condition. 
(The same as proximity.) . . .  by conascence condition . . .  by mutuality 
condition . . .  by dependence condition . . .

Strong-dependence 4

34. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of inter
nal confidence, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts . . . duty 
of observance . . . jhana . . . insight . . . Path . . . superknowledge, 
develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong views . . . internal 
precept . . . wisdom . . . lust . . . wish . . .  bodily happiness . . .  bodily 
pain . . .  temperature . . .  food . . .  By the strong-dependence of lodging- 
place, (one) offers an offering . . . develops attainment, kills a living 
being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Internal confidence . . .  wisdom, 
lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, bodily pain . . .  lodging-place is related 
to internal confidence . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, 
bodily pain. Path, the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence 
condition. (1)

(ii) Internal state is related to external state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: The other person, by the strong- 
dependence of internal confidence, offers an offering . . . arouses con
ceit, adopts wrong views. The other person . . .  internal precept. . .  by 
the strong-dependence of lodging-place, offers an offering . . . kills a 
living being . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Internal confidence . . . 
lodging-place is related to external confidence . . .  Path, the attainment 
of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (2)
35. (iii) External state is related to external state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely.) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . .  .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: The other person . . . external
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confidence . . . wish . . .  bodily happiness . . .  by the strong-dependence 
of lodging-place, offers an offering . . .  causes schism in the Sahgha. Ex
ternal confidence . . .  lodging-place is related to external confidence . . .  
the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iv) External state is related to internal state by strong-dependence 
condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely;) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: External confidence . . . by the 
strong-dependence of lodging-place, offers an offering . . .  causes schism 
in the Sahgha. External confidence . . .  lodging-place is related to inter
nal confidence . . . the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence 
condition. (2)

Prenascence 6
36. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by prenascence condi
tion.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Internal eye . . .  (One) practises insight into 
the impermanence, suffering and impersonality of the (heart-)base . . .  
arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power 
of divine-ear element, (one) hears a sound. Visible object-base to eye- 
consciousness . . . tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness 
by prenascence condition.

(ft) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
to body-consciousness . . . (heart-)base is related to internal aggregates 
by prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) Internal state is related to external state by prenascence con
dition.

Object-prenascence: The other person’s internal eye . . .  into the im
permanence . . . of the (heart-)base . . . arises grief. By the power of 
divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power of divine-ear 
element, (one) hears a sound. Internal visible object-base to external 
eye-consciousness . . . internal tangible object-base is related to exter
nal body-consciousness by prenascence condition. (2)
37. (iii) External state is related to external state by prenascence con
dition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (ft) base-pre
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: The other person’s external eye . . .  into the 
impermanence . . . of the (heart-)base . . . By the power of divine-eye, 
(the other person) sees a visible object. By the power of divine-ear 
element, (he) hears a sound. External visible object-base to external 
eye-consciousness . . . external tangible object-base to external body- 
consciousness . . .

(ft) Base-prenascence: External eye-base . . . body-base . . . (heart-) 
base is related to external aggregates by prenascence condition. (1)

(iv) External state is related to internal state by prenascence con
dition.

Object-prenascence: External eye . . . into the impermanence . . .  of 
the (heart-)base . . . arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (the other 
person) sees a visible object. By the power of divine-ear element, (he) 
hears a sound. External visible object-base to internal eye-consciousness 
. . .  external tangible object-base is related to internal body-consciousness 
by prenascence condition. (2)
38. (v) Internal state and external state are related to internal state 
by prenascence condition.

Object-prenascence-base-prenascence: External visible object-base 
and internal eye-base are related to internal eye-consciousness by pre
nascence condition . . . external tangible object-base and internal body- 
base to internal body-consciousness. . .  External visible object-base and 
internal (heart-)base. . .  external tangible object-base and internal (heart-) 
base are related to internal aggregates by prenascence condition. (1)

(vi) Internal state and external state are related to external state 
by prenascence condition.

Object-prenascence—base-prenascence: Internal visible object-base 
and external eye-base are related to external eye-consciousness by pre
nascence condition . . . internal tangible object-base and external body- 
base are related to external body-consciousness by prenascence condi
tion. Internal visible object-base and external (heart-)base . . . internal 
tangible object-base and external (heart-)base are related to external 
aggregates by prenascence condition. (2)

Postnascence 2
39. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by postnascence con
dition.
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Postnascent internal aggregates are related to this prenascent body 
by postnascence condition. (1)

(ii) External state is related to external state by postnascence con
dition.

Postnascent external aggregates are related to this prenascent body 
by postnascence condition. (1)

Repetition 2

40. (0  Internal state is related to internal state by repetition condi
tion.

Preceding internal aggregates are related to subsequent internal 
aggregates by repetition condition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; 
adaptation to purification; change-of-lineage to Path; purification is 
related to Path by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) External state is related to external state by repetition condi
tion.

Preceding . . .  (In the same way as internal.)

Kamma 2

41. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by kamma condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro

nous (kamma).
(a) (1) Conascent internal volition is related to (its) associated aggre

gates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition;
(2) At the moment of conception . . . '

(ft) Asynchronous internal volition is related to (its) internal result
ant aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (1)

(ii) External state is related to external state by kanuna condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro

nous (kamma).
(a) (1) Conascent external volition is related to (its) associated 

aggregates and mind-produced matter by kamma condition;
(2) At the moment of conception . . .'

(ft) Asynchronous external volition is related to (its) external result
ant aggregates and kamma-produced matter by kamma condition. (1)
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Resultant 2

42. Internal state is related to internal state by resultant condition . . .  
(Complete. The same as for the “Dependent” Chapter.)

Nutriment 6

43. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by nutriment condi
tion.

(fl) Internal nutriments are related to (their) associated aggregates 
and mind-produced matter by nutriment condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(c) Internal edible food is related to internal body by nutriment 

condition. (1)
(ii) Internal state is related to external state by nutriment condi

tion.
Internal edible food is related to external body by nutriment condi

tion. (2)
(iii) External state is related to external state by nutriment condi

tion.
(During life and conception.)
External edible food is related to external body by nutriment condi

tion. (1)
(iv) External state is related to internal state by nutriment condi

tion.
External edible food is related to internal body by nutriment con

dition. (2)
44. (v) Internal state and external state are related to internal state by 
nutriment condition.

Internal edible food and external edible food are related to internal 
body by nutriment condition. (1)

(vi) Internal state and external state are related to external state 
by nutriment condition.

Internal edible food and external edible food are related to external 
body by nutriment condition. (2)

Faculty, etc. 2

45. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by faculty condition. 
Internal faculties . . . (Also expand physical life-faculty.) . . . by



jhana condition . . . by path condition . . .  by association condition . . .  
by dissociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

[Expand after considering the matrix (mStika) section (of Dhamma- 
sahganT).]

(ii) External state is related to external state by dissociation con
dition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence. (Abbreviated.)

Presence 6
46. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by presence condition. 

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c)
postnascence, (ri) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (l)O ne conascent internal aggregate to three aggregates and 
mind-produced matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . . aggregates to (heart-)base 
. . .  (heart-)base to aggregates . . .

(3) One great primary . . . one great primary of non-percipient 
beings to three great primaries . . .

(ft) Prenascent eye . . . (heart-)base . . . (The same as prenascence.) 
(Heart-)base is related to internal aggregates by presence condition.

(c) Postnascent internal aggregates are related to this prenascent 
body by presence condition.

(d) Internal edible food to internal body . . .
(e) Physical life-faculty to kamma-produced matter . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Internal state is related to external state by presence condition. 
(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) prenascence, (ft) nutriment.
(a) Prenascence: The other person’s internal eye . . .  practises insight 

into the impermanence . . . of the (heart-)base. By the power of divine- 
eye, (the other person) sees a visible object. By the power of divine-ear 
element, (he) hears a sound. Internal visible object-base . . . tangible 
object-base is related to external body-consciousness by presence con
dition.

(ft) Internal edible food is related to external body by presence con
dition. (2)
47. (iii) External state is related to external state by presence condi
tion.
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(It is of five kinds, namely;) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (</) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(The only difference is external: expand matrix section.) (1)
(iv) External state is related to internal state by presence condition. 

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) prenascence, (ft) nutriment.
(a) Prenascent external eye . . . (heart-)base . . . By the power of 

divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. By the power of divine-ear ele
ment, (one) hears a sound. External visible object-base . . . tangible 
object-base is related to internal body-consciousness by presence condi
tion.

(ft) External edible food is related to internal body by presence con
dition. (2)
48. (v) Internal state and external state are related to internal state by 
presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely.) (a) prenascence, (ft) nutriment.
(a) Prenascence: External visible object-base and internal eye(-base) 

to internal eye-consciousness . . . external tangible object-base and 
internal body-base are related to internal body-consciousness by 
presence condition. External visible object-base and internal (heart-) 
base . . . external tangible object-base and internal (heart-)base are 
related to internal aggregates by presence condition.

(ft) Nutriment: Internal edible food and external edible food are 
related to internal body by presence condition. (1)

(vi) Internal state and external state are related to external state 
by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) prenascence, (ft) nutriment.
(a) Prenascence: Internal visible object-base and external eye-base 

are related to external eye-consciousness by presence condition . . . 
internal tangible object-base and external body-base are related to 
external body-consciousness by presence condition. Internal visible 
object-base and external (heart-)base are related to external aggregates 
by presence condition . . . internal tangible object-base and external 
(heart-)base are related to external aggregates by presence condition.

(ft) Nutriment: Internal edible food and external edible food are 
related to external body by presence condition. (2)

Absence, Disappearance, Non-disappearance
49. Internal state is related to internal state by absence condition . . .  
by disappearance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . .  .
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
50. With root 2, object 4, predominance 4, proximity 2, contiguity 2, 
conascence, mutuality, dependence 2, strong-dependence 4, prenascence 
6, postnascence, repetition, kanuna, resultant 2, nutriment 6, faculty 2, 
jhina, path, association, dissociation 2, presence 6, absence 2, dis
appearance 2, non-disappearance 6. (Enumerate thus.)

End o f Positive
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2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 6

51. (i) Internal state is related to internal state by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence con
dition, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (1)

(ii) Internal state is related to external state by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition, nutriment condi
tion. (2)
52. (iii) External state is related to external state by object condition, 
conascence condition, strong-dependence condition, prenascence condi
tion, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (1)

(iv) External state is related to internal state by object condition, 
strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition, nutriment condi
tion. (2)
53. (v) Internal state and external state are related to internal state by 
prenascence, nutriment. (1)

(vi) Interna] state and external state are related to external state 
by prenascence, nutriment. (2)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (u) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
,54. With not-root 6, not-object 6, not-predominance 6. (Abbreviated. 
Take 6 for all.) . . . not-dissociation 6, not-presence 4, not-absence 6, 
not-disappearance 6, not-non-disappearance 4. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By T\vos
55. With root condition, not-object 2, not-predominance, not-prox
imity, not-contiguity, not-mutuality, not-strong-dependence 2. (Abbre
viated. All 2.) . . . not-association, not-dissociation, not-absence, not- 
disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
56. With not-root condition, object 4, predominance 4. (Enumerate 
Positive sections.) . . .  non-disappearance 6. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER

END OF INTERNAL TRIPLET
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21. IN T ER N A L  O B JEC T  TR IPLE T * I. “ D E PE N D E N T ” C H A PTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 2
1. (i) Dependent on state with internal object (ajjhattSrammaBa), 
arises state with internal object by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with internal object, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
internal object, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . . ( 1 )

(ii) Dependent on state with external object (bahiddharammaija), 
arises state with external object by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one aggregate with external object, arise three 
aggregates. . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one aggregate with 
external object, arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates. . .  (1)

‘ This Comprises (1) States with internal object, (2) States with external 
object, (3) States with internal and external object.



Object, etc. 2
2. Dependent on state with internal object, arises state with internal 
object by object condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition. (Abbre
viated.)

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER

(By Ones)
3. With root 2, object 2.* (Abbreviated. All 2.) . . .  non-disappearance 2. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS. NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER

Not-root 2
4. (i) Dependent on state with internal object, arises state with inter
nal object by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with internal object, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one aggre
gate with internal object, arise three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with external object, arises state with exter
nal object by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless aggregate with external object, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of rootless conception . . .
(c) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 

aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion. (1)

Not-predominance, etc. 2
5. (i) Dependent on state with internal object, arises state with inter
nal object by not-predominance condition. (The same as conascence in 
Positive. No difference.) . . .  by not-prenascence condition.

' Not as in the Pali Text.
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(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with inter
nal object. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)
6. (ii) Dependent on state with external object, arises state with exter
nal object by not-prenascence condition.

(a) In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with exter
nal object, arise three aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .
(iii) . . . by not-postnascence condition . . .  by not-repetition condi

tion. (The same as conascence.) . . .  by not-kamma condition.
Dependent on aggregates with internal object, arises volition with 

internal object. (1)
(ii) Dependent on state with external object, arises state with exter

nal object by not-kamma condition.
Dependent on aggregates with external object, arises volition with 

external object. (1)

Not-resultant, etc. 2

1. (i) Dependent on state with internal object, arises state with inter
nal object by not-resultant condition. (No conception.) . . . by not- 
jhina condition.

One five-fold consciousness-accompanied (aggregate) with internal 
object. . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with external object, arises state with exter
nal object by not-jhSna condition.

Dependent on one five-fold consciousness-accompanied aggregate 
with external object, arise three aggregates . . .

(i) . . .  by not-path condition. (The same as not-root. No delusion.)
. . .  by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with internal 
object, arise three aggregates . . .  (1)

(ii) Dependent on state with external object, arises state with exter
nal object by not-dissociation condition.

In the immaterial plane, dependent on one aggregate with external 
object, arise three aggregates . . .  (1)
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2; CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)
8. With not-root 2, not-predominance 2, not-prenascence 2, not- 
postnascence 2, not-repetition, not-kamma, not-resultant, not-jhSna, 
not-path, not-dissociation 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
9. With root condition, not-predominance 2 . . . not-resultant 2, not- 
dissociation 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

(Not-root By Twos)
10. With not-root condition, object 2, proximity 2, contiguity 2 . . . 
path 2 . . .  non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER

(The “Conascent” , “Conditioned” , “Supported” , “Conjoined” and 
“Associated” Chapters are also the same as the “Dependent” Chapter.)
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21. INTERNAL OBJECT TRIPLET 
VII. “ INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 2
11. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal object 
by root condition.

(a) Roots with internal object are related to (their) associated aggre
gates by root condition;
- (ft) At the moment of conception, roots with internal object are 
related to (their) associated aggregates by root condition. (1)

(ii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by root condition.



(a) Roots with external object to associated aggregates . . .
(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (1)

Object 4
12. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by object condition.

(One) reviews internal infinity of consciousness, reviews neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception, reviews internal divine-eye with internal 
object . . . divine-ear element . . .  knowledge of supernormal power . . .  
knowledge of remembrance of past existences . . .  knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, reviews knowledge of future existences. The 
Noble persons review the eradicated defilements with internal object, 
review the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to 
before.

(One) practises insight into the impermanance . . .  of internal aggre
gates with internal object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). 
Taking them as object, arises lust with internal object . . . arises grief. 
Internal aggregates with internal object are related to knowledge of 
remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to 
one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object 
condition. (1)

(ii) State with internal object is related to state with external 
object by object condition.

(One) reviews external infinity of consciousness, reviews neither- 
perception-nor-non-perception, reviews external divine-eye with inter
nal object . . . divine-ear element . . .  knowledge of supernormal power 
. . . knowledge of remembrance of past existences . . . knowledge of 
rebirths according to one’s kamma, reviews knowledge of future exist
ences.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of external aggregates with internal object . . . By the 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows the other 
being’s external mind with internal object. External aggregates with 
internal object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ 
minds, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of 
rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. (2)
13. (iii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by object condition.
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(One) reviews external divine-eye with external object, reviews 
divine-ear element . . .  knowledge of supernormal power. . .  knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds . . . knowledge of remembrance of 
past existences . . . knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, 
reviews knowledge of future existences.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and im
personality of external aggregates with external object . . . By the 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows the other 
being’s external mind with external object. External aggregates with ex
ternal object are related to knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, 
knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths 
according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence 
by object condition. (1)

(iv) State with external object is related to state with internal 
object by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done. Having emerged from jhana, (one) reviews the 
jhana. The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, 
review the Fruition, review the eradicated defilements with external 
object, review the uneradicated defilements, know the defilements 
addicted to before.

(One) reviews internal divine-eye with external object. .  . divine-ear 
element . . . knowledge of supernormal power . . . knowledge o f pene
tration into others’ minds . . . knowledge of remembrance of past 
existences . . . knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma . . . 
knowledge of future existences.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence . . .  of internal aggre
gates with external object; enjoys and delights in (those aggregates). 
Taking them as object, arises lust with internal object . . . arises grief. 
Internal aggregates with external object are related to knowledge of 
supernormal power, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, 
knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, knowledge of future 
existences, advertence by object condition. (2)

Predominance 3

14. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by predominance condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (ft) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: (One) esteems and reviews internal infinity 
of consciousness, esteems and reviews neither-perception-nor-non- 
perception, esteems and . . .  internal divine-eye with internal object. . .  
divine-ear element . . .  knowledge of supernormal power . . .  knowledge 
of remembrance of past existences . . .  knowledge of rebirths according 
to  one’s kamma, esteems and . . .  knowledge of future existences. (One) 
esteems, enjoys and delights in internal aggregates with internal object. 
Taking them as estimable object, arises lust with internal object, arise 
wrong views.

(ft) Conascence-predominance: Predominance with internal object 
is related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)
15. (ii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Predominance with external object is 
related to (its) associated aggregates by predominance condition. (1)

(iii) State with external object is related to state with internal 
object by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems and reviews it. (One) esteems and reviews (such acts) formerly 
well done. Having emerged from jhana . . . The Noble persons, having 
emerged from Path . . .  the Path, esteem and review the Fruition.

(One) esteems and . . . internal divine-eye with external object . . . 
divine-ear element . . .  knowledge of supernormal power . . .  knowledge 
of penetration into others’ minds . . . knowledge of remembrance of 
past existences . . . knowledge of rebirths according to one’s kamma, 
esteems and reviews knowledge of future existences. (One) esteems, 
enjoys and delights in internal aggregates with external object. Taking 
them as estimable object, arises lust with internal object, arise wrong 
views. (2)

Proximity 4
16. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with internal object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with internal object by proximity condition. (1)
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(ii) State with internal object is related to state with external 
object by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with internal object is related to rebirth- 
consciousness with external object by proximity condition. Life- 
continuum with internal object is related to advertence with external 
object by proximity condition. Aggregates with internal object are 
related to emergence with external object by proximity condition.

Adaptation with internal object to change-of-lineage; adaptation to 
purification; adaptation to the attainment of Fruition; for one emerging 
from the attainment of Extinction, neither-perception-nor-non-percep- 
tion is related to the attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (2)
17. (iii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by proximity condition.

Preceding aggregates with external object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with external object by proximity condition. Adaptation 
with external object to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; 
change-of-lineage to Path; purification to Path;Path to Fruition; Fruition 
to Fmition; adaptation is related to the attainment o f Fruition by prox
imity condition. (1)

(iv) State with external object is related to state with internal 
object by proximity condition.

Death-consciousness with external object is related to rebirth- 
consciousness with internal object by proximity condition. Life- 
continuum with external object is related to advertence with internal 
object by proximity condition. Aggregates with external object are 
related to emergence with internal object by proximity condition. (2)

Contiguity, etc.
18. State with internal object is related to state with internal object by 
contiguity condition . . . by conascence condition . . . by mutuality 
condition . . .  by dependence condition . . .

Strong-dependence 4
19. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by strong-dependence condition.
” (It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence.
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sufTering and impersonality of internal object is related to contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of internal object by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) State with internal object is related to state with external 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of internal object is related to contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of external object 
by strong-dependence condition. (2)
20. (iii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) proximity-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of external object is related to  contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of external object 
by strong-dependence condition. (1)

(iv) State with external object is related to state with internal 
object by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: Contemplation of impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of external object is related to contempla
tion of impermanence, suffering and impersonality of internal object 
by strong-dependence condition. (2)

Repetition 3
21. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by repetition condition.

Preceding aggregates with internal object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with internal object by repetition condition. (1)

(ii) State with internal object is related to state with external 
object by repetition condition.

Adaptation with internal object to change-of-lineage; adaptation is 
related to purification by repetition condition. (2)

(iii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by repetition condition.
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Preceding aggregates with external object are related to subsequent 
aggregates with external object by repetition condition. Adaptation 
with external object to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; 
change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repetition 
condition. (1)

Kamma 4

22. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(fl) (1) Conascent volition with internal object is related to (its) 
associated aggregates by kamma condition.

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous volition with internal object is related to (its) 

resultant aggregates with internal object by kamma condition. (1)
(ii) State with internal object is related to state with external 

object by kamma condition.
Asynchronous volition with internal object is related to (its) result

ant aggregates with external object by kamma condition. (2)
(iii) State with external object is related to state with external 

object by kanuna condition.
(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro

nous (kamma).
(a) (1) Conascent volition with external object is related to (its) 

associated aggregates by kamma condition;
(2) At the moment of conception . . .

(ft) Asynchronous volition with external object is related to (its) 
resultant aggregates with external object by kamma condition. (1)

(iv) State with external object is related to state with internal 
object by kamma condition.

Asynchronous volition with external object is related to (its) result
ant aggregates with internal object by kamma condition. (2)

» Resultant, etc.

23. State with internal object is related to state with internal object 
by resultant condition . . . by nutriment condition . . .  by faculty con
dition . . . by jhana condition . .  . by path condition . . .  by association
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condition . . . by presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by 
disappearance condition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

534 Conditional Relations

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones

24. With root 2, object 4, predominance 3, proximity 4, contiguity 4, 
conascence 2, mutuality 2, dependence 2, strong-dependence 4, repeti
tion 3, kamma 4, resultant 2 (all 2) . . . association 2, presence 2, 
absence 4, disappearance 4, non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. s e l e c t io n  o f  t h e  c o n d it io n s  f o r  NEGATIVE 4

25. (i) State with internal object is related to state with internal 
object by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition, kamma condition. (1)

(ii) State with internal object is related to state with external 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma con
dition. (2)

(iii) State with external object is related to state with external 
object by object condition, conascence condition, strong-dependence 
condition, kamma condition. (1)

(iv) State with external object is related to state with internal 
object by object condition, strong-dependence condition, kamma con
dition. (2)

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (U) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

(By Ones)

26. With not-root 4, not-object 4, not-predominance 4, not-proximity
4. (Abbreviated. All 4.) . . . not-prenascence, not-postnascence, not- 
repetition . . . not-dissociation 4 . . . not-non-disappearance 4. (Enu
merate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS; POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

(Root By Twos)
27. With root condition, not-object 2, not-predominance 2, not-prox- 
imity, not-contiguity, not-strong-dependence, not-repetition, not- 
kamma . . .  not-absence, not-disappeaiance 2. (All 2.) (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS; NEGATTVE-POSITrVE

(Not-root By Twos)
28. With not-root condition, object 4, predominance 3, proximity 4, 
contiguity 4, conascence, mutuality, dependence 2, strong-dependence 
4, repetition 3, kamma 4, resultant 2 . . . association 2, presence 2, 
absence 4, disappearance 4, non-disappearance 2. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER

END OF INTERNAL OBJECT TRIPLET

22. VISIBLE AND IMPINGING TRIPLET*
I. “ D e p e n d e n t ”  C h a p t e r

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

R oot 21
1. (i) Dependent on state (which is) invisible but impinging (anidassana- 
sappa^igha), arises invisible but impinging state by root condition.

Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise two 
great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great 
primary; dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arises 
mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived 
matter; dependent on tangible object-base, arises eye-base . . . taste- 
base . . . (1)

(ii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises both visible 
and impinging (sanidas$ana-sappa(igha) state by root condition.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arises mind-
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produced and kamma-produced derived matter both visible and imping
ing; dependent on tangible object-base, arises visible object-base. (2)

(iii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises not visible 
and not impinging (anidassana-appajigha) state by root condition.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise mind- 
produced and kamma-produced not visible and not impinging derived 
matter; dependent on tangible object-base, arises cohesion element, 
femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (3)

(iv) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arise both visible 
and impinging and not visible and not impinging states by root condi
tion.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise mind- 
produced and kamma-produced derived matter both visible and imping
ing and not visible and not impinging; dependent on tangible object- 
base, arises visible object-base, cohesion element, femininity-faculty 
. . .  edible food. (4)

(v) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arise invisible but 
impinging and not visible and not impinging states by root condition.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primary, arise two great 
primaries and cohesion element; dependent on two great primaries, 
arise one great primary and cohesion element; dependent on invisible 
but impinging great primaries, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced 
derived matter invisible but impinging and not visible and not imping
ing; dependent on tangible object-base, arises eye-base . . . taste-base, 
cohesion element, femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (5)

(vi) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arise both visible 
and impinging and invisible but impinging states by root condition.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise mind- 
produced and kamma-produced derived matter both visible and imping
ing and invisible but impinging; dependent on tangible object-base, 
arises visible object-base, eye-base . . .  taste-base. (6)

(vii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arise both visible 
and impinging, invisible but impinging and not visible and not imping
ing states by root condition.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise mind- 
produced and kamma-produced derived matter both visible and imping
ing, invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging; dependent 
on tangible object-base, arises visible object-base, eye-base . . .  taste-base, 
cohesion element, femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (7)
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2. (viii) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises not 
visible and not impinging state by root condition.

(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter not visible and not imping
ing . . . dependent on two aggregates, arise two aggregates and mind- 
produced matter not visible and not impinging;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and 
not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter not visible and not impinging . . .  two aggregates . . .  dependent 
on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates;

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced not visible and not impinging derived matter; depen
dent on cohesion element, arises femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (1)

(ix) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises both 
visible and impinging state by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates, arises 
mind-produced both visible and impinging matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates, arises kamma-produced both visible and imping
ing matter;

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and
kamma-produced both visible and impinging derived matter; dependent 
on cohesion element, arises visible object-base. (2)

(x) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises invis
ible but impinging state by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates, arises
mind-produced invisible but impinging matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates, arises kamma-produced invisible but impinging 
matter;

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and
kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived matter; dependent on 
cohesion element, arises eye-base . . .  taste-base. (3)

(xi) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arise both 
visible and impinging and not visible and not impinging states by root 
condition.

(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter both visible and impinging
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and not visible and not impinging . . .  two aggregates . . .
(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and 

not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter both visible and impinging and not visible and not impinging. . .  
two aggregates . . .

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced derived matter both visible and impinging and not 
visible and not impinging; dependent on cohesion element, arises visible 
object-base, femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (4)

(xii) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arise states 
invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging by root con
dition.

(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter invisible but impinging and 
not visible and not impinging . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and 
not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging . . . 
two aggregates . . .

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced derived matter invisible but im p in ^ g  and not nsible 
and not impinging; dependent on cohesion element, arises eye-base . . .  
taste-base, femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (5)

(xiii) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arise states 
both visible and impinging and invisible but impinging by root condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates, arises 
mind-produced matter both visible and impinging and invisible but 
impinging;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates, arises kamma-produced matter both visible and 
impinging and invisible but impinging;

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced derived matter both visible and impinging and invis
ible but impinging; dependent on cohesion element, arises visible 
object-base, eye-base . . .  taste-base. (6)

(xiv) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arise states 
both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and not visible and 
not impinging by root condition.
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(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter both visible and impinging, 
invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging . . .  two aggre
gates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and 
not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and not vis
ible and not impinging . . .  two aggregates . . .

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced derived matter both visible and impinging, invisible 
but impinging and not visible and not impinging; dependent on cohe
sion element, arises visible object-base, eye-base . . . taste-base, 
femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (7)
3. (xv) Dependent on invisible but impinging state and not visible and 
not impinging state, arises both visible and impinging state by root con
dition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises both visible and impinging mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises both visible and imping
ing kamma-produced matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced both visible 
and impinging derived matter; dependent on tangible object-base and 
cohesion element, arises visible object-base. (1)

(xvi) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arises state invisible but impinging by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises invisible but impinging mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises invisible but impinging 
kamma-produced matter;

(c) Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary and 
cohesion element, arise two great primaries; dependent on two great 
primaries and cohesion element, arises one great primary; dependent on 
invisible but impinging great primaries and cohesion element, arise 
mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived 
matter; dependent on tangible object-base and cohesion element, arises 
eye-base . . .  taste-base. (2)
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(xvii) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arises not visible and not impinging state by root con
dition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises not visible and not impinging mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises not visible and not 
impinging kamma-produced matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced not visible and 
not impinging derived matter; dependent on tangible object-base and 
cohesion element, arises femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (3)

(xviii) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arise both visible and impinging and not visible and not 
impinging states by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises both visible and impinging and not visible and not 
impinging mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises both visible and imping
ing and not visible and not impinging kamma-produced matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter 
both visible and impinging and not visible and not impinging; depen
dent on tangible object-base and cohesion element, arises visible object- 
base, femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (4)

(xix) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arise invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging states by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises invisible but impinging and not visible and not imping
ing mind-produced matter;

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises invisible but impinging 
and not visible and not impinging kamma-produced matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter 
invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging; dependent on 
tangible object-base and cohesion element, arises eye-base . . .  taste-base.
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femininity-faculty . . .  edible food. (5)
(xx) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 

impinging state, arise both visible and impinging and invisible but 
impinging states by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging a^regates and great 
primaries, arises both visible and impinging and invisible but impinging 
mind-produced matter;

(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises both visible and imping
ing and invisible but impinging kanuna-produced matter;

(c), Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter 
both visible and impinging and invisible but impinging; dependent on 
tangible object-base and cohesion element, arises visible object-base, 
eye-base . . .  taste-base. (6)

(xxi) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arise both visible and impinging, invisible but imping
ing and not visible and not impinging states by root condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and 
not visible and not impinging mind-produced matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced mat
ter both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and not visible 
and not impinging;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced derived matter 
both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and not visible and 
not impinging; dependent on tangible object-base and cohesion element, 
arises visible object-base, eye-base . . . taste-base, femininity-faculty 
. . .  edible food. (7)

Object 1

4. (i) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises not
wsible and not impinging state by object condition.

(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates . . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and
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not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates . . . two aggregates . . . 
dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates. (1)

Predominance 21
5. OHvii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible 
but impinging state by predominance condition.

Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise two 
great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great 
primary; dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arises 
mind-produced derived matter. (1)

(Classify seven questions in this way with “invisible but impinging” 
as reference. No final section.)
6. (viii)-(xiv) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises 
not visible and not impinging state by predominance condition.

(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates and mind-produced matter not visible and not imping
ing . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) Dependent on cohesion element, arises mind-produced not vis
ible and not impinging derived matter.

(Classify seven questions in this way with “not visible and not 
impinging” as reference. No last section.)
7. (xv)-(xxi) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and 
not impinging state, arises both visible and impinging state by predomi
nance condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises both visible and impinging mind-produced matter;

(ft) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arises mind-produced both visible and impinging derived 
matter.

(Classify seven questions also in this way.)

Proximity, Contiguity 1
8. E>ependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises not visible 
and not impinging state by proximity condition . . .  by contiguity con 
dition . . .  (The same as object.)

Conascence 21
9. (i)-(vii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible 
but impinging state by conascence condition.
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(a) Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise 
two great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great 
primary; dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise 
mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived 
matter;

(b) Dependent on tangible object-base, arises eye-base . . . taste- 
base;

(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on one great primary of non-percipient beings, arise two 
great primaries . . .

(Classify seven questions in this way with “invisible but impinging” 
as reference.)
10. (viii)-(xiv) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, 
arises not visible and not impinging state by conascence condition.

(a) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates and not visible and not impinging mind-produced mat
ter . .  . two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and 
not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and kamma-produced 
matter not visible and not impinging . . .  two aggregates . . .  dependent 
on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise 
aggregates;

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced not visible and not impinging derived matter; depen
dent on cohesion element, arises femininity-faculty . . .  edible food;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on cohesion element o f non-percipient beings, arises kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging derived matter.

(Classify seven questions in this way with “not visible and not im
pinging” as reference.)
11. (xv)-(xxi) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible 
and not impinging state, arises both visible and impinging state by co
nascence condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced both visible and impinging matter;

"(h) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced both 
visible and impinging matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and
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cohesion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced both vis
ible and impinging derived matter; dependent on tangible object-base 
and cohesion element, arises visible object-base;

(ri) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries of non-percipient 
beings and cohesion element, arises kamma-produced both visible and 
impinging derived matter.

(Classify seven questions in this way.)

Mutuality 6
12. (i) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible but 
impinging state by mutuality condition.

Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise two 
great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great 
primary. (1)

(ii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises not visible 
and not impinging state by mutuality condition.

Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arises cohesion 
element. (2)

(iii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arise invisible but 
impinging and not visible and not impinging states by mutuality condi
tion.

(a) Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise 
two great primaries and cohesion element; dependent on two great 
primaries, arise one great primary and cohesion element;

(ft) External. . .  (3)
13. (iv) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises not 
visible and not impinging state by mutuality condition.

(fl) Dependent on one not visible and not impinging aggregate, arise 
three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on one not visible and 
not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and (heart-)base . . .  two 
aggregates . . . dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base; dependent 
on (heart-)base, arise aggregates. (1)

(v) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises invis
ible but impinging state by mutuality condition.

(a) Dependent on cohesion element, arise invisible but impinging 
great primaries;

(ft) External. . .  (2)
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14. (vi) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arises invisible but impinging state by mutuality condi
tion.

ia) Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary and 
cohesion element, arise two great primaries; dependent on two great 
primaries and cohesion element, arises one great primary;

(ft) External. . .  (1)

Dependence, etc.
15. Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible but 
impinging state by dependence condition . . . by strong-dependence 
condition . . . by prenascence condition . . .  by repetition condition . . .  
by kamma condition . . . by resultant condition . . .  by nutriment con
dition . . .  by faculty condition . . .  by jh3na condition . . .  by path con
dition . . .  by association condition . . .  by dissociation condition . . .  by 
presence condition . . . by absence condition . . .  by disappearance con
dition . . .  by non-disappearance condition . . .

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
16. With root 21, object 1, predominance 21, proximity 1, contiguity 
1, conascence 21, mutuality 6, dependence 21, strong-dependence 1, 
prenascence 1, repetition 1, kamma 21, resultant, nutriment 21, faculty 
21, jhana, path 21, association 1, dissociation 21, presence 21, absence 
1, disappearance 1, non-disappearance 21. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive

2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Not-root 21
17. (i)-(vii) Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible 
but impinging state by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise 
two great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great 
pnmary; dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise 
mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived 
matter;

(ft) Dependent on tangible object-base, arises eye-base . . .  taste-base;
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(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary of non-percipient 
beings, arise two great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, 
arises one great primary; dependent on great primaries . . .

(Classify seven questions also in this way with “invisible but imping
ing” as reference.)
18. (viii)-(xiv) Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, 
arises not visible and not impinging state by not-root condition.

(a) Dependent on one rootless not visible and not impinging aggre
gate, arise three aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not 
impinging matter . . .  two aggregates . . .

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on one not 
visible and not impinging aggregate, arise three aggregates and kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging matter . . .  dependent on aggre
gates, arises (heart-)base; dependent on (heart-)base, arise aggregates;

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced not visible and not impinging derived matter; depen
dent on cohesion element, arises femininity-faculty . . .  edible food;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on cohesion element of non-percipient beings, arises kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging derived matter;

(e) Dependent on doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied 
aggregates, arises doubt-accompanied or restlessness-accompanied delu
sion.

(Classify seven questions in this way with “not visible and not 
impinging” as reference.)
19. (xv)-(xxi) Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible 
and not impinging state, arise both visible and impinging state by not- 
root condition.

(a) Dependent on rootless not visible and not impinging aggregates 
and great primaries, arises mind-produced both visible and impinging 
matter;

(b) At the moment of rootless conception, dependent on not visible 
and not impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced 
both visible and impinging matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced both visible 
and impinging derived matter; dependent on tangible object-base and 
cohesion element, arises visible object-base;
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(<f) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries of non-percipient 
beings and cohesion element, arises kamma-produced both visible and 
impinging derived matter.

(Expand seven questions in this way without confusion.)

Not-object 21
20. Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible but im
pinging state by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary, arise 
two great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great 
primary; dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise 
mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived 
matter;

(ft) Dependent on tangible object-base, arises eye-base . . .  taste-base;
(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . ,  

dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary of non-percipient 
beings, arise two great primaries; dependent on two great primaries, 
arises one great primary . . .

(Expand seven questions also in this way with “invisible but imping
ing” as reference.)
21. Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises not visible 
and not impinging state by not-object condition.

(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates, arises 
mind-produced not visible and not impinging matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates, arises kamma-produced not visible and not 
impinging matter; dependent on aggregates, arises (heart-)base . . .

(c) Dependent on cohesion element, arise mind-produced and 
kamma-produced not visible and not impinging derived matter; depen
dent on cohesion element, arises femininity-faculty . . .  edible food;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on cohesion element of non-percipient beings, arises kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging derived matter.

(Expand seven questions also in this way with “not visible and not 
mipinging” as reference.)
22. Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not im
pinging state, arises both visible and impinging state by not-object con
dition.
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(a) Dependent on not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 
primaries, arises mind-produced both visible and impinging matter;

(ft) At the moment of conception, dependent on not visible and not 
impinging aggregates and great primaries, arises kamma-produced both 
visible and impinging matter;

(c) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries and cohe
sion element, arise mind-produced and kamma-produced both visible 
and impinging derived matter; dependent on tangible object-base and 
cohesion element, arises visible object-base;

(d) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  
dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries of non-percipient 
beings and cohesion element, arises kamma-produced both visible and 
impinging derived matter.

(Classify seven questions also in this way for the combination.)

Not-predominance, etc. 21

23. Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible but 
impinging state by not-predominance condition. (The same as co
nascence.) . . . by not-proximity condition . . . by not-contiguity con
dition . . .  by not-mutuality condition.

(a) Dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arise 
mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but impinging derived 
matter;

(ft) Dependent on tangible object-base, arises eye-base . . .  taste-base;
(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  

dependent on great primaries of non-percipient beings, arises kamma- 
produced invisible but impinging derived matter.

(Classify twenty-one questions in this way.)
. . .  by not-strong-dependence condition . . .  by not-prenascence con

dition . . . by not'postnascence condition . . . by not-repetition condi
tion . . .  by not-kamma condition.

External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  dependent on one temperature- 
produced invisible but impinging great primary, arise two great 
primaries; dependent on two great primaries, arises one great primary; 
dependent on invisible but impinging great primaries, arises invisible but 
impinging derived matter. (Having classified kamma, do twenty-one 
questions for not-kamma.)

. . .  by not-resultant condition. (No conception and kamma-produced
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matter. Do it only for the five-aggregate planes.) . . .  by not-nutriment 
condition.

External. . .  temperature-produced . . .  non-percipient beings . . .  
(Classify twenty-one also in this way.)

Not-faculty, etc. 21

24. Dependent on invisible but impinging state, arises invisible but 
impinging state by not-faculty condition.

External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . 
dependent on one invisible but impinging great primary . . .  dependent 
on great primaries of non-percipient beings, arises physical life-faculty. 
(Abbreviated. Classify all questions.) . . .  by not-jhana condition.

External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  one 
great primary of non-percipient beings . . .  (Abbreviated. Classify seven 
questions also.)

Dependent on not visible and not impinging state, arises not visible 
and not impinging state by not-jhSna condition.

Dependent on one five-fold consciousness-accompanied aggregate, 
arise three aggregates. . .  two aggregates . .  .

External . . . nutriment-produced . . . temperature-produced . . . 
dependent on cohesion element of non-percipient beings, arises kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging derived matter.

(Thus classify seven questions also.)
25. Dependent on invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state, arises both visible and impinging state by not-jhana 
condition.

External. . .  nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced . . .  non
percipient beings . . . dependent on invisible but impinging great 
primaries and cohesion element, arises kamma-produced both visible 
and impinging derived matter.

(Thus classify seven questions also.)
. . . by not-path condition. (Do as for not-root. Complete. No delu

sion.) . . .  by not-association condition. . .  by not-dissociation condition. 
(Complete.) . . . by not-absence condition . . . by not-disappearance 
Condition.
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
26. With not-root 21, not-object 21, not-predominance 21. (Abbre
viated. All 21.) . . . not-absence 21, not-disappearance 21. (Enumerate 
thus.)

End of Negative

3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

Root By Twos
27. With root condition, not-object 21, not-predominance 21 . . .  not- 
kamma 1, not-resultant 21, not-association 21, not-dissociation 1, not- 
absence 21, not-disappearance 21. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative

4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

Not-root By Twos
28. With not-root condition, object 1, proximity 1, contiguity 1, co
nascence 21 .. .jhana 21, path 1, association 1, dissociation 21, presence 
21, absence 1, disappearance 1, non-disappearance 21. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “DEPENDENT” CHAPTER 

(The “Conascent” , “Conditioned” and “Supported” Chapters are 
also the same as the “Dependent” Chapter. Do the “Conjoined” Chap
ter and the “Associated” Chapter with immateriality only.)
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22. V ISIB L E  AND IM PINGING T R IPL E T  
V II. “ IN V E ST IG A T IO N ”  C H A PTER

1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (i) CLASSIFICATION CHAPTER 

Root 7
29. (i) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by root condition.

(a) Not visible and not impinging roots are related to (their) asso
ciated aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not impinging 
matter by root condition;



(ft) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
roots are related to (their) associated aggregates and kamma-produced 
not visible and not impinging matter by root condition. (I)

(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by root condition.

(fl) Not visible and not impinging roots are related to mind-produced 
both visible and impinging matter by root condition;

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .  (2)
(Classify seven questions in this way with “not visible and not im

pinging” as reference.)

Object 3
30. (i) Both visible and impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by object condition.

(One) practises insight into the impermanence, suffering and imper
sonality of a visible object; enjoys and delights in (that visible object). 
Taking it as object, arises lust, arise wrong views, arises doubt, arises 
restlessness, arises grief.

By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. Visible object- 
base is related to eye-consciousness by object condition. Both visible 
and impinging aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal 
power, knowledge of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of 
future existences, advertence by object condition. (1)

(ii) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by object condition.

Eye . . . body . . . sound . . . smell . . . taste . . .  into the imperma
nence . . . of tangible object. .  . arises grief. By the power of divine-ear 
element, (one) hears a sound. Sound-base to ear-consciousness . . . 
tangible object-base to body-consciousness . . . Invisible but impinging 
aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal power, knowledge 
of remembrance of past existences, knowledge of future existences, 
advertence by object condition. (1)
31. (iii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by object condition.

After having offered an offering, having undertaken precepts, having 
fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) reviews it. (One) reviews (such 
acts) formerly well done . . .  jhana . . .

The Noble persons, having emerged from Path, review the Path, re
view the Fruition, review Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change-of-
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lineage, purification. Path, Fruition, advertence by object condition. 
The Noble persons review the eradicated defilements, review the un
eradicated defilements, know the defilements addicted to before.

(Heart-)base . . . femininity-faculty . . . masculinity-faculty . . . 
physical life-faculty . . . cohesion element . . . edible food . . .  into the 
impermanence . . .  of not visible and not impinging aggregates . . .  arises 
grief.

By the knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, (one) knows 
the other being’s not visible and not impinging mind. Infinity of space 
is related to infinity of consciousness by object condition. Nothingness 
to neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . . Not visible and not 
impinging aggregates are related to knowledge of supernormal power, 
knowledge of penetration into others’ minds, knowledge of remem
brance of past existences, knowledge of rebirths according to one’s 
kamma, knowledge of future existences, advertence by object condi
tion. (1)

Predominance 9
32. (i) Both visible and impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in visible 
object. Taking it as estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views. (I)  

(ii) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by predominance condition.

Object-predominance: Eye . . . body . . . sound . . . smell . . .  taste 
. . . (One) esteems, enjoys and delights in tangible object. Taking it as 
estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views. (1)
33. (iii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by predominance condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-predominance, (b) conascence- 
predominance.

(a) Object-predominance: After having offered an offering, having 
undertaken precepts, having fulfilled the duty of observance, (one) 
esteems . . . it. Having emerged from jhana . . . The Noble persons, 
having emerged from Path . . . having emerged from Fruition, esteem 
and . . .  Fruition, esteem and . .  . Nibbana. Nibbana is related to change- 
of-lineage, purification. Path, Fruition by predominance condition.

(Heart-)base . . . femininity-faculty . . . masculinity-faculty . . . 
physical life-faculty . . . cohesion element . . . edible food . . . (One)
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esteents, enjoys and delights in not visible and not impinging aggre
gates. Taking them as estimable object, arises lust, arise wrong views.

(b) Conascence-predominance: Not visible and not impinging pre
dominance is related to (its) associated aggregates and mind-produced 
not visible and not impinging matter by predominance condition. (1)

(iv)-(ix) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both 
visible and impinging state by predominance condition.

Conascence-predominance: Not visible and not impinging predomi
nance is related to mind-produced both visible and impinging matter 
by predominance condition.

(Classify seven questions also with “not visible and not impinging” 
as reference. Include three kinds of matter in predominance.)

Proximity 1
34. Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by proximity condition.

Preceding not visible and not impinging aggregates are related to 
subsequent not visible and not impinging aggregates by proximity con
dition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; 
change-of-lineage to Path;purification to Path;Path to Fruition; Fruition 
to Fruition; adaptation to the attainment of Fruition; for one emerging 
from the attainment of Extinction, neither perception-nor-non-percep- 
tion is related to the attainment of Fruition by proximity condition. (1)

Contiguity 1
35. Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by contiguity condition. (The same as proximity.)

Conascence, etc.
36. Invisible but impinging state is related to invisible but impinging 
state by conascence condition. (Make it thoroughly the same as in the 
“Dependent” Chapter. In mutuality condition it is the same as mutuality 
in the “Dependent” Chapter. In dependence condition it is the same as 
in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

Strong-dependence 3
37. (i) Both visible and impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by strong-dependence condition.
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(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Wishing for fullness of colour, 
(one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts . . . duty of observance. 
Fullness of colour is related to confidence . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish, 
bodily happiness, bodily pain. Path, the attainment of Fruition by 
strong-dependence condition. (1)

(ii) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
natural strong-dependence . . .

(ft) Natural strong-dependence: Wishing for fullness of the eye . . . 
fullness of the body . . . fullness of sound . . . wishing for the fullness 
of tangible object, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts . . . 
duty of observance . . . temperature . . . By the strong-dependence of 
lodging-place, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts . . .  duty of 
observance . . . jhana . . .  insight. . .  Path . . .  superknowledge, develops 
attainment, kills a living being . . .  causes schism in the Sahgha. Fullness 
of the eye . . . fullness of tangible object, temperature, lodging-place 
is related to confidence . . . wisdom, lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, 
bodily pain. Path, the attainment of Fruition by strong-dependence 
condition. (1)
38. (iii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by strong-dependence condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) object-strong-dependence, (ft) 
proximity-strong-dependence, (c) natural strong-dependence . . .

(c) Natural strong-dependence: By the strong-dependence of confi
dence, (one) offers an offering, undertakes precepts . . .  duty of obser
vance . . . jhina . . .  develops attainment; arouses conceit, adopts wrong 
views . . .  precept. . .  wisdom . . .  lu s t. . .  wish . . .  bodily happiness. . .  
bodily pain . . . By the strong-dependence of edible food, (one) offers 
an offering . . . causes schism in the Sahgha. Confidence . . . wisdom, 
lust . . . wish, bodily happiness, bodily pain, edible food is related to 
confidence . . . wisdom . . . Path, the attainment of Fruition by strong- 
dependence condition. (1)

Prenascence 6
39. (i) State both visible and impinging is related to state not visible 
and not impinging by prenascence condition.
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Object-prenascence: (One) practises insight into the impermanence, 
suffering and impersonality of visible object; enjoys and delights in 
(that visible object). Taking it as object, arises lu s t. . .  wrong views . . .  
doubt . . . restlessness, arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) 
sees the visible object. Visible object-base is related to eye-consciousness 
by prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) Invisible but impinguig state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (h) base-pre- 
nascence.

(a) Object-prenascence: Eye . . .  body . . .  sound . . .  into the imper
manence . . . of tangible object. . .  arises grief. By the power of divine- 
ear element, (one) hears a sound. Sound-base to ear-consciousness . . . 
tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness by prenascence 
condition.

(p) Base-prenascence: Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . . body-base 
is related to body-consciousness by prenascence condition. (1)

(iii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by prenascence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) object-prenascence, (b) base-pre
nascence.

(а) Object-prenascence: (Heart-)base . . . femininity-faculty . . . 
masculinity-faculty . . . physical life-faculty . . . cohesion element . . . 
into the impermanence . . .  of edible food . . .  arises grief.

(б) Base-prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to not visible and not 
impinging aggregates by prenascence condition. (1)
40. (iv) Both visible and impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to not visible and not impinging state by prenascence 
condition.

Object-prenascence-base-prenascence: Visible object-base and
(heart-)base are related to not visible and not impinging aggregates by 
prenascence condition. (1)

(v) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to not visible and not impinging state by prenascence 
condition.

" Object-prenascence-base-prenascence: Eye-base and (heart-)base . . .  
tangible object-base and (heart-)base are related to not visible and not 
impinging aggregates by prenascence condition. (1)

(vi) Both visible and impinging and invisible but impinging states
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are related to not visible and not impinging state by prenascence condi
tion.

Object-prenascence—base-prenascence: Visible object-base and eye- 
base are related to eye-consciousness by prenascence condition. (1)

Postnascence 7
41. (i) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by postnascence condition.

Postnascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are related to 
this prenascent not visible and not impinging body by postnascence 
condition. (1)

(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by postnascence condition.

Postnascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are related to 
this prenascent both visible and impinging body by postnascence con
dition. (2)

(Thus classify for seven questions. Include 3 kinds of matter.) (7) 

Repetition 1
42. (i) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by repetition condition.

Preceding not visible and not impinging aggregates are related to 
subsequent not visible and not impinging aggregates by repetition con
dition. Adaptation to change-of-lineage; adaptation to purification; 
change-of-lineage to Path; purification is related to Path by repetition 
condition. (1)

Kamma 7
43. (i) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (b) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent not visible and not impinging volition is related to 
(its) associated aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not im
pinging matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous not visible and not impinging volition is related to 

(its) resultant aggregates and kamma-produced not visible and not im
pinging matter by kamma condition. (1)
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(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by kamma condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence(-kamma), (ft) asynchro
nous (kamma).

(a) (1) Conascent not visible and not impinging volition is related to 
mind-produced both visible and impinging matter by kamma condition;

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(ft) Asynchronous not visible and not impinging volition is related to 

kamma-produced both visible and impinging matter by kamma condi
tion. (2)

[Thus classify seven questions in this way for (both) conascence and 
asynchronous. Include 3 kinds of matter.] (7)

Resultant 7
44. (i) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by resultant condition.

(a) One resultant not visible and not impinging aggregate is related 
to three aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not impinging 
matter by resultant condition . . .  two aggregates. . .

(ft) At the moment of conception, one not visible and not impinging 
aggregate is related to three aggregates and kamma-produced not visible 
and not impinging matter by resultant condition . . . aggregates are 
related to (heart-)base by resultant condition. (1)

(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by resultant condition.

(a) Resultant not visible and not impinging aggregates are related to 
mind-produced both visible and impinging matter by resultant condi
tion;

(ft) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
aggregates are related to kamma-produced both visible and impinging 
matter by resultant condition. (2)

(Thus expand seven questions for during life and conception.)

Nutriment 7
45. (i) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
hot impinging state by nutriment condition.

(a) Not visible and not impinging nutriments are related to (their) 
associated aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not impinging 
matter by nutriment condition;
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Q>) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
nutriments are related to (their) associated aggregates and kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging matter by nutriment condi
tion;

(c) Edible food is related to this not visible and not impinging 
body by nutriment condition. (I)

(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by nutriment condition.

(a) Not visible and not impin^ng nutriments are related to mind- 
produced both visible and impinging matter by nutriment condition;

(fe) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
nutriments are related to kamma-produced both visible and impinging 
matter by nutriment condition;

(c) Edible food is related to this both visible and impinging body by 
nutriment condition. (2)

[Thus classify seven questions for (both) during life and conception; 
include edible food in all seven also.] (7)

Faculty 9

46. (i) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by faculty condition.

Eye-faculty to eye-consciousness . . .  body-faculty is related to body- 
consciousness by faculty condition. (1)

(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by faculty condition.

(a) Not visible and not impinging faculties are related to (their) asso
ciated aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not impinging 
matter by faculty condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
faculties are related to (their) associated aggregates and kamma-produced 
not visible and not impinging matter by faculty condition;

(c) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced not visible 
and not impinging matter by faculty condition. (1)

(iii)-(viii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both 
visible and impinging state by faculty condition.

(a) Not visible and not impinging faculties are related to mind- 
produced both visible and impinging matter by faculty condition;

(b) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging
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faculties are related to kamma-produced both visible and impinging 
matter by faculty condition;

(c) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced both visible 
and impinging matter by faculty condition. (2)

[Thus classify seven questions for (both) during life and conception; 
physical life-faculty at the end.] (7)
47. (ix) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to not visible and not impinging state by faculty con
dition.

Eye-faculty and eye-consciousness are related to eye-consciousness- 
accompanied aggregates by faculty condition . . . body-base and body- 
consciousness are related to body-consciousness-accompanied aggre
gates by faculty condition. (1)

Jhana, etc.
48. Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by jhana condition . . . by path condition . . .  by asso
ciation condition.

ia) One not visible and not impinging aggregate is related to three 
aggregates by association condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(ft) At the moment of conception . . .

Dissociation 8
49. (i) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by dissociation condition.

Prenascent eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  body-base is related to 
body-consciousness by dissociation condition. (1)

(ii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by dissociation condition.

(It is of three kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence.

(a) (1) Conascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are re
lated to mind-produced not visible and not impinging matter by disso
ciation condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
aggregates are related to kamma-produced not visible and not impinging 
matter by dissociation condition; aggregates are related to (heart-)base 
by dissociation condition; (heart-)base is related to aggregates by dis
sociation condition.
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(b) Prenascent (heart-)base is related to not visible and not imping
ing aggregates by dissociation condition.

(c) Postnascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are related 
to this prenascent not visible and not impinging body by dissociation 
condition. (1)

(iii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by dissociation condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) postnascence.
(a) (1) Conascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are re

lated to mind-produced both visible and impinging matter by dissocia
tion condition;

(2) At the moment of conception, not visible and not impinging 
aggregates are related to kamma-produced both visible and impinging 
matter by dissociation condition.

(b) Postnascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are related 
to this prenascent both visible and impinging body by dissociation con
dition. (2)

(Expand the remaining five questions in this way as: conascence, 
postnascence.)

Presence 25
50. (i) Both visible and impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by presence condition.

Prenascence: . . .  into the impermanence . . .  of the visible object. . .  
arises grief. By the power of divine-eye, (one) sees a visible object. 
Visible object-base is related to eye-consciousness by presence condi
tion. (1)
51. (ii) Invisible but impinging state is related to invisible but imping
ing state by presence condition.

(a) One invisible but impinging great primary is related to two great 
primaries by presence condition; two great primaries are related to one 
great primary by presence condition; invisible but impinging great pri
maries are related to mind-produced and kamma-produced invisible but 
impinging derived matter by presence condition.

(ft) Tangible object-base to eye-base . . . taste-base by presence con
dition.

(c) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  one temperature-produced 
great primary is related to two great primaries by presence condition; two 
great primaries are related to one great primary by presence condition;
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temperature-produced great primaries are related to invisible but im
pinging derived matter by presence condition; one invisible but imping
ing great primary of non-percipient beings is related to two great 
primaries by presence condition . . .  two great primaries. . .  (1)

(iii) Invisible but impinging state is related to both visible and im
pinging state by presence condition. (2) (The same as dependence 
condition in the “Dependent” Chapter.)

(iv)-(viii) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and 
not impinging state by presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) prenascence.
(a) Conascent invisible but impinging great primaries are related to 

mind-produced and kamma-produced not visible and not impinging 
derived matter by presence condition. (Expand up to non-percipient 
beings.)

(b) Prenascent eye . . . body . . . sound . . .  into the impermanence 
. . . of tangible object. . .  arises grief. Eye-base to eye-consciousness . . .  
tangible object-base is related to body-consciousness by presence con
dition. (3)

(Expand the remaining four questions. The same as conascence con
dition in the “Dependent” Chapter. No difference.) (7)
52. (ix)-(xv) Not visible and not impinging state is related to not vis
ible and not impinging state by presence condition.

(It is of five kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (b) prenascence, (c) 
postnascence, (d) nutriment, (e) faculty.

(a) (I)  One conascent not visible and not impinging aggregate is 
related to three aggregates and mind-produced not visible and not 
impinging matter by presence condition . . .  two aggregates . . .

(2) At the moment of conception . . .
(3) Cohesion element to mind-produced and kamma-produced 

not visible and not impinging derived matter . . . cohesion element is 
related to femininity-faculty . . .  edible food by presence condition;

(4) External . . . nutriment-produced . . .  temperature-produced 
. . . cohesion element of non-percipient beings is related to kamma- 
produced not visible and not impinging derived matter by presence 
condition.

(b) (Object-)prenascence: (Heart-)base . . . femininity-faculty . . . 
masculinity-faculty . . . physical life-faculty . . . cohesion element . . . 
into the impermanence . . .  of edible food . . .  arises grief.

(Base-)prenascence: (Heart-)base is related to not visible and
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not impinging aggregates by presence condition.
(c) Postnascent not visible and not impinging aggregates are related 

to this prenascent not visible and not impinging body by presence con
dition.

(d) Edible food is related to this not visible and not impinging body 
by presence condition.

(e) Physical life-faculty is related to kamma-produced not visible 
and not impinging matter by presence condition.

(Classify the remaining six questions in this way. Do conascence, 
postnascence, nutriment and faculty.) (7)
53. (xvi) Both visible and impinging and not visible and not imping
ing states are related to not visible and not impinging state by presence 
condition.

Prenascent visible object-base and (heart-)base are related to not 
visible and not impinging aggregates by presence condition. (1)

(xvii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to both visible and impinging state by presence con
dition.

(a) Not visible and not impinging aggregates and great primaries are 
related to mind-produced both visible and impinging matter by presence 
condition.

(ft) At the moment of conception . . . (Abbreviated. Include non
percipient beings also.) (1)

(xviii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to invisible but impinging state by presence condition. 
(Abbreviated.) (2)
54. (xix)-(xxiii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not im
pinging states are related to not visible and not impinging state by 
presence condition.

(It is of two kinds, namely:) (a) conascence, (ft) prenascence.
(a) Conascent not visible and not impinging aggregates and great 

primaries to mind-produced not visible and not impinging matter . . . 
(Do up to non-percipient beings.)

(ft) Prenascent eye-base and (heart-)base . . . tangible object-base 
and (heart-)base are related to not visible and not impinging aggregates 
by presence condition. (3)

(Classify the remaining four questions.) (7)
55. (xxiv) Both visible and impinging and invisible but impinging states 
are related to not visible and not impinging state by presence condition.
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Prenascent visible object-base and eye-base are related to eye-con
sciousness by presence condition. (1)

(xxv) Both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and not 
visible and not impinging states are related to not visible and not im
pinging state by presence condition.

Conascence-prenascence: Visible object-base, eye-base and eye-con
sciousness are related to eye-consciousness-accompanied aggregates by 
presence condition. (1)

(Absence and disappearance conditions are the same as proximity. 
Non-disappearance condition is the same as presence.)
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1. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
56. With root 7, object 3, predominance 9, proximity 1, contiguity 1, 
conascence 21, mutuality 6, dependence 21, strong-dependence 3, 
prenascence 6, postnascence 7, repetition 1, kamma 7, resultant 7, 
nutriment 7, faculty 9, jhana 7, path 7, association 1, dissociation 8, 
presence 25, absence 1, disappearance 1, non-disappearance 25.

Root
Common 11
57. With root condition and predominance (there are) 7 (answers), 
conascence 7, mutuality 1, dependence 7, resultant 7, faculty 7, path 
7, association 1, dissociation 7, presence 7, non-disappearance 7.

Root
Ordinary Combinations 9

Without Resultant 4
58. 1. Combination of root, conascence, dependence, presence and 
non-disappearance (has) 7 (answers);

2. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, presence and non
disappearance I ;

3. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, association, pre
sence and non-disappearance 1;

4. Of root, conascence, dependence, dissociation, presence and 
non-disappearance 7.



With Resultant 5
5. Combination of root, conascence, dependence, resultant, pre

sence and non-disappearance 7;
6. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, resultant, presence 

and non-disappearance 1;
7. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, resultant, associa

tion, presence and non-disappearance 1;
8. Of root, conascence, dependence, resultant, dissociation, pre

sence and non-disappearance 7;
9. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, resultant, dissocia

tion, presence and non-disappearance 1.
(Enumerate all the Enumeration Chapters in this way.)

End of Positive

2. SELECTION OF THE CONDITIONS FOR NEGATIVE 25

59. (i) Both visible and impinging state is related to not visible and
not impinging state by object condition, strong-dependence condition, 
prenascence condition. (1)

(ii) Invisible but impinging state is related to invisible but im
pinging state by conascence condition. (1)

(iii) Invisible but impinging state is related to both visible and im
pinging state by conascence condition. (2)

(iv) Invisible but impinging state is related to not visible and not 
impinging state by object condition, conascence condition, strong- 
dependence condition, prenascence condition. (3)

(v) Invisible but impinging state is related to both visible and im
pinging and not visible and not impinging state by conascence condi
tion. (4)

(vi) Invisible but impinging state is related to invisible but im
pinging and not visible and not impinging state by conascence condi
tion. (5)

(vii) Invisible but impinging state is related to both visible and im
pinging and invisible but impinging state by conascence condition. (6)

(viii) Invisible but impinging state is related to both visible and 
impinging, invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
state by conascence condition. (7)
60. (ix) Not visible and not impinging state is related to  not visible 
and not impinging state by object condition, conascence condition.
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strong-dependence condition, prenascence condition, postnascence con
dition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, faculty condition. (1)

(x) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging state by conascence condition, postnascence condition, 
kamma condition, nutriment condition, faculty condition. (2)

(xi) Not visible and not impinging state is related to invisible but 
impinging state by conascence condition, postnascence condition, 
kamma condition, nutriment condition, faculty condition. (3)

(xii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging and not visible and not impinging state by conascence 
condition, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condi
tion, faculty condition. (4)

(xiii) Not visible and not impinging state is related to invisible but 
impinging and not visible and not impinging state by conascence con
dition, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (5)

(xiv) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging and invisible but impinging state by conascence condi
tion, postnascence condition, kamma condition, nutriment condition, 
faculty condition. (6)

(xv) Not visible and not impinging state is related to both visible 
and impinging, invisible but impinging and not visible and not imping
ing state by conascence condition, postnascence condition, kamma 
condition, nutriment condition, faculty condition. (7)
61. (xvi) Both visible and impinging and not visible and not imping
ing states are related to not visible and not impinging state by pre
nascence. (1)

(xvii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to both visible and impinging state by conascence 
condition. (1)

(xviii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to invisible but impinging state by conascence con
dition. (2)

(xix) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to not visible and not impinging state by conascence- 
prenascence. (3)

(xx) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to both visible and impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state by conascence condition. (4)
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(xxi) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to invisible but impinging and not visible and not 
impinging state by conascence condition. (5)

(xxii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to both visible and impinging and invisible but imping
ing state by conascence condition. (6)

(xxiii) Invisible but impinging and not visible and not impinging 
states are related to both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging 
and not visible and not impinging state by conascence condition. (7)
62. (xxiv) Both visible and impinging and invisible but impinging states 
are related to not visible and not impinging state by prenascence. (1)

(xxv) Both visible and impinging, invisible but impinging and not 
visible and not impinging states are related to not visible and not im
pinging state by conascence condition, prenascence condition. (1)
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2. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE (ii) ENUMERATION CHAPTER 

By Ones
63. With not-root 25, not-object 22, not-predominance 25, not-prox 
imity 25, not-contiguity 25, not-conascence 12, not-mutuality 24, not 
dependence 9, not-strong-dependence 25, not-prenascence 22, not 
postnascence 25, not-repetition 25, not-kamma 25, not-resultant 24 
not-nutriment 25, not-faculty 23, not-jh5na 25, not-path 25, not 
association 24, not-dissociation 22, not-presence 9, not-absence 25 
not-disappearance 25, not-non-disappearance 9.

Not-root By Twos 
With not-root condition, not-object 22. (It proceeds in the same way 

as the first.) . . .  not-non-disappearance 9.

Not-root By Threes 
With not-root, not-object condition and not-predominance 22, not- 

proximity 22, not-contiguity 22, not-conascence 9, not-mutuality 22, 
not-dependence 9, not-strong-dependence 21, not-prenascence 22,not- 
postnascence 22 . . . not-association 22, not-dissociation 22, not- 
presence 9, not-absence 22, not-disappearance 22, not-non-disappearance
9. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative



3. CONDITIONS: POSITIVE-NEGATIVE 

Root By Twos
64. With root condition, not-object 7, not-predominance 7, not-prox- 
imity 7, not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 7, not-strong-dependence 7, 
not-prenascence 7, not-postnascence 7 . . . not-association 7, not- 
dissociation 1, not-absence 7, not-disappearance 7.

Root
Ordinary Combinations
65. Combinations of root, conascence, dependence, presence and non
disappearance conditions, not-object (condition) 7 . . .  not-proximity 7, 
not-contiguity 7, not-mutuality 7. (Also abbreviated here.) . . . not- 
association 7, not-dissociation 1, not-absence 7, not-disappearance 7.

Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, presence and non
disappearance conditions, not-object 1. (All 1.) . . .  not-disappearance 1. 
(Enumerate thus.)

End of Positive-Negative
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4. CONDITIONS: NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 

Not-root By Twos
66. With not-root condition, object 3, predominance 9, proximity I, 
contiguity 1, conascence 21, mutuality 6, dependence 21, strong- 
dependence 3, prenascence 6, postnascence 7, repetition 1, kamma 7, 
resultant 7, nutriment 7, faculty 9, jhana 7, path 7, association 1, 
dissociation 8, presence 25, absence 1, disappearance 1, non-disappear
ance 25. (Enumerate thus.)

End of Negative-Positive 
End of “INVESTIGATION” CHAPTER 

END OF VISIBLE AND IMPINGING TRIPLET
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INDEX OF FIRST OCCURRENCES 

PALI-ENGLISH

This Glossary includes Pali words and phrases of Patthana Vols. I & 
II. Many of these words and phrases recur frequently throughout these 
texts. Therefore, only the first reference— by volume and page of 
Conditional Relations— is given for each of them. The Pali and English 
names of the twenty-four conditions are given in the Chapter on 
Enumeration of the Conditions (C.R. I, p. 1).

Akusala: faulty 1,3 
Akusala-pada: faulty section 1,13 
Akusalabyakata-pada: faulty and in

determinate section I, 14 
Akusale niruddhe: when faulty (state) 

has ceased 1,143 
Ajjhatta; internal 11, 502 
Aijhattattika: internal triplet II, 502 
Ajjhattaramma^a; internal object 

11,524
Ajjhattuamma;;attika: internal object 

triplet II, 524 
Afihamahhaifi: mutually related 1,5 
Afpia: eight 1,183 
Atpiaka; by eights 1,72 
Atjharasaka: by eighteens 1,230 
AJJhavTsa: twenty-eight II, 141 
AJjhana: faulty conclusion 1,159 
Atireka: extra II, 510 
AtTta: past 11,480 
AtTtattika: past triplet II, 480 
AtTtarammana: past object II, 487 
AtTtarammanattika; past object triplet 

 ̂ 11,487 
Atta: self 1,160 
Attanaih: oneself 1,160 
Attanaih atapeti: tortures oneself 1,160 
Attha: meaning 1,159 
Atthappa}isambhida: analytical knowl

edge of meaning 1,159

Adinna; which has not been given to 
one 1,161

Adinnaih adiyati: takes the property of 
others which has no t been given to 
one 1,161 

Adinnadana: stealing 1,161 
Adukkha-m-asukha vedana; neither 

painful not pleasant feeling 1,318 
Anatta: impersonality 1,142 
Anantara: in proximity to 1,4 
Anantarupanissaya: proximity-strong- 

dependence 1,157 
Anagata: future II, 481 
Anagataihsa-ha^a; knowledge o f future 

existences 1,142 
Anagatarammana: future object II, 487 
Anicca; impermanence I, 142 
Aniccato vipassati: practises insight into 

the impermanence of 1, 142 
Anidassana: not visible II, 535 
Anidassana-appajigha: not visible and 

not impinging II, 536 
Anidassana-sappapgha: invisible bu t

impinging II, 535 
Aniyata: no fixed destiny II, 425 
Anupadaniya: not favourable to cling

ing 1,429
Anupadinna: not acquired by clinging

1,429
Anupadinna-anupadaniya; not acquired
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by clinging and not favourable to 
clinging 1,430 

Anupadinnupadaniya: not acquired by 
clinging bu t favourable to clinging
1,429

Anuppanna: not arisen II, 473 
Anuppannaifi sam ^attiiti uppadenti: 

generate the attainments which 
have no t yet arisen 1,159 

Anumqijantena: by considering II, 47 
Anuloma: adaptation 1,148 
Anuloma: positive 1,1 
Anuloma-paccanTya; positive-negative

I.19
Anuloma-paccanlyamhi nayi: in the 

positive-negative method 1,20 
Anussati; remembrance 1,142 
Ante ante: the end II, 559 
Apacayagami: leading to Nibbana

II, 290
Appapgha; not impinging II, 536 
Appamafta: incomparable II, 363 
Appamaparammapa: incomparable ob

ject II, 406 
Abyakata; indeterminate 1,4 
Abyakata pada: indeterminate section

1.14
Abhijjha; avarice 1,161 
Abhinha: supetknowledge 1,157 
Abhinnaih uppadeti: develops super

knowledge 1,157 
Abhinandati: delights in 1,142 
Ayaifi: this II, 47
Ayaifi ettha viseso: this is the differ

ence here II, 47 
Arahant: arahat 1,161 
Arahantaih jivita voropeti; kills an ara

hat 1,161
Arahantaghati-kammaih: killing an ara

hat 1,161 
Araha; arahat 1,143 
Aliya; noble persons 1,332 
Arupa: immaterial 1,5 
Arupino ^ a ro : immaterial nutriments

1,8
Arupino indriya; immaterial faculties 

1,9
Arupe: in the immaterial plane 1,43 
Alikhitesu; left out 1,136 
Avasesa: the rest; remaining 1,97 
Avicara: without sustained thought

n ,i
Avitakka: without applied thought II, 1

Avitakka-avicara; without applied
thought and sustained thought II, 2 

Avitakka-vicara: w ithout applied
thought bu t with sustained thought 
11,1

Avipaka: without resultant 1,180 
Asaifdcilitjha: not corrupt 1,503 
Asaiiikilesika: not corrupting 1,503 
Asaitikililjha-asathkilesika; not corrupt 

and not corrupting 1,503 
Asaifikililjha-saitikilesika: not corrupt 

bu t corrutping 1,503 
Asanna: non-percipient 1,27 
Asahhasatta: non-percipient beings

1,27
Asammuyhantena: without confusion

I.17
Asammohantena: w ithout confusion

II, 55
Assadeti; enjoys 1,142 
Asekkha: appertaining to  Arahatta 

II, 329 
Ahetu: rootless 1,39 
Ahetuka-patisandhikkhape: at the mo

ment o f rootless conception 1,39 
Ahetuka-vipaka: rootless-resultant

1,370
Akasanahcayatana: infinity of space

1,142
Akihcahhayatana: nothingness 1,142 
Agacchati: comes to II, 50 
Acayagami: leading to rebirth and 

death II. 290 
A cayag^ittika: triplet o f (state) lead

ing to rebirth and death II, 290 
Atapeti: torments 1,160 
Adiyati; takes the property of others

1,161
Apo-dhatu: cohesion element II, 536 
Ayatana: base 1,2 
Arabbha: taking (it) as object 1,2 
Arammafia-jhitena sabbattha; all those 

that include object 1,37 
Arammana-purejata; object-pre-

nascence 1,166 
Aramma^adhipati; object-predomi-

nance 1,146 
Aramma^Opanissaya: object-strong-

dependence 1,156 
Avajjana: advertence 1,143 
Ahara: nutriment 1,27 
Ahara-samujjhana; nutriment-pro

duced 1,27
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Itth-indriya: femininity-faculty II, 536 
Ida: here II, 288 
Idaih: this; it 1,137
Idaih nanattaili: this is the difference 

1,374
Idaih pi: this is also II, 217 
Idapi gapetabba: enumerate here also

1,380
Iddhividha-ha^a: knowledge of super

normal power 1,142 
Imassa kayassa: to this body 1,8 
Imani: all these 1,122 
Imani padani: all these sections 1,122 
Imina karafiena: by this means; in this 

way II, 121 
Ime: these 1,35

Utu: weather 1,7; temperature 1,27 
Utu-samulfhana: temperature-produced

1.27
Udahara^a: example II, 46 
Uddhacca: restlessness 1,142 
Uddhacca-sahagata: restlessness-accom

panied 1,38 
Uddhaccaih uppajjati: arises restless

ness 1,142 
Uddharitabba: extract II, 47 
Upadharetva: after investigation II, 288 
Upanissaya: by the strong-dependence 

of 1,157 
Upapatti: rebirth 1,338 
Upadana: clinging 1,429 
Upadaniya: favourable to clinging 1,429 
Upada-Tupa: derived matter 1,5 
Upadinna: acquired by clinging 1,429 
Upadinnattika: clinging triplet 1,429 
Upadinnupadaniya: acquired by cling

ing and favourable to clinging 1,429 
Upayena: by way o f 1,166 
Upekkha-sahagata: accompanied by in

difference II, 148 
Uposatha: observance 1,142 
Uposatha-kamma: duty of observance

1,142
Uposatha-kammaih katva: having ful- 

filled the duty of observance 1,142 
Uposatha-kammaih karoti: fulfils the 

duty of observance 1,157 
Uppajjati: arises 1,2 
Uppajjeya: (there) arise 1,13 
Uppanna: arisen II, 472 
Uppannattika: arisen triplet II, 472

Uppannaih samapi^anti: enter the
attainments which have arisen 1,159 

UppadT: bound to  arise II, 473 
Uppadeti: develops 1,157 
Uppadenti: generate 1,159

Eka: one 1,22
Ekamulaka: “by ones” as reference

1,13
EkavTsa: twenty-one II, 141 
EkavTsaka: by twenty-ones 1,66 
Ekasadisani: the same 1,138 
Ekagarika: only one house 1,161 
Ekagarikaih karoti: leaves behind only 

one house 1,161 
Ekadasa: eleven 1,217 
Ekadasaka: by elevens 1,54 
Ekaih mahabhutaih: one great primary

1,23
Ekaih khandhaih: one aggregate 1,22 
Ekaih khandhaih nissaya: supported by 

one aggregate 1,115 
Ekaih khandhaih paccaya: conditioned 

by one aggregate 1,77 
Ekaih khandhaih paficca: dependent on 

one aggregate 1,22 
Ekaih khandhaih saihsattho: conjoined 

with one aggregate 1,120 
Ekaih khandhaih sampayutto: associ

ated with one aggregate 1,138 
Ekaih khandham sahagato: conascent 

with one aggregate 1,73 
Ekunatiihsa: twenty-nine II, 145 
Ekekaih paccayaih: each condition

1,38
Ekekassa padassa: in each section 1,18 
Eko pahho: one question 1,136 
Etenupayena: in this way 1,136 
Ettha: here; in this place II, 47 
Evaih: thus; in the same way 1,55 
Evarh ga^etabbaih: enumerate thus; 

enumerate in the same way 1,75

Okkantikkha^e: at the moment o f con
ception 1,5

Kajatta rupa: kamma-produced matter
1,8

Katva: having done (fulfilled, etc.)
1,142

Kaba|ikaro ahaio: edible food 1,8 
Karoti: does (fulfils, etc.) 1,157 
Katuna: should be done 1,38
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Kamesu micchacata: unlawful inter
course with the other sex 1,161 

Kaya: body 1,2
Kaya-vihhafia-dhatu; body-conscious

ness element 1,2 
Kaya-vinhaua-sahagata: accompanied

by body-consciousness 1,319 
Kayayatana: body-base 1,6 
Kayika; bodily 1,160 
Kayika-dukkha: bodily pain 1,160 
Kayika-sukha: bodily happiness 1,160 
Kay-indriya: body-faculty 1,9 
Kihcikale: sometimes 1,5 
Kiriya: functional 1,8 
Kiriya-mano-vihhaiia-dhatu: functional 

mind-consciousness element 1,339 
Kiriya-samapatti: functional attainment 

1,164
Kiriyabyakata: functional indetermin

ate 1,8 
KiUllha: corrupt 1,502 
Kilesa: defilement; corruption 1,144 
Kusala: faultless 1,3
Kusala-citta-samahgissa: faultless mind 

of the other being 1,142 
Kusala-pada: faultless section 1,13 
Kusalattika; faultless triplet 1,22 
Kusalakusala-kamma: faultless and

faulty kamma 1,8 
Kusalakusala-pada: faultless and faulty 

section 1,15 
Kusalabyakata: faultless and indeter

minate 1,14 
Kusalabyakata-pada: faultless and in

determinate section 1,15 
Kusalakusalabyakata; faultless, faulty 

and indeterminate 1,15 
Kusalakusalabyakata-p^a; faultless, 

faulty and indeterminate section
1.15

Kusale niruddhe: when faultless (state) 
has ceased 1,143 

Kesaiici: some 1,6
Kosalla; knowledge; proficiency 1,159

Khandha: aggregate 1,22 
Khandhe paficca vatthu: dependent on 

aggregates, (arises) (heart-)base 1,23

Gacchati; goes to (other men’s wives)
1,161

Gacchantena: to be taken II, 39

Galana: numbers (of answers) 1,35 
Gapetabba: enumeration should be 

done 1,38 
Ga^hati: adopts 1,159 
Gandha: smell; odour 1,2 
Gandhayatana: odour-base 1,2 
Gamana: proceed II, 163 
GambhTra: profound 1,18 
Gam: esteemed 1,3
Garuih katva: taking as estimable ob

ject 1,3 
Gaheta: taken 11,471 
Gama: village 1,161
Gamaghata: one who plunders villages 

1,161
Gamaghataifi karoti: plunders villages 

1,161
Gotrabhu: change-of-lineage 1,142 
Gotrabhurti paccavekkhati: reviews

change-of-lineage 1,142

Ghapma: combinations 1,180 
Ghana: nose 1,2
Ghana-vihha^a-dhatu: nose-conscious- 

ness element 1,2 
Ghanayatana: nose-base 1,6 
Ghan-indriya: nose-faculty 1,9

Cakka: cycle 1,161
Cakkarii katabbaih: perform the cycle

1,162
Cakkaiti bandhitabbaih: bind the cycle

1,161
Cakkhayatana: eye-base 1,6 
Cakkhu: eye 1,2 
Cakkhu-ndriya: eye-faculty 1,9 
Cakkhu-vihnava-dhatu: eye-conscious

ness element 1,2 
Cakkhu-vihhai^a-sahagato eko khandho: 

one eye-consciousness-accompanied 
aggregate 1,410 

Catukka: by fours 1,49 
Catuttiihsa: thirty-four II, 145 
Catuttha-jhana: fourth jh ln a  1,158 
Catumulitka: “by fours” as reference

1.17
Catu-viiinajja-sahagata: four-fold con

sciousness-accompanied 1,323 
CatuvTsaka: by twenty-four 1,360 
CatuvTsati: twenty-four 1,501 
Cattari: four 1,97
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Cattaio khandha arupino: four imma
terial (i.e. mental) aggregates 1,5 

Cattaro mahabhuta: four great pri
maries 1,5 

Caga; generosity 1,157 
Citta: consciousness 1,2 
Citta-cetasika; consciousness and men

tal factors 1,2 
Citta-samuHhana: mind-produced 1,2 
Citta-samujlhanaifi riipaifi katatta ru- 

paiii upadarupaili: mind-produced 
and kamma-produced derived mat
ter 1,23

Citta-samu)thananaili rupanaifi: mind- 
produced matter 1,6 

Citta-sampayuttakanaifi dhammanaiti: 
states associated with consciousness
1.2

Cittldhipati: predominant conscious
ness 1,2

Cuti-citta: death-consciousness 1,338 
Cuddasa: fourteen 1,427 
Cuddasaka: by fourteens 1,63 
Cetana; volition 1,8 
Cetosika: mental factor 1,2 
Cetopariya-ha^a: knowledge of pene

tration into others’ minds 1,142

Cha: six 1,18 
Chakka: by sixes 1,218 
Chanda: desire 1,2 
Chanda-raga: lustful desire II, 212 
Chanda-sampayuttakanaih: associated

with desire 1,2 
Chandadhipati: predominant desire 1,2 
C h^ati: excluded II, 471 
Chindati: breaks into 1,161

Jappeti: arouses 1,159 
Janati: knows 1,143 
Jhrha: tongue 1,6 
Jhrhayatana: tongue-base 1,6 
Jivha-vihna^a-dhatu: tongue-conscious- 

ness element 1,2 
Jivh-indriya: tongue-faculty 1,9 
JTvita; life 1,161 
JTvitam voropeti: kills 1,161 
JTvit-indriya: life-faculty 1,171

Jhanaih uppadeti: develops jhana 1,157 
Jhanaifi paccavekkhati: reviews jhana

1,142

J h a n a h ^ i:  jhana factors 1,9 
Jhana vuj}hahitva: having emerged 

from jhana 1,142 
Jhane parihTne: when jhana has dis

appeared 1,143

Natva: after knowing II, 187 
Napa: knowledge 1,142

Thatva: after having stood at 1,162 
Thapetva: excluding 1,97 
Thana: correct conclusion 1,159 
Thana)hana-kosalla: knowledge of cor

rect and faulty conclusion 1,159 
'Pianesu: in places II, 47 
Thitena: include 1,37; make it 1,135; 

taken with 1,136

Taifi garuih katva: taking it as estim
able object 1,147 

Taih garuifi katva; (one) esteems it
1,146

Taift ganuh katva paccavekkhati: (one) 
esteems and reviews it 1,146 

Tarii yeva gamana: this proceeds in the 
same way II, 515 

Taih rupaifi: that matter 1,6 
Taih-samuIJhananah ca rupanaih: to 

the matter produced thereby 1,2 
Taifi-sampayuttakanan ca dhammanaih;

to its associated states 1,2 
Tatiya-jhana: third jhana 1,158 
Tathagatassa lohitaih uppadeti: draws 

blood from the body of a Buddha
1,161 

Tayo; three 1,22
Tayo khandha: three aggregates 1,22 
Tadarammapata: as registering (con

sciousness) 1,143 
Tassa pafighatatthaya; to counteract it

1,162
Tasseva: this; the same II, 398 
Tani yeva: in just the same way II, 163 
Ttrtisa: thirty II, 146 
Tika: triplet 1,1; by threes 1,36 
Tikarti tikan ca: triplets-triplets 1,18 
Tikaih dukah ca: triplets-couplets 1,18 
Tikah ca pa}jhanavaraih: excellent and 

supreme are the pajjhana triplets
1,18

Tippannaiii khandhanaih: three aggre
gates 1,150
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Titthati: stands 1,161 
Timulaka: “by threes” as reference

1,18
Tividharupa saftgahena: include three 

kinds of matter II, 553 
Tisso Pahha: three questions II, 400 
TIoi: three 1,30 
Te te dhamma: those states 1,2 
Tettiifisa: thirty-three II, 43 
Terasa: thirteen 1,180 
Terasaka: by thirteens 1,36 
TevTsa: twenty-three 1,497 
TevTsaka: by twenty-threes 1,55 
TevTsati: twenty-three 1,19 
Tesaih tesaifi dhammanaih; to  those 

states 1,2

Datva; after having offered 1,142 
Dasa: ten 1,241 
Dasaka: by tens 1,219 
Dassana: seeing; First Path II, 177 
Dassanena pahatabba: eradicated by 

First Path II, 177 
Dassanena pahatabbattika: triplet of 

(state) eradicated by First Path 
II, 177

Dassanena pahatabbahetuka: together 
with root eradicated by First Path 
II, 223

Dassanena pahatabbahetukattika: trip
let of (state) together with root 
eradicated by First Path II, 223 

Dassita: shown above II, 326 
Dassita-nayena; by the method shown 

above II, 326 
Dassetabbo: to  be taken II, 39 
Dana: offering 1,142 
Danaih datva: after having offered the 

offering 1,142 
Danaih deti: (one) offers the offering

1,157 
Dara: wives 1,161 
Di)thi: wrong views 1,142 
Dijthi uppajjati: arises wrong views

1,142
Dijjhiifi: in wrong views 1,147 
Dijthiih ga^hati: adopts wrong views

1,159
Dibba-cakkhu: Divine-eye 1,146 
Dibba-sota-dhatu: Divine-ear element

1,146
Dibbayasota-dhatuya: by the power 

of Divine-ear element 1,146

Dibbena-cakkhuna: by the power of 
Divine-eye 1,146 

DTpetabba: make clear II, 96 
DTpetabbo: clearly shoivn II, 161 
Duka: by twos 1,35 
Dukaih tikaii ca: coupUts-triplets 1,18 
Dukaih dukan ca: couplets-couplets

1,18
Dukuttamaih: supreme are the coup

lets 1,18 
Dukkha: suffering 1,143 
Dukkhato: into the suffering 1,143 
Dukkha-sahagataih kaya-viiiiia9aih: 

pain-accompanied body-conscious
ness 1,319 

Dukkhaih paccanubhoti: experiences 
the suffering 1,160 

Dukkhaya vedanaya sampayutta: asso
ciated with painful feeling 1,318 

Dujjhena cittena: with evil intent
1,161

Dutiya-jhana: second jhana 1,158
Dumulaka: “by twos” as reference 1,17
Deti: offers 1 ,162
Domanassa: grief 1,142
Dosa: hate 1,161
Dvadasa: twelve 1,427
Dvadasaka: by twelves 1,36
Dve: two 1,22
Dve khandha: two aggregates 1,22 
Dve mahabhuta: two great primaries

1,23

Dhamma: states 1,2 
Dhammanaih: to  states 1,2 
Dhammo: state 1,141 
Dhammassa: to state 1,141 
Dhammappajisambhida: analytical

knowledge of dhamma 1,159 
Dhammanuloma: state: positive 1,1 
Dhatu: element 1,2

Na: not 1,19
Na katabba: not to be done 1,342 
Natthi: nil; none 1,37 
Na labbhati: not obtained 1,341 
Na likhita: not given II, 289 
Naya: method 1,18 
Nava: nine 1,35 
Navaka: by nine 1,129 
Nanatta: difference 1,374 
Nanakarafiaih: different only with

1,137; is the only difference II, 515
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NanakkhaQika; asynchronous 1,168 
Nama: term 1,76; mentality 1,5 
Nama-rupa: mentality-materiality 1,5 
Nigama: maiket-town 1,161 
Nigamaghatarii karoti: plunders mailcet- 

towns 1,161 
Nifthana-pada: last section II, 542 
Niflhitarti: end 1,317 
Niddisitabbaiti: point out II, 379 
Ninnanaih: not different II, 52 
Ninnana kara^aih: no difference II, 506 
Niyata: fixed destiny 1,162 
Niyata-micchadilthi: wrong views with 

fixed destiny 1,162 
Niyametsibba: remember (to take) 

11,119 
Nirutti: language 1,159 
Niruttipafisambhida: analytical knowl

edge of language 1,159 
Niruddhe: has ceased 1,143 
Nirodha: Extinction 1,150 
Nirodha vu)}hahantassa: having

emerged from the attainment of 
Extinction 1,150 

NiUopaih harati: plunders the property 
o f others 1,161 

Nissaya-vara: supported chapter 1,115 
Nissaya: suppo rt^  by 1,115 
Nevadassanena nabhavanayapahatabba: 

eradicated neither by First Path nor 
by Higher 3 Paths II, 177 

Nevadassanena nabhavanaya pahatab- 
bahetuka: together with root eradi
cated neither by First Path nor by 
Higher 3 Paths II, 223 

Nevavipaka-navipaka-dhamma: neither 
resultant nor producing resultant 
state 1,363 

Nevasanfia-nasahhayatana: neither-per- 
ception-nor-non-perception 1,142 

Nevasekkha-nasekkha: appertaining nei
ther to  Learners nor to  Arahatta 
II, 329

Nevacayagami-napacayagami: leading
neiAer to  rebirth and death nor to 
Nibbana II, 290

Pakati: natural 1,157 
Pakatupanlssaya: natural strong-depen

dence 1,157 
PakiQ^aka: miscellaneous 1,183 
Paki^Vaka-ghalana: miscellaneous com

binations 1,183

PaccanTya: negative 1,18 
PaccanTya-gavana: negative enumera

tion 1,234 
PaccanTyamhi naya: in the negative 

method 1,19 
PaccanTyanuloma: negative-positive

1,21
PaccanTyuddhara: selection of the con

ditions for negative 1,216 
Paccanubhoti: experiences 1,160 
Paccayaniddesa: analytical exposition 

of the conditions 1,2 
Paccaya-paccanlya: conditions: nega

tive 1,18
Paccaya-paccanTyanuloma: conditions: 

negative-positive 1,21 
Paccaya-vara: conditioned chapter 1,77 
Paccaya: conditioned by 1,77 
Paccayanuloma: conditions: positive

I,13
Paccayanuloma-paccanTya: conditions: 

positive-negative 1,19 
Paccayuddesa: enumeration of the con

ditions 1,1 
Paccayena: by condition 1,141 
Paccayena paccayo: related by condi

tion 1,141 
Paccavekkhati: reviews 1,142 
Paccuppanna: present II, 480 
Paccuppannarammapa: present object

II. 487 
Paccha: after II, 510
Pacchajata citta cetasika: postnascent 

consciousness and mental factors
1,8

Pacchimanaih pacchimanaih: subse
quent 1,3 

Pahca: five 1,48 
Pancaka: by fives 1,59 
Pahcatiitisa: thirty-five II, 145 
Pancama: fifth 1,342 
Pancamulaka: “by fives” as reference

1,18
Paiica-vinhapa: five-fold consciousness 

1,46
Pafica-vinhapa-sahagata: five-fold con

sciousness-accompanied 1,46 
PancavTsa: twenty-five II, 141 
Panna: wisdom 1,157 
Panhaih upanissaya: by the strong- 

dependence of wisdom 1,157 
Panha: questions 1,37 
Pafiha-vara: investigation chapter 1,141
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Pajicca: dependent on 1,13 
Paticca-vara; dependent chapter 1,22 
Pajicca-vara-gapana: enumeration of

dependent chapter 1,75 
Pafi^atatthaya: to  counteract 1,162 
Patibhanappajisambhida: analytical

knowlklge of the above three, i.e. 
o f meaning, dhamma and language
1.159

Pajisandhi katabba: conception ought 
to be done 1,418 

Pajisandhikkhape; at the moment of 
conception 1,23 

Pajisambhida: analytical knowledge
1.159

Pafuppanna: present 1,10 
Pajhama: first 11, 46 
Pathama-udaharape; in the first ex

amples II, 46 
Palhama-gamana-sadisaih: proceeds in 

the same way as the first II, 566 
Pajhama-jhana: first jhana 1,158 
Pafhamassa jhanassa parikammaiti; the 

preparation for first jhana 1,157 
Pajhamassa maggassa parikammaih: the 

preparation for first Path 1,158 
Patthana; conditional relations 1,1 
PapTta: exalted 11,424 
Patthana: wish 1,159 
Patthanaih upanissaya: by the strong- 

dependence of wish 1,161 
Patthayamano: wishing for II, 476 
Pada: section 1,13 
Pannarasa: fifteen 1,217 
Pannarasaka: by fifteens 1,72 
Para: other II, 212
Paradaraih gacchati: goes to other men’s 

wives 1,161 
Parapariggiihe chanda-rago: lustful de

sire for other’s possession II, 212 
Parabhap^e chanda-rago: lustful desire 

for other’s property II, 212 
Paramasantassa: misapprehended 11,438 
Parikamma; preparation 1,157 
Pariggaha: possession II, 212 
Paritapeti: tortures (oneselO fully 1,160 
Paritta: limited II, 362 
Parittattika: limited triplet II, 362 
Parlttarammapa: limited object II, 406 
Parittarammapattika: limited object 

triplet II, 406 
Paripanthe: at the junction of high

ways 1,160

Paripanthe tiffhati: stands (lies in wait) 
at the junction of highways 1,160 

Paripuppaih; complete 1,95 
Paripuppaih katabbarii: do completely 

II, 50
Pariyijlhi-mulaka: caused by searching

1,160
Pariyosana-pada; final section II, 542 
ParihTne; has disappeared 1,143 
Paro: the other person II, 513 
Palapati: babbles 1,161 
Pavatti: during life II, 46 
Passati: sees 1,145 
Passitva; after looking II, 171 
Pahatabba: eradicate II, 177; exclude, 

leave out II, 278 
PahTne kilese; eradicated defilements

I,144
Pakata: clear II, 289
Papa: living being 1,161
Papaih hanati: kills a living being 1,161
Papatipata: killing 1,161
Paliyaih katabbaiti: fill in the text

II, 288
Pita: father 1,161
Pitaraiti JTvita voropeti: commits patri

cide 1,161 
Pitughati-kamma: patricide 1,162 
Pisupa-vaca; slander 1,161 
Pisupaih bhapati: slanders 1,161 
PTti: rapture II, 146 
PTtittika: rapture triplet II, 146 
PTti-sahagata: accompanied by rapture 

II, 146
Puccha-vara: question chapter 1,13 
Puggala: person 1,7 
Puthujjana: common worldling 1,142 
Puna ekavTsaka: again— by twenty-one 

1,220 
Pubbe: past 1,142 
Pubbenivasa: past existence 1,142 
Pubbenivasanussati-hapa; knowledge of 

remembrance of past existences
1.142

Pubbe samudacippe kilese: defilements 
addicted to before 1,144 

Pubbe sucippani: formerly well done
1.142

Purima purima: preceding 1,3 
Purisa: male II, 561
Puris-indriya: masculinity-faculty II, 561 
Purejatassa imassa kayassa: to this pre- 

nascentbody 1,8
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Pekkhitabba: see II, 289

Phaiusa: rude, harsh 1,161 
Pharusa-vaca: rude speech 1,161 
Pharusaifi bha^ati: uses rude speech

1,161
Phala: Fruition 1,144 
Phala-samapattl; attainment of Fruition

I,149
Photlabba: tangible object 1,145 
Photjabbayatana: tangible object-base

1.2

Bandhitabba: bind 1,161 
Baliiddha: external II, 503 
Bahiddharamma^a; external object

II, 524
BavTsa: twenty-two II, 43 
BIvTsaka: by twenty-two 1,36 
BavTsati: twenty-two 1,501 
Bahira; external 1,27 
Bahiraih ekaih mahabhutaih: one exter

nal great primary 1,27 
Byahjana: figure II, 289 
Byahjanena na samenti: figures do not 

agree II, 289 
Byapada. ill-wiU 1,161

Bhapati: speaks 1,161 
Bha^da: property II, 212 
Bhavahga: life-continuum 1,149 
Bhavana: keeping-in-being. Higher 3 

Paths II, 177 
Bhavanaya pahatabba: eradicated by 

Higher 3 Paths II, 177 
Bhavanaya pahatabbahetuka: together 

with root eradicated by Higher 3 
Paths II, 223 

Bhindati: causes schism 1,161 
Bhojana: food 1,7

Maggaih upanissaya: by the strong- 
dependence of the Path 1,159 

M agg^  uppadeti: develops Path
I,157

Maggaih paccavekkhati: reviews the 
" Path 1,142
Maggahgani: Path factors 1,9 
Maggahetuka: conditioned by the Path

II,452
Maggadhipati: dominated by the Path

11,451
Maggarammiqja: Path object II, 451

Maggarammanattika: Path object triplet
11,451

Magga vufjhahitva: having emerged 
from Path 1,142 

M ^him a: medium II, 423 
Mano-dhatu: mind-element 1,2 
Mano-vinhlda-dhatu: mind-conscious- 

ness element 1,2 
Mahaggata: lofty II, 363 
Mahaggatarammana: lo ftyobjectll,406 
Mahabhuta: great primaries 1,5 
Mata: mother 1,161
MataraihjTvitavoropeti: commits matri

cide 1,161
Matika: matrix; table of contents II, 5 21 
Matughati-kamma: matricide 1,161 
Mana: conceit 1,159 
Manaihjappeti: arouses conceit 1,159 
Micchatta: wrong views II, 424 
Micchattaniyata: fixed destiny due to 

wrong views II, 424 
Micchattaniyatatt&a: triplet o f (state) 

with fixed destiny due to wrong 
views II, 424 

Miccha: wrong 1,161 
Miccha-diljhi: wrong views 1,161 
Missaka: mixed 1,183 
Missaka-gha}ana: mixed combinations 

1,183
Missagataih: mixed II, 288
Musa bha^ati: speaks untruth 1,161
Musa-vada: lying 1,161
Mula: reference 1,35
Meva: only II, 152
Moha: delusion 1,38

Yaih yaih dhammaih arabbha: taking 
any state as object 1,2 

Yaih yaih dhammaih garuih katva: 
taking any state as estimable object 
1.3

Yaih rupaih nissaya: depending on this 
matter (Le. heart-base) 1,6 

Yatha: just as, like 1,16; according to
1.142

Yathakamma: accoiding to one’s kam
ma 1,142

Yathakammupaga-ha;ia: knowledge of 
rebirths according to one’s kamma
1.142

Yatha-pajicca-naye: as in the method 
of “Dependent”  Chapter II, 48 

Yava: up to 1,65
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Ye ye dhamma uppajjanti: these states 
arise 1,2 

Yeva: only II, 47; just II, 141 
Yeva gamanarii; proceeds in the same 

way II, 515

Rasa: taste 1,145 
Rasayatana: taste-base 1,2 
Raga: lust 1,142 
Rago uppajjati: arises lust 1,142 
Ruhira: blood 1,161 
Ruhiruppada-kamma: wounding a Bud

dha 1,161
Riipa: matter, materiality 1,6; visible 

object 1,145 
Rupaifi passati: sees the visible object 

1,145
Rupaih yeva: materiality only II, 50 
Rupa-jTvit-indriya: physical life-faculty 

1,9
Rupayatana: visible object-base 1,2 
Rupino dhamma: material states 1,5

Labbhati: obtained 1,341 
Likhita: given II, 289 
Lohita: blood 1,161 
Lohitaiti uppadeti: draws blood 1,161

Vattanti: arise 1,6 
Vatthu: base 1,23
Vatthu-purejata: base-prenascence

1,166
Vatthuifi pajicca khandha: dependent 

on (heart-)base, (arise) aggregates
I,23

Vappa: colour II, 476 
Vanpa-sampada: fullness of colour

II,476
Vara: excellent, supreme 1,18 
Vica: speech 1,161
Vacana-maggena: by way of recitation

1,16
Vara: chapter 1,22
Vikkhambhite: uneradicated/suppressed

1,144
Vikkhambhite kilese: uneradicated/sup

pressed defilements 1,144 
Vicara: sustained thought II, 3 
Vicikiccha: doubt 1,142 
Vicikiccha uppajjati: arises doubt 1,142 
Vicikiccha-sahagata: doubt-accompa

nied 1,38 
Vihhapa: consciousness 1,2

Vihhapa-dhatu: consciousness element
1,2

Virihaparicayatana: infinity of con
sciousness 1,142 

Vitakka: applied thought II, 3 
Vitakkattika: applied thought triplet 

II, 1
Vittharito: has been fully expanded 

1,16
Vittharetabba: should be expanded

1,16
Vittharena: in detail II, 152 
Vipassati: practises insight 1,143 
Vipassanaili uppadeti: develops insight

1,157
V ip^a : resultant 1,362 
Vipakattika: resultant triplet 1,362 
Vipakadhamma-dhammaih: state pro

ducing resultant state 1,362 
Vipaka-mano-dhatu: resultant mind- 

element 1,339 
Vipaka-mano-virihapa-dhatu: resultant 

mind-consciousness element 1,339 
Vipaka cattaro khandha: four resultant 

aggregates 1,8 
V ipak^yakata: resultant indetermin

ate 1,23
Vipako tadarammapata uppajjati: re

sultant (state) arises as registering
1,143

Vippajisarissa: regrets 1,143 
Vibhariga-vara: classification chapter

1,22
Vibhajitabba: classify 1,504 
Vibhatta: as classified 1,504 
Visesa: difference 11,47 
Visuifi ghafana natthi: no separate 

combination II, 269 
VTmaifisa: investigating-wisdom 1,2 
VTmaifisa-sampayuttakanarii: associated 

with investigating-wisdom 1,2 
VTmariisadhipati: predominant investi

gating-wisdom 1,2 
VTriya: effort 1,2
VTriya sampayuttakanaifi: associated 

with effort 1,2 
VTriyadhipati: predominant effort 1,2 
VTsaka: by twenty 1,49 
VTsati: twenty 1,501 
Vufjhana: emergence 1,149 
Vufjhahantassa (nirodha): having

emerged/emerging from (the attain
ment of Extinction) 1,149
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Vutjhahitva; having emerged from
1,142

Vedana: feeling 1,318 
Vedanatt&a: feeling triplet 1,318 
Vodana: purification 1,142 
Vodanaih paccavekkhati: reviews puri

fication 1,142 
Voropeti: commits 1,161

SaitikiliHha: corrupt 1,502 
Saihkilitfhattika: corrupt triplet 1,502 
Saifikilitjha-saihkilesika: corrupt and 

corrupting 1,502 
Saihkilesika: corrupting 1,502 
Saihkhitta: abbreviated 1,17 
Saihghaih bhindati: causes schism in 

the Sarigha 1,161 
Saiftghabheda-kamma: causing schism 

in the Sartgha 1,161 
Sartisatlha-vara: conjoined chapter

1,120
Saihsajjho: conjoined with 1,120 
Saihsayo: doubt II, 289 
Saindriya: with faculty 1,220 
Saka: one’s own II, 212 
Saka-pariggahe chanda-rago: lustful de

sire for one’s own possession II, 212 
Saka-bhafi4e chanda-rago: lustfuldesire 

for one’s own property II, 212 
SaAkhara: formations 1,159 
Sankhya-vara: enumeration chapter

1,35
SaAgahena: include II, 553 
Sajjhaya: recitation 1,35 
Sajjhayantena: for recitation 1,35 
S4jhaya-maggena: according to the 

way of recital II, 14 
Sajjhaya-maggena gaQitaifi: enumerate 

according to the way for recital
1,380

Sanna: perception 1,142 
Satta: seven 1,48 
Sattaka; by sevens 1,65 
Sattatiihsa: thirty-seven II, 26 
Sattarasa: seventeen 1,91 
Sattarasaka: by seventeens 1,220 
SattavTsa: twenty-seven II, 145 
Sadisa: same as, like 1,25 
Sadda: sound 1,145 
Saddarti supati: hears the sound 1,145 
Saddayatana: sound-base 1,2 
Saddhaih upanissaya: by the strong- 

dependence of confidence 1,157

Saddha: confidence 1,157 
Saddha-pancamakesu: in the confi

dence group of five 1,342 
Sanidassana: visible II, 535 
Sanidassana-sappajigha: both visible 

and impinging II, 535 
Sanidassana-sappajighattika: visible and 

impinging triplet II, 535 
Sandhi: house 1,161 
Sandhiih chindati: breaks into a house

1,161
Sappajigha: impinging II, 535 
Sabbattha: all 1,37 
Sabbattha ekaih: all one 1,50 
Sabbamulaka: “by aU conditions” as 

reference 1,17 
Sabbani padani: all sections 1,121 
Sabbani padani vibhajitabbani: all sec

tions should be classified 1,398 
Sabbe dhamma: all states 1,2 
Sabhaga: common 1,180 
Samanantara-niruddha: just ceased in 

contiguity 1,10 
Samanantara-vigata: just disappeared in 

contiguity 1,11 
Samanantara: in contiguity with 1,5 
Sam ^iyati: undertakes 1,157 
Samadiyitva: having undertaken 1,142 
Samapiyjanti: enter the attainments

1,159
Samapatti: attainment 1,149 
Samapattiih uppadeti: develops attain

ment 1,157 
Samujjhana: produced 1,2 
Samudacipne kilese: defilements ad

dicted to 1,144 
Sameti: agree II, 289 
Sampayutta: associated with 1,2 
Sampayutta-vara: associated chapter 

1,138
Sampayuttena cittena: with the mind 

associated with 1,332 
Sampayutto: associated with 1,138 
Sampunna: in full II, 49 
Sampha: foolishness 1,161 
Samphaih palapati: babbles foolishly

1,161
Samphappalapa: foolish babble 1,161 
Sammatta: right views II, 425 
Sammattaniyata: fixed destiny due to 

right views II, 425 
Sammoha: confusion II, 55 
Savitakka: with applied thought II, 1
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Savitakka-saviclra: with applied thought 
and sustained thought II, 1 

Savicara: with sustained thought II, 1 
Savipaka: with resultant I,SS 
Saha gacchantena; to  be taken with 

II, 39
Sahsgata-ghalana: conascence combina

tions 1,186 
Sahajata-vara: conascent chapter 1,73 
Sahajatadhipati: conascence-predomi- 

nance 1,146 
Sah^ato; conascent with 1,73 
Sadhukarfi: thoroughly II, 553 
Samanna; ordinary 1,180 
Samahna-gha(ana: ordinary combina

tions 1,180 
Sasevana: with repetition 1,55 
Siya: may 1,13 
STla: precept 1,142
STlaih samadiyati: undertakes the pre

cept 1,157 
STlaifi samadiyitva: having undertaken 

the precept 1,142 
Sukha; pleasant 1,318; pleasure 1,323 
Sukha-sahagata: accompanied by plea

sure II, 147 
Sukha-sahagata-kaya-viflflapa; pleasure- 

accompanied body-consciousness 
1,323

Sukhaya vedanaya sampayutta: associ
ated with pleasant feeling 1,318 

SugambhTra ti: are profound 1,18 
Sucippani: well done 1,142 
Supati: hears 1,145 
Suta: learning 1,157

Suddha: by ones 1,35 
Suddhikaih arupaih: purely immaterial 

(plane) II, 39 
Sekkha: appertaining to learners II, 329 
Sekkhattika: learners triplet II, 329 
Sekkha: learners 1,142 
Sekkha va puthujjana va; learners or 

common worldlings 1,142 
Senasana: lodging-place 1,7 
Sota; ear 1,6
Sota-dhatu: ear element 1,146 
Sota-vihhapa-dhatu: ear-consciousness 

element 1,2 
Sotayatana; ear-base 1,6 
Sot-indriya: ear-faculty 1,9 
So|asa; sixteen 1,427 
Soiasaka: by sixteens 1,220

Hanati: kiUs 1,161 
Hantva: after having kilied 1,162 
Harati: plunders 1,161 
Haritva: after having plundered 1,162 
HTna: low II, 423 
HTnattika: low triplet II, 423 
Hetu-paccaya arammape: with root 

condition and object 1,35 
Hetu-paccayena paccayo: related by 

root condition 1,2 
Hetu-sampayuttakanaih dhammanaih: 

to the states associated with roots
1.2

Hetuya nava: with too t 9 1,35 
Hetu: roots 1,2 
Honti: are 1,65



APPENDIX

COMBINATIONS

With regard to the combinations which have to be given in detail, 
Guide to C.R., Part III, which treats of them in this manner, is under 
preparation. Therefore it will be difficult to understand what is now 
given briefly by means of charts. The Faultless Triplet is taken as 
example so that, based on what is given here, the combinations in the 
other Triplets can be understood. If the combinations are understood 
the commons can be found from them. On the other hand, if the com
mons are understood the combinations can be found from them. The 
combinations in the Faultless Triplet will now be examined.

Ch a r t  a

MIXED COMBINATION (MISSAKA-GHATANA) 39 

1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11

£ 0 , ¾ .  (2 I -g.
I  o o - o  g , S ° e . 2 ^ 8 a j 5■« •> * o * r Q .  _  *3 so

I 1 1 l i  if  p  2 i s-1 if ̂  11 i I 1O CT- •’f o o  « u  Se- o «  ■» « o «  « o  O «  H
1. Pd ♦♦ ’• 3

2. Dp ” •’ 6

3. Nu 1

4. Fa ’■ 3

S.Dss ” " •• 4

6.PS ..................... ” >• ” •• ” ” 11

7.N.D. ” ” ” •> ” ” ” ” 11

Enu 13 13 8 8 7 7 7 5 5 4 3 (39)

♦See chart 11(B) facing p. Ixiv in Intr. to C.R. I 
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Note. The combinations can be easily explained by dealing with 
them in the following order: Mixed, Miscellaneous and Conascence 
taking all the conditions concerned in each case. But in the text, where 
the conditions are taken in the usual order, the combination or combi
nations are dealt with under each condition. So once these combinations 
are known they can then be taken according to the text.

A Short Explanation of the Chart 
Headings

1. 9 Kinds o f  Presence. For these see Ps in Chart 11(A) given in Intr. to 
C.R. I, p. liii. They represent the conditioning and conditioned states of 
presence condition.
2 .4  Kinds o f  Dependence. For these see Dp in the chart.
3. Predominance and presence are common.
4. Predominance and dependence are common.
5. See the nutriment (nu) heading in the chart.
6. See the faculty (fa) heading in the chart.
7. Dependence and faculty are common.
8. As in the dissociation (dss) heading.
9. Dependence and dissociation are common.

10. Predominance and dissociation are common.
11. Faculty and dissociation are common.

How they are common and how the combinations are obtained is 
given fully in Guide to C.R., Part 111.
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How to Read Chart A
It will be seen from the chart that in mixed combination there are 

only 7 conditions. Why only these 7 conditions, taken in that serial 
order, are chosen is explained in Guide to C.R., Part III.

When the “ditto” signs under the headings against predominance and 
the other conditions are read off, i.e. when the chart is read horizontally, 
it will be found that predominance has 3 mixed combinations, depen
dence has 6 and so on and that there is a total of 39 mixed combinations.

When the chart is read off vertically it gives the conditions contained 
in that particular mixed combination and also the enumeration.

These mixed combinations may be compared with those given for 
the 7 conditions in the following items (in brackets) under each of 
them in C.R. I. These are: 3 for predominance (447); 6 for dependence 
(462); 1 for nutriment (479); 3 for faculty (485); 4 for dissociation 
(512); 11 for presence (516); 11 for non-disappearance (524).

The 7 conditions and their 39 mixed combinations of the Faultless 
Triplet are all contained under one Une of headings in the chart and 
when those for the 22 Triplets are dealt with they will be given under 
the same line of headings. This is the method by which the enumera
tions of the Triplets concerned can be determined. Then, based on this 
method, one can draw up detailed charts for each of the other Triplets.

How the Commons are Obtained from the Combinations (in brief)
How the commons are obtained from the combinations will now be 

dealt with briefly. When dealing with the headings of the chart it was 
shown under headings Nos. 3, 4 ,7 , 9, 10 and 11 how the commons are 
obtained from the combinations. As for the other headings. No. 1 
shows that presence and non-disappearance are common; No. 2 that 
dependence, presence and non-disappearance are common; No. 5 that 
nutriment and presence are common (when presence is mentioned non
disappearance is also included); No. 6 that faculty and presence are 
common; No. 8 that dissociation and presence are common. The com
mon conditioning and conditioned states of the common conditions 
concerned have to be selected to determine the enumerations. The 
single enumerations of the conditions are given in Charts II (B)-(H) 
facing p. Ixiv in the Intr. to C.R. I.

The Miscellaneous combination chart that follows will be dealt with 
in a similar way.
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Miscellaneous Combination (Pakinnaka-Ghatana) 64 

Chart B

The chart contains all the enumerations and common conditions 
which were provided in Charts II (B)-(H) referred to above. The con
ditioning and conditioned states ^ven there must be known. The only 
special thing here is heading No. 2 where there are two conditions. The 
enumeration for both object-prenascence and base-prenascence is 3. 
Object-prenascence has 4 common conditions and base-prenascence has 
5 common conditions. But when the common of these conditions are 
taken there are only 3 as given in the chart.

Comparison with C.R. I
The Miscellaneous combinations of the conditions read off by read

ing the chart vertically can be compared with those given for the 16 
conditions in the following items (in brackets) under each of them in 
C.R. I. These are; (1) 5 for object (445); (2) 3 for predominance (448);
(3) 3 for proximity (454); (4) 3 for contiguity (456); (5) 4 for depen
dence (463); (6) 7 for strong-dependence (466); (7) 7 for prenascence 
(468); (8) 1 for postnascence (470); (9) 1 for repetition (472); (10) 2 
for kamma (474) ,(11) 1 for faculty (486); (12) 5 for dissociation (513); 
(13) 8 for presence (517); (14) 3 for absence (520); (15) 3 for dis
appearance (522); (16) 8 for non-disappearance (525).

The method of finding the commons should be known by now. With 
the commons only 2 conditions are taken but with the combinations 
all that are possible.

The above 16 conditions must be noted. Here the 64 miscellaneous 
combinations of the Faultless Triplet are worked out under one line of 
headings. Those of the 22 Triplets will also be given under the same 
line of headings.
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Ch a r t  B

MISCELLANEOUS COMBINATION (PAKINNAKA-GHATANA) 64 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Conditions I l s

Appendix 585

1 Ob ” ” ...................  5

2 Pd ” ” 3

3 Px ” ”  ”  3

4 Ct *% »4 *4 ^

5 Dp . .  , .  ^

6 S.D.

7 Pin ” ” ”  ” ” ” 7

8 Pon 1

9 Rp 1

10 Kam 44 44 2

11 Fa 1

12 Dss ” ” 5

13 Ps ” ” ”

14 Ab ” ” ”  3

15 Dsp ” ” ” 3

16 N.D. ” ” ” ” ” ” ” 8

Enu 3 3 3 7 3 3 1 1 1 7 3 2 1 (64)



Conascence Combinations

Major and Medium Conascence Combination 57 
(Maha-Catukka-, Majjhima-Catukka-GhatanS)

Chart C

Here conascence, mutuality, association, conascence-dissociation and 
resultant represent their single enumerations.
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CHART C

MAJOR AND MEDIUM CONASCENCE COMBINATION 57 
(Ma h A-Ca t t u k k a -, Ma j j h i m a -c a t u k k a -Gh a t a n A)

Without resultant 5 With resultant 5

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Conditions Cn Mu Ass Cn- Mu- Rs Rs- Rs- Rs- Rs-mu Total
dss dss mu ass dss dss

1 Cn >* >» ” ” ” ” ♦ f >’ ” 10

2 Mu *» *♦ •• >> »» 6

3 Dp 10

4 Rs 5

5 Ass ” " 2

6 Dss ” ” 4

7 Ps 10

8 N.D. 10

Enu 9 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 (57)

Without Resultant 5. In heading No. 5 mutuality-dissociation shows 
that mutuality and conascence-dissociation are common. Their condi
tioning states are 4 mental aggregates and (heart-)base at the moment of 
conception in five-aggregate planes and their conditioned states are 4 
mental aggregates and (heart-)base (mutually). They are given in mutu
ality (c) and conascence-dissociation (b) in Chart 11 (D) in Intr. to C.R. 1 
already referred to. The enumeration for each of them is 1.

With Resultant 5. In heading No. 2 resultant-mutuality shows that



resultant and mutuality are common; No. 3 resultant-association that 
resultant and association are common;No. 4 resultant-dissociation that 
resultant and dissociation are common; No. 5 resultant-mutuality- 
dissociation shows that these 3 conditions are common. For the latter 
the common states are the single enumeration given for resultant condi
tion (b) in Chart II (D) referred to above. As for the commons given 
above they can be found from the single enumerations in the same chart.

The 57 combinations are included under one line of headings and 
those of the 22 Triplets will also be given under the same line of headings.

Comparison with C.R. I
The combinations of the conditions read off by reading the chart 

vertically can be compared with those given for the 8 conditions in the 
following items (in brackets) under each of them in C.R. I. These are: 
(1) 10 conascence combinations (458); (2) 6 mutuality combinations 
(460); (3) 10 dependence combinations (464)-,(4) 5 resultant combina
tions (477); (5) 2 association combinations (510); (6) 4 dissociation 
combinations (514); (7) 10 presence combinations (518); (8) 10 non
disappearance combinations (526).

Minor Conascence Combination 255 
(Khuddaka-Sahajata-Ghatana)

Chart D (pp. 588-9)

A Short Explanation of Chart D

Chart D (i) on p. 588 gives the conditioning states and Chart D (ii) on 
p. 589 the conditioned states. Root and the rest of the 5 conditions, 
shown with asterisks, are ordinary combinations given as item 1. Here 
only 1 condition each has to be taken. As for item 2 and the others, 2 
conditions have to be taken when there are 2 of them and 3 conditions 
when there are 3 and so on.

Enumerations. The enumerations for items 1-10 are always 7, 3, 3, 
3 respectively for the 4 combinations without resultant and always 1 
each for the 5 combinations with resultant. The conditioning and con- 

'ditioned states of root and the rest of the 5 conditions are those given 
in the Single Enumeration charts in Intr. to C.R. 1 so often referred to. 
As for items 2-10, where there are 16 conditioning states, the condi
tions to be taken are those shown against them in the chart. Except for
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Ch a r t  D ( ii )

CONDITIONED STATES

Appendix 589

Associated ^ ^ u c e d  Rebirth kamma Additional
a g g r^ te s  produced matter Conditions

1 ” ” ” Major 4 7

2* ” heart-base ” Mu 3
4 5

3 ” ” Mu Ass 3

4 ” Rebirth kamma ” Dss 3

5* heart-base ” Mu Dss 1 1*

the 4 conditioning states of predominance (items 8 ,9 ,1 0  & 12), all the 
conditioning states of the other 8 items give 4 combinations without 
resultant and 5 with resultant, i.e. a total of 9 each. As for the condi
tioning states of predominance, which occur during life only, there are 
3 combinations without resultant and 3 with resultant, i.e. a total of 6 
each. In these cases items 2 and 5 of the conditioned states in the second 
part of the chart, shown with asterisks, are not included.

Additional Conditions. They are given in the second part of the 
chart (above). The 4 Major conascence conditions, as the leaders, are 
always included as additional conditions in any combination. For (a) 
item 2 mutuality is also added ;(b) item 3 mutuality and association are 
added and (c) item 4 dissociation is added. These are the 4 combina
tions without resultant. For item 5, 2 conditions, mutuality and disso
ciation are added to give 5 combinations with resultant. Items 11 and 
12 are wisdom and, therefore, the 3 answers for the faulty are excluded.
So the enumerations with the conditions shown against them in the 
facing part of the chart for the 4 combinations without resultant are 
respectively 4 ,2 ,2 ,2  and with resultant are all 1.

How to Read Chart D 
Root: Ordinary 9 

Without Resultant 4

1. Combination of root, conascence, dependence, presence and non



disappearance (has) 7 (answers) when 6 roots are related to  their associ
ated aggregates, rooted mind-produced matter and rebirth kamma-pro
duced matter;

2. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, presence and non
disappearance 3 when 6 roots are related to their associated aggregates 
and (heart-)base;

3. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, association, presence 
and non-disappearance 3 when 6 roots are related to their associated 
aggregates;

4. Of root, conascence, dependence, dissociation, presence and non
disappearance 3 when 6 roots are related to rooted mind-produced 
matter and rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter.

With Resultant 5
5. Combination of root, conascence, dependence, resultant, presence 

and non-disappearance 1 when 3 resultant roots are related to their 
associated aggregates, rooted mind-produced matter and rooted rebirth 
kamma-produced matter;

6. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, resultant, presence 
and non-disappearance 1 when 3 resultant roots are related to their 
associated aggregates and (heart-)base;

7. Of root,conascence,mutuality, dependence, resultant, association, 
presence and non-disappearance 1 when 3 resultant roots are related to 
their associated aggregates;

8. Of root, conascence, dependence, resultant, dissociation, presence 
and non-disappearance 1 when 3 resultant roots are related to rooted 
mind-produced matter and rooted rebirth kamma-produced matter;

9. Of root, conascence, mutuality, dependence, resultant, dissocia
tion, presence and non-disappearance 1 when 3 resultant roots at 13 
rooted rebirth-consciousnesses in five-aggregate planes are related to 
(heart-)base.

Then root is taken with faculty and path of item 11 to give 9 com
binations and with predominance, faculty and path of item 12 to give 
6 combinations. In this way the rest of the combinations can be read 
off from the chart.

Comparison with C.R. I
The combinations of conditions read off from the chart in the above 

manner can be compared with those given for the 7 conditions in the
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following items (in brackets) under each of them in C.R. I. These are; 
(1) Root with 24 conascence combinations (441-443); (2) Predomi
nance with 24 conascence combinations (449-452); (3) Kamma with 9 
conascence combinations (475); (4) Nutriment with 33 conascence 
combinations (480-483); (5) Faculty with 72 conascence combinations 
(487-495); (6) JhSna with 36 conascence combinations (497-500);
(7) Path with 57 conascence combinations (502-508).

It will be found from both the chart and the text that there is a total 
of 255 Minor conascence combinations. Here also they are given under 
one line of headings. Those of the 22 Triplets will also be given under 
the same line of headings. How the commons are obtained from these 
combinations is fully explained in Guide to C.R., Part III.

As mentioned earlier the conditions are not taken in the usual order 
to explain the 3 kinds of combinations. As this is different from the 
text, another chart is provided giving the commons and combinations 
for the conditions taken in the usual order for the reader who desires 
to follow the text.

Appendix 591

Serial Order of Common Conditions and 415 Combinations 

Chart E (p. 592)
Now, the combinations with their enumerations in the 22 Triplet 

PatthSnas, most of which are elided in the text, are given in charts.

Combinations for 22 Triplets

1. Mixed Combinations for 16 Triplets 

Chart F (p. 593)

The Triplets are itemized according to their serial order, i.e. 1 is 
the Faultless Triplet, 2 is the Feeling Triplet, 3 is the Resultant Trip
let and so on. In Mixed Combinations, the Feeling Triplet and the rest 
of the 6 Triplets (items 2, 7, 13, 16, 19, 21), which do not contain 
materiality, are excluded and that is why there are only 16 Triplets 
here. The enumerations under the headings Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6 and 8 are 
the same as for the “By Ones” of the Triplets concerned. The other 
enumerations have to be determined from the states of the Triplets 
concerned.
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Chart E
Se r ia l  Or d e r  o f  c o m m o n  c o n d it io n s  a n d  415 c o m b in a t io n s

Common
Conditions

Combinations Conascence

Mixed Miscel
laneous

Major Medium Minor

1. Ro 11 24 24

2. Ob 7 5 5

3. Pd 15 3 3 24 30

4. Px 6 3 3

5. Ct 6 3 3

6. Cn 14 10 10

7. Mu 14 6 6

8. Dp 17 6 4 10 20

9. S.D. 13 7 7

10. Pm 8 7 7

11. Pon 3 1 1

12. Rp 5 1 1

13. Kam 14 2 9 11

14. Rs 14 5 5

15. Nu 11 1 33 34

16. Fa 14 3 1 72 76

17. Jh 10 36 36

18. Pa 12 57 57

19. Ass 13 2 2

20. Dss 17 4 5 4 13

21. Ps 18 11 8 10 29

22. Ab 6 3 3

23. Dsp 6 3 3

24. N.D. 18 11 8 10 29

Total 39 64 40 17 255 (415)



CHA RT F

C O M B IN A T IO N S  F O R  22 T R IP L E T S  

M IX E D  C O M B IN A T IO N S  F O R  16 T R IP L E T S
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2. Miscellaneous Combinations for 22 Triplets 

Chart G (opposite)

The 6 Triplets mentioned above, items Nos. 2, 7 ,13 ,1 6 ,1 9 ,2 1  (the 
Feeling, Rapture and 4 Object Triplets), do not contain materiality and 
so the conditions like postnascence and others, which have only materi
ality as conditioning or conditioned states, are excluded. That is why 
only the conditions under headings Nos. 4, 10, 11, 12 and 13, which 
have mentality as conditioning and conditioned states, are included 
under these 6 Triplets. As for Triplet No. 16, the Path Object Triplet, 
it will be seen from its states that the conditions under headings Nos. 
12 and 13 are excluded. Also, for Triplet No. 19, the Past Object Trip
let, the condition under heading No. 13 is excluded. So the conditions 
have to be taken according to the states of the Triplets. All that is given 
briefly in this single chart should be expanded into 21 charts (Triplets 
Nos. 5 and 14 being the same) for the 22 Triplets in the way that was 
given for the Faultless Triplet.

3(a). Major and Medium Conascence Combinations for the 
22 Triplets

Chart H (p. 596)

Just as with the Miscellaneous Combinations given above, the 5 Trip
lets Nos. 2, 7, 13, 19, 21, which do not contain materiality, have only 
1 combination without resultant and 1 with resultant. The other com
binations are not obtained because the conditioning and conditioned 
states of the conditions are mixed with materiality. In the case of the 
other Triplet No. 16, resultant is not included because it is not con
tained in the states of that Triplet and so there is only 1 combination 
without resultant.

3(b). Minor Conascence Combinations for 22 Triplets 

Chart I (pp. 598-9)

With regard to the headings; (1) Ordinary, etc. 7. These are the 7 
conditions given for Minor Conascence Combinations of the Faultless 
Triplet; (2) Predominant desire, etc. 3. The other 2 are predominant 
consciousness and predominant effort. When taken with the other 2
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C h a r t  H

Ma j o r  a n d  m e d iu m  c o n a s c e n c e  c o m b in a t io n s  f o r  22 t r ip l e t s

Without resultant 5 With resultant 5
M
s

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
u
s

Con Mu Ass Con-
dss

Mu-
dss

Rs Rs-
mu

Rs-
ass

Rs- Rs-mu- 
dss dss

1 9 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 3

3 11 7 3 4 2 3 3 1 1 1

4 9 3 3 4 1 2 2 3 1

5,14 9 3 3 3 1 4 2 2 2 1

6 30 28 11 9 9 21 21 11 5 5

7 10 10

8 9 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

9 17 11 11 5 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 9 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

11 9 3 3 3 1 7 3 3 3 1

12 11 7 3 4 3 7 5 3 3 2

13 3 3

15 9 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

16 17

17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

19 3 3

20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

21 2 2

22 21 6 1 7 1 7 1 1 7 1



headings there are 12 conditioning states. Those that are the aame have 
been taken together.

So the Enumeration Chapters of the Investigation Chaptan of 
(1) Positive conditions of Faultless Triplet in detail and the other 21 
Triplets in brief, have been given. As for (2) Negative, (3) Potritive- 
Negative and (4) Negative-Positive conditions, they cannot be given 
because it would make this book very lengthy.
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